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Abstract
N,N-Dimethyltryptamine (DMT), harmine, harmaline and tetrahydroharmine (THH) are the characteristic alkaloids found in Amazonian sacraments known as hoasca, ayahuasca, and yajè. Such beverages are characterized by the
presence of these three harmala alkaloids, where harmine and harmaline reversibly inhibit monoamine oxidase A
(MAO-A) while tetrahydroharmine weakly inhibits the uptake of serotonin. Together, both actions increase central
and peripheral serotonergic activity while facilitating the psychoactivity of DMT. Though the use of such ‘teas’ has
be known to western science for over 100 years, little is known of their pharmacokinetics. In this study, hoasca was
prepared and administered in a ceremonial context. All four alkaloids were measured in the tea and in the plasma of
15 volunteers, subsequent to the ingestion of 2 ml hoasca/kg body weight, using gas (GC) and high pressure liquid
chromatographic (HPLC) methods. Pharmacokinetic parameters were calculated and peak times of psychoactivity
coincided with high alkaloid concentrations, particularly DMT which had an average Tmax of 107.5932.5 min. While
DMT parameters correlated with those of harmine, THH showed a pharmacokinetic profile relatively independent of
harmine’s. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ayahuasca; Serotonin; Psychoactivity; Religion; Addiction

1. Introduction
* Corresponding author. Tel.: + 1 358 17163601; fax: +1
358 17162456; e-mail callaway@uku.fi

Hoasca is a Brazilian word for a decoction of
the woody liana Banisteriopsis caapi, which is
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pounded and then boiled with the leaves of Psychotria 6iridis. This beverage, also known as
ayahuasca, caapi, daime, yagé, natem, and by many
other local names, is found throughout the extensive river regions of Brazil, Bolivia, Ecuador and
Peru. Such beverages have been used throughout
the Amazon and Orinoco River Basins for both
medicinal and ceremonial purposes since antiquity,
and remain as sacraments to indigenous religions
of these forested regions (Spruce, 1908; Schultes
and Hofmann, 1992). While other plants may be
added to the brew, and many variations of this
beverage have been described (Schultes, 1957;
Pinkley, 1969; McKenna and Towers, 1984;
McKenna et al., 1984a,b; Luna and Amaringo,
1991; Schultes and Raffauf, 1992; Ott, 1994), the
salient common denominator is the presence of
harmala alkaloids (Rivier and Lindgren, 1972);
particularly harmine, harmaline and tetrahydroharmine (THH). Aside from a brief mention in a
congress abstract (Rivier and Holmstedt, 1982),
pharmacological studies of this beverage in humans have not been reported.
The harmala alkaloids, obtained from B. caapi,
were initially identified as the primary components
of this beverage (Hochstein and Paradies, 1957),
and were subsequently considered to be responsible for the visionary effects (Naranjo, 1967). In this
regard, however, these alkaloids function primarily
as specific and reversible inhibitors of type-A
monoamine oxidase (MAOA), particularly the
more potent harmine and harmaline (Udenfriend
et al., 1958; Buckholtz and Boggan, 1977). While
not a strong inhibitor of MAO, THH possibly
contributes neuroactivity by weakly inhibiting the
uptake of serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT)
at presynaptic sites, like other 1-methyl-tetrahydro-b-carbolines (Airaksinen et al., 1980). Subsequently, concentrations of 5-HT increase in the
body when both its metabolism by MAOA and
presynaptic uptake are simultaneously blocked by
these harmala alkaloids.
The inhibition of MAO also allows for the oral
activity of N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT), a potent psychedelic agent often found in these beverages and is obtained from the leaves of P. 6iridis.
DMT binds to serotonergic sites in the brain and
typically facilitates novel perceptions of reality

with complex mental imagery (Holmstedt and
Lindgren, 1967; McKenna and Towers, 1984;
McKenna et al., 1984a,b, 1990; Deliganis et al.,
1991; Ott, 1994; Strassman et al., 1994). The
psychoactivity of DMT was first described in the
medical literature over 40 years ago (Szára, 1956),
at an effective dose of about 1 mg/kg intermuscularly. Ordinarily, DMT is rapidly oxidized by
functional MAO to an inactive metabolise (Barker
et al., 1980; Suzuki et al., 1981). For this reason it
is orally inactive. Harmine and harmaline allow the
oral activity of DMT by temporarily inhibiting the
activity of MAO, and the resulting visionary effects
are a hallmark of this unique plant combination.
Fig. 1 shows the molecular structures of DMT and
harmala alkaloids, illustrating their chemical similarities to 5-HT.
Aside from conferring oral activity on DMT,
MAO inhibition may also contribute to actions of
other psychoactive alkaloids that are sometimes
found in these beverages; e.g. nicotine from Nicotiana species, cocaine from Erythroxylum coca,
caffeine from Ilex guayusa, atropine, scopolamine
and other tropane alkaloids from members of the
Solanaceae family etc. (Schultes, 1957; Pinkley
1969; Ott, 1994). The inherently complex pharmacology of such combinations are essentially unknown to modern medicine, although their utility
is indicated by a legacy of human use throughout
a large geographical region (Schultes and Hofmann, 1992).
Stemming from indigenous usage, syncretic
churches have developed over the last 75 years
within urban populations of northern South America, particularly in Brazil. These sects evolved by
blending the psychoactive effects of these beverages with Judeo–Christian, African or other Old
World religious doctrines. Of these modern religions, the Santo Daime (perhaps the oldest Christian church using this beverage), the União do
Vegetal (UDV, the largest unified congregation),
and the Barquinha (an Afro–Brazilian church)
presently have some of the largest followings. In
1987, the use of such beverages within a religious
context was officially recognized and protected by
law in Brazil, after lengthy investigations into its
alleged threats to public health and national security (Ott, 1994).
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Excluding users from the indigenous population, the present number of regular (e.g.
monthly) users within the urban populations of
South America could be over 15000 individuals
(Luna, 1997). In most indigenous groups only a
small percentage of the total population use the
tea on a regular basis, although most individuals
have had it at some time during their lives. In
the syncretic churches, however, it is routinely
consumed by all adult members on a weekly or
bimonthly basis within a ceremonial context.
Some physical tolerance may develop through
regular use (Callaway et al., 1994), as a reaction
to the subsequent and periodic surge in neurotransmitter levels that follow the ingestion of
hoasca (especially 5-HT), although it is not
physically addictive nor has psychological dependence been demonstrated for these beverages.
In fact, dedicated members of these modern religions typically lose their interest in the habitual
use of alcohol, tobacco, cocaine and other addictive substances (Grob et al., 1996).
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During the Summer of 1993, at the invitation
of the UDV’s Center for Medical Studies, a
clinical study was initiated in order to investigate the psychopharmacologic properties of
hoasca. This invitation was accepted by an international team of medical researchers who were
interested in examining the contextual use of
this beverage, in addition to examining its potential applications in modern medicine. Our
previous articles for this investigation described
the analytical methodologies that were used to
assay the hoasca alkaloids, conduct psychologic
inventories of the volunteers before, during and
after hoasca ingestion, and identify changes in
5-HT uptake site densities on thrombocytes after
long term (\ 10 years) periodic (biweekly) use
of hoasca (Callaway et al., 1996; Grob et al.,
1996; Callaway et al., 1994, respectively). Herein
are reported the pharmacokinetic results following the ingestion of hoasca in healthy volunteers,
and their correlation with some pharmacodynamic effects.

Fig. 1. Molecular structures of N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and three harmala alkaloids found in hoasca, along with the
neurotransmitter serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, S-HT).
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2. Methodology

2.1. The study site
The Nucleo Caupurı́, a UDV temple on the
outskirts of Manaus, Amazônia, was the designated site for this study. Approximately 40 years
in existence, this temple is the second oldest nucleo of the UDV and has the highest proportion
of long-term members.

2.2. The hoasca
Sufficient amounts of B. caapi Spruce. ex Grisebach (Malpighiaceae), known as mariri to the
UDV, and Psychotria 6iridis Ruı́z et Pavón (Rubiaceae), known as chacrona to the UDV, were
gathered on site at the Nucleo Caupurı́ to prepare
hoasca for the purpose of this study. Plant collection began shortly after dawn. Voucher specimens
were collected and authenticated by Dr. D.J.
McKenna, and subsequently deposited in the
herbarium at the Puutarha Botanical Garden at
the University of Kuopio, in Kuopio, Finland (B.
caapi c 98-147, P. 6iridis c98148). In preparing
the hoasca, the woody B. caapi was carefully
washed in water and pounded with wooden mallets, and the leaves of P. 6iridis were simply rinsed
with water.
The plant materials were carefully combined,
boiled and concentrated over several hours to
produce approximately 120 l of the tea before
midnight of the same day. This process was supervised entirely by mestres of the UDV, and executed by members of the UDV, according to their
religious practice. The tea was tested for quality
and potency, in a ceremonial context, prior to the
pharmacokinetic study. Alkaloid content of the
tea was later quantified by high-pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC), using fluorescence detection (Callaway et al., 1996).
Each of the 15 volunteers (74.2 911.3 kg; average9 SD) ingested 2 ml/kg of hoasca after a
baseline blood sample had been collected from a
cubital vein, through an indwelling catheter. The
actual dose was always rounded up to the nearest
power of 10 (e.g. an individual weighing 66 kg
received 140 ml of the brew, rather than 132 ml).

In every case, the hoasca was administered by a
mestre, in keeping with their tradition, and the
entire amount was rapidly consumed (within less
than 10 s).

2.3. The 6olunteers
Fifteen male members of the UDV, between 26
and 48 years of age (35.99 6.9 years; avg.9 SD),
were randomly selected from a larger group of 24
volunteers who had used hoasca as part of their
regular religious practice for at least 10 years, and
who had also passed a physical examination administered by a medical doctor. The medical evaluation included an extensive blood-chemistry
panel (SMAC-24), basal cardiac measures, ECG
and other standard measures of health. Psychological evaluations were made throughout the
study, and these results have been published elsewhere (Grob et al., 1996). In addition to the
experimental volunteers, an age matched group of
15 males who had never consumed hoasca were
subjected to the same medical evaluation, which
included blood samples, as previously described
(Callaway et al., 1994; Grob et al., 1996).
UDV members typically ingest hoasca once every other week, though seldom more often than
once a week. All volunteers used some caffeinated
beverage on a daily basis. None had used alcohol,
tobacco or other drugs for many years, although
eleven (73%) were once dependent on tobacco,
alcohol and/or other drugs prior to their regular
sacramental use of hoasca (Grob et al., 1996). All
participants gave informed consent to the study.
All of the volunteers abstained from their use of
hoasca for at least 1 week prior to the study. All
studies began at 09:00 h, and volunteers were
instructed to fast on the morning of their study
day.

2.4. Subjecti6e effects
The hallucinogenic rating scale (HRS) is an
instrument that was developed to measure the
psychotropic effects of injected DMT (Strassman
et al. 1994). The HRS was administered to each
volunteer before, during and after the acute pharmacokinetic study in an attempt to obtain some
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numerical measure of hoasca’s psychotropic effect, and these results have already been published (Grob et al., 1996).

2.5. Plasma collection
Whole blood was allowed to flow freely
through a heparinized line and into an opened
test tube that contained aqueous EDTA as an
anticoagulant (13 mg EDTA per 10 ml purple
top tube, Termo Oy, Espoo, Finland). Samples
were capped and briefly mixed by repeated inversions, then centrifuged at 200×g for 10 min
at ambient Amazonian temperatures (33 – 38°C).
The plasma was rapidly transferred to clean
glass tubes and frozen on dry ice and subsequently stored at − 80°C. All samples remained
frozen until analysis. A maximum of three volunteers were studied in a single day, where each
administered dose was staggered by 15 min.
Blood samples were collected prior to ingestion,
then at the following time points (in min): 0, 20,
40, 60, 90, 120, 180, 240, 360, 480 and finally a
24 h sample on the next day. A sample was
discarded if collection began over 1 min past the
designated time.

2.6. Plasma alkaloid analyses
Harmine, harmaline and THH were measured
from plasma using HPLC with fluorescence detection, while plasma DMT was quantified by
gas chromatography using nitrogen-phosphorus
detection (GC-NPD), as previously described
(Callaway et al., 1996).

2.7. Pharmacokinetic calculations
The software package PCNONLIN (Version
4.0, Scientific Consulting) was used to determine
concentration–time curves (AUC) for the alkaloids. This program afforded a nonparametric
analysis of the pharmacokinetic data, using
Levenberg’s modification of the Gauss – Newton
method for estimating parameters from non-linear regression analyses.
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2.8. Neuroendocrine assays
Growth hormone (GH) and prolactin were
measured in plasma against standards obtained
from the National Pituitary Agency, as previously described (Odell et al., 1967; Poland and
Rubin, 1981). GH was iodinated by the glucoseoxidase method and its suitability for radio-immuno assay (RIA) was determined by the
talc-resin-TCA method. All samples were analyzed in duplicate. Assay sensitivity was 0.2 ng/
ml for both GH and prolactin. Plasma cortisol
was determined by RIA, using 125I-cortisol and
anti-cortisol antisera (Radio Assay Systems Laboratories), and analyzed as previously described
(Poland and Rubin, 1982). Control samples were
analyzed in duplicate at the beginning, middle
and end of each assay, giving maximum intraand inter-assay coefficients of variation of approximately 9.0 and 15%, respectively.

2.9. Autonomic measurements
Heart rate, blood pressure, respiration, oral
temperature and pupillary diameter were measured after each blood draw until 240 min, each
time by the same clinicians, using simple standard techniques.

3. Results

3.1. The hoasca
Emperical testing of the freshly prepared tea,
by experienced members of the UDV, provided
verification that the beverage was typical and
suitable for the pharmacokinetic study. Subsequently, it was decided that a standard dose of
2 ml/kg body weight would be used throughout
the study. In retrospect, this particular amount
was considered to be somewhat mild in effect,
according to the volunteers. Analytical analyses
revealed the alkaloid content of the hoasca to
be: harmine 1.70 mg/ml, harmaline 0.20 mg/ml,
THH 1.07 mg/ml and DMT 0.24 mg/ml.

J.C. Callaway et al. / Journal of Ethnopharmacology 65 (1999) 243–256
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Table 1
Averages and ranges of body weight, amount of hoasca ingested (2 ml/kg) and amounts of alkaloids consumed by 14 volunteers

Average
Range

Body weight (kg)

Tea (ml)

DMT (mg)

THH (mg)

Harmaline (mg)

Harmine (mg)

74.2 911.3
58–90

148.49 22.6
120–180

35.5 9 5.3
28.8–43.2

158.8 9 24.2
128.4–192.6

29.7 9 4.5
24.0-36.0

252.3 938.4
204.0–306.0

3.2. The 6olunteers
From the preclinical investigations, no significant differences were found between the experimental and control groups (note: the latter group
of hoasca-naive individuals were not included in
the pharmacokinetic phase of this study). The
ranges and averages of body weights for the 14
experimental volunteers included in these analyses, and averaged amounts of tea, and measured
alkaloids consumed, are presented in Table 1. One
of the 15 volunteers vomited during the pharmacokinetic study, approximately 45 min after ingestion, and experimental data from this individual
were not included in the final analyses of this
report.

3.3. The subjecti6e effects
The duration of psychoactivity from the tea
was coincidental with alkaloid plasma levels. In
particular, peak plasma levels of DMT were associated with intricate and colored eyes-closed visual imagery, complex thought processes and a
general state of heightened awareness. Overall
perceptual, cognitive, and affective processes were
significantly modified while maintaining the presence of a clear sensorium. All 15 volunteers experienced these subjective effects at this dosage (2
ml/kg).

3.4. Pharmacokinetics
Although peak plasma levels for DMT were
determined in all volunteers, only 12 had sufficient concentrations for all pharmacokinetic calculations. The following data are reported as the
mean 9SD, in plasma. The Cmax for DMT (n =
12) was 15.89 4.4 ng/ml, with a Tmax of 107.59

32.5 min. Pharmacokinetic values for harmine
were determined for 14 volunteers, giving a Cmax
of 114.89 61.7 ng/ml and a Tmax of 102.0958.3
min. Levels of harmaline were already low in the
beverage, thus Cmax (6.39 3.1 ng/ml) and Tmax
(145.0966.9 min) were determined for only five
volunteers. Pharmacokinetic values for THH were
determined for all 14 volunteers, giving a Cmax of
91.09 22.0 ng/ml and a Tmax of 174.09 39.6 min.
These and other pharmacokinetic parameters of
the four alkaloids are summarized in Table 2.
Plasma alkaloid concentrations for harmine,
THH and DMT were averaged and plotted
against time for the 14 volunteers, and these data
are presented in Fig. 2. None of these alkaloids
were detected in blank samples collected before
the ingestion of hoasca, nor at the zero time point.
Only THH was detected, at low levels, in three of
the volunteers at the 24 h time point.

3.5. Neuroendocrine effects
All measures of neuroendocrine response
showed sharp increases over basal levels for each
volunteer (Fig. 3). The following are reported as
the mean9SEM. After 20 min, levels of plasma
growth hormone began to increase to a maximum
at 90 min (9.4492.41 ng/ml), then returned to
basal levels (0.54 9 0.48 ng/ml) by 360 min (Fig.
3A). Plasma prolactin levels began to increase
after 40 min, to a maximum at 120 min (33.90 9
8.86 ng/ml), then also returned to basal levels
(7.6091.26 ng/ml) by 360 min (Fig. 3B). Plasma
cortisol values increased to a maximum at 60 min
(132.609 10.72 ng/ml), dipped below basal levels
(66.809 10.12 ng/ml) after 360 min, and showed a
significant increase (PB0.05) to 73.909 11.40 ng/
ml over basal values in the 24 h samples (Fig. 3C).

J.C. Callaway et al. / Journal of Ethnopharmacology 65 (1999) 243–256
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Fig. 3. Averaged values and standard errors for the following neuroendocrine values, in ng/ml plasma, are shown for the 14
volunteers after hoasca (2 ml/kg); growth hormone 3A, prolactin 3B, and cortisol 3C.
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study sessions progressed from morning to
afternoon.

3.6. Autonomic effects
All measures showed increases over basal levels
for each volunteer (Fig. 4). The following results
are reported as the mean 9 SEM. Pupillary diameter increased over basal values (3.79 0.2 mm)
after 40 min, to a maximum of 4.990.2 mm at
180 min, and pupils remained dilated after the last
measurement at 240 min (Fig. 4A). Pupil size
typically returned to normal after approximately 6
h at this dosage (2 ml/kg). Respiration rate increased slightly over basal values (18.49 0.7
breaths/min), to a maximum of 21.5 9 1.0 at 90
min, and fluctuated throughout the study, showing an overall increase after 240 min (Fig. 4B).
Oral temperature increased slightly over basal
measures (37.09 0.1°C), reaching a maximum of
37.390.1°C by 240 min (Fig. 4C). It should be
noted here that ambient room temperature also
increased (33–38°C) throughout each day as the

3.7. Cardio6ascular effects
All measures showed increases over basal levels
for each volunteer. The averaged values and SEM
of all 14 volunteers are illustrated in Fig. 5. The
following results are reported as the mean9
SEM. Heart rate initially increased over basal
values (71.992.9 bpm) to a maximum of 79.39
0.3 bpm by 20 min, decreased to a minimum of
64.59 2.2 bpm by 120 min, then increased towards basal levels by 240 min. Both systolic and
diastolic pressures increased to maxima after 40
min (137.393.2 and 92.093.0 mmHg, respectively) over basal values (126.3 9 3.9 and 82.7 9
2.9 mmHg, respectively), gradually returning to
basal levels by 180 min. At 240 min, the systolic
pressure was 123.99 3.2 mmHg and the diastolic
pressure was 81.192.8 mmHg.

Table 2
Pharmacokinetic parameters (avg. 9 SD) of hoasca alkaloids from 14 volunteers
Cmax (ng/ml)

Tmax (min) T1/2 (min)

kobs
(min−1)

C1/F (ml/
min/kg)

Vss/F (l/kg)

AUCinf (mg
min/ml)

MRT (min)

Harmine
(n = 14)
Avg.
9 S.D.

114.8
61.7

102.0
58.3

115.6
60.1

0.016
0.027

271.7
180.3

49.6
40.4

22.88
11.69

180.2
55.7

Harmaline
Avg.
9 S.D

6.3
3.1

145.0
66.9

—

—

—

—

—

—

THH
(n = 14)
Avg.
9 SD

91.0
22.0

174.0
39.6

531.9
290.8

0.003
0.002

63.3
21.9

43.5
8.0

47.78
25.88

548.9
404.2

DMT
(n = 12)
Avg.
9 SD

15.8
4.4

107.5
32.5

259.4
207.2

0.008
0.016

221.8
129.9

54.8
14.8

5.60
4.53

357.7
271.5

Due to low concentrations, parameters for DMT could only be determined in 12 volunteers, while only Cmax end Tmax could be
calculated for harmaline in five volunteers.
Avg, average.

J.C. Callaway et al. / Journal of Ethnopharmacology 65 (1999) 243–256
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Fig. 4. Averaged values and standard errors for the following autonomic responses, after hoasca (2 ml/kg), are shown for the 14
volunteers; pupillary diameter 4A, respiration rate 4B, and oral temperature 4C.
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Fig. 2. Averaged values and standard errors of harmine, THH and DMT concentrations, in ng/ml plasma, are shown for the 14
volunteers after hoasca (2 ml/kg).

4. Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine the
pharmacokinetic effects of hoasca in healthy humans. The alkaloid content of the hoasca used in
this study are in agreement with published reports
of tea dosages from other sources (McKenna et
al., 1984a; Liwszyc et al., 1992; Casale and Koles,
1995; Don et al., 1998), and the beverage itself
was considered typical of hoasca by experienced
volunteers. While the dosage of hoasca in this
study was considered mild, by comparison, the
plasma alkaloid levels were sufficient for analytical detection, and larger amounts of the tea could
have increased the risk of nausea and vomiting.
The hoasca-naive agematched control group was
not included in the acute pharmacokinetic study.
The control group was only used in this study to
provide a standard baseline measure of health,
and a measure of platelet uptake site density in a
hoasca-naive population of the region (Callaway
et al., 1994).
Changes in DMT pharmacokinetic profiles
were reflected in autonomic and neuroendocrine
responses, and subjective effects, as previously
reported (Strassman and Qualls, 1994; Strassman

et al., 1994). The intensity and duration of subjective effects between hoasca versus intravenous
DMT, however, differed considerably. In the
present study, the most intense visionary effects
were reported to occur between 60 and 120 min
after ingesting the tea, which corresponds with the
average Tmax for DMT (Table 2). Moreover, the
results from our psychological inventory with
hoasca use (Grob et al., 1996) indicate qualitative
differences between comparable levels of injected
DMT, where the onset of maximal effect tended
to be more rapid, singular in effect, and of shorter
duration (Strassman et al., 1994). The quantitative difference is obviously due to the inherent
differences in routes of administration; i.e. intravenous versus orally activated DMT. The qualitative differences can be explained by the suggestion
that the visionary effects of DMT manifest
through interactions at central serotonin receptor
sites (Deliganis et al., 1991), where subjective effects are modified by increased levels of 5-HT,
which provides competition for DMT at these
sites.
The purgative effects of hoasca are considered
to be tonic, rather than toxic, according to those
who use this beverage with regularity. Variable
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degrees of nausea, vomiting, and occasionally
simultaneous diarrhea, are not uncommon. These
effects vary according to the individual, dosage,
and alkaloid composition of the tea. They are
probably symptomatic of the increasing levels of
unmetabolized 5-HT throughout the acute phase
of this experience, which is a consequence of
MAO-A inhibition by both harmine and harmaline (Buckholtz and Boggan, 1977). Vomiting, for
example, results from increased vagal stimulation
by central 5-HT, and increased peripheral 5-HT
can stimulate intestinal motility to the point of
diarrhea. A fine transient tremor and nystagmus
were also observed in some cases. This may be
due to receptor mediated interactions of harmala
alkaloids on tryptamine binding receptors (Rommelspacher and Bruning, 1984; Airaksinen et al.,
1987).
Increased heart rate and blood pressure may be
due to unmetabolized catecholamines after MAO
inhibition, where increasing levels of central 5-HT
later attenuate this effect by decreasing cardiac
response through vagal stimulation (Udenfriend
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et al., 1958). Similar modifications in cardiac performance have already been reported in humans
and other animals for both harmine and harmaline (Goldberg and Sjoerdsma, 1959; Sjoerdsma et
al., 1959; Pletscher et al., 1960). While increases in
cardiac responses were remarkable, they were not
hypertensive. Four individuals presented heart
rates less than 60 bpm at 120 min after hoasca
ingestion (59, 59, 58 and 52 bpm), where the two
lowest measures had basal heart rates below the
group average (65 and 62 bpm, respectively).
With the regular use of hoasca, subsequent
periodic increases in levels of 5-HT may signal a
compensatory upregulation of 5-HT uptake sites
on blood platelets (Callaway et al., 1994). Since
none of the volunteers showed signs of active or
current depression (Grob et al., 1996), which
might be expected from a net lack of synaptic
5-HT activity through its increased uptake, it is
conceivable that such an upregulation could actually stimulate 5-HT production to fill these
receptor sites during the times between hoasca
sessions.

Fig. 5. Averaged values and standard errors of heart rate, systolic and diastolic pressures, after hoasca (2 ml/kg), are shown for the
14 volunteers. Heart rate, in beats per min (bpm) and pressure in mmHg share the same numeric scale on the vertical axis.
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The mechanism of action for hoasca and
analogous beverages apparently begins with the
inhibition of MAO by harmine and, to a lesser
extent, harmaline. This action allows for the oral
activity of DMT, a mechanism suggested over 30
years ago (Holmstedt and Lindgren, 1967). Where
the Tmax of injected DMT (0.4 mg/kg) was only
about 2 min with a resulting Cmax of 15.8 ng/ml
(Strassman and Qualls, 1994), gastrointestinal absorption and subsequent MAO inhibition lengthened Tmax to 108 9 32.5 min and increased Cmax
to 90.0 ng/ml at a comparable oral dose of DMT
from 2 ml/kg hoasca (i.e. 0.48 mg DMT/kg).
Ordinarily, DMT is not orally active, even at 25
times the oral dosage used in the present study
(Ott, 1994).
The oral activity of DMT in hoasca is apparently facilitated by the presence of harmala alkaloids. This has been tested in man (Ott, 1994) by
achieving hoasca-like psychoactivity through the
simultaneous oral ingestion of pure harmine (1.5
mg/kg) with DMT (0.44 mg/kg). The same has
been
demonstrated
for
5-methoxy-DMT
(Callaway, 1993), which is also orally inactive. An
earlier study using iproniazid, a non-specific
MAO inhibitor, had already demonstrated that
DMT is primarily metabolized by MAO (Barker
et al., 1980). As the harmala alkaloids are known
to preferentially inhibit MAO-A (Buckholtz and
Boggan, 1977), it follows that DMT would be the
preferred substrate for this particular isozyme (i.e.
MAO-A). However, one report has suggested that
DMT is preferentially metabolized by MAO-B
(Suzuki et al., 1981), while 5-methoxy-DMT is
preferentially metabolized by MAO-A (Squires,
1975). A metabolic study on DMT showed this
alkaloid to be rapidly metabolized in the blood to
dimethylkynuramine by an unknown enzymatic
reaction (Hryhorczuk et al., 1986). Moreover, it is
also conceivable that increasing levels of 5-HT
could compete with DMT for any of these reactions, and effectively slow its eventual metabolism
in that way.
The EC50 for the inhibition of MAO-A has
been reported to be 8× 108 M for harmine, 6×
10 − 8 M for harmaline and 1.4 ×10 − 5 M for
THH, and at higher concentrations both harmine
and harmaline begin to inhibit MAO-B (Pletscher

et al., 1960; Buckholtz and Boggan, 1977). In the
present study, plasma concentrations of harmine
alone were several orders of magnitude greater
than its reported EC50. By considering the high
concentrations of harmala alkaloids in hoasca
that are typically ingested, it could be argued that
this amount is aufficient to inhibit both isozymes
of MAO.
Due to its weak affinity, and in the presence of
high harmine concentrations, THH may not play
a significant role in the inhibition of MAO. Instead, THH may contribute psychoactivity indirectly by inhibiting the uptake of 5-HT in platelets
and presynaptic neurons (Airaksinen et al., 1980),
further increasing extracellular 5-HT levels over
those seen from MAO inhibition alone, as significant amounts of this alkaloid are known to occur
in B. caapi (Rivier and Lindgren 1972; Callaway
et al., 1996). The pharmacokinetic profile of THH
(Fig. 2) and related parameters (Table 2) also
suggests some independence from interactions between harmine and MAO. It is possible that the
activity of THH may even be potentiated by
MAO inhibition.
All changes in neuroendocrine responses correlated with subjective effects. Growth hormone
and prolactin are under the influence of the serotonergic system, and serve as indicators of increased serotonergic action (Van de Karr, 1991).
The neuroendocrine challenge by hoasca provides
information on the functionality of the serotonergic system. Increased cortisol and prolactin levels
were comparable to previously reported values
after injected DMT, although the action of MAO
inhibition seems to have prolonged the time response by a factor of 4–5 in the present study.
Increased levels of growth hormone followed, as
well, which was also seen after injected DMT
(Strassman and Qualls, 1994). The increased levels
of prolactin and growth hormone that were observed in the present study probably reflect increased activation of 5-HT receptors, again
through increased levels of 5-HT (Scheinin et al.,
1990). Increased cortisol levels also follow this
sudden surge in neurochemical activity.
Increased pupillary diameter, oral temperature
and cardiac effects were also reported earlier for
0.4 and 0.2 mg/kg i.v. doses of DMT (Strassman
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and Qualls, 1994), but these effects were of
shorter duration than the increases seen in the
present study.

5. Conclusions
A long and continuous history of regular use
indicates the utility of hoasca. Signs of physical or
psychological deterioration were not observed as
a consequence of its use. Instead, the regular use
of hoasca in a ceremonial context seems to increase one’s ability to psychologically adapt to the
larger process of life (Grob et al., 1996).
By investigating human reactions to psychotropic agents, we begin to bridge the gap
between neurochemistry and cognition. The clinical and pharmacokinetic data obtained from this
prospective study provide some direction for further investigations into the complex psychopharmacology of hoasca, and related substances, in
healthy human volunteers. Although preliminary
in nature, the results from this study suggest that
such neurochemical agents are powerful tools that
can enable a more comprehensive study of the
mind.
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Abstract Rationale: Ayahuasca is a South American
psychoactive beverage that contains the naturally occurring psychedelic agent N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT).
This “tea” has been used for centuries in religious and
medicinal contexts in the rain forest areas of South
America and is presently gaining the attention of psychedelic users in North America and Europe. Objectives: In
the present study, the psychological effects and tolerability of ayahuasca were assessed. Methods: Three increasing doses of encapsulated freeze-dried ayahuasca (0.5,
0.75, and 1.0 mg DMT/kg body weight) were administered to six healthy male volunteers with prior experience in the use of this tea, in a single-blind crossover
placebo-controlled clinical trial. Results: Ayahuasca produced significant dose-dependent increases in five of the
six subscales of the Hallucinogen Rating Scale, in the
LSD, MBG, and A scales of the Addiction Research
Center Inventory, and in the “liking”, “good effects” and
“high” visual analogue scales. Psychological effects
were first noted after 30–60 min, peaked between
60–120 min, and were resolved by 240 min. The tea was
well tolerated from a cardiovascular point of view, with a
trend toward increase for systolic blood pressure. Modified physical sensations and nausea were the most freJ. Riba · G. Urbano · A. Morte · R. Antonijoan · M.J. Barbanoj (✉)
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quently reported somatic-dysphoric effects. The overall
experience was regarded as pleasant and satisfactory by
five of the six volunteers, while one volunteer experienced an intensely dysphoric reaction with transient disorientation and anxiety at the medium dose and voluntarily withdrew from the study. Conclusions: Ayahuasca
can be described as inducing changes in the perceptual,
affective, cognitive, and somatic spheres, with a combination of stimulatory and visual psychoactive effects of
longer duration and milder intensity than those previously reported for intravenously administered DMT.
Keywords Ayahuasca · DMT · Subjective effect ·
Tolerability · Human

Introduction
Ayahuasca, a potent psychotropic drink that has been
used for centuries for magico-religious purposes and folk
medicine in the Amazon and Orinoco river basins
(Dobkin de Ríos 1972; Schultes and Hofmann 1982), is
becoming increasingly popular in Europe and North
America as a sacramental drug (Metzner 1999). In recent
years, the use of ayahuasca has spread outside South
America, and several groups using this tea have become
established in Spain and other European countries
(Marshall 1997; López 1999), where the tea is reportedly
used to facilitate self-knowledge and introspection. A
relevant facet in expanding ayahuasca use can be attributed to the growing interest of the many individuals who
are interested in shamanic practices, in addition to the
activities of a number of Brazilian syncretic religions,
particularly the Santo Daime and the União do Vegetal,
that have combined Old World religious beliefs with the
indigenous use of ayahuasca. Because this tea contains
measurable amounts of N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT),
the ayahuasca churches are actively working to obtain
legal exemption for ayahuasca use within a religious
context outside Brazil, the only country where it currently enjoys legal protection, analogous to the status held
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by the Native American Church for the use of peyote
(Lophophora williamsii, a mescaline-containing cactus)
in the United States. Even though the number of users is
still relatively small outside of Brazil, ayahuasca use has
raised concerns for public health (Callaway and Grob
1998), and extensive clinical data on its somatic, psychological, and neurophysiological effects are indicated.
Ayahuasca, also known as Daime or Hoasca in Brazil, Yajé in Colombia, or Natem in Ecuador, is generally
obtained by infusing the shredded stalk of the malpighiaceous vine Banisteriopsis caapi with the leaves of Psychotria viridis (Rubiaceae) or Diplopterys cabrerana
(Malpighiaceae). B. caapi contributes a mixture of β-carboline alkaloids to the tea, particularly harmine, tetrahydroharmine (THH), and trace amounts of harmaline
(Rivier and Lindgren 1972). P. viridis and D. cabrerana
are rich in the psychedelic indole DMT (River and
Lindgren 1972; Schultes and Hofmann 1980; Callaway
et al. 1996).
DMT, the main psychotropic agent of ayahuasca, is
capable of eliciting an intensely emotional dream-like
experience characterized by vivid visual imagery, perceptual and cognitive changes, and profound modifications in the sense of self and reality, when administered
parenterally (Strassman et al. 1994). On the molecular
level, DMT has affinity for 5-HT2 and 5-HT1A binding
sites, similarly to LSD (Pierce and Peroutka 1989;
Deliganis et al. 1991), and is structurally similar to serotonin. Interestingly, DMT is known for its lack of psychoactivity when orally ingested, even in quantities in
the order of grams (Ott 1999), due to metabolism by
monoamine oxidase (MAO; Suzuki et al. 1981). The βcarbolines present in ayahuasca, particularly harmine
and harmaline, have been found to inhibit MAO
(McKenna et al. 1984), an effect that apparently allows
the viable access of DMT to the systemic circulation and
the central nervous system. In addition to the action of
DMT on serotonin receptors, it has also been suggested
that ayahuasca's psychoactive effects may also be partly
due to a general increase of catecholamines and serotonin (Callaway et al. 1999). This increase would be due to
both the inhibited metabolic breakdown of serotonin in
addition to its uptake inhibition by THH and also competition with DMT for receptor sites (Callaway et al.
1999). Thus, ayahuasca constitutes a very complex psychoactive preparation, acting at least through three different pharmacologic mechanisms.
In the present paper we report a single-blind placebocontrolled clinical trial conducted with ayahuasca, in
which the subjective effects and tolerability of three different doses of ayahuasca were evaluated in healthy volunteers. This study is part of a wider research project designed to further characterize the pharmacologic effects
of this tea.

Materials and methods
Volunteers
For ethical reasons, participation in this initial study was limited
to six healthy male volunteers having previous experience with
ayahuasca. Volunteers were contacted by word of mouth in the
Barcelona area of Spain, and all had previous exposure to the
“tea”, but had no formal connections to any ayahuasca church.
The volunteers were given a structured psychiatric interview
(DSM-III-R) and completed the trait-anxiety scale from the statetrait anxiety inventory (Spielberger et al. 1970). Exclusion criteria
included a present or past history of axis-I disorders and alcohol or
other substance dependence, and high scores on trait anxiety. Following the psychiatric interview, participants underwent a complete physical examination that included a medical history, laboratory tests, ECG, and urinalysis. Mean age was 32.2 years (range:
26–44), mean weight 71.5 kg (range: 66–85), and mean height
174.3 cm (range 167–186). All volunteers had previous experience
with cannabis, cocaine, psychedelics, and other illicit substances.
Regarding their prior experience specifically with ayahuasca, volunteers 1 and 2 had previously consumed it on 10 occasions, volunteer 3 on about 60 occasions, volunteer 4 on 2 occasions, volunteer 5 on 6 occasions, and volunteer 6 on 30 occasions. The study
was conducted in accordance with the Declarations of Helsinki
and Tokyo concerning experimentation on humans, and was approved by the hospital's ethics committee and the Spanish Ministry of Health. The volunteers received detailed information on the
nature of ayahuasca, the general psychological effects of psychedelics, and their possible adverse effects, as reported in the psychiatric literature. All volunteers gave their written informed consent
to participate.
Drug
A 9.6 litre batch of ayahuasca (Daime) was obtained from CEFLURIS, a Brazilian-based religious organization related to the
Santo Daime church. The tea had the appearance of a brown-reddish suspension with a characteristic bitter-sour taste and smell,
and a markedly acidic pH (3.63). In order to mask the drug in the
single-blind design and establish accurate dosings, the tea underwent a freeze-drying process that yielded 611 g of a yellowish
powder, which was subsequently homogenized and analyzed for alkaloid contents by an HPLC method previously described in the literature (Callaway et al. 1996). One gram of freeze-dried material
contained 8.33 mg DMT, 14.13 mg harmine, 0.96 mg harmaline,
and 11.36 mg THH. Thus, the alkaloid concentrations in the original tea were as follows: DMT 0.53 mg/ml, harmine 0.90 mg/ml,
harmaline 0.06 mg/ml, and THH 0.72 mg/ml. The DMT concentration found in the tea was similar to that reported previously for a
sample of Daime (Liwszyc et al. 1992) and several Peruvian ayahuasca samples (McKenna et al. 1984), and twice as great as the
amount reported for a sample of Hoasca from the Brazilian church
União do Vegetal (Callaway et al. 1996). Similarly, the β-carboline
concentrations found in the ayahuasca used in the present study
were also higher than those reported in the previously mentioned
samples. In view of the mild psychological effects reported from
the 0.48 mg DMT/kg body weight dosage (Grob et al. 1996), and
considering the total amounts of DMT consumed in what have
been reported as typical doses (McKenna et al. 1984; Liwszyc et al.
1992), the following experimental doses were chosen for the present study: 0.5 mg DMT/kg body weight as the low dose and 0.75
and 1.0 mg DMT/kg body weight as the medium and high dose, respectively. The freeze-dried material was encapsulated in 00 gelatin capsules containing 0.5, 0.25, or 0.125 g, and stored at –20°C
under nitrogen atmosphere and protected from light until administered to the volunteers. Placebo capsules consisted of 00 gelatin
capsules with 0.75 g lactose. Each volunteer received his calculated
individual dose by combination of these capsules. Placebo capsules
were added when necessary, so that all volunteers received 20 capsules on each experimental day.
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Study design and experimental procedure
The study was carried out in a single-blind fashion. Volunteers
were informed that they would receive a single oral dose of encapsulated freeze-dried ayahuasca (one low, one medium, and one
high dose) or placebo on each of 4 experimental days. In order to
avoid subjective effects related to expectancy, the volunteers were
also informed that administrations would be made in a doubleblind balanced fashion. For security reasons, they were actually
administered in increasing doses, i.e., placebo for the first session,
the low dose containing 0.5 mg DMT/kg for the second session,
the medium dose containing 0.75 mg DMT/kg for the third session, and the high dose containing 1.0 mg DMT/kg for the fourth
and final session, in order to control for tolerability and the possible risk in elevations of cardiovascular parameters. Two weeks
prior to the beginning of the experimental sessions, volunteers abstained from any medication or illicit drug and remained drug-free
throughout the 4 study weeks. Urinalysis for illicit drug use was
carried out for each experimental session. Additionally, volunteers
abstained from alcohol, tobacco, and caffeinated drinks 24 h prior
to each experimental day. Experimental days were a week apart.
The volunteers were admitted to the research unit on 4 separate
experimental days. Upon arrival at 8:00 a.m. under fasting conditions, a urine sample was collected, a cannula was inserted in the
cubital vein of their right arm for drawing blood samples, and capsules were administered by approximately 9:00 a.m. with 250 ml
tap water. Throughout the experimental session the volunteers remained seated in a comfortable reclining chair in a quiet and dimly lit room. The experimenter remained beside the volunteer for
most of the time, and no music was used during the sessions. Four
hours after administration of the capsules, the volunteers left the
room, answered subjective effect questionnaires, were able to have
a light meal if they wished to, and were discharged after 5 h from
the administration.
Measurements
Besides the measures described below, spontaneous verbally reported effects were also recorded. Additionally, blood samples
were drawn at set time points in order to establish the alkaloids’
pharmacokinetic profiles (not reported here). The time points selected for the measurements described below were based on field
observations of duration of ayahuasca effects, and on the published pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic data by Callaway
et al. (1999).

interact with his/her “self” and/or the environment; “cognition”,
describing modifications in thought processes or content; “perception”, measuring visual, auditory, gustatory, and olfactory experiences; and finally “intensity”, which reflects the strength of the
overall experience (Strassman et al. 1994). The ARCI (Lamas et
al. 1994) consists of five scales or groups: morphine-benzedrine
group (MBG), measuring euphoria; pentobarbital-chlorpromazinealcohol group (PCAG), measuring sedation; lysergic acid diethylamide scale (LSD), measuring somatic-dysphoric effects; and the
benzedrine group (BG) and the A scale, for amphetamine, both
sensitive to stimulants. The volunteers answered the ARCI immediately before drug administration and, 4 h after drug intake, they
again answered the ARCI and the HRS.
Tolerability measures
Cardiovascular variables were recorded by means of a sphygmomanometer cuff (Dinamap Critikon, Tampa, Fla., USA) which was
placed around the volunteer's left arm. Blood pressure [systolic
(SBP) and diastolic (DBP)] and heart rate were measured immediately before administration (baseline) and at 15, 30, 45, 60, 90,
120, 150, 180, 210, and 240 min after intake. Somatic-dysphoric
effects were recorded by means of the questionnaires previously
mentioned, and as spontaneous verbal reports. Finally, after each
experimental session, a blood sample was taken for laboratory
testing, which included blood cell counts, plasma bilirubin, creatinine, and liver enzymes.
Statistical analysis
Values from cardiovascular measures and ARCI scores were transformed to differences from baseline and differences from preadministration scores, respectively. Transformed values, HRS scores,
and mean values obtained across time points for a given treatment
(i.e., cardiovascular and VAS data) were analyzed by means of a
non-parametric Friedman test. When a significant effect was observed, post hoc comparisons were performed using the Wilcoxon
test. In all tests performed, differences were considered statistically significant for P values lower than 0.05.

Results
Psychological effects

Psychological measures
The psychological effects elicited by ayahuasca were measured by
means of visual analogue scales (VAS) and self-report questionnaires. VAS were 100-mm horizontal lines with the following labels: “any effect” indicated any effect, either physical or psychological, that the volunteer attributed to the administered dosage;
“good effects” indicated any effect the volunteer valued as good;
“liking” reflecting that the volunteer liked the effects of the administered substance; “drunken” indicating any dizziness or lightheadedness; “stimulated” indicating any increases in thought
speed and/or content, or any increases in associations and/or insights; and “high” which reflected any positive psychological effect the volunteer attributed to the treatment. The volunteers were
requested to answer the VAS immediately before administration
and at 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, and 240 min after
administration.
Self-report questionnaires included Spanish adaptations of the
Hallucinogen Rating Scale (HRS) and the Addiction Research
Center Inventory (ARCI). The HRS version, which had been previously translated from English and validated in Spanish (Riba et
al. 2000), includes six subscales: “somaesthesia”, reflecting somatic effects; “affect”, sensitive to emotional and affective responses; “volition”, indicating the volunteer's capacity to willfully

Results for the statistical analyses performed on all subjective effect variables are presented in Table 1. A significant effect of treatment was observed for all seven VAS
items, all HRS subscales except “volition”, and the A,
MBG, and LSD scales of the ARCI. The 0.5 mg
DMT/kg body weight dosage chosen in the present study
as the lower dose proved to be psychoactive in five of
the six volunteers and subthreshold for the sixth volunteer, who mistook it for the placebo. At this dose, the
Wilcoxon test showed significant effects for all VAS
items except for “high”. A significant effect was also
found for the HRS “somaesthesia” subscale. Finally, the
ARCI questionnaire showed a significant increase in the
MBG scale.
When administered at 0.75 and 1.0 mg DMT/kg body
weight, ayahuasca was correctly identified as an active
substance by all participants. All VAS items and all HRS
subscales, except for “volition”, discriminated between
each of these two doses and the placebo. At the medium
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Table 1 Statistical analyses
performed on the visual analogue scale (VAS) scores (mean
values across ten time points)
and on scores obtained for the
Hallucinogen Rating Scale
(HRS) subscales and Addiction
Research Center Inventory
(ARCI) (differences from predrug values) (n=5). NS Not significant, A amphetamine scale,
LSD lysergic acid diethylamide
scale, BG benzedrine group,
MBG morphine-benzedrine
group, PCAG pentobarbitalchlorpromazine-alcohol group

*P<0.05, **P<0.01, (*)P<0.1

Variable

Friedman test

Wilcoxon test
Placebo

0.5 mg/kg

0.75 mg/kg

P value

0.5

0.75

1.0

0.75

1.0

1.0

VAS
Any effect
Good effects
Visions
Liking
Drunken
Stimulated
High

**
**
*
**
**
**
**

*
*
*
*
*
*
(*)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
(*)
NS
(*)
*
(*)
*

*
*
(*)
*
*
NS
*

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

HRS
Somaesthesia
Perception
Cognition
Volition
Affect
Intensity

**
*
*
NS
**
**

*
NS
NS
–
(*)
(*)

*
*
*
–
*
*

*
*
*
–
*
*

*
NS
(*)
–
*
*

NS
(*)
*
–
(*)
NS

NS
NS
NS
–
NS
NS

ARCI
MBG
BG
A
LSD
PCAG

**
NS
**
*
NS

*
–
(*)
(*)
–

*
–
*
(*)
–

*
–
*
*
–

(*)
–
NS
NS
–

NS
–
(*)
NS
–

NS
–
NS
NS
–

dose (i.e., 0.75 mg DMT/kg) the ARCI MBG and A
scales showed statistically significant differences from
the placebo. At the high dose, the LSD, MGB, and A
scales showed significant differences from the placebo.
Regarding discrimination between the doses, five of the
seven VAS items and the HRS “cognition” subscale were
able to discriminate between the low and the high doses.
None of the variables were able to discriminate between
the medium and the high doses. Three VAS items, “any
effects”, “drunken”, and “high”, were discriminative between the low and medium doses. Discrimination between these two doses was also achieved by the HRS
“somaesthesia”, “affect”, and “intensity” subscales.
Scores on the HRS subscales for the four experimental conditions are shown in Fig. 1. Pre- and post-treatment scores on the ARCI scales for the four experimental conditions are shown in Fig. 2. The time course of effects, as reflected by the seven VAS items, is presented
in Fig. 3. The initial somatic effects of ayahuasca appeared between 15–30 min, which translated as increases
in the “any effect” VAS. This was followed by an onset
of psychological effects at around 30–60 min, which was
reflected by the increases in the other six VAS items.
Both somatic and psychic effects peaked between 60 and
120 min after drug intake and gradually decreased to
baseline levels at approximately 240 min. It is worth noting that the “good effects” and “liking” items of the VAS
remained elevated at 240 min after drug administration,
when most of the perceptual, cognitive, and affective effects had disappeared. The volunteers verbally described
this state as a lingering sensation of well-being after the
resolution of the more intense psychotropic effects.

Tolerability
Cardiovascular effects
Mean values for SBP, DBP, and heart rate over time are
presented in Fig. 4 as differences from their baseline values. All three ayahuasca doses produced increases in
SBP and DBP when compared with placebo. Changes
were not statistically significant, although a robust trend
toward significance was observed for SBP (P=0.0503) at
the high dose. The peak differences in SBP were
13.8 mm Hg between the high dose and placebo,
13.4 mm Hg between the medium dose and placebo, and
8.8 mm Hg between the low dose and placebo. The maximal increases in SBP were observed at 90 min after administration of all three ayahuasca doses. The peak differences in DBP were 10.4 mm Hg between the high
dose and placebo, 9.8 mm Hg between the medium dose
and placebo, and 8.6 mm Hg between the low dose and
placebo. The maximal increases in DBP were observed
at 60 min after administration of all three ayahuasca
doses. Mean arterial pressures showed a 10.6 mm Hg
maximum difference from placebo at 60 min. Heart rate
was affected very little by ayahuasca. Increases above
baseline values were only seen for the medium and high
doses, with peak differences of 9.2 beats/min between
the high dose and placebo, 8 beats/min between the medium dose and placebo, and 6.4 beats/min between the
low dose and placebo at 45 min after drug administration. At no point did SBP reach 140 mm Hg, nor did
heart rate reach 100 beats/min for any individual volunteer. On the other hand, two volunteers showed sporadic
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Fig. 1 Mean scores on the six Hallucinogen Rating Scale (HRS)
subscales after administration of placebo (■
■ ), 0.5 mg N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT)/kg body weight ayahuasca (lightly shaded),
0.75 mg/kg (shaded), and 1.0 mg/kg (■). Error bars denote 1
standard error of mean (n=5). Significant differences from placebo
(Wilcoxon test, P<0.05) are indicated by an asterisk

Blood analysis

DBP values between 91–93 mm Hg after the medium
and high doses, which lasted between 15 and 30 min.

Verbal reports

Somatic-dysphoric effects
Table 2 lists the main somatic-dysphoric effects reported
by the volunteers either spontaneously, or as positive responses to particular items in the HRS and ARCI questionnaires.

No clinically relevant alterations were observed in the
hematological or biochemical parameters tested after
completion of each experimental session.

The first effects noted by the volunteers were somatic
modifications which included burning sensations in the
stomach, tingling sensations, changes in perception of
body temperature and skin sensitivity, and mild nausea.
The onset of psychic effects was generally sudden and
intense. Volunteers reported a certain degree of anxiety
or fear at this initial stage, tending to decrease thereafter. Visual imagery was characteristic and dose-dependent. The images and visual modifications did not persist throughout the entire experience, but usually came
and went in waves. These effects ranged from increases
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Fig. 2 Mean pre- (■
■ ) and postdrug (lightly shaded) administration
scores on the five Addiction Research Center Inventory (ARCI)
scales, after each of the four experimental conditions. Error bars
denote 1 standard error of mean (n=5). Significant differences
from placebo (Wilcoxon test, P<0.05) are indicated by an asterisk.
A Amphetamine scale, LSD lysergic acid diethylamide scale, BG
benzedrine group, MBG morphine-benzedrine group, PCAG pentobarbital-chlorpromazine-alcohol group

in an object’s brightness and sharpness, or as vibrations
in the visual field, to rapidly moving patterns, and
scenes that were visible with eyes either closed or open
at the medium and high doses. Changes in auditory perception were also reported and showed a dose-dependent effect. Hearing was perceived to be enhanced, with
sounds becoming more clear and distinct. Although infrequent, transient auditory phenomena were reported in
some subjects at the three doses. Thought processes
were also modified, with the volunteers reporting an enhanced rate of thinking which generally centered on personal psychologic content. These thoughts were experienced as providing new insight into personal concerns.
As the doses increased, emotional reactions were intensified, with the volunteers experiencing happiness, sadness, awe, amazement, and at times simultaneously con-

tradictory feelings. At the medium and high doses, volunteers agreed on the similarity of the experience to
dreaming. Memories were present, mostly related to recent personal matters. The sense of self and the passing
of time were deeply affected at the medium and high
doses. While sensations of closeness to others, happiness, and euphoria were similar at the medium and high
doses, sensations of detachment from the body, oneness
with the universe, and chaos, were more frequently reported with the latter. Five of the six volunteers were
able to interact with the experimenter and the environment without major problems at all three doses. The
sixth volunteer experienced a brief but intense disorientation state at the medium dosage. It is noteworthy that
this volunteer had the least amount of experience with
ayahuasca, having consumed it prior to the study on on-
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Fig. 3 Time curves of scores on the seven visual analogue scale
(VAS) items (means) after administration of placebo (●), 0.5 mg
DMT/kg body weight ayahuasca (■), 0.75 mg/kg (▲), and
1.0 mg/kg (◆). Error bars denote 1 standard error of mean (n=5)
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Fig. 4 Time course of cardiovascular measures (means) as differences from baseline after administration of placebo (●), 0.5 mg
DMT/kg body weight ayahuasca (■), 0.75 mg/kg (▲), and
1.0 mg/kg (◆). Error bars denote 1 standard error of mean (n=5)

Table 2 Somatic-dysphoric effects spontaneously reported by
the six volunteers, or as positive responses on particular
items of the HRS and ARCI
questionnaires on the 4 experimental days, presented as most
to least frequently reported.
Figures indicate the number of
subjects who reported a specific effect, regardless of intensity,
at the three different ayahuasca
doses administered and placebo

aItem included in the HRS
bItem included in the ARCI
cSpontaneously reported

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Somatic-dysphoric effect

Placebo

0.5 mg/kg

0.75 mg/kg

1.0 mg/kg

Body feels differenta
Nauseaa
Change in body temperaturea
Electric/tingling feelinga
I have a disturbance in my stomachb
My hands feel clumsyb
My speech is slurredb
Urge to urinatea
Feel body shake/tremblea
Urge to move bowelsa
I feel dizzyb
My head feels heavyb
Sweatinga
A thrill has gone through me...b
Vomitingc
Disorientationc

1/6
0/6
1/6
1/6
0/6
1/6
0/6
1/6
0/6
0/6
0/6
0/6
0/6
0/6
0/6
0/6

5/6
4/6
4/6
2/6
3/6
2/6
3/6
1/6
1/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
1/6
0/6
0/6
0/6

6/6
5/6
4/6
3/6
4/6
3/6
3/6
3/6
3/6
0/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
1/6
0/6
1/6

5/5
3/5
3/5
5/5
2/5
3/5
2/5
3/5
2/5
3/5
0/5
0/5
1/5
0/5
1/5
0/5

ly two occasions. Verbal support was sufficient to get
him through this temporary crisis, but he was left with a
general feeling of dissatisfaction toward the experience
and withdrew from the study. Nevertheless, all volunteers, including this one, were well aware of the effects
being caused by the administered drug and of their transient nature.

Discussion
The administration of ayahuasca to experienced healthy
volunteers induced intense modifications of their conscious state, which was evaluated as dose-dependent elevations in all VAS items used, in five of the HRS subscales, and in the MBG, LSD, and A scales of the ARCI
questionnaire. At no time of the study did any of the vol-
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unteers lose consciousness or contact with reality. Compared with the effects of intravenous (IV) DMT (Strassman et al. 1994), clear differences were found in the intensity and duration of the experience. The slower onset
and longer duration of effects seen for ayahuasca can be
readily attributed to the oral route of administration for
DMT and to the enzymatic blockade process (MAO inhibition) which mediates the drug's access to systemic circulation. Additionally, the competition between DMT
and increasing levels of serotonin for available receptor
sites may contribute to an overall attenuation of effects
from ayahuasca vs IV administration of pure DMT.
MAO inhibition not only allows for increased levels of
serotonin and other monoamines but also temporarily
blocks the immediate metabolism of DMT, thus extending its action relative to its IV administration. The cardiovascular effects observed were milder than those reported for IV DMT (Strassman and Qualls 1994). Peak
increases of blood pressure and heart rate after ayahuasca were relatively delayed and comparable in magnitude to those brought about by a 0.1–0.2 mg/kg IV
DMT dose. Our cardiovascular values are in line with
those previously reported by Callaway and coworkers
(1999) after an ayahuasca (hoasca) oral dose of 0.48 mg
DMT/kg, though a direct comparison is not possible given the non placebo-controlled nature of this earlier study.
Considering the fact that in the present study elevations
were observed in cardiovascular parameter after placebo,
it seems likely that the inclusion of a placebo control in
the earlier study could have rendered lower increases of
cardiovascular parameters for the 0.48 mg DMT/kg dose
used. When compared with IV DMT, it is reasonable to
assume that the reversible MAO-inhibiting properties of
harmine and harmaline leads to a transient increase in
endogenous monoamines, in addition to DMT's own cardiovascular effects. Nevertheless, the moderate nature of
these increases could also be due to the simultaneous enhancement of vagal activity induced by decreased serotonin metabolism. Additionally, ayahuasca seemed to induce more somatic-dysphoric effects than IV DMT, the
most frequently reported being the modifications in body
feeling and nausea. These effects may be attributable to
the β-carbolines present in the tea. A relationship between the nausea and other distressing effects on the digestive tract and increased 5-HT levels has been postulated (Callaway et al. 1999).
Scorings on the six HRS subscales and the nature of
the effects elicited by ayahuasca at the present low dose
resembled those reported by Strassman et al. (1994) after
0.1 mg/kg IV DMT. In both cases, somatic reactions predominated over perceptual or cognitive effects. Scores
on the “affect”, “volition”, and “intensity” subscales
were also close to those reported by Grob et al. (1996)
after an ayahuasca dose equivalent to the low dose used
in the present study. Except for the “perception” and
“volition” subscales, which showed lower values, scores
on the HRS at the medium dose were greater than those
reported by Grob et al. (1996) and fell close to those described for 0.2 mg/kg IV DMT, a dosage known to be

fully psychoactive for DMT (Strassman et al. 1994).
These differences probably indicate less overwhelming
perceptual effects and greater control over the experience after ayahuasca. Finally, the five volunteers who
received the high dose (1.0 mg DMT/kg) identified it as
being fully active and verbally described its effects as
being very high in intensity. However, several subjective-effect variables showed a saturation relative to the
0.75 mg DMT/kg dose. This saturation, or ceiling effect,
may indicate an “order” effect due to the exploratory nature of the study design, with doses being administered
in an increasing order rather than in a randomized balanced manner. At the medium dose, scores on all HRS
subscales were higher than those reported by Grob et al.
(1996) in their single-dose study. The “cognition” subscale for the medium dose in the present study scored
close to the value obtained by Strassman et al. (1994) at
0.4 mg/kg IV DMT, whereas scores on the other five
subscales remained near those obtained after a 0.2 mg/kg
IV DMT dose. Thus, not even at the 1.0 mg DMT/kg ayahuasca dose did the volunteers experience the overwhelming effects reported for the highest dose used in
Strassman's study (0.4 mg/kg IV), probably reflecting
the milder effects of DMT made orally active by means
of MAO inhibition.
Results obtained for the ARCI-A scale are indicative
of a subjective effect of increased activation. Despite the
coexistence of marked somatic-dysphoric effects, as reflected by increases in the HRS-LSD scale, the administration of ayahuasca induced elevations in the ARCIMBG scale, indicative of subjective feelings of wellbeing. The pleasant nature of the effects experienced by
five of the six volunteers was also reflected as increases
in the “good effects”, “liking”, and “high” VAS items,
especially at the high dose. On the contrary, sedation ratings, as reflected by the ARCI-PCAG scale did not reach
statistical significance and tended to decrease as the doses increased.
Regarding the similarities and differences of the ayahuasca experience with those elicited by other better
characterized serotonergic psychedelics, important differences can be found in the time course of effects.
Ayahuasca effects are comparable in duration to those of
psilocybin. On the other hand, mescaline and LSD are
clearly longer-acting drugs, with peak effects at 3–5 h
and an overall duration which can exceed 8 h (Strassman
1994). Psychological effects are difficult to compare between studies, due to the different psychometric instruments used. However, in a recent human study where the
HRS was administered, psilocybin was found to induce
increases in all the HRS subscales, including “volition”.
This greater impairment of the subjects' capacity to interact with themselves and their surroundings was further
corroborated by their verbal reports, which described
sensations of loss of control and paranoid thoughts
(Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al. 1999a), neither of which
were observed in the present study.
From a neurochemical perspective, data from preclinical studies strongly support the involvement of seroto-
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nergic neurotransmission in the effects elicited by the
classic psychedelics, which includes DMT. Such compounds containing an indole moiety bind with high affinity to both the 5-HT2A and 5-HT1A sites in the human
brain. A close correlation has been found between psychotropic potency and binding at the 5-HT2A site
(Glennon et al. 1984) which is considered to be chiefly
responsible for the behavioral effects elicited by these
agents. The interaction with the 5-HT1A site has recently
been argued to modulate the intensity of the psychedelic
experience (Strassman 1996). Additionally, evidence of a
possible long-term modulation of serotonergic neurotransmission by ayahuasca has been reported in a previous study, in which an apparent upregulation of the
platelet serotonin transporter was found in regular users
of the tea (Callaway et al. 1994). Nevertheless, the role
of dopaminergic involvement in the effects of the classic
psychedelics has also been examined. A recent PET
study found that the administration of psilocybin to human volunteers leads to the displacement of 11C-raclopride in the striatum, an effect that may reflect an increase in dopamine release (Vollenweider et al. 1999).
This secondary pro-dopaminergic activity may not be,
however, the key to the perceptual and cognitive modifications induced by these agents, as in another study psilocybin's subjective effects were found to be increased
rather than reverted by the D2 receptor antagonist, haloperidol, while they were effectively counteracted by ketanserin and risperidone (Vollenweider et al. 1998).
Neuroimaging studies have revealed patterns of increased metabolism throughout the brain, and more specifically in the prefrontal cortices, particularly in the
right hemisphere, in healthy volunteers after dosing with
psilocybin (Vollenweider et al. 1997; GouzoulisMayfrank et al. 1999b) and mescaline (Hermle et al.
1992). In this respect, recent electrophysiological studies
have shown that 5-HT2A receptor activation by serotonin
mediates an increase of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) and currents (EPSCs) in pyramidal neurons
of the neocortex and transitional cortex (Aghajanian and
Marek 1997), an effect involving glutamate release and
which is most pronounced in the medial prefrontal cortex
(Marek and Aghajanian 1998a, b). These findings suggest an excitatory action of the classic psychedelics on
the human frontal and parietal cortices and in the primary auditory and visual areas, which show very high densities of 5-HT2A sites (Pazos et al. 1987). This excitatory
effect may account for the enhancement and modifications of auditory and visual perception described by the
volunteers. An analogous excitatory action on the somatosensory and visual association areas, both showing
high 5-HT2A densities, may also play a role in the peculiar modifications of perception brought about by ayahuasca. Finally, the activation of the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC), an area also showing dense serotonergic
innervation and 5-HT2A sites, could contribute to the
emotional overtones of the ayahuasca experience. A recent PET study has implicated the ACC in normal emotional awareness (Lane et al. 1998), and psilocybin ad-

ministration leads to increases in metabolism in this area,
where 5-HT2A-mediated EPSPs/EPSCs have also been
recorded (Aghajanian and Marek 1997).
To summarize, ayahuasca induced a modified state of
awareness in which stimulatory and psychedelic effects
were present, and increased in a dose-dependent manner.
The volunteers experienced modifications in perception
and thought processes, such as rapid succession of
thoughts, visions, and recollections of recent events, frequently having a marked emotional content. Ayahuasca
was safely administered to the volunteers in this study
and its effects were regarded as pleasant and desirable,
except for one volunteer who experienced a dysphoric
state that was characterized by transient disorientation
and anxiety. Nevertheless, this adverse reaction was
most likely related to the limited previous experience of
that volunteer with the tea. Finally, the nature of the experience produced by ayahuasca resembled that of IV
DMT, though it was less overwhelming, of longer duration, and displayed a greater variety of somatic-dysphoric effects. Moderate actions on blood pressure and heart
rate were found and no clinically relevant changes were
observed in biochemical parameters after any of the experimental sessions. Future studies will include measures
of sensorimotor gating and brain imaging techniques in
larger volunteer groups, using a double-blind balanced
design, in order to obtain additional information on the
mechanisms underlying the central effects of ayahuasca.
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Topographic pharmaco-EEG mapping of the effects of the South
American psychoactive beverage ayahuasca in healthy volunteers
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Aims Ayahuasca is a traditional South American psychoactive beverage used in
Amazonian shamanism, and in the religious ceremonies of Brazilian-based syncretic
religious groups with followers in the US and several European countries. This tea
contains measurable amounts of the psychotropic indole N,N-dimethyltryptamine
(DMT), and b-carboline alkaloids with MAO-inhibiting properties. In a previous
report we described a profile of stimulant and psychedelic effects for ayahuasca as
measured by subjective report self-assessment instruments. In the present study the
cerebral bioavailability and time-course of effects of ayahuasca were assessed in humans
by means of topographic quantitative-electroencephalography (q-EEG), a noninvasive
method measuring drug-induced variations in brain electrical activity.
Methods Two doses (one low and one high) of encapsulated freeze-dried ayahuasca,
equivalent to 0.6 and 0.85 mg DMT kgx1 body weight, were administered to
18 healthy volunteers with previous experience in psychedelic drug use in a doubleblind crossover placebo-controlled clinical trial. Nineteen-lead recordings were
undertaken from baseline to 8 h after administration. Subjective effects were measured
by means of the Hallucinogen Rating Scale (HRS).
Results Ayahuasca induced a pattern of psychoactive effects which resulted in significant dose-dependent increases in all subscales of the HRS, and in significant and
dose-dependent modifications of brain electrical activity. Absolute power decreased in
all frequency bands, most prominently in the theta band. Mean absolute power
decreases (95% CI) at a representative lead (P3) 90 min after the high dose were
x20.20t15.23 mV2 and x2.70t2.21 mV2 for total power and theta power,
respectively. Relative power decreased in the delta (x1.20t1.31% after 120 min at
P3) and theta (x3.30t2.59% after 120 min at P3) bands, and increased in the beta
band, most prominently in the faster beta-3 (1.00t0.88% after 90 min at P3) and
beta-4 (0.30t0.24% after 90 min at P3) subbands. Finally, an increase was also seen
for the centroid of the total activity and its deviation. EEG modifications began as early
as 15–30 min, reached a peak between 45 and 120 min and decreased thereafter to
return to baseline levels at 4–6 h after administration.
Conclusions The central effects of ayahuasca could be objectively measured by means
of q-EEG, showing a time pattern which closely paralleled that of previously reported
subjective effects. The modifications seen for the individual q-EEG variables were in
line with those previously described for other serotonergic psychedelics and share some
features with the profile of effects shown by pro-serotonergic and pro-dopaminergic
drugs. The q-EEG profile supports the role of 5-HT2 and dopamine D2-receptor
agonism in mediating the effects of ayahuasca on the central nervous system.
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Introduction
Ayahuasca is the Quechuan name for both the Amazon
woody vine Banisteriopsis caapi (Malpighiaceae) and the
sacred psychoactive beverage obtained from it. The
beverage, also known by the names Yajé, Natema, Santo
Daime and Vegetal, has been used throughout the Amazon
Basin by shamans and healers since pre-Columbian times
for medicinal purposes and as a means to contact the
supernatural [1, 2]. More recently, syncretic religions
combining the use of ayahuasca with Christian beliefs,
particularly the Santo Daime and the União do Vegetal, have
been established in Brazil, where they enjoy legal protection. Outside Brazil, smaller groups of followers have
begun to consume the tea in the United States and in
several European countries, including Germany, Great
Britain, Holland, France and Spain [3]. Even though
the number of users is still relatively small, adverse reactions associated with the simultaneous use of ayahuasca
and other centrally active drugs have raised concern
for public health [4], and extensive clinical data on its
somatic, psychological and neurophysiological effects
are warranted.
Banisteriopsis caapi, the basic ingredient of the beverage,
is seldom found alone in ayahuasca. The tea is generally
obtained by infusing the stems of the vine together with
the leaves of other plants, namely Psychotria viridis
(Rubiaceae) or Diplopterys cabrerana (Malpighiaceae) [5].
Chemical analyses have shown that B. caapi contains
notable amounts of b-carboline alkaloids, mainly harmine
and tetrahydroharmine (THH), followed by harmaline and
trace amounts of harmol [5, 6]. P. viridis and D. cabrerana
also contain indole alkaloids, mainly the potent
short-acting psychedelic agent N,N-dimethyltryptamine
(DMT) [5, 7].
This combination of B. caapi and P. viridis in a single oral
preparation is a remarkable achievement of empirical
ethnopharmacological knowledge, as psychoactivity arises
from combining the pharmacodynamic actions of the
b-carbolines and of DMT. Similarly to other indole and
phenethylamine psychedelics such as LSD and mescaline
[8], DMT shows affinity for the 5-HT2A/2C receptor sites
in the central nervous system (CNS), where it displays
agonist activity [9]. However, unlike most psychedelics,
DMT is a priori only active when parenterally administered, because the oral ingestion of the drug alone leads to
its metabolic breakdown by the enzyme monoamine
oxidase (MAO) [10]. Interestingly, harmine and harmaline, and to a lesser extent THH, are potent MAO
inhibitors [6]. Thus, it is widely accepted that the MAOinhibiting action of the b-carbolines present in the
tea allows the viable access of DMT to the systemic
circulation and the CNS. In addition to facilitating
a direct agonist action of DMT at the 5-HT2A/2C
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sites, the MAO-inhibiting properties of the b-carbolines
may contribute to the overall effects of ayahuasca,
firstly, by prolonging the effects of DMT due to its
decreased metabolism, and secondly, by simultaneously
enhancing the levels of endogenous catecholamines
and serotonin [11].
In a previous study conducted to characterize the tolerability and psychological effect profile of ayahuasca [12],
this tea was found to induce a pattern of psychostimulant
and psychedelic effects, which qualitatively resembled
those of other classical serotonergic agents, such as
psilocybin, and parenteral DMT [13, 14]. Ayahuasca was
able to induce dose-dependent perceptual, cognitive and
affective modifications, with a milder intensity and longer
duration than those previously described for intravenous
DMT [14], but with an overall duration shorter than
that of better characterized psychedelics such as LSD
or mescaline [15].
The aim of the present study was to assess the central
actions of ayahuasca by means of quantitative-electroencephalography (q-EEG), an objective noninvasive
method used to evaluate drug effects on the CNS with
high temporal resolution [16]. We intended thus to
demonstrate its cerebral bioavailability and subsequent
psychoactivity by means other than subjective self-report
instruments, and implementing a double-blind randomised placebo-controlled design. Recordings of brain
electrical activity were carried out before and at different
time points after the administration of two different
doses of encapsulated freeze-dried ayahuasca to a group of
healthy volunteers with previous experience in the use
of psychedelics.

Methods
Volunteers
Eighteen healthy volunteers (15 males and three females)
with no current or previous history of neurological or
psychiatric disorder and no family history of Axis-I
psychiatric disorder in first degree relatives were included
in the study. Eligibility criteria included prior experience
with psychedelic drugs at least on five occasions without
sequelae derived therefrom. The volunteers were given a
structured psychiatric interview (DSM-III-R) and completed the trait-anxiety scale from the State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory [17]. Exclusion criteria included a present or
past history of Axis-I disorders and alcohol or other
substance dependence, and high scores on trait anxiety.
Volunteers were given a complete physical examination
that included medical history, laboratory tests, ECG and
urinalysis. All volunteers gave their written informed
consent to participate. Mean age was 25.7 years (range:
19–38), mean weight 66.47 kg (range: 50.7–79.5) and
f 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd Br J Clin Pharmacol, 53, 613–628
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mean height 175.11 cm (range: 158–188). In addition to
their prior intake of psychedelics, all volunteers had
previous experience with cannabis and cocaine. Although
prior exposure to ayahuasca was not required for participation, two of the volunteers had ingested this tea
before inclusion. The study was conducted in accordance
with the Declarations of Helsinki and Tokyo concerning
experimentation on humans, and was approved by the
hospital’s ethics committee and the Spanish Ministry of
Health. The volunteers received detailed information
on the nature of ayahuasca, the general psychological
effects of psychedelics and their possible adverse effects,
as reported in the psychiatric literature.

Drug
The ayahuasca doses administered to the volunteers in the
present study as the low and the high dose were the
equivalent to 0.6 and 0.85 mg DMT kgx1 body weight.
These doses were chosen based on tolerability and subjective effect data gathered in a previous study [12].
The ayahuasca was not administered in its original liquid
form, but as a liophilizate. The DMT contents in the
liophilizate had been determined by h.p.l.c., as described
by Callaway and coworkers [18], and the b-carboline
constituents following a modification of the method
described therein. The concentrations found were:
8.33 mg DMT, 14.13 mg harmine, 0.96 mg harmaline
and 11.36 mg THH per gram of freeze-dried material.
These alkaloid contents corresponded to the following
concentrations in the original tea: DMT 0.53 mg mlx1,
harmine 0.90 mg mlx1, harmaline 0.06 mg mlx1 and
THH 0.72 mg mlx1. The calculated individual dose
for each volunteer was administered by combining 00
gelatin capsules containing 0.5 g, 0.25 g or 0.125 g of
freeze-dried ayahuasca and placebo capsules containing
0.75 g lactose. Placebo capsules were added when necessary, so that all volunteers took the same number of
capsules on each experimental day.

Study design and experimental procedure
The volunteers participated in four experimental sessions.
Volunteers were informed that they would randomly
receive on each experimental day a single oral dose of
encapsulated freeze-dried ayahuasca (one low and one high
dose), a placebo and a random repetition of one of the
three mentioned treatments. In actual fact they all received
a placebo on the first experimental day in a single-blind
fashion, followed by one of the three treatments from days
2 to 4 in a double-blind balanced fashion, according to
a randomization table. The first nonrandomized placebo
was administered in order to familiarize the volunteers
with the experimental setting and to minimize the stress
f 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd Br J Clin Pharmacol, 53, 613–628

associated with the experimental interventions. Two
weeks prior to the beginning of the experimental sessions,
volunteers were requested to abstain from any medication
or illicit drug until the completion of the study. Volunteers
also abstained from alcohol, tobacco and caffeinated drinks
24 h prior to each experimental day. Urinalysis for illicit
drug use was performed for each experimental session and
was found negative for amphetamines, cocaine, opioids,
benzodiazepines and alcohol. A 7 day washout period was
established between experimental days.
On each experimental day participants arrived in the
laboratory in the morning under fasting conditions. EEG
electrodes were placed on the scalp and treatment capsules
were administered at approximately 10.00 h with 250 ml
tap water. EEG recordings were obtained at baseline and
at regular intervals after treatment administration. The
experimental sessions were undertaken in a quiet and
dimly lit room with the volunteers seated in a reclining
chair. The experimenter remained outside the room
during the EEG recordings. At 4 h after administration
of the capsules, when the most prominent subjective
effects associated with the drug had disappeared, the
volunteers answered subjective effect questionnaires, and
had a meal. The last recording was performed at 8 h
and volunteers were discharged approximately 9 h after
drug administration.

Measurements
EEG acquisition and analysis
EEG recordings were obtained through 19 electrodes
placed on the scalp according to the international 10/20
system on the following locations: Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz,
F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1 and
O2, referenced to averaged mastoids by means of a
Neuroscan SYNAMPS amplifier. Additionally, vertical
and horizontal electrooculograms (EOG) were recorded.
Vigilance controlled EEG (V-EEG) for 3 min with eyes
closed was recorded at x15 (PRE-1), baseline (PRE-2),
+15, +30, +45, +60, +90, +120, +150, +180, +210,
+240, +360 and +480 min from drug administration.
During the V-EEG recordings, the experimenter tried to
keep the volunteers alert; as soon as drowsiness patterns
appeared in the EEG they were aroused by acoustic
stimulation. The EEG signal was recorded using high-pass
and low-pass filters of 0.3 Hz and 30 Hz, respectively, and
digitized online with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz.
A two-step artefact processing procedure was used. It
included ocular artifact minimization based on regression
analysis in the time domain, as described by Semlitsch et al.
[19], and automatic artifact rejection based on a time and
frequency domain approach as described by Anderer et al.
[20]. Subsequently, validity of the artifact processing
procedure was visually inspected [21].
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After recomputation to average reference, spectral analysis was performed for artefact-free 5 s epochs, resulting in
a frequency resolution of 0.2 Hz. The spectral density
curves for all artifact-free EEG epochs were averaged for
a particular experimental situation. These mean spectral
curves, containing data from 1.3 to 30 Hz, were quantified
into 34 target variables: total power, absolute and relative power in 11 different frequency bands (delta
[1.3–3.5 Hz], theta [3.5–7.5 Hz], alpha-1 [7.5–10.5 Hz],
alpha-2 [10.5–13 Hz], beta-1 [13–16 Hz], beta-2
[16–20 Hz], beta-3 [20–25 Hz], beta-4 [25–30 Hz],
combined delta-theta, alpha and beta), the dominant
frequency in Hz, absolute and relative power of the
dominant frequency, the centre-of-gravity frequency
(centroids) and the frequency variability (centroid
deviations) of the combined delta-theta, alpha and beta
bands as well as of the total activity. Additionally, the
vigilance alpha/delta-theta index was also calculated.
Topographic maps were computed by cubic interpolation of the values of the four nearest electrodes.
Subjective ratings
Volunteers were requested to answer the Hallucinogen
Rating Scale (HRS), a self-report questionnaire specifically developed to quantify different aspects of psychedelic-induced subjective effects. The questionnaire
includes six subscales: Somaesthesia, reflecting somatic
effects; Affect, sensitive to emotional and affective
responses; Volition, indicating the volunteer’s capacity to
willfully interact with his/her ‘self ’ and/or the environment; Cognition, describing modifications in thought
processes or content; Perception, measuring visual, auditory,
gustatory and olfactory experiences; and finally Intensity,
which reflects the strength of the overall experience
[14]. In the present study a Spanish adaptation of the
questionnaire was used [22].

Statistical analysis
EEG recordings
Statistical analysis of EEG recordings was performed
following the IPEG (International Pharmaco-EEG Group)
guideline on statistical design and analysis of pharmacodynamic trials [23]. Accordingly, the inferential strategy
of descriptive data analysis (DDA) [24], as proposed for
application to the mapping situation [25], was applied. In
short, descriptive tests, preferably of simple null hypotheses
such as equality of two treatment effects, are performed
at all observation times, locations and measurements
(variables). A nominal a-level for each test is chosen at 5%,
and all P values lower than 0.05 are clearly distinguished
in the graphical demonstration of the results. Therefore,
the formal P value is calculated for each test, leading to
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certain pattern of P values in the whole data structure,
of which the ‘small’ P values are indicative of areas
of potentially true drug-effect-differences. Rather than
considering these P values (should they be smaller than a)
as a decision criterion for rejecting local null hypotheses
(a procedure which would not be indicated in the absence
of an a-correction measure), in DDA these patterns of
small P values are analysed in a descriptive way in order to
interpret results. This interpretation should be done not
just by looking at the P values alone but by simultaneously
taking into account the biomedical expectations based
on the structure of the study. Therefore, the calculated
P values and their pharmacologically sound patterns are
used as ‘judgement criteria’. Statistics included multivariate
methods such as Hotelling T2 to test overall differences
between drugs, and paired t-tests to evaluate changes and
interdrug differences in detail at different hours postadministration. According to the experimental design
used, pharmacologically sound patterns of P values <0.05
would be those showing: (a) spatial clustering (b) time
courses, and (c) dose dependencies. These results were
displayed as significance probability maps. Additionally,
dose/treatment-effect and time-effect relationships were
explored by means of a multivariate, nonparametric
approach [20]. Friedman tests and multiple Wilcoxon
tests based on sign-adjusted changes in 28 V-EEG variables
were applied. In all tests performed (parametric and
nonparametric) PRE-2-values were considered as
the predrug baseline, and comparisons were conducted
with the randomized placebo.
Subjective ratings
HRS scores were analysed by means of a one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures, with treatment (randomized placebo, ayahuasca low dose, ayahuasca
high dose) as factor. Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon was used
to correct possible violations of the sphericity assumption
and to reduce Type I errors. Differences were considered
statistically significant for P<0.05. When ANOVA showed
significant differences between treatments, pairwise comparisons were carried out by means of t-tests, followed
by Bonferroni correction.

Results
EEG recordings
(1) Pharmaco-EEG maps: multivariate analysis
In order to test the hypothesis that ayahuasca exerts
significant central effects which induce modifications in
brain electrical activity as compared with placebo, a
multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) with repeated
measures was performed for V-EEG for each of the
19 electrodes. Treatment (randomized placebo, ayahuasca),
f 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd Br J Clin Pharmacol, 53, 613–628
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time (PRE-2, post) and the following set of variables:
log-transformed absolute power values in the delta, theta,
alpha-1, alpha-2, beta-1, beta-2, beta-3 and beta-4 frequency bands were considered in the MANOVA. Hotelling
T2 values were used in the significance probability maps
to indicate differences between ayahuasca-induced and
placebo-induced changes in brain electrical activity from
baseline through 8 h after drug administration.
As shown in Figure 1, ayahuasca administration induced
dose-dependent central effects as measured by the derived
EEG variables, which were greater and longer lasting after
the high dose. Thus, after the low 0.6 mg DMT kgx1
body weight dose, statistically significant differences with
placebo were obtained only at isolated electrode locations
between 45 min and 2.5 h postadministration. After the
high 0.85 mg DMT kgx1 body weight dose, however,
EEG changes were found over extensive scalp areas. These
effects first attained statistical significance at 1 h, showed a
peak between 1.5 and 2 h and gradually decreased
thereafter, to disappear at 6–8 h. At the peak of the
pharmacodynamic effects, variations in brain electrical
activity were measured all over the scalp, with the greatest
intensity in the central and right temporo-occipital
electrodes.
(2) Pharmaco-EEG maps: univariate analysis
Topographic brain maps based on t-tests are described to
show detailed drug-induced changes in the individual
EEG variables.
Total power As shown in Figure 2, ayahuasca produced a
significant and dose-dependent reduction in total power in
electrodes located all over the scalp, with a temporal peak
at 90 min after administration of the high dose. Both the
centroid of the total activity and its deviation showed
significant and dose-dependent increases peaking at 120
and 90 min, respectively.
Slow activity The effects of ayahuasca on slow activity are
shown in Figure 3. Absolute power of the combined
delta-theta activity was decreased in a dose-dependent
manner after dosing with ayahuasca, with the peak

Figure 1 Significance probability maps showing differences
between ayahuasca-induced and placebo-induced central effects at
12 time points vs baseline values (PRE-2) after low (upper row)
and high (lower row) doses of ayahuasca (n=18). The vertex
view shows the nose at the top, the left ear to the left, the right
ear to the right. Electrode positions are indicated by white dots.
Maps are based on Hotelling T2 obtained from multivariate tests
in repeated measures ANOVAs on eight logarithmically transformed
absolute power values in delta, theta, alpha-1, alpha-2, beta-1,
beta-2, beta-3 and beta-4 frequency bands. The colour key shows
T2 values with hot/red colours indicating significant differences:
T2>2.38=P<0.10, >3.07=P<0.05 and >5.06=P<0.01.
f 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd Br J Clin Pharmacol, 53, 613–628
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decreases at 90 min for the low dose and between 90 and
120 min for the high dose. When examined separately,
both the delta and theta frequency bands showed decreases
in absolute power. However, the most dramatic decreases
were found in the theta band, an effect which showed a
dose-dependent pattern and peaked between 90 and
120 min.
Relative power of the combined delta-theta bands was
also dose-dependently decreased, with the peak reductions
at 120 min. Decreases in relative power were marginal for
the delta band, while they were prominent and dosedependent for the theta band. These reductions in relative
power were maximal at 120 min, showing a widespread
distribution all over the scalp.
The centroid of the combined delta-theta activity
showed a significant though modest deceleration, with a
significant increase of its deviation. Nevertheless, although
dose-dependent, the deceleration of the centroid was not
uniformly distributed over the scalp, showing the greatest
decreases at C3, T4 and O1 at the high ayahuasca dose
at 90 min after administration. At the high dose, the
significant increase seen for the deviation of the centroid
was obtained at 120 min and was restricted to the Pz and
P3 leads.
Alpha activity The effects of ayahuasca on alpha activity
are shown in Figure 4. Absolute alpha activity was
significantly and dose-dependently decreased after
ayahuasca. The decreases were more prominent at the
high dose in the left-temporal and centro-parieto-occipital
electrodes. The maximal decrease was observed at
90 min after administration. When separately examined,
the alpha-2 band showed more significant and more
widely distributed decreases than the alpha-1 band.
Differently from the maximal total alpha and alpha-1
power decreases, the reductions in absolute power for
the alpha-2 band peaked at 60 min after administration
(not shown).
Relative alpha activity was significantly increased at
120 min after administration, showing an inverse dosereponse pattern, with maximal increase after the low
dose. While this increase was consistently observed in
the alpha-1 sub-band, in the alpha-2 sub-band a decrease
which reached the highest significance at 60 min after
the intake was seen (not shown).
No consistent pattern of changes was observed after
ayahuasca in the dominant frequency within the alpha band

(not shown). A tendency towards statistical significance
was seen in the absolute power of the dominant frequency
(predominantly decreases) which reached significance
marginally in some electrode sites between 45 and
120 min after administration of the high dose. Conversely,
relative power of the dominant frequency did show
statistically significant increases after the low and the high
ayahuasca doses at 120 min after administration. Finally, no
consistent drug-induced effects were found either for the
centroid of the alpha activity or its deviation.
Fast activity The effects of ayahuasca on fast activity are
shown in Figure 5. The absolute power of global beta
activity was dose-dependently decreased by ayahuasca,
with a maximal decrement at 90 min after administration.
When split between the four frequency subbands, absolute
power decreases were found to be more intense in the
beta-1 range, with power decreases becoming less
prominent as one moved to beta-2, beta-3 and beta-4.
Peak decreases were observed at 90 min after administration, except for beta-3 which were more prominent at
45 min (not shown).
As far as relative power in the beta frequency range is
concerned, statistically significant increases were found,
these being more intense and longer-lasting at the high
relative to the low ayahuasca dose. The maximal increments were obtained between 45 and 90 min after
administration. Compared with absolute power values,
the examination of relative power in the individual beta
subbands rendered an inverse pattern of variation. Thus,
relative power increases were marginally significant for the
beta-1 band, became more widespread over the scalp for
beta-2, more significant for beta-3 and were maximal
for beta-4. Increases in the relative power of the beta-4
frequencies showed a predominant central and parietotemporal distribution. Statistical significance for relative
power increases for beta-2, beta-3 and beta-4 was obtained
between 45 and 120 min after administration, with the
maximal increase at 90 min.
The centroid of the beta frequency range showed a
statistically significant and dose-dependent shift toward the
higher values after ayahuasca, which also peaked at 90 min
after administration. The deviation of the centroid was not
significantly modified by the drug.
Table 1 lists 95% confidence intervals for changes in
absolute (mV2) and relative (%) power in all frequency
bands at 90 and 120 min following the administration of

Figure 2 Significance probability maps showing differences between ayahuasca-induced and placebo-induced changes in total power and
frequency variables of the EEG total activity (1.3–30 Hz), and in the alpha/delta-theta vigilance index, after low (upper rows) and high
(lower rows) doses of ayahuasca (n=18) at 90 min (left) and 120 min (right) after administration vs baseline values (PRE-2). The
vertex view shows the nose at the top, the left ear to the left, the right ear to the right. Electrode positions are indicated by white dots.
Eight-colour scale represents drug-induced changes as compared with placebo based on t-values: lilac, increase at P<0.01; red, increase
at P<0.05; ochre, increase at P<0.10; pale yellow, trend towards increase; pale green, trend towards decrease; bright green, decrease at
P<0.10; light blue, decrease at P<0.05; dark blue, decrease at P<0.01.
f 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd Br J Clin Pharmacol, 53, 613–628
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the low and high ayahuasca doses in a single representative
electrode (P3).
Vigilance index: alpha/delta-theta The alpha/delta-theta
ratio (Figure 2) was also calculated for each of the recorded
time points. This index showed a significant increase,
relative to placebo, both after the low and the high
ayahuasca doses between 90 and 150 min, with the
maximal increase at 120 min.
(3) Non-parametric multilead EEG analysis
Dose/treatment-effect relationships were calculated using
Friedman and multiple Wilcoxon tests of sign-adjusted
changes from PRE-2-values in 28 V-EEG variables
obtained in the 19 leads. As shown in Table 2, based on
the rank-sums, administered at the low dose ayahuasca
could only be differentiated from randomised placebo at
45 min and 60 min after dosing. At the high dose, however, statistically significant differences were found from
45 min through 120 min after administration. Pairwise
comparisons considering the total rank-sum showed statistically significant differences between randomised placebo
and each of the ayahuasca doses, and between the low and
high ayahuasca doses.
Time-effect relationships were calculated using Friedman and multiple Wilcoxon tests for randomised placebocorrected sign-adjusted changes from PRE-2-values in
28 V-EEG variables obtained in the 19 leads, as shown in
Figure 6. After ayahuasca administration, changes on EEG
variables were seen as early as 15–30 min, followed by
a steep increase at 45 min in rank-sum values. At the
high dose, ayahuasca showed the pharmacodynamic peak
between 45 and 90 min, with rank-sum values gradually
decreasing thereafter and approaching baseline at 4–6 h
after administration. At the low dose, an analogous curve
was found, with the pharmacodynamic peak between
45 and 90 min having an analogous subsequent decrease
to that of the high dose. Compared to baseline values, at
the low dose increases in rank-sum values did not reach
statistical significance at any of the time points evaluated.
At the high dose, statistically significant differences were
found at 45, 60 and 90 min after administration.

Subjective ratings
As shown in Table 3, ayahuasca induced significant dosedependent increases in all subscales of the HRS, an
instrument specifically designed to quantify the effects of
psychedelic drugs. Ayahuasca was thus capable of inducing

a modified state of awareness in which a psychedelic
profile was prominent. At the low dose, all HRS subscales
showed statistically significant increases relative to placebo,
except for Volition, a measure of impairment in the
capacity of the volunteer to interact with his/herself and
his/her surroundings. This subscale however, reached
statistical significance at the high dose, indicating that of
the six aspects measured by the HRS, this was the least
modified by ayahuasca. Qualitatively, the profile of
effects induced by ayahuasca included paresthesias and
perceptual modifications of predominantly visual, and to
a lower extent, auditive nature. This coexisted with
more elaborated modifications in thought, associations
and emotion, in a global experience described as similar
to dreaming activity.

Discussion
The administration of ayahuasca to a group of healthy
volunteers induced a dose-dependent pattern of subjective
effects typical of the psychedelics, replicating the profile
obtained in a previous study [12]. In addition to results
obtained by means of self-assessment instruments, the
implementation of q-EEG demonstrated a significant
effect of ayahuasca, as compared with placebo, on the
human CNS. These effects consisted of an overall decrease
in absolute power for all the frequency bands evaluated,
and an acceleration of the centre-of-gravity frequency.
Absolute power decreases were most prominent in theta,
delta and slow beta bands, while the alpha and fast beta
rhythms were less intensely affected. Relative power was
found to be significantly decreased in the theta, and to
a lower extent, delta band. In the alpha band, relative
power showed an increase, predominantly in the alpha-1
subband, and significant increases were also obtained in
relative power in the beta frequency band. These increases
in relative fast activity were most prominent in the beta-3
and beta-4 subbands. Additionally, the alpha/delta-theta
ratio, an index of activation, was found to be increased
after ayahuasca.
The evaluation of the plots of the rank-sums of changes
measured at the 19 leads over time showed the first
increases between 15 and 30 min, which were followed
by a steep rise at 45 min, reaching the maximum effects
between 45 and 90 min EEG measures gradually declined
thereafter to reach baseline values around 4–6 h after
administration. Most remarkably, these objectively measured effects of the drug on the spontaneous brain electrical

Figure 3 Significance probability maps showing differences between ayahuasca-induced and placebo-induced changes in absolute power,
relative power and frequency variables of the combined slow activity (1.3–7.5 Hz), delta (1.3–3.5 Hz) and theta (3.5–7.5 Hz) frequency
bands after low (upper rows) and high (lower rows) doses of ayahuasca (n=18), at 90 min (left) and 120 min (right) after administration
vs baseline values (PRE-2). For technical description of the maps and explanation of the colour key see Figure 2.
f 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd Br J Clin Pharmacol, 53, 613–628
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activity closely paralleled the time course of subjectively
experienced effects, measured by means of self-report
visual analogue scales, as previously reported [12].
To our knowledge, only one previous study has
addressed the evaluation of EEG activity in humans after
the ingestion of ayahuasca. A recent article reported the
evaluation of the EEG effects of ayahuasca in a group of
nine subjects in field conditions [26]. In the cited study,
EEG recordings were obtained in the course of a ritual
Daime session in Brazil. The study was conducted in the
absence of a placebo control, and only with an approximate knowledge of the ingested ayahuasca dose, this being
on average 0.67 mg DMT kgx1 body weight. These
investigators reported significant changes after ayahuasca in
relation to baseline values only in the 36–44 Hz band.
Given that this frequency range was not evaluated in the
present study, it is impossible to establish a comparison
with the results obtained in the aforementioned study.
Nevertheless, Don et al. also reported a pattern of changes
in the classical frequency bands which did not reach
statistical significance but which bore similarities to that
observed in the present study. These nonsignificant variations included a ‘slight increase in beta’, and a ‘slight
decrease in theta and alpha’.
The changes in brain electrical activity observed in the
present study are difficult to relate entirely to any
pharmaco-EEG profile characteristic of the main psychotropic drug groups. Even a direct comparison with other
psychedelics is far from easy. Virtually no studies have been
conducted in the last 30 years regarding the effects of these
drugs on the human EEG. The quantitative approach to
the effects of psychedelics on the human EEG was absent
at the time they attracted the greatest interest from
psychiatry and psychopharmacology researchers in the
1950s and 1960s. Most of the information available
from the early research conducted with these compounds
is essentially qualitative. In these studies only marginal
changes were described after the administration of
psilocybin, mescaline or LSD on the visually inspected
EEG trace, reporting at most an increase in fast rhythms
and an overall decrease in signal amplitude [27]. Itil and
coworkers, however, conducted a number of studies
combining visual inspection and power spectrum analysis
of the recordings obtained after administering anticholinergic compounds with true hallucinogenic properties, such as atropine, and serotonergic psychedelics
like LSD. These researchers found almost opposite EEG
patterns for these two groups of compounds. While

atropine caused the alpha rhythm to disappear and the
predominance of low-voltage slow waves, they concluded
that the most characteristic effects of LSD were a reduction
of theta activity and slow waves in general, as well as
an increase in fast activity [27, 28]. In line with these
observations, in the present study both absolute and
relative power of slow activity decreased after ayahuasca,
specially in the theta band. With regard to fast activity,
while absolute power was decreased following ayahuasca
administration, a marked enhancing effect was obtained
for relative power. The milder increases were found for
the slower beta-1 and beta-2 sub-bands and the most
intense in the faster beta-3 and beta-4 sub-bands.
Ayahuasca shares the decremental effects seen on
delta and theta power with both psychostimulants, such
as amphetamine and methylphenidate, and serotonin
releasers such as fenfluramine [29, 30]. Interestingly,
psychostimulants act predominantly enhancing dopaminergic neurotransmission, in contrast with the serotonergic
properties of psychedelics. However, a recent neuroimaging study in humans has shown that dopamine release
takes place in the basal ganglia and the ventral striatum
after the administration of psilocybin to humans [31],
pointing to a role of dopaminergic neurotransmission in
the effects of the classical psychedelics. Additional similarities are also to be found between the relative beta-3 and
beta-4 band enhancing properties found for ayahuasca, and
the analogous effect obtained after tricyclic antidepressants,
which characterizes the group [29]. Drugs belonging to
this pharmacological class inhibit the re-uptake of monoamines, which leads to increased levels of these endogenous compounds in the synapse [32]. (+)-Fenfluramine
and the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor fluoxetine
also lead to increases in relative beta power [30, 33], an
effect which is also shared by antidepressants showing
MAOI properties [34]. It is consequently reasonable to
assume that the blocking effects of the b-carbolines on
MAO may have led to increased levels of monoamines,
due to the blockade of their metabolism, which in turn
may have contributed to the relative beta-promoting effect
of ayahuasca. Regarding slow activity, the theta-dampening
activity of psychostimulants and psychedelics is diametrically opposed to the theta-enhancing action of the
classical neuroleptics such as haloperidol and chlorpromazine [30, 35]. This theta-enhancing action has also been
observed in drugs with a mixed anti-D2 and anti-5-HT2
profile, such as risperidone [36], or the more
selective 5-HT2 blocker ketanserin [37], suggesting a

Figure 4 Significance probability maps showing differences between ayahuasca-induced and placebo-induced changes in absolute power,
relative power and frequency variables of total alpha activity (7.5–13 Hz), alpha-1 (7.5–10.5 Hz), and alpha-2 (10.5–13 Hz) frequency
bands after low (upper rows) and high (lower rows) doses of ayahuasca (n=18), at 90 min (left) and 120 min (right) after administration
vs baseline values (PRE-2). For technical description of the maps and explanation of the colour key see Figure 2.
f 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd Br J Clin Pharmacol, 53, 613–628
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pro-dopaminergic and pro-serotonergic activity for
ayahuasca.
DMT, the main psychotropic agent in ayahuasca, not
only binds to the 5-HT2A/2C receptors, located mainly at
a postsynaptic level, but also shows affinity for the 5-HT1A
sites, which in certain brain regions correspond predominantly to somatodendritic autoreceptors [38]. Thus,
DMT probably displays agonist activity also at the 5-HT1A
sites, a pattern shared by other indole psychedelics, in
contrast with the phenethylamines like mescaline, which
interact only with the 5-HT2A/2C receptors [39]. The
pharmaco-EEG profile of drugs displaying selective
agonist or partial agonist activity at the 5-HT1A site has
been described, allowing a more detailed discussion on the
probable biochemical mechanisms involved in the EEG
effects of ayahuasca. Indeed buspirone, a partial 5-HT1A
agonist, has been shown to produce marked increases in
theta power, in the absence of other relevant EEG
modifications [40]. As an opposed pattern was seen for
the theta band after ayahuasca, one could postulate that

5-HT1A agonism does not seem to be the predominant
contribution at a molecular level to the EEG effects of
ayahuasca. This is consistent with data from a previous
study, in which increases in the intensity of the psychological effects elicited by intravenous DMT following
blockade of the 5-HT1A sites by pindolol were reported
[41]. The observed increases suggest both that agonism at
the 5-HT1A site is not essential to obtain a psychedelic
effect profile, and that a decreased binding of DMT at
the 5-HT1A sites leads to an increase in the amount of
DMT available to interact with the 5-HT2 receptors, and
consequently to the enhanced subjective effects experienced by the volunteers. Thus, the present q-EEG findings
would rather support a preponderant involvement of
the 5-HT2 receptor in the genesis of the central effects
of the beverage.
To sum up, the cerebral bioavailability and psychoactivity of ayahuasca could be objectively measured by
means of q-EEG, which evidenced a clear dose-dependent
effect at the doses administered. Remarkably, the time

Table 1 95% confidence intervals for changes in absolute (mV2) and relative (%) power in all frequency bands at 90 and 120 min, following the
administration of the low 0.6 mg DMT kgx1 body weight, and high 0.85 mg DMT kgx1 body weight ayahuasca doses, in a single representative
electrode (P3). All changes vs baseline (PRE-2) and randomized placebo. Data from 18 volunteers, showing mean change t1.96 s.e.mean.
Low dose

Absolute power (mV 2)
Total power (1.3–30 Hz)
Delta (1.3–3.5 Hz)
Theta (3.5–7.5 Hz)
Alpha-1 (7.5–10.5 Hz)
Alpha-2 (10.5–13 Hz)
Beta-1 (13–16 Hz)
Beta-2 (16–20 Hz)
Beta-3 (20–25 Hz)
Beta-4 (25–30 Hz)
Relative power (%)
Delta (1.3–3.5 Hz)
Theta (3.5–7.5 Hz)
Alpha-1 (7.5–10.5 Hz)
Alpha-2 (10.5–13 Hz)
Beta-1 (13–16 Hz)
Beta-2 (16–20 Hz)
Beta-3 (20–25 Hz)
Beta-4 (25–30 Hz)

High dose

90 min

120 min

90 min

120 min

x5.70t18.62
x1.20t1.57
x1.10t2.70
x0.40t7.84
x2.00t3.58
x0.30t0.53
x0.50t0.82
x0.20t0.35
0.01t1.96

x5.60t13.72
x1.30t1.82
x1.70t1.45*
x3.00t8.41
0.70t2.74
0.01t1.96
x0.20t0.57
0.10t0.65
x0.10t0.12

x20.20t15.23*
x1.40t1.10*
x2.70t2.21*
x11.30t11.07*
x2.60t3.65
x0.80t0.49*
x1.00t0.98*
x0.40t0.53
x0.01t0.10

x8.30t18.07
x1.70t1.84
x2.00t2.45
x1.70t11.11
x2.00t4.90
x0.40t0.71
x0.30t0.84
x0.10t0.49
x0.01t0.06

x1.20t3.35
x1.30t3.65
1.70t6.66
0.20t3.92
x0.20t0.65
0.30t0.59
0.20t0.49
0.20t0.14*

x1.80t2.70
x3.20t2.98*
3.10t5.06
1.90t2.86
0.01t1.96
0.10t0.39
x0.10t0.65
x0.10t0.16

0.50t1.63
x1.40t2.12
x2.70t5.88
2.00t3.57
x0.20t0.78
0.40t0.57
1.00t0.88*
0.30t0.24*

x1.20t1.31
x3.30t2.59*
4.40t5.39
0.10t1.96
x0.40t0.61
0.30t0.53
0.20t0.65
x0.10t0.27

Statistically significant differences vs placebo (*P<0.05) obtained after Student’s t-test are indicated.

Figure 5 Significance probability maps showing differences between ayahuasca-induced and placebo-induced changes in absolute power,
relative power and frequency variables of the combined fast activity (13–30 Hz), beta-1 (13–16 Hz), beta-2 (16–20 Hz), beta-3 (20–25)
and beta-4 (25–30) frequency bands after low (upper rows) and high (lower rows) doses of ayahuasca (n=18), at 90 min (left) and
120 min (right) after administration vs baseline values (PRE-2). For technical description of the maps and explanation of the colour key
see Figure 2.
f 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd Br J Clin Pharmacol, 53, 613–628
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Table 2 Dose/treatment-effect relationships after single oral doses of randomized placebo (A), low dose 0.6 mg DMT kgx1 body weight
ayahuasca (B), high dose 0.85 mg DMT kgx1 body weight ayahuasca (C), and non-randomized placebo administered on the first (adaptation)
experimental session (D). Data from 18 volunteers, based on sign-adjusted changes in 28 V-EEG variables (rank-sums, means of 19 electrodes,
differences from PRE-2 baseline values).
Time
(min)

Randomized placebo
(A)

Low dose
(B)

High dose
(C)

Adaptation placebo
(D)

x2

15
30
45
60

71.8
63.5
51.4
53.1

69.3
76.8
76.7
85.6

69.9
79.9
92.6
85.9

69.0
59.8
59.4
55.4

0.1
6.3
22.3**
21.5**

90

55.7

77.8

94.8

51.7

26.3**

120

62.0

72.5

90.3

55.2

15.2**

150

62.1

74.8

86.3

56.8

11.3**

65.9
75.1
76.3
80.6
70.2
787.7

74.7
60.8
62.1
62.0
62.7
855.8

74.4
73.4
71.4
75.1
83.7
977.7

64.9
70.7
70.3
62.4
63.3
738.9

1.5
2.7
2.6
5.9
5.9
57.7**

180
210
240
360
480
Total

Multiple Wilcoxon

A : B*, A : C**, D : C**
A : B**, A : C**
D : B**, D : C**
A : C**
D : B*, D : C**
A : C*
D : C*
A : C(*)
D : C*

A : B*, C**
D : B**, C**
B : C**

(*) =P<0.1; *P<0.05; **P<0.01.

Figure 6 Time-effect relationships after single oral doses of 0.6 mg DMT kgx1 body weight ayahuasca (low dose) [#], and
0.85 mg DMT kgx1 body weight ayahuasca (high dose) [m]. Plots show differences from baseline values (PRE-2) of sign-adjusted
changes in 28 V-EEG variables (rank-sums, means of 19 electrodes, randomized placebo-corrected) from 18 volunteers. An asterisk
indicates significant differences form baseline values obtained by means of multiple Wilcoxon.

pattern obtained for EEG effects closely paralleled that of
previously reported subjective effects. The global reduction in total power and the shift toward higher frequencies
after ayahuasca are in line with older reports on the classical
626

serotonergic psychedelics, which described an amplitude
reduction and a suppresion of slow activity in the human
EEG. Finally, the detailed assessment of ayahuasca effects
on the different EEG variables indicated common features
f 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd Br J Clin Pharmacol, 53, 613–628
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Table 3 Means (s.d.) of the scores obtained for the HRS questionnaire subscales (n=18) after single oral doses of randomized placebo, low
dose 0.6 mg DMT kgx1 body weight ayahuasca and high dose 0.85 mg DMT kgx1 body weight ayahuasca, and results of the statistical analyses
performed. Student’s t-tests were followed by Bonferroni correction.
Student’s t-test
vs Placebo

ANOVA

Variable
HRS
Somaesthesia
Perception
Cognition
Volition
Affect
Intensity

P value

***
***
***
*
***
***

Placebo

0.07
0.09
0.06
0.81
0.32
0.24

(0.10)
(0.19)
(0.16)
(0.79)
(0.21)
(0.45)

Low dose

0.50 (0.41)**
0.55 (0.49)**
0.4 (0.45)**
1.11(0.69)
0.65 (0.36)**
1.32 (0.73)**

High dose

0.97
1.10
0.96
1.35
1.02
1.85

(0.40)**
(0.67)**
(0.59)**
(0.61)*
(0.38)**
(0.51)**

vs Low dose
High dose

**
**
**
NS
**
**

*P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; NS=not significant.

with the profile shown by pro-dopaminergic and proserotonergic drugs, and supports the involvement of serotonergic 5-HT2 and dopaminergic D2-receptor agonism
in the central effects of ayahuasca.
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Abstract Rationale: Ayahuasca, a South American psychotropic plant tea, combines the psychedelic agent and
5-HT2A/2C agonist N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) with
b-carboline alkaloids showing monoamine oxidase-inhibiting properties. Current human research with psychedelics and entactogens has explored the possibility that
drugs displaying agonist activity at the 5-HT2A/2C sites
temporally disrupt inhibitory neural mechanisms thought
to intervene in the normal filtering of information.
Suppression of the P50 auditory evoked potential (AEP)
and prepulse inhibition of startle (PPI) are considered
operational measures of sensory (P50 suppression) and
sensorimotor (PPI) gating. Contrary to findings in lower
animals, unexpected increases in sensorimotor gating
have been found in humans following the administration
of the serotonergic psychedelic psilocybin and the
serotonin releaser 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine
(MDMA). In addition, to our knowledge P50 suppression
has not been assessed previously in humans following the
administration of a 5-HT2A/2C agonist. Objectives: To
assess the effects of the acute administration of ayahuasca
on P50 suppression and PPI in humans, in order to
evaluate the drug’s modulatory actions on these measures
of sensory and sensorimotor gating. Methods: Eighteen
healthy volunteers with prior experience of psychedelic
drug use participated in a clinical trial in which placebo or
ayahuasca doses (0.6 mg and 0.85 mg DMT/kg body
weight) were administered according to a double-blind,
cross-over balanced design. P50 and startle reflex (pulseJ. Riba · M.J. Barbanoj ())
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alone and 60 ms, 120 ms, 240 ms and 2000 ms prepulseto-pulse intervals) recordings were undertaken at 1.5 h
and 2 h after drug intake, respectively. Results: Ayahuasca
produced diverging effects on each of the two gating
measures evaluated. Whereas significant dose-dependent
reductions of P50 suppression were observed after
ayahuasca, no significant effects were found on the
startle response, its habituation rate, or on PPI at any of
the prepulse-to-pulse intervals studied. Conclusion: The
present findings indicate, at the doses tested, a decremental effect of ayahuasca on sensory gating, as
measured by P50 suppression, and no distinct effects on
sensorimotor gating, as measured by PPI.
Keywords Ayahuasca · DMT · Psychedelics · Prepulse
inhibition of startle · P50 suppression · Sensory gating ·
Sensorimotor gating · Human

Introduction
Ayahuasca is a powerful psychotropic plant concoction,
which contains the serotonergic psychedelic agent N,Ndimethyltryptamine (DMT) (Rivier and Lindgren 1972;
Schultes and Hofmann 1980). This beverage, which is the
shamanic inebriant par excellance in the Upper Amazon
River Basin (Schultes and Hofmann 1982; Dobkin de
Rios 1984), is obtained by infusing the stems of the
woody vine Banisteriopsis caapi (malpighiaceae) together with the leaves of Psychotria viridis (rubiaceae) or
Diplopterys cabrerana (malpighiaceae). Banisteriopsis
caapi’s chief contribution to the infusion is a series of bcarboline alkaloids, namely harmine, tetrahydroharmine
and, to a lesser degree, harmaline, while Psychotria
viridis and Diplopterys cabrerana contribute varying
amounts of DMT (Rivier and Lindgren 1972; Schultes
and Hofmann 1980).
When administered parenterally, DMT is a potent
ultra-short-acting psychedelic agent (Strassman et al.
1994), which binds to the 5-HT2A/2C receptor sites in the
central nervous system (CNS), where it acts as an agonist
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(Pierce and Peroutka 1989; Smith et al. 1998). Interestingly, this compound is entirely inactive after oral
ingestion (Ott 1999), probably due to metabolic breakdown by gut and liver monoamine oxidase (MAO)
(Suzuki et al. 1981). However, the b-carboline alkaloids
present in ayahuasca display MAO inhibitory properties
(McKenna et al. 1984). By combining both plants in a
single oral preparation, the extensive first-pass effect on
DMT can be diminished thanks to the reversible inhibition of MAO elicited by the b-carbolines, thus enabling
DMT to reach the systemic circulation and the CNS.
Ayahuasca has attracted the interest of biomedical
researchers as its use has spread in recent years, reaching
the urban areas of South America, Europe, and North
America, where it is used in the context of divination,
traditional medicine, and syncretic religions (Dobkin de
Rios 1996a, 1996b; Anonymous 2000). In previous
studies we found that in a clinical setting ayahuasca
was able to induce dose-dependent perceptual cognitive
and affective modifications characteristic of the psychedelics, as measured by self-report, subjective-effect
measures (Riba et al. 2001a) and a pattern of changes in
spontaneous brain electrical activity analogous to that
caused by other drugs displaying agonist activity at the 5HT2 and D2 receptor sites (Riba et al. 2002).
Recently, the disruptive activity of psychedelics on the
“gating” of sensory information has been postulated
(Vollenweider 1994). This hypothesis is based on the
assumption of the existence of brain mechanisms directed
at filtering out, under normal conditions, the flow of
sensory information reaching consciousness. Decreases in
gating had been initially proposed as an underlying deficit
common to a number of neuropsychiatric disorders, where
a sensory overflow is postulated (Braff et al. 2001).
According to this model, serotonergic psychedelics,
dopaminergic agonists, and N-methyl-d-aspartate
(NMDA) antagonists would interact with brain structures
involved in the gating mechanisms, temporarily decreasing their functionality and giving rise to the characteristic
perceptual and cognitive effects elicited by these agents
(Vollenweider 1994).
Two neurophysiological measures have been developed to evaluate the functionality of neural gating
mechanisms: suppression of the P50 auditory evoked
potential (AEP) and prepulse inhibition of the startle
reflex (PPI). The P50 AEP is a midlatency potential
appearing about 50 ms after the presentation of an
auditory stimulus (Picton et al. 1974). The consecutive
administration of two identical stimuli, conditioning (C)
and testing (T) stimuli, at a certain inter-stimulus interval,
typically 500 ms, leads to a decrease in the amplitude of
the second P50 wave (Adler et al. 1982). The amplitude
decrement seen for the T stimulus is thought to obey
active inhibitory mechanisms triggered by the C stimulus
(Freedman et al. 1983). P50 suppression is regarded as a
measure of sensory gating, and its neural substrates have
been located in the hippocampus, in the mesial temporal
lobe (Adler et al. 1998).

The second operational measure, PPI, is based on the
inhibitory effect of a weak sensory stimulus (the prepulse)
on the motor response caused by a stronger startle reflexeliciting stimulus. The startle reflex is a brainstem reflex
occurring after the presentation of intense and sudden
sensory stimuli. PPI is obtained when the startling
stimulus is preceded 15–400 ms by the prepulse, and it
manifests as a decrease in the intensity of the reflex
(Blumenthal 1999). In contrast to P50, PPI is considered a
measure of sensorimotor gating, given that the response
measured is the motor output to the presented stimulus.
While the neural circuit mediating the startle reflex is
located in the brainstem, PPI is regulated by descending
projections from areas in the forebrain. These areas are
interconnected in a complex circuitry combining excitatory and inhibitory synapses (Swerdlow et al. 2001).
Pharmacological challenge studies in humans have
shown dopaminergic agents to disrupt PPI and P50
suppression (Adler et al. 1994a; Hutchinson and Swift
1999; Light et al. 1999), while unexpected increases in
PPI have been observed after the administration of
serotonergic psychedelics/entactogens, such as psilocybin
and 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)
(Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al. 1998; Vollenweider et al.
1999). To our knowledge no study has been carried out to
date on the influence of serotonergic psychedelics/entactogens on the human P50 suppression paradigm.
The aim of the present study was to evaluate both P50
suppression and PPI in a single group of healthy
volunteers after the acute administration of ayahuasca
and to assess a possible differential drug modulation of
these two measures.

Materials and methods
Volunteers
Eighteen healthy volunteers (15 males and 3 females) with no
current or previous history of neurological or psychiatric disorder
and no family history of axis-I psychiatric disorder in first degree
relatives were included in the study. Eligibility criteria included
prior experience with psychedelic drugs on at least five occasions
without sequelae derived thereof. The volunteers were given a
structured psychiatric interview [Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (DSM)-III-R] and completed the trait-anxiety
scale from the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger et al.
1970). Exclusion criteria included a present or past history of axis-I
disorders and alcohol or other substance dependence, and high
scores on trait anxiety. Volunteers were given a complete physical
examination that included a medical history, laboratory tests,
electrocardiogram (ECG), and urinalysis. Mean age was 25.7 years
(range 19–38 years), mean weight 66.47 kg (range 50.7–79.5 years)
and mean height 175.11 cm (range 158–188 cm). In addition to
their prior intake of psychedelics, all volunteers had previous
experience with cannabis and cocaine. Although prior exposure
specifically to ayahuasca was not required for participation, two of
the volunteers had ingested the beverage before inclusion in this
study. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declarations of Helsinki and Tokyo concerning experimentation on
humans and was approved by the hospital ethics committee and
the Spanish Ministry of Health. The volunteers received detailed
information on the nature of ayahuasca and the general psycho-
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logical effects of psychedelics and their possible adverse effects, as
reported in the psychiatric literature. All volunteers gave their
written informed consent to participate.
Drug
Two ayahuasca doses containing 0.6 mg and 0.85 mg DMT/kg
body weight were chosen as the low and high doses, respectively,
based on tolerability and subjective effects assessed in a previous
study (Riba et al. 2001a). The ayahuasca was not administered in
its original liquid form, but as a liophilizate. The freeze-dried
homogenized material was obtained from a 9.6-l batch of Daime
obtained from Cefluris, a Brazilian-based religious organization
related to the Santo Daime church. The DMT contents had been
determined by means of high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC), as described by Callaway and coworkers (1996), and the
b-carbolines according to a modified version of the method
described therein. As reported in a previous paper, the 9.6-l batch
yielded 611 g freeze-dried powder, containing 8.33 mg DMT,
14.13 mg harmine, 0.96 mg harmaline, and 11.36 mg THH per
gram. These alkaloid contents corresponded to the following
concentrations in the original tea: DMT 0.53 mg/ml, harmine
0.90 mg/ml, harmaline 0.06 mg/ml, and THH 0.72 mg/ml (Riba et
al. 2001a). The calculated individual dose for each volunteer was
administered by combining 00 gelatin capsules containing 0.5,
0.25, or 0.125 g freeze-dried ayahuasca and placebo capsules
containing 0.75 g lactose. Placebo capsules were added when
necessary, so that all volunteers took the same number of capsules
on each experimental day.
Study design and experimental procedure
The volunteers participated in four experimental sessions. Volunteers were informed that they would randomly receive on each
experimental day a single oral dose of encapsulated freeze-dried
ayahuasca (one low and one high dose) or placebo and a random
repetition of one of the three mentioned treatments. In actual fact,
they all received a placebo on the first experimental day in a singleblind fashion, followed by one of the three treatments from day 2 to
day 4 in a double-blind balanced fashion, according to a randomization table. The first non-randomized placebo was administered
in order to familiarize the volunteers with the experimental setting
and to minimize the stress associated with the experimental
interventions. The data obtained during the first session was not
included in the statistical analysis performed and is not reported.
Two weeks prior to the beginning of the experimental sessions,
volunteers abstained from any medication or illicit drug and
remained drug free throughout the four study weeks. Urinalysis for
illicit drug use was made for each experimental session. Additionally, volunteers abstained from alcohol, tobacco, and caffeinated
drinks 24 h prior to each experimental day. There was a 7-day
washout period between experimental days.
On each experimental day, participants arrived at the laboratory
in the morning under fasting conditions, and capsules were
administered by approximately 10,00 hours with 250 ml tap water.
The P50 and PPI sessions were begun at 1.5 h and 2 h after drug
administration, respectively, coinciding with the peak of subjective
effects (Riba et al. 2001a). The recordings were undertaken in a
quiet room with the volunteers seated in a reclining chair. The
experimenter remained in the neighboring room for the entire time
of the recordings and monitored volunteers for alertness. Four hours
after administration of the capsules, the volunteers answered
subjective-effect questionnaires and had a meal. They remained in
the research unit throughout the afternoon and were discharged
approximately 9 h after administration.

Measurements
P50 elicitation and recording
One hundred and twenty pairs of auditory stimuli were delivered by
means of air earphones. Auditory stimuli were 75-dB [A], 1000-Hz
pure-tone pips of 4-ms duration, with a 500-ms inter-stimulus
separation and a constant interval between pairs of 8 s. No
background noise was presented during the session. Electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings were obtained by means of nineteen
electrodes placed on the scalp according to the international 10/20
system, plus leads for horizontal and vertical eye-movement
monitoring. All scalp electrodes were referenced to the averaged
mastoids. Impedance was kept below 5 kW. Throughout the entire
recording session, volunteers remained with eyes open with sight
on a fixation point. High- and low-pass filters were set at 0.1 Hz
and 100 Hz, respectively. The digitation rate was 250 Hz. The
continuous recordings were epoched at an interval between 100 ms
pre-stimulus and 1000 ms post-stimulus and baseline corrected
(–100, 0). This was followed by rejection of any trial showing an
activity exceeding €75 V. All artifact-free epochs were averaged
to obtain the average AEP including the first or C stimulus and the
second or T stimulus. The obtained averages were re-filtered
between 10 Hz and 50 Hz to facilitate P50 identification (Jerger et
al. 1992). P50 identification and scoring was carried out on average
individual waveforms at Cz as described by Adler et al. (1994b).
The C peak was identified as the greatest positivity between 40 ms
and 80 ms after stimulus presentation. If more than one peak of
equal amplitude was detected, the later one was selected. Peak
amplitude was assessed as the difference between this peak and the
preceding negative N40 trough. In cases where no N40 could be
identified, the P50 amplitude was measured to pre-stimulus
baseline (Cardenas et al. 1997). The T peak was identified in the
same way, with the further constraint that it had to appear at a
latency between €10 ms of the latency value found to the P50 wave
to the C stimulus (Adler et al. 1994b).
Startle reflex elicitation and recording
Startle stimuli were 1-KHz pure tones of 116 dB [A], with a 50-ms
duration and an instantaneous rise/fall time. Acoustic stimuli were
presented binaurally through air headphones. Prepulses were nonstartling 1-KHz pure tones of 80 dB [A] and a 20-ms duration. No
background noise was presented during the session. The electromyogram (EMG) signal was recorded bipolarly from the orbicularis
oculi muscle by means of two 0.5-cm diameter silver surface disc
electrodes, placed 1 cm below and 1 cm medial from the external
canthus of the right eye (Fridlund and Carcioppo 1986). Two
electrodes placed above and below the left eye were used to control
spontaneous and voluntary blinking. The ground electrode was
placed on the forehead. Impedance level was maintained below
5 KW. Amplifier filters were set at 10 Hz (high pass) and 500 Hz
(low pass). The EMG signal was digitized at a 1000-Hz rate.
Each startle sequence was initiated with an acclimation phase
comprising five pulse-alone startle stimuli, which were not used
later in the calculation of PPI. These were followed by three blocks
of trials comprising pulse-alone trials and prepulsed trials at the
following prepulse-to-pulse intervals: 60, 120, 240, and 2000 ms.
Each block included three pulse-alone trials and three prepulsed
trials at each of the four intervals used. Thus, 45+5 startle stimuli
were delivered in the course of a startle reflex recording session.
The mean inter-trial interval was 20 s (range 10–29 s). Four
different sequences of stimuli were used throughout the study, each
subject receiving a different sequence on each experimental day.
The order of the sequences was varied according to a randomization
table and was counterbalanced across subjects. The order of
presentation of each trial type was pseudo-random and varied
across blocks and across sequences.
The recorded EMG signal was full-wave rectified off-line and
smoothed using a five-point moving average filter. Peak eye-blink
amplitude was defined as the highest point in the EMG response
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within a time window of 120 ms after stimulus administration.
Baseline EMG was computed as the mean EMG in the 30-ms
preceding stimulus onset. Reactivity was defined as blink magnitude in the pulse-alone trials. Trials in which the apparent response
had an onset latency of less than 20 ms after stimulus administration and/or a rise time greater than 95 ms were rejected. In those
trials in which no response was detected, amplitude was scored as
0 V. Epochs were screened and rejected if artifacts were present.
Subjective ratings
Volunteers were requested to answer two questionnaires measuring
psychedelic-induced subjective effects. The first questionnaire was
the Hallucinogen Rating Scale (HRS) (Strassman et al. 1994). The
HRS includes six subscales: somaesthesia, reflecting somatic
effects; affect, sensitive to emotional and affective responses;
volition, indicating the volunteer’s capacity to willfully interact
with his/her “self” and/or the environment; cognition, describing
modifications in thought processes or content; perception, measuring visual, auditory, gustatory and olfactory experiences; and
intensity, which reflects the strength of the overall experience. In
the present study, a Spanish version of the questionnaire was used
(Riba et al. 2001b).
The second questionnaire administered was a Spanish version of
the Altered States of Consciousness Questionnaire (“Aussergewhnliche Psychische Zust nde”, APZ) developed by Dittrich
(1998). It includes 72 items distributed in three subscales: oceanic
boundlessness (“Ozeanische Selbstentgrenzung”, OSE), measuring
changes in the sense of time, derealization and depersonalization
phenomena subjectively experienced as positive; dread of egodissolution (“Angstvolle IchAuflsung”, AIA), measuring thought
disorder and decreased body and thought control associated with
arousal and anxiety; and visionary restructuralization (“Vision re
Umstrukturierung”, VUS), referring to visual phenomena, such as
illusions, hallucinations and synesthesia and to changes in the
significance of objects. This instrument has been extensively used
in studies involving the administration of psychedelics to humans.
Volunteers were requested to answer the HRS and the APZ 4 h after
drug intake.

PP120, PP240, and PP2000), percentage PPI (PP60, PP120, PP240,
PP2000), and percentage habituation. Percentage PPI for each
prepulse condition was calculated as follows: [1–(prepulsed trial
magnitude/pulse-alone magnitude)] 100. Percentage habituation
was calculated as the difference of the averaged magnitude of
pulse-alone trials in the first block minus the averaged magnitude
of pulse-alone trials in the third block divided by magnitude in the
first block and multiplied by 100 (i.e., %Hab = [(first block–third
block)/first block] 100).
Reactivity was analyzed by means of a repeated-measures, twoway ANOVA with drug and block as factors. Percentage habituation was analyzed by means of a repeated-measures, one-way
ANOVA with drug as factor. Magnitude of the startle response in
the prepulsed conditions was analyzed by means of a repeatedmeasures, two-way ANOVA with drug and prepulse condition as
factors. Finally, PPI data were subjected also to a repeatedmeasures, two-way ANOVA with drug and prepulse condition as
factors.
Subjective reports
Scores on HRS and APZ subscales were analyzed by means of a
one-way, ANOVA with repeated measures, with drug as factor. In
all ANOVAs performed, Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon was used to
correct possible violations of the sphericity assumption and to
reduce type-I errors. P values after correction are shown. When
ANOVA showed statistically significant differences between drug
conditions, pair-wise comparisons were carried out by means of ttests. Results were considered statistically significant for P<0.05.
Correlations
The Pearson’s r was used to evaluate correlations between druginduced changes in neurophysiological measures and in subjectiveeffect scores, and also between drug-induced changes in PPI and in
P50 measures.

Results
Statistical analysis
P50 auditory evoked potential
Three measures related to response amplitude were derived from
average waveforms at Cz for each subject and drug condition: P50
AEP amplitude values after the C and T stimuli, difference
amplitude calculated as C–T, and finally percentage suppression
calculated as [1–(T/C)] 100. Latency to peak after the C stimulus
was also assessed. Amplitude values for the C stimulus were
analyzed by means of a repeated-measures one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with drug as factor, in order to test for drug
actions on the amplitude of the C trial. A repeated-measures, twoway ANOVA was subsequently performed, with drug and stimulus
type (C vs T) as factors on amplitude values. Finally, repeatedmeasures, one-way ANOVAs with drug as factor were performed
on difference amplitude, percentage suppression, and latency to
peak values.
Startle reflex measures
Blink magnitude values were obtained from the recordings and
averaged for each trial type (i.e., nine trials for each of the five trial
types: pulse-alone, 60 ms prepulse-to-pulse indicated as PP60,
120 ms prepulse-to-pulse indicated as PP120, 240 ms prepulse-topulse indicated as PP240 and 2000 ms prepulse-to-pulse indicated
as PP2000). The following variables were calculated: reactivity
(magnitude of the startle response in the pulse-alone trials),
magnitude of the startle response in the prepulsed trials (PP60,

Usable recordings of both PPI and P50 in all three
experimental sessions for a given volunteer were obtained
for 15 of the total 18 volunteers enrolled in the study. The
results presented below were obtained from analysis of
data corresponding to this subgroup of 15 volunteers (13
males and 2 females).
P50 auditory evoked potential
Figure 1 shows grand average AEP waveforms at the Cz
site after the C and T stimuli for the three drug conditions.
Figure 2 presents mean P50 amplitude values for C and T,
difference amplitude values (C–T), and percentage suppression [1–(T/C)] 100, under the three drug conditions.
Amplitude values of the P50 response after the C stimulus
showed a decrease with dose, which did not reach
statistical significance in the ANOVA (F2,28=2.57,
P=0.10, e=0.906). Mean P50 amplitude (V)€SEM for
the C stimulus under the three drug conditions was
2.93€0.42 for placebo, 2.56€0.28 for the low dose, and
2.05€0.22 for the high dose. The two-way ANOVA with
drug and stimulus type (C vs T) as factors showed the
following results: whereas no significant main effect of
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Fig. 1 Grand average bandpass filtered (10–50 Hz) auditory evoked potential (AEP)
waveforms at the Cz site under
the three drug conditions
(n=15). The P50 component
after the conditioning and testing stimuli are indicated with
arrowheads

drug was seen on the overall amplitude of the P50
response (F2,28=0.80), significant effects of stimulus type
(F1,14=38.49, P<0.001; linear contrast F1,14=38.49,
P<0.001; mean amplitude €SEM: 2.53€0.21 V for the
C stimulus, 1.36€0.13 V for the T stimulus), and the
interaction drug
stimulus type (F2,28=4.96, P<0.05,
e=0.856; linear contrast F1,14=6.70, P<0.05) were obtained. An analogous significant effect was obtained for
the difference amplitude variable (C–T), pointing out that
ayahuasca reduced the P50 amplitude response difference
to the C and T stimuli (F2,28=4.96, P<0.05, e=0.856;
linear contrast F1,14=6.70, P<0.05; mean difference
amplitude €SEM under the three drug conditions:
2.12€0.42 V for placebo, 0.93€0.34 V for the low
dose, and 0.52€0.31 V for the high dose). Pair-wise
comparisons showed statistically significant differences
from placebo both at the low (t14=2.29, P<0.05) and the
high (t14=2.59, P<0.05) ayahuasca doses for difference
amplitudes. A significant drug effect on percentage
suppression was observed after ayahuasca (F2,28=4.78,
P<0.05, e=0.844; linear contrast F1,14=7.93, P<0.05;
mean percentage suppression €SEM under the three drug
conditions: 71.86€8.41 for placebo, 24.57€17.17 for the
low dose, and 6.00€18.10 for the high dose). Pair-wise
comparisons showed statistically significant differences
from placebo both at the low (t14=2.83, P<0.05) and the
high (t14=2.82, P<0.05) ayahuasca doses for percentage
suppression.
Finally, latency to peak of the P50 wave after the C
stimulus decreased non-significantly after ayahuasca
(F2,28=2.76, P<0.1, e=0.844; mean latency to peak
€SEM under the three drug conditions was 70.13€
1.91 ms for placebo, 68.53€1.17 ms for the low dose,
and 65.20€2.14 ms for the high dose).

Startle reflex measures
Startle reactivity under the three drug conditions was
analyzed by means of a two-way ANOVA with drug
(placebo, ayahuasca low dose, ayahuasca high dose) and
block of trials (first, middle and last block of the
recording session) as factors. Figure 3, upper panel,
shows pulse-alone startle magnitude values for each block
of trials under the three drug conditions. A robust
decrease of startle magnitude was observed as the
recording session progressed, as evidenced by a significant effect of block (F2,28=12.91, P<0.01, e=0.687; linear
contrast F1,14=15.98, P<0.01; mean magnitude €SEM for
the first block was 104.96€19.63 V, second block
66.97€13.39 V, and third block 50.16€11.33 V) in the
ANOVA. Although mean magnitude values increased
after the ayahuasca high dose, no significant effect of
drug was seen in the ANOVA (F2,28=1.97; mean magnitude €SEM was 68.13€17.58 V for placebo,
59.62€11.27 V for the low dose, and 94.35€21.61 V
for the high dose). Finally, no significant drug block
interaction was observed (F4,56=0.86). Similarly, a oneway ANOVA with drug as factor revealed no significant
effect in percentage habituation (F2,28=0.49; percentage
habituation €SEM was 41.74€13.25 for placebo,
37.64€11.51 for the low dose, and 36.65€46.06 for the
high dose).
The effects of ayahuasca on global startle magnitude
in the pulse-alone trials and in the prepulsed trials at the
different prepulse-to-pulse intervals are shown in Fig. 3,
lower panel. A two-way ANOVA with drug and prepulse
condition as factors revealed a main effect of prepulse
condition (F3,42=15.02, P<0.001, e=0.509; linear contrast
F1,14=18.95, P<0.01; mean magnitude €SEM at the
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Fig. 3 Upper panel Mean startle magnitude values in the pulsealone trials in each of the three blocks of trials comprising a
recording session, after each of the three drug conditions. A main
effect of block was found in the ANOVA (F2,28=12.91, P<0.01),
while no effects of drug or drug block were observed. Lower
panel Mean startle magnitude values after the pulse-alone and at
each of the four prepulse-to-pulse intervals after each of the three
drug conditions. In both panels (open square) placebo, (shaded)
low dose, (closed square) high dose. Error bars denote 1 SEM
(n=15). A main effect of prepulse condition was found in the
ANOVA (F3,42=11.85, P<0.001), while no effects of drug or drug
prepulse condition were observed

Fig. 2 Upper panel P50 amplitude to the conditioning (closed
square) and testing (open square) stimuli under the three drug
conditions. Middle panel Difference (conditioning–testing) of P50
amplitude values under the three drug conditions. Lower panel
Percentage suppression values under the three drug conditions. In
all three panels, error bars denote 1 SEM, and an asterisk indicates
P<0.05 relative to placebo (n=15)

different prepulse-to-pulse intervals was: 74.03€13.79 V
pulse-alone, 21.14€3.80 V PP60, 26.64€5.92 V PP120,
48.65€11.45 V PP240, and 80.79€16.96 V PP2000).
No significant effects of drug (F2,28=1.19) or drug
prepulse condition (F6,84=0.65) were observed.

Figure 4 shows percentage inhibition (expressed as
percentage facilitation for PP2000) values at the different
prepulse-to-pulse intervals under the three drug conditions. A two-way ANOVA with drug and prepulse
condition as factors revealed a main effect of prepulse
condition (F3,42=11.85, P<0.001, e=0.565; linear contrast
F1,14=36.35, P<0.001; percentage inhibition in the four
prepulse-to-pulse intervals €SEM was: 59.16€5.93 PP60,
56.46€7.27 PP120, 21.13€20.87 PP240, and –19.89€
12.65 PP2000). No significant effect was seen for factor
drug (F2,28=2.88, P<0.1, e=0.938; linear contrast F1,14=
4.89, P<0.05; percentage inhibition €SEM across the four
prepulse-to-pulse intervals for each drug condition was:
16.07€14.15 for placebo, 32.71€8.57 for the low dose,
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and 38.86€8.66 for the high dose). Finally, the
interaction drug prepulse condition was not found
to be significant (F6,84=1.42).
Subjective effects

Fig. 4 Upper panel Mean values of percentage inhibition of the
startle response at the 60, 120 and 240-ms prepulse-to-pulse
intervals. Lower panel Mean values of percentage facilitation of the
startle response at the 2000-ms prepulse-to-pulse interval. In both
panels, (open square) placebo, (shaded) low dose, (closed square)
high dose. Error bars denote 1 SEM (n=15). No effects of drug or
drug prepulse condition were observed

Table 1 Means (€SD) of the
scores obtained for the Hallucinogen Rating Scale (HRS) and
Spanish version of the Altered
States of Consciousness (APZ)
questionnaire subscales (n=15),
and results of the statistical
analysis performed. Student’s ttests were followed by Bonferroni correction. ns not significant

Variable

ANOVA
P value

HRS
Somaesthesia
Perception
Cognition
Volition
Affect
Intensity
APZ
AIA
OSE
VUS
(*)P<0.1
*P<0.05
**P<0.01
***P<0.001

The administration of the selected ayahuasca doses to
a group of healthy volunteers with experience in the
use of psychedelics induced a pattern of subjective
effects that was reflected as increases in the scores of
the HRS and APZ subscales, as shown in Table 1.
All HRS and APZ subscales showed statistically
significant increases relative to placebo after ayahuasca administration, except for volition. The characteristic psychedelic pattern of effects reported by the
volunteers had an overall duration of 4–6 h, reaching
its maximum intensity between 90 min and 120 min.
The most frequently reported perceptual effects were in
the somatosensory and visual modalities. Somatosensory effects comprised altered bodily sensations, such
as pins and needles, and increased skin sensitivity.
Visual perception was characteristically modified,
volunteers experiencing distortions of the visual field
with eyes open, and more or less elaborate visions with
eyes closed. Auditive phenomena were also present
and consisted typically of alterations in external
sounds, with true auditory hallucinations being less
frequently reported. This modified state of awareness
was also accompanied by changes in the cognitive
sphere, with increased thought speed and associations,
a reduction in the capacity to focus attention, and
changes in mood, usually consisting of feelings of
happiness and excitation. At the doses administered,
ayahuasca did not induce full-blown psychotic symptoms and none of the participants lost insight into the

Student’s t- test
Placebo

vs Placebo
Low dose

High dose

vs Low dose
High dose

***
***
***
(*)
***
***

0.08€0.10
0.11€0.20
0.07€0.18
0.93€0.81
0.35€0.21
0.22€0.44

0.42€0.40*
0.57€0.52**
0.44€0.48*
1.23€0.68 ns
0.60€0.36*
1.27€0.79**

0.93€0.36**
1.11€0.68**
1.01€0.63**
1.38€0.57 ns
1.02€0.38**
1.80€0.53**

**
**
**
ns
*
**

**
***
***

0.20€0.56
0.20€0.41
0.00€0.00

1.33€2.23 ns
2.53€2.90*
2.07€2.71*

3.40€2.77**
4.40€2.95**
4.07€3.33**

ns
ns
*
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drug-induced nature of the psychological effects experienced.
Correlations
No significant correlations were found between druginduced changes in P50 and PPI measures. Thus, the
following results were obtained between drug-induced
changes in (a) P50 difference values and drug-induced
changes in PPI at the 60-ms (r=–0.253, P=0.362), 120-ms
(r=0.212, P=0.449), 240-ms (r=0.151, P=0.590), and
2000-ms (r=0.412, P=0.127) intervals; and (b) P50
percentage suppression values and drug-induced changes
in PPI at the 60-ms (r=–0.066, P=0.815), 120-ms
(r=0.381, P=0.162), 240-ms (r=0.212, P=0.448), and
2000-ms (r=0.366, P=0.179) intervals.
Given that significant drug effects were found on P50
measures, these were correlated with subjective-effect
scores. Again, no correlations were found between
changes in (a) P50 difference values and drug-induced
changes in HRS-somaesthesia (r=–0.244, P=0.382),
HRS-perception (r=–0.313, P=0.255), HRS-cognition
(r=–0.281, P=0.310), HRS-volition (r=–0.474, P=0.075),
HRS-affect (r=–0.387, P=0.155), HRS-intensity (r=
–0.225, P=0.421), APZ-AIA (r=–0.490, P=0.063), APZOSE (r=–0.319, P=0.246), and APZ-VUS (r=–0.393,
P=0.147) scores; and (b) P50 percentage suppression
values and drug-induced changes in HRS-somaesthesia
(r=–0.207, P=0.458), HRS-perception (r=–0.321,
P=0.243), HRS-cognition (r=–0.101, P=0.722), HRSvolition (r=–0.439, P=0.102), HRS-affect (r=–0.278,
P=0.316), HRS-intensity (r=–0.235, P=0.400), APZAIA (r=–0.393, P=0.147), APZ-OSE (r=–0.247,
P=0.374), and APZ-VUS (r=–0.186, P=0.507) scores.

Discussion
The results obtained in the present study indicate
diverging effects for ayahuasca on P50 suppression and
PPI. Whereas a statistically significant dose-dependent
reduction of P50 suppression was observed following
drug administration, no significant effects were seen on
PPI values. Additionally, the rate of habituation of the
startle reflex, another form of startle plasticity thought to
reflect gating mechanisms, was not modified by ayahuasca. In addition, at the doses administered, ayahuasca
induced a pattern of subjective effects, similar in nature to
those reported in a previous study involving a smaller
sample of volunteers (Riba et al. 2001a), as was
evidenced by the self-report questionnaires administered.
The present results would argue for a disruptive effect
of psychedelics on P50 suppression. Nevertheless, this
conclusion should be regarded as preliminary and interpreted with caution, considering the presence of other
pharmacologically active alkaloids in ayahuasca. The
only studies that have evaluated the effects of pharmacological challenge on this measure in humans have

concentrated mainly on cathecolaminergic drugs and
NMDA antagonists. Thus, both d-amphetamine and the
a2-adrenoceptor antagonist yohimbine, a drug that increases noradrenaline release, have been shown to impair
P50 suppression in healthy volunteers (Adler et al. 1994b;
Light et al. 1999). Furthermore, while the dopamine
agonist bromocriptine has also been found to disrupt P50
suppression (Adler et al. 1994a) in humans, a low dose of
the NMDA antagonist ketamine failed to decrease P50
suppression (van Berckel et al. 1998).
Regarding data from animals, suppression of the N40
potential in rodents in a paired stimuli paradigm, homologous to that of the human P50, appears to be highly
dependent on the integrity and functionality of cholinergic pathways (Adler et al. 1998). However, inhibition can
be disrupted by amphetamine (Adler et al. 1986; Stevens
et al. 1991) – analogously to data from humans – and by
phencyclidine (Adler et al. 1986). This loss of N40
suppression has been found to depend on the noradrenergic and dopaminergic properties of these drugs, also in
the case of phencyclidine (Stevens et al. 1991; Miller et
al. 1992). The psychostimulant cocaine has also been
found to cause a loss of N40 suppression (Boutros et al.
1994). Thus, increased catecholamine neurotransmission
seems to exert the same disruptive effects on sensory
gating in humans and lower animals. However, in the only
study reported to date on the effects of 5-HT2 modulation
of N40 suppression, an unexpected disruptive effect was
found for the 5-HT2A/2C antagonist ketanserin. Conversely, the 5-HT2A/2C agonist DOI increased filtering and was
also capable of reverting the reductions in filtering caused
by ketanserin and amphetamine (Johnson et al. 1998).
The effects of ayahuasca on PPI did not reach
statistical significance at any of the prepulse-to-pulse
intervals tested. In the only other human study performed
to date involving serotonergic psychedelics, the administration of psilocybin provoked a mild though significant
increase of PPI at a prepulse-to-pulse interval of 100 ms,
with no significant effects on habituation (GouzoulisMayfrank et al. 1998). Both in the present study and in
that by Gouzoulis-Mayfrank and coworkers, the drug
doses administered were moderate and, although causing
modifications in thought processes and the sensorium,
they did not induce a clear-cut psychotic syndrome.
Vollenweider and coworkers (1999) administered the
serotonin releaser MDMA to a group of healthy volunteers and found a significant increase in PPI at the
prepulse-to-pulse interval of 120 ms, but no significant
effects on habituation. Results in the present study
replicate the absence of effects found for psychedelics
and MDMA on the rate of habituation.
Recently, a mechanistic study has shown that pretreatment with the 5-HT2A/2C antagonist ketanserin has no
effect on the PPI-enhancing activity of MDMA, even
though the antagonist was able to attenuate some of the
effects of the drug, fundamentally the MDMA-induced
perceptual modifications (Liechti et al. 2001). Conversely, these authors reported a decrease in PPI after
pretreatment with the serotonin re-uptake inhibitor citalo-
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pram and concluded that the effects of MDMA on human
PPI seem to be more dependent on serotonin release than
on an interaction at the 5-HT2A/2C level. These results
would question the role of the human 5-HT2A/2C site in the
modulation of PPI, despite the fact that recent human data
provide additional support to the role of these receptors in
the genesis of the psychological effects of psychedelics
(Vollenweider et al. 1998). Unfortunately, no studies to
date have evaluated the effects of the blockade of this
receptor on psychedelic-induced increases of PPI in
humans. Interestingly, the pattern of effects shown by
serotonergic drugs on the human PPI in the limited
number of studies conducted to date is opposed to that by
dopaminergic/noradrenergic agonists. Thus, d-amphetamine and bromocriptine have been shown to impair PPI
in healthy volunteers (Abduljawad et al. 1998, 1999;
Hutchinson and Swift 1999).
In contrast to the above data, a coincidental pattern of
effects on startle habituation and PPI has been observed
for dopaminergic and 5-HT2A/2C agonists in lower
animals. Braff and Geyer (1980) demonstrated an
impairment in habituation of tactile startle in rats after
administration of the mixed serotonergic agonist LSD.
PPI has also been found to be impaired in rats after the 5HT2A/2C agonist DOI, an effect which can be prevented by
mixed 5-HT2A/2C (Sipes and Geyer 1994) and selective 5HT2A antagonists (Sipes and Geyer 1995; Padich et al.
1996). In a recent article, LSD was found to disrupt PPI in
rats, and this effect was prevented only by selective 5HT2A antagonists. Other antagonists with affinity for the
5-HT2C, 5-HT2B/2C, 5-HT1A, and 5-HT6 did not counteract
LSD-induced disruptions (Ouagazzal et al. 2001). Similarly, in rats PPI is disrupted by systemic administration
of dopamine agonists, such as apomorphine, amphetamine, or the D2 agonist quinpirole, and reversed by
antipsychotic agents showing anti-D2 activity (Geyer et
al. 2001). One aspect that may have been overlooked and
that could be involved in the differences in PPI modulation found for indole psychedelics between species is
the fact that these drugs interact with both the 5-HT2A/2C
and 5-HT1A sites. Activation of these receptors has been
shown to mediate opposite behavioral effects (KrebsThomson and Geyer 1998) in animals, and 5-HT1A
activation has recently been found to increase PPI in
mice (Dulawa et al. 2000). The degree to which either
receptor is activated after indole psychedelics could vary
between species, and, consequently, the overall druginduced effects on PPI could also vary.
The diverging results obtained on PPI and P50
suppression after ayahuasca administration to humans
seemingly indicate a differential drug action. In addition
to differences in receptor-level interactions, P50 suppression and PPI may reflect different stages of information
processing and involve different brain structures. While
P50 suppression is essentially viewed as a hippocampal
process (Freedman et al. 1996; Adler et al. 1998), based
on data from animal studies, PPI is thought to be
modulated by a complex circuit involving the limbic
cortex, striatum, pallidum, and pontine tegumentum,

(Swerdlow and Geyer 1999; Swerdlow et al. 2001),
offering many targets for pharmacological modulation.
Swerdlow et al. (2000) have postulated that P50 and PPI
are interrelated to the extent that hippocampal circuitry
participates in both processes. Thus, the sites of pharmacological action and the subsequent modulation of each
gating measure by different neurotransmitter systems may
consequently show considerable variation.
In conclusion, at the doses administered, ayahuasca
induced a different pattern of effects on PPI and P50. The
results obtained seemingly indicate no effect, or at best, a
mild enhancing effect of the drug on PPI, a measure of
sensorimotor gating. On the contrary, the observed
significant dose-dependent decreases in P50 suppression
after ayahuasca suggest a suppressing effect of the drug
on normal sensory gating in humans. This differential
modulation of sensorimotor and sensory gating by
ayahuasca in humans could be due to differential drug
effects on brain structures participating in each process.
However, the fact that the subjective-effect profile
induced by ayahuasca, which was typical of the
psychedelics, did not resemble that of acute psychosis
should also be taken into consideration. In addition, the
pharmacological characteristics of the beverage, which
combines MAO-inhibitors and DMT, precludes the
generalization of the present findings to all 5-HT2A/2C
agonists. Future studies with ayahuasca should examine
wider dose ranges to better characterize the effects of this
drug on gating mechanisms in the CNS.
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ABSTRACT
The effects of the South American psychotropic beverage
ayahuasca on subjective and cardiovascular variables and urine
monoamine metabolite excretion were evaluated, together with
the drug’s pharmacokinetic profile, in a double-blind placebocontrolled clinical trial. This pharmacologically complex tea, commonly obtained from Banisteriopsis caapi and Psychotria viridis,
combines N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT), an orally labile psychedelic agent showing 5-hydroxytryptamine2A agonist activity, with
monoamine oxidase (MAO)-inhibiting ␤-carboline alkaloids
(harmine, harmaline, and tetrahydroharmine). Eighteen volunteers
with prior experience in the use of psychedelics received single
oral doses of encapsulated freeze-dried ayahuasca (0.6 and 0.85
mg of DMT/kg of body weight) and placebo. Ayahuasca produced
significant subjective effects, peaking between 1.5 and 2 h, involving perceptual modifications and increases in ratings of positive

Ayahuasca, also known by the names Daime, Yajé,
Natema, and Vegetal, is a psychotropic plant tea used by
shamans throughout the Amazon Basin in traditional medicine, rites of passage, and magico-religious practices (Schultes and Hofmann, 1982; Dobkin de Rios, 1984). This ancient
pattern of use has given way to a more widespread and
frequent consumption by members of a number of modern
Brazilian-based syncretic religious groups, mainly the Santo
Daime and the Uniao do Vegetal, which have incorporated
the use of the beverage in their rituals (Dobkin de Rios,
1996). In recent years, groups of followers of these Brazilian
religions have become established in the United States and
in several European countries, including Germany, Great
Article, publication date, and citation information can be found at
http://jpet.aspetjournals.org.
DOI: 10.1124/jpet.103.049882.

mood and activation. Diastolic blood pressure showed a significant increase at the high dose (9 mm Hg at 75 min), whereas
systolic blood pressure and heart rate were moderately and nonsignificantly increased. Cmax values for DMT after the low and high
ayahuasca doses were 12.14 ng/ml and 17.44 ng/ml, respectively.
Tmax (median) was observed at 1.5 h after both doses. The Tmax
for DMT coincided with the peak of subjective effects. Drug administration increased urinary normetanephrine excretion, but,
contrary to the typical MAO-inhibitor effect profile, deaminated
monoamine metabolite levels were not decreased. This and the
negligible harmine plasma levels found suggest a predominantly
peripheral (gastrointestinal and liver) site of action for harmine.
MAO inhibition at this level would suffice to prevent first-pass
metabolism of DMT and allow its access to systemic circulation
and the central nervous system.

Britain, Holland, France, and Spain (Anonymous, 2000). As a
larger number of people have come into contact with ayahuasca, the tea has begun to attract the attention of biomedical
researchers (Callaway et al., 1999; Riba et al., 2001b).
Ayahuasca is obtained by infusing the pounded stems of
the malpighiaceous vine Banisteriopsis caapi either alone or,
more frequently, in combination with the leaves of Psychotria
viridis (rubiaceae) in Brazil, Peru, and Ecuador or Diplopterys cabrerana (malpighiaceae), used mainly in Ecuador
and Colombia (Schultes and Hofmann, 1980; McKenna et al.,
1984). P. viridis and D. cabrerana are rich in the psychedelic
indole N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT; Rivier and Lindgren,
1972; Schultes and Hofmann, 1980), whereas B. caapi contains substantial amounts of ␤-carboline alkaloids, mainly
harmine and tetrahydroharmine (THH), and to a lesser extent harmaline and traces of harmol and harmalol (Rivier
and Lindgren, 1972; McKenna et al., 1984).

ABBREVIATIONS: DMT, N,N-dimethyltryptamine; THH, tetrahydroharmine; LSD, D-lysergic acid diethylamide; CNS, central nervous system;
MAO, monoamine oxidase; COMT, catechol-O-methyltransferase; VMA, vanillylmandelic acid; HVA, homovanillic acid; 5-HIAA, 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid; MDMA, methylenedioxymethamphetamine; HPLC, high-performance liquid chromatography; VAS, visual analog scale(s); HRS,
Hallucinogen Rating Scale; ARCI, Addiction Research Center Inventory; MBG, morphine-benzedrine group; PCAG, pentobarbital-chlorpromazinealcohol group; BG, benzedrine group; AUC, area under the concentration-time curve; CL/F, total plasma clearance; Vz/F, apparent volume of
distribution; ANOVA, analysis of variance; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; HR, heart rate.
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DMT is structurally related to the neurotransmitter serotonin and, like better-characterized psychedelics such as
LSD and mescaline, binds to 5-hydroxytryptamine 2A receptors in the central nervous system (CNS), where it acts as an
agonist (Pierce and Peroutka, 1989; Smith et al., 1998). Studies in humans have shown that when administered parenterally, DMT provokes dramatic modifications in perception,
the sense of self and reality that can be very intense but
relatively short in duration (Strassman et al., 1994). The
drug also exerts marked autonomic effects elevating blood
pressure, heart rate, and rectal temperature, and causes
mydriasis (Strassman and Qualls, 1994). Unlike the vast
majority
of
known
psychedelic
phenethylamines,
tryptamines, and ergolines, DMT is orally inactive (Ott,
1999), apparently due to metabolism by monoamine oxidase
(MAO; Suzuki et al., 1981). Interestingly, harmine and harmaline, and, to a lesser extent, THH, are potent MAO inhibitors (Buckholtz and Boggan, 1977; McKenna et al., 1984). In
1968, Agurell and coworkers (cited in Ott, 1999, p. 172)
postulated that the interaction between ␤-carbolines and
DMT in ayahuasca “might result in specific pharmacological
effects”. It is now a widely accepted hypothesis that following
ayahuasca ingestion, MAO inhibition brought about by
harmine, given that it is more potent than THH and is
present in the tea in larger amounts than harmaline (McKenna et al., 1984), prevents the enzymatic degradation of
DMT, allowing its absorption. It has also been speculated
that ␤-carbolines may contribute to the overall central effects
of ayahuasca by blocking brain MAO and weakly inhibiting
serotonin reuptake, which combined would lead to enhanced
neurotransmitter levels and modulate the effects of DMT
(Callaway et al., 1999).
In the present paper we report a double-blind placebocontrolled crossover clinical trial conducted with ayahuasca,
in which subjective and cardiovascular effects, and alkaloid
pharmacokinetics were assessed in a group of healthy volunteers experienced in psychedelic drug use. Additionally,
urine monoamine metabolites were studied to measure in
vivo the MAO-inhibitory effects of ayahuasca. In this respect,
the neurotransmitters norepinephrine, epinephrine, and dopamine are physiologically degraded by MAO and catecholO-methyltransferase (COMT) to produce deaminated and
methylated metabolites, respectively. Serotonin, on the other
hand, is exclusively metabolized by MAO to produce a deaminated compound. In vivo and in vitro studies have shown that
when MAO is pharmacologically inhibited, the levels of
MAO-dependent deaminated metabolites decrease and those
of COMT-dependent methylated metabolites increase. In humans, MAO inhibitors decrease, after acute administration,
the urinary excretion of vanillylmandelic acid (VMA), homovanillic acid (HVA), and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5HIAA), the deaminated metabolites of norepinephrine/epinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin, respectively, while
increasing that of metanephrine and normetanephrine, the
methylated metabolites of epinephrine and norepinephrine,
respectively (Pletscher, 1966; Koulu et al., 1989). Monoamine
metabolites have both a CNS and a non-CNS origin, and
their assessment in urine does not give information regarding the organ in which MAO was inhibited. Nevertheless,
this approach can identify dose-response relationships after
drug administration and allows for the study of the time
course of MAO inhibition.

Materials and Methods
Volunteers
A total of 18 volunteers (15 males and 3 females) with experience
in psychedelic drug use were recruited by word of mouth. Eligibility
criteria required prior use of psychedelics on at least five occasions
without sequelae derived thereof, i.e., psychedelic-related disorders
as described in the DSM-III-R. Participants had used psychedelics
from six to hundreds of times. The most commonly used psychedelic
was LSD (17 of 18), followed by psilocybian mushrooms (15 of 18) and
ketamine (10 of 18). The least commonly used were peyote (3 of 18),
Salvia divinorum (3 of 18), mescaline (2 of 18), Amanita muscaria (2
of 18), and Datura stramonium (1 of 18). Although prior exposure to
ayahuasca was not required for participation, two of the volunteers
had ingested this tea before inclusion. Besides psychedelics, volunteers had consumed cannabis (18 of 18), cocaine (17 of 18), and
MDMA (17 of 18). Volunteers were in good health, confirmed by
medical history, laboratory tests, ECG, and urinalysis. Prior to physical examination, volunteers were interviewed by a psychiatrist
(structured interview for DSM-III-R) and completed the trait-anxiety
scale from the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger et al.,
1970). Exclusion criteria included current or previous history of
psychiatric disorder and/or family history of Axis-I psychiatric disorder in first degree relatives, alcohol or other substance dependence, and high scores on trait anxiety (over 1 standard deviation
above normative mean). Participants had a mean age of 25.7 years
(range 19 –38), mean weight 66.47 kg (range 50.7–79.5), and mean
height 175.11 cm (range 158 –188). The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declarations of Helsinki and Tokyo concerning
experimentation on humans, and was approved by the hospital’s
ethics committee and the Spanish Ministry of Health. The volunteers
received detailed information on the nature of ayahuasca, and the
general psychological effects of psychedelics and their possible adverse effects, as reported in the psychiatric literature. All volunteers
gave their written informed consent to participate.

Drug
To administer ayahuasca in accurate dosings and masked in a
double-blind, double-dummy design, a 9.6-liter batch of Brazilian
Daime was subjected to a freeze-drying process that yielded 611 g of
powder, which was subsequently homogenized and analyzed. The
DMT content was determined by HPLC, as described by Callaway et
al. (1996), and the ␤-carbolines were determined according to a
modified version of the method described therein. One gram of
freeze-dried material contained 8.33 mg of DMT, 14.13 mg of
harmine, 0.96 mg of harmaline, and 11.36 mg of THH, which corresponded to the following alkaloid concentrations in the original tea:
DMT, 0.53 mg/ml; harmine, 0.90 mg/ml; harmaline, 0.06 mg/ml; and
THH, 0.72 mg/ml. The ayahuasca doses administered to the volunteers in the present study were chosen based on tolerability and
subjective effect data gathered in a previous study (Riba et al.,
2001b). The low and the high dose contained, per kilogram of body
weight: 0.6/0.85 mg of DMT, 1.0/1.4 mg of harmine, 0.07/0.09 mg of
harmaline, and 0.82/1.16 mg of THH. The average (range) alkaloid
content in milligrams administered in each dose (low dose/high dose)
was: 39.8 (30.4 – 47.9)/57.4 (43.7– 67.7) for DMT, 67.4 (51.6 – 81.2)/
95.8 (74.2–114.8) for harmine, 4.6 (3.5–5.5)/6.5 (5.0 –7.8) for harmaline, and 54.2 (41.5– 65.3)/77.0 (59.6 –92.3) for THH. The calculated
individual dose for each volunteer was administered by combining 00
gelatin capsules containing different amounts of freeze-dried
ayahuasca, i.e., 0.5 g, 0.25 g, or 0.125 g, and placebo capsules containing 0.75 g of lactose. Placebo capsules were added when necessary, so that all volunteers took the same number of capsules on each
experimental day. It is interesting to note that although the amount
of DMT administered with the present low dose was similar to that
administered in the only other published study on the human pharmacology of ayahuasca (Callaway et al., 1999), the amounts of ␤-car-
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bolines administered in this work were much lower. This was due to
the different alkaloid proportions present in the tea samples used in
each study. Thus, the average amounts (range) in milligrams administered by Callaway et al. (1999) were: 35.5 (28.8 – 43.2) for DMT,
252.3 (204.0 –306.0) for harmine, 29.7 (24.0 –36.0) for harmaline, and
158.8 (128.4 –196.6) for THH.

Study Design
Each volunteer participated in four experimental sessions at least
1 week apart. Volunteers were informed that on each experimental
day they would randomly receive a single oral dose of encapsulated
freeze-dried ayahuasca (one low and one high dose), a placebo, and a
random repetition of one of the three mentioned treatments. In
actual fact, they all received a placebo on the first experimental day
in a single-blind fashion, followed by one of the three treatments
from days 2 to 4 in a double-blind balanced fashion, according to a
randomization table. The first nonrandomized placebo was administered to familiarize the volunteers with the experimental setting and
to minimize the stress associated with the experimental interventions. Volunteers were requested to abstain from any medication or
illicit drug use 2 weeks before the beginning of the experimental
sessions until the completion of the study. Volunteers also abstained
from alcohol, tobacco, and caffeinated drinks 24 h before each experimental day. Urinalysis for illicit drug use was performed for each
experimental session. The volunteers were admitted to the research
unit on four separate experimental days. Upon arrival at 8:00 AM
under fasting conditions, a cannula was inserted in the cubital vein
of their right arm for drawing blood samples, and capsules were
administered at approximately 10:00 AM with 250 ml of tap water.
Throughout the experimental session, the volunteers remained
seated in a comfortable reclining chair in a quiet, dimly lit room. At
4 h after administration of the capsules, when the most prominent
subjective effects associated with the drug had disappeared, the
volunteers had a meal. The last experimental time point was at 8 h,
and volunteers were discharged approximately 9 h after administration.

Study Methods
Subjective Effect Measures. The subjective effects elicited by
ayahuasca were measured by means of visual analog scales (VAS)
and self-report questionnaires. VAS were 100-mm horizontal lines
with the following labels: “any effect,” indicating any effect, either
physical or psychological, that the volunteer attributed to the administered drug; “good effects,” indicating any effect the volunteer valued as good; “liking,” reflecting that the volunteer liked the effects of
the administered substance; “drunken,” indicating any dizziness or
lightheadedness; “stimulated,” indicating any increases in thought
speed and/or content, or any increases in associations and/or insights; “visions,” indicating modifications in visual perception, including any variations in object shape, brightness, or color and any
illusion, abstract or elaborate, seen with either eyes closed or open;
and “high,” which reflected any positive psychological effect the
volunteer attributed to the drug. Except for the “visions” item, the
other VAS items administered had been used in human studies by
other researchers assessing the subjective effects of a variety of
psychoactive drugs (Farré et al., 1993, 1998; Camı́ et al., 2000). The
volunteers were requested to answer the VAS immediately before
administration (baseline) and at 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75 min, and 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 6, and 8 h after administration.
Self-report questionnaires included the Hallucinogen Rating Scale
(HRS) and the Addiction Research Center Inventory (ARCI). The
HRS (Strassman et al., 1994) measures psychedelic-induced subjective effects and includes six scales: Somaesthesia, reflecting somatic
effects; Affect, sensitive to emotional and affective responses; Volition, indicating the volunteer’s capacity to willfully interact with
his/her “self” and/or the environment; Cognition, describing modifications in thought processes or content; Perception, measuring vi-
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sual, auditory, gustatory, and olfactory experiences; and, finally,
Intensity, which reflects the strength of the overall experience. In the
present study, a Spanish adaptation of the questionnaire was used
(Riba et al., 2001a). The range of scores for all HRS scales is 0 to 4.
The short version of the ARCI (Martin et al., 1971) consists of five
scales or groups: MBG, morphine-benzedrine group, measuring euphoria and positive mood; PCAG, pentobarbital-chlorpromazine-alcohol group, measuring sedation; LSD, lysergic acid diethylamide
scale, measuring somatic-dysphoric effects; BG, the benzedrine
group, measuring intellectual energy and efficiency; and the A scale,
an empirically derived scale measuring amphetamine-like effects.
Both the A and BG scales are sensitive to psychostimulants. The
range of scores is 0 to 16 for MBG, ⫺4 to 11 for PCAG, ⫺4 to 10 for
LSD, ⫺4 to 9 for BG, and 0 to 11 for A. The questionnaire had been
translated into Spanish and validated by Lamas et al. (1994). Volunteers answered the ARCI immediately before drug administration
and 4 h after drug intake, whereas the HRS was only answered at 4 h
postadministration.
Cardiovascular Measures. Systolic and diastolic blood pressure
and heart rate were measured with the volunteer seated, immediately before administration (baseline), and at 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90,
120, 150, 180, 210, and 240 min after intake using a sphygmomanometer cuff (Dinamap; Critikon, Tampa, FL) placed around the
volunteer’s left arm. No measurements were made after 240 min, the
time point when subjects had their meal and after which they were
allowed to move and leave the room.
Urine Samples. Urine was collected in fractions of 0 to 8 h, 8 to
16 h, and 16 to 24 h in plastic containers with 3 ml of 6 N HCl and
kept in the refrigerator during the 0- to 24-h collection period. Volunteers took home the two plastic containers corresponding to the 8to 16-h and 16- to 24-h periods. Volume of each fraction was recorded
and pH was adjusted to 2 to 4 with 6 N HCl, and two 50-ml aliquots
were frozen at ⫺20°C and stored at ⫺80°C until analysis. The following monoamine metabolites, VMA, HVA, 5-HIAA, metanephrine,
and normetanephrine were quantified by means of HPLC with coulometric detection following previously validated procedures (Soldin
and Hill, 1980; Parker et al., 1986; Gamache et al., 1993). The limit
of quantification was 3 mg/l for VMA, HVA, and 5-HIAA, 0.05 mg/l
for metanephrine, and 0.10 mg/l for normetanephrine.
Blood Samples. Blood samples (10-ml EDTA tubes) were drawn
at baseline, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 min, and 3, 4, 6, 8, and 24 h after
administration for analysis of DMT, harmine, harmaline, and THH
concentrations in plasma and those of the O-demethylated metabolites harmol and harmalol. Samples were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for
10 min at 4°C and plasma was immediately frozen at ⫺20°C. The
frozen plasma samples were stored at ⫺80°C until analysis. DMT
was quantified by gas chromatography with nitrogen-phosphorus
detection and the ␤-carbolines by means of HPLC with fluorescence
detection following previously reported methods (Yritia et al., 2002).
The limit of quantification was 1.6 ng/ml for DMT, 0.5 ng/ml for
harmine, 0.3 ng/ml for harmaline, 1.0 ng/ml for THH, and 0.3 ng/ml
for harmol and harmalol. The intraday and interday coefficients of
variation were lower than 10.9% and 13.4%, respectively, for all
determined compounds.

Pharmacokinetic Analysis
After quantification of the different compounds in plasma, the
following pharmacokinetic parameters were calculated using a noncompartmental approach by means of WinNonlin software (version
3.0; Pharsight, Mountain View, CA): maximum concentration (Cmax),
time taken to reach the maximum concentration (Tmax), and area
under the concentration-time curve from 0 to 8 h (AUC0 – 8h), calculated by means of the trapezoidal rule. AUC was extrapolated to
infinity (AUC0-⬁) by addition of the residual area calculated by the
last plasma concentration/terminal elimination rate constant. Terminal half-life (t1/2z ⫽ ln 2/z) was obtained by linear regression
analysis of the terminal log-linear portion of the plasma-concentration curve. Clearance (CL/F) was determined as dose/AUC0-⬁. Appar-
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ent volume of distribution (Vz/F) was calculated as dose/(z 䡠 AUC0-⬁).
The AUC0-⬁ normalized by dose (AUC0-⬁/D) was also calculated. All
data are expressed as mean ⫾ S.D. except for Tmax, where median
and range are given.

Statistics
Prior to statistical analysis, ARCI scores were transformed to
differences from preadministration values, and the following parameters were calculated for VAS items: peak effect (maximum absolute
change from baseline values), time taken to reach the maximum
effect (tmax), and the 8-h area under the curve (AUC0 – 8h) of effect
versus time calculated by the trapezoidal rule. For cardiovascular
variables, peak effect (maximum absolute change from baseline values) and the 4-h area under the curve (AUC0 – 4h) of effect versus time
were calculated. The obtained parameters, transformed ARCI scores,
and raw HRS scores were analyzed by means of a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA with drug (placebo, ayahuasca low dose, ayahuasca high dose) as factor. When a significant effect was observed, post
hoc comparisons were performed using Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. The time course of subjective effects was explored using
repeated measures two-way ANOVAs with drug and time (13 time
points) as factors. When a drug by time interaction was significant,
multiple comparisons were performed at each time point by means of
Tukey’s test.
Monoamine metabolite levels in urine were analyzed by means of
a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with drug (placebo, ayahuasca low dose, ayahuasca high dose) as factor. When a significant

effect was observed, post hoc comparisons were performed using
Tukey’s test. The time course of effects was explored using repeated
measures two-way ANOVAs with drug and time (three time points)
as factors. Pharmacokinetic parameter comparisons between doses
were performed by means of Student’s t test, except for Tmax, which
was compared by means of a nonparametric Wilcoxon test.
To explore possible differences in the time-to-peak of DMT plasma
concentrations and time-to-peak of subjective effects (for each of the
administered VAS), nonparametric Wilcoxon tests were performed
comparing Tmax for DMT and tmax for each VAS. These tests were
performed for data obtained after each of the two administered
ayahuasca doses. In all tests performed, differences were considered
statistically significant for p values lower than 0.05.

Results
Subjective Effects. Subjective effects results are shown
in Tables 1 and 2 and Figs. 1 and 2. Ayahuasca administration induced significant increases in all six HRS scales, both
after the low and the high dose, except for Volition, which
showed statistically significant differences from placebo only
after the 0.85 mg of DMT/kg dose. The ARCI questionnaire
showed statistically significant dose-dependent increases after ayahuasca in measures of stimulatory effects (A scale),
euphoria (MBG scale), and somatic symptoms (LSD scale).

TABLE 1
Results of the statistical analyses performed on raw HRS scores, transformed ARCI scores (differences from predrug values), VAS measures (peak
values and AUC0 – 8h), and cardiovascular parameters (peak values and AUC0 – 4h)
For all measures n ⫽ 18.
Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test
ANOVA (2,34)
Variable

Placebo
Low Dose/High

HRS
Affect
Cognition
Somaesthesia
Perception
Volition
Intensity
ARCI
A
BG
LSD
MBG
PCAG
VAS
Any Effect
Good Effects
Liking
Visions
Drunken
Stimulated
High
Cardiovascular
SBP
DBP
HR
* p ⬍ 0.05; ** p ⬍ 0.01.

F

p Value

Low Dose

High Dose

29.35
31.66
39.62
38.76
4.68
77.35

⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
0.016
⬍0.001

**
*
**
**
N.S.
**

**
**
**
**
*
**

**
**
**
**
N.S.
**

23.10
3.62
10.05
11.22
0.91

⬍0.001
0.058
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
0.412

*

**

**

*
N.S.

**
**

N.S.
N.S.

Peak
AUC
Peak
AUC
Peak
AUC
Peak
AUC
Peak
AUC
Peak
AUC
Peak
AUC

39.62
18.06
26.64
18.69
29.82
15.10
16.28
7.25
6.26
4.83
16.62
11.57
33.97
22.33

⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
0.002
0.005
0.014
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001

**
*
**
**
**
**
**
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
**
N.S.
**
*

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
*
**
**
**
**

**
**
*
*
*
N.S.
*
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
*
*
**
**

Peak
AUC
Peak
AUC
Peak
AUC

2.91
1.90
15.54
5.59
1.79
3.12

0.068
0.166
⬍0.001
0.008
0.183
0.057

**
*

**
*

N.S.
N.S.
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TABLE 2
Positive responses on particular items of the HRS questionnaire given by at least 75% of the 18 volunteers after the high ayahuasca dose
Each column indicates the number of subjects who reported the effect, regardless of intensity, at the two different ayahuasca doses administered and placebo. The letter in
parentheses indicates the HRS scale in which the item belongs.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Item

Placebo

0.6 mg/kg

0.85 mg/kg

High (I)
Body feels different (S)
Visual effects (P)
A “rush” (S)
Change in rate of time passing (C)
Eyes open visual field vibrating or jiggling (P)
Electric/tingling feeling (S)
Change in quality of thinking (C)
Change in visual distinctiveness of objects in room (P)
Sounds in room sound different (P)
Urge to close eyes (V)
Change in distinctiveness of sounds (P)
Change in rate of thinking (C)
Excited (A)

1/18
4/18
2/18
0/18
2/18
2/18
1/18
2/18
4/18
2/18
5/18
2/18
1/18
1/18

15/18
12/18
10/18
9/18
12/18
10/18
9/18
8/18
7/18
5/18
8/18
7/18
7/18
7/18

17/18
17/18
17/18
17/18
16/18
15/18
15/18
15/18
15/18
15/18
14/18
14/18
14/18
14/18

A, Affect; C, Cognition; I, Intensity; P, Perception; S, Somaesthesia; V, Volition.

Scores on the BG and PCAG scales were not significantly
different from placebo.
Scorings on all seven VAS items showed significant drug
effects (peak values and AUC) and significant drug by time
interactions. Initial effects appeared between 30 and 45 min,
reflected as rises in the VAS any effect item, and were followed by a prominent increase at around 60 min, as indicated
by steep rises in all seven VAS items. In general terms, the
maximum scorings were observed between 90 and 120 min
after drug administration. A gradual return to baseline levels
followed thereafter and was complete at 360 min. Regarding
effect magnitude, the largest scores were obtained for the
VAS any effect, liking, and high, followed by VAS good effects, visions, and stimulated items. The least modified VAS
after ayahuasca administration was the drunken item.
More qualitative information on the nature of the effects
brought about by ayahuasca is provided in Table 2, which
lists the most frequently reported positive responses to specific items of the HRS questionnaire.
Cardiovascular Effects.Mean values for systolic (SBP)
and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and heart rate (HR) over
time are presented in Fig. 3, and results of the statistical
analysis performed are shown in Table 1.
Ayahuasca administration produced only moderate elevations of cardiovascular parameters. Statistically significant
changes relative to placebo were only found for DBP, both for
peak values and AUC. The largest difference in DBP between
the low dose and placebo was 9 mm Hg and occurred at 75
min after dosing. Between the high dose and placebo, differences of 10 and 9 mm Hg were observed at 15 and 75 min,
respectively. A maximal increase of 7 mm Hg from baseline
values was observed at 60 min for the low dose. After the high
dose, a maximal increase of 9 mm Hg was observed at 15 min.
For SBP, the largest differences with placebo were observed
at 75 min and corresponded to 4 and 6 mm Hg increases for
the low and high dose, respectively. Similarly, the maximal
increase in SBP relative to baseline values was observed at
75 min and corresponded to 6 and 8 mm Hg for the low and
high dose, respectively. Finally, HR showed the largest differences with placebo at 60 min and corresponded to 5 and 4
beats/min increases for the low and the high ayahuasca
doses, respectively. The maximal increase from baseline values observed for HR was 4 beats/min and occurred at 60 min

after administration of both the low and high ayahuasca
doses.
Only two volunteers showed SBP values equal to or above
140 mm Hg at any time point: volunteer 1 at 75 and 90 min
(140 mm Hg) after receiving the low dose, and at 60 (146 mm
Hg) and 75 min (140 mm Hg) after receiving the high dose;
and volunteer 6 as early as 15 min after administration of the
high ayahuasca dose (146 mm Hg). Two volunteers showed
DBP above 90 mm Hg: volunteer 1 at 30 min (93 mm Hg)
after the low dose, and at 15 min (96 mm Hg) after the high
dose; and volunteer 15 at 120 and 150 min (95 and 92 mm Hg,
respectively) after administration of the high dose. Regarding HR, volunteer 1 also showed values above 100 beats/min
(101 beats/min) at 60 min after the high dose.
Urine Monoamine Metabolites. Urine samples were
successfully collected for 15 of the 18 volunteers enrolled in
the study, and results are given for this subgroup only. Statistical analyses showed a significant effect of drug only for
normetanephrine. No significant drug by time interaction
was found for any of the metabolites studied. In view of this,
the total monoamine metabolite amounts excreted during the
0- to 24-h period after placebo and the two ayahuasca doses
are presented in Table 3. As shown therein, rather than the
expected decreases in deaminated metabolites (VMA, HVA,
5-HIAA), drug administration increased the excretion of
these compounds nonsignificantly. Similarly, levels of the
O-methylated metabolites metanephrine and normetanephrine increased with dose, although only the latter showed
statistically significant differences with placebo.
Pharmacokinetics. The time course of plasma concentrations and the calculated pharmacokinetic parameters for
DMT, harmaline, THH, harmol, and harmalol are shown in
Fig. 4 and Table 4. The graphs correspond to 15 of the total
18 participants enrolled in the study. To avoid the miscalculation of pharmacokinetic parameters, data from three volunteers were excluded from the analysis due to vomiting
occurring after administration of the low dose (volunteer 6)
and the high dose (volunteers 4 and 18). An additional subject (volunteer 12) was excluded from the calculation of harmalol parameters. Plasma levels for this volunteer after the
high dose showed a plateau between 6 and 24 h, precluding
parameter assessment.
As shown in Table 4, Cmax and AUC values increased with
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Fig. 1. Mean scores on the ARCI and HRS scales after administration of placebo (white), 0.6 mg of DMT/kg of body weight ayahuasca (shaded), and
0.85 mg of DMT/kg of body weight ayahuasca (black). Error bars denote 1 S.E.M. (n ⫽ 18). Significant differences from placebo are indicated by one
(p ⬍ 0.05) or two (p ⬍ 0.01) asterisks.

dose for all measured compounds. DMT showed a Tmax of
1.5 h (median) after both the low and high doses. Nevertheless, the upper end of the range of Tmax values increased with
dose, and the Wilcoxon test indicated a statistically significant difference between doses. A larger Tmax after the high

ayahuasca dose is evident also in the DMT concentrationtime curve included in Fig. 4. Both harmaline and THH
plasma concentrations peaked later than DMT, and their
Tmax values were larger after the high relative to the low
ayahuasca dose. An unexpected finding was the absence of
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Fig. 2. Time curves of scores on the seven VAS items (means from 18 volunteers) after administration of placebo (circle), 0.6 mg of DMT/kg of body
weight ayahuasca (square), and 0.85 mg of DMT/kg of body weight ayahuasca (triangle). Filled symbols indicate a significant difference from placebo.

measurable harmine plasma levels except for a few time
points in 4 of 18 volunteers, precluding the calculation of
pharmacokinetic parameters for this alkaloid.
Interestingly, all volunteers showed measurable levels of
harmol, the O-demethylated analog of harmine. Plasma concentrations showed dose-dependent increases and peaked at
1.5 and 2 h after the low and high doses, respectively. Harmalol, the O-demethylated analog of harmaline, could also be
quantified. Maximum concentrations were attained later
than for harmaline, with Tmax observed at 2.5 and 2.75 h
after the low and high dose, respectively.
The AUC normalized by dose was calculated for each parent alkaloid, and these values were compared between doses
by means of a paired Student’s t test. A statistically significant difference was found for DMT, suggesting a possible
nonproportional increase of plasma levels between doses. In
line with this possibility, mean Vz/F and CL/F values calculated for DMT decreased with dose. These decreases were
statistically significant for Vz/F and showed a tendency for
CL/F (t(14) ⫽ 1.94, p ⫽ 0.073).
In support of a parallel evolution of DMT plasma levels and
subjective effects, no significant differences were found between DMT Tmax values and any of the seven VAS tmax
values at any of the two administered ayahuasca doses.

Discussion
The psychotropic effects of ayahuasca could be demonstrated in a group of experienced psychedelic users who, in
their vast majority, had reported no prior exposure to the tea.
Oral administration of the freeze-dried material induced feelings of increased activation (ARCI-A, VAS-stimulated), euphoria and well being (ARCI-MBG, VAS-high, VAS-liking,
VAS-good effects), and somatic effects (ARCI-LSD), in addition to perceptual modifications (HRS-Perception, VAS-visions) and changes in thought content (HRS-Cognition) and
increased emotional lability (HRS-Affect). Increases in VAShigh have been observed after a great variety of drugs including MDMA (Camı́ et al., 2000), cocaine (Farré et al.,
1993), and the sedative flunitrazepam (Farré et al., 1998).
The VAS-stimulated item reflects more specifically the effects of psychostimulants such as amphetamine and MDMA
(Camı́ et al., 2000). Increases in VAS-drunken, which was the
least modified VAS item by ayahuasca, have been observed
mainly after sedatives, such as flunitrazepam (Farré et al.,
1998), and alcohol (Farré et al., 1993), but also after 125 mg
of MDMA (Camı́ et al., 2000). Regarding the HRS, our findings are in line with results by other researchers who have
demonstrated statistically significant increases in all HRS
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Fig. 3. Time course of cardiovascular measures (means from 18 volunteers) after administration of placebo (circle), 0.6 mg of DMT/kg of body
weight ayahuasca (square), and 0.85 mg of DMT/kg of body weight
ayahuasca (triangle). Error bars denote ⫾ 1 S.E.M. (n ⫽ 18).

scales after the administration of various psychedelics, such
as i.v. DMT and oral psilocybin (Strassman et al., 1994;
Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al., 1999). However, ayahuasca differed from these drugs in the time course of effects. The
overall duration was longer than that of i.v. DMT, but shorter
than that of mescaline or LSD (Strassman, 1994). Finally,
regarding the ARCI questionnaire, increases in the ARCI-A,
ARCI-BG, and ARCI-MBG scales are a common feature of
psychostimulants (Martin et al., 1971; Lamas et al., 1994).
However, in contrast, with drugs like amphetamine, meth-

amphetamine, ephedrine, and methylphenidate (Martin et
al., 1971), ayahuasca did not induce significant increases in
the ARCI-BG scale, a measure of subjectively perceived improvement in intellectual efficiency. The coexistence of druginduced stimulation with a wide range of modifications in the
sensorium places ayahuasca among the psychedelics, a drug
class which shares arousing properties with psychostimulants (Brawley and Duffield, 1972).
The present results on the subjective effects induced by
ayahuasca in a clinical research setting replicate those obtained in a preliminary study involving a smaller sample of
volunteers with prior experience with ayahuasca, and with a
single-blind nonrandomized design (Riba et al., 2001b). In
the previous study, statistically significant increases were
observed in all HRS items, except volition, and in the ARCIMBG, ARCI-LSD, and ARCI-A scales. In the present study,
however, scores on these measures at the 0.6 and 0.85 mg of
DMT/kg doses tended to be lower than those obtained after
0.5 and 0.75 mg of DMT/kg doses, respectively. Several factors such as sample size, study design, and prior exposure to
ayahuasca could account for these differences. Scores on the
HRS items at the present low dose were also lower than those
reported by Grob et al. (1996), except for the somaesthesia
and perception items, after the administration of an equivalent ayahuasca dose, in terms of DMT content, to a group of
experienced long-term ritual users. Nevertheless, scores on
all HRS items after the present high dose were higher than
those reported by these researchers. Compared with i.v. DMT
as described by Strassman et al. (1994), ayahuasca evokes
effects of milder intensity, which show a slower onset and a
longer overall duration. Scorings on the six HRS scales after
the present high dose fell between those reported after 0.1
and 0.2 mg/kg i.v. DMT.
In our previous study on ayahuasca (Riba et al., 2001b), we
failed to observe statistically significant modifications of cardiovascular parameters in a five-subject sample. In the
present work, only modifications in DBP reached statistical
significance. Increases in DBP, SBP, and HR were milder
than those reported for other more prototypical sympathomimetics, such as amphetamine or MDMA, at doses showing
psychotropic properties (Mas et al., 1999; de la Torre et al.,
2000). DBP increases from baseline values after both
ayahuasca doses were somewhat lower than the elevations
from baseline values reported by Callaway et al. (1999) after
an ayahuasca dose containing 0.48 mg of DMT/kg but larger
amounts of ␤-carbolines.
The time course of DMT plasma concentrations closely
paralleled that of subjective effects. The steep rise in DMT
plasma levels observed at 1 h coincided with an analogous
rise in VAS scores, and peak DMT concentrations and peak
effects were obtained between 1.5 and 2 h. In the present
study, quantifiable plasma levels were observed for DMT and
THH. Tmax values for DMT and THH were similar to those
reported by Callaway et al. (1999). However, Cmax values for
DMT and THH in the present study were lower than expected, even after taking into account the smaller amounts
administered in the case of THH. This could be due to a lower
alkaloid bioavailability from the lyophilizate compared with
the aqueous solution administered by Callaway et al. (1999).
The calculated Vz/F values are similar in both studies, but
Callaway et al. (1999) reported higher t1/2 and lower CL/F
values. In the case of DMT, these differences may be associ-
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TABLE 3
Urinary excretion of monoamine metabolites pooled from 0 to 24 h after placebo, 0.6 mg, and 0.85 mg of DMT/kg of body weight ayahuasca
Figures indicate mean values (95% confidence interval), expressed in micromoles, from 15 volunteers.
Tukey’s Multiple Comparison test
ANOVA
Metabolite

Placebo

Placebo

Low Dose/High

VMA
HVA
5-HIAA
MN
NMN

F

p Value

0.61
0.17
1.21
1.94
12.56

0.552
0.843
0.313
0.163
⬍0.001

20.21 (15.58–32.91)
30.32 (23.22–49.14)
35.73 (27.11–57.53)
0.52 (0.41–0.87)
1.06 (0.86–1.79)

Low Dose

High Dose

22.54 (15.11–33.41)
32.73 (20.83–46.90)
37.30 (28.64–60.55)
0.56 (0.46–0.96)
1.18 (1.03–2.09)

23.31 (14.76–33.30)
34.36 (19.44–45.72)
43.07 (34.25–71.63)
0.62 (0.51–1.06)
1.40** (1.22–2.48)

*

MN, metanephrine; NMN, normetanephrine.
* p ⬍ 0.05; ** p ⬍ 0.01.

Fig. 4. Plasma concentration-time curves (n ⫽ 15) for three of the four main alkaloids present in ayahuasca (DMT, harmaline, and THH) and the
O-demethylated analogs of harmine (harmol) and harmaline (harmalol). Open circles, low 0.6 mg of DMT/kg dose of ayahuasca; filled circles, high 0.85
mg DMT/kg dose of ayahuasca.

ated with the lower levels of harmala alkaloids present in our
ayahuasca and the consequent lower degree of MAO inhibition. In addition to these interstudy differences, it is interesting to note that the normalized AUC calculated for DMT
in the present study showed a statistically significant increase between the low and the high ayahuasca doses. This is
suggestive of a nonlinear increment of DMT levels following
the administration of increasing doses of ayahuasca. Consid-

ering that both Vz/F and CL/F decreased in a similar proportion between doses, these data could be interpreted as indicating a greater DMT bioavailability following the high dose,
probably related to the higher amounts of harmala alkaloids
ingested, leading to more effective MAO inhibition.
Another relevant difference from the study by Callaway et
al. (1999) is the lack of measurable concentrations of harmine
in plasma and the presence of significant levels of harmol and
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TABLE 4
Pharmacokinetic parameters for DMT, harmaline, THH, harmol, and harmalol calculated for each of the two administered ayahuasca doses
Values indicate mean (S.D.), except for Tmax, where median (range) is given. Fifteen volunteers were included in the analysis except for harmalol, where parameters were
calculated from 14 volunteers.

Low Dose
DMT
Harmaline
THH
Harmol
Harmalol
High Dose
DMT
Harmaline
THH
Harmol
Harmalol

Cmax

Tmax

AUC0–8h

AUC0–⬁

ng/ml

h

ng/ml 䡠 h⫺1

ng/ml 䡠 h⫺1

18.84* (10.67)
7.02* (4.02)
100.83* (58.20)
27.08* (12.51)
31.14* (15.91)

21.55* (9.93)
8.13* (4.39)
172.07* (123.75)
28.33* (12.78)
206.93 (165.97)

33.17 (14.68)
12.80 (5.75)
180.89 (106.51)
49.97 (16.88)
46.79 (20.60)

38.33
14.87
351.89
52.27
333.54

12.14* (9.09)
2.48* (1.28)
23.06* (11.45)
10.95* (6.04)
6.74* (3.52)

1.5*
1.5
2.5*
1.5
2.5*

(1–2.5)
(1–3)
(1.5–3)
(1–2.5)
(1–4)

17.44 (10.49)
4.32 (2.43)
39.40 (20.63)
17.57 (7.72)
9.59 (4.17)

1.5 (1–4)
2
(1–4)
3
(1.5–6)
2
(1–3)
2.75 (1.5–4)

AUC0-⬁/D

(17.53)
(7.34)
(255.44)
(17.30)
(304.94)

t1/2z

CL/F

Vz/F

h

l/h

liters

0.0005* (0.0003)
0.0017 (0.0009)
0.0030 (0.0021)

1.07 (0.58)
2.01 (0.56)
4.78 (3.45)
1.64 (0.29)
30.33 (20.53)

2281.41 (1054.7)
745.76 (379.68)
559.84 (408.74)

3509.86* (2158.08)
2040.75* (1044.47)
3069.87 (2551.81)

0.0007 (0.0003)
0.0023 (0.0012)
0.0046 (0.0034)

1.06 (0.77)
1.95 (0.81)
4.68 (1.52)
1.49 (0.28)
48.64 (77.09)

1812.65 (803.66)
596.78 (370.42)
364.94 (291.34)

2505.97 (1529.11)
1439.23 (567.18)
2072.70 (1044.60)

* p ⬍ 0.05.

harmalol. Differences in ayahuasca harmine content alone
cannot entirely explain the absence of this alkaloid in
plasma, considering that THH was present in the lyophilizate in amounts similar to those of harmine and was later
measurable in plasma. Thus, harmine was either not absorbed in the gastrointestinal tract or was extensively degraded by first-pass metabolism before reaching systemic
circulation. The presence of harmol in plasma would support
the second hypothesis. Harmol glucuronide and harmol sulfate have been described as the main urine metabolites of
harmine following its i.v. administration in humans (Slotkin
et al., 1970). A very recent study has found cytochrome P450
to catalyze the O-demethylation of harmine and harmaline,
and has identified CYP2D6 and CYP1A1 as the major isoenzymes involved in the process (Yu et al., 2003). Nevertheless,
we cannot conclude that harmine was completely metabolized to render harmol, because very small amounts of harmol and harmalol have been detected in B. caapi and ayahuasca (Rivier and Lindgren, 1972; McKenna et al., 1984). Thus,
it cannot be entirely ruled out that at least part of the
amounts found in plasma could have been ingested with the
tea.
The low plasma levels found for harmine in the present
study could explain the absence of a clear-cut MAO inhibitor
effect on the urinary excretion of monoamine metabolites.
The acute administration of a MAO-A inhibitor induces a
decrease in the levels of oxidized deaminated monoamine
metabolites and an increase in the levels of COMT-dependent methylated compounds (Pletscher, 1966; Koulu et al.,
1989). Whereas in the present study normetanephrine, a
methylated breakdown product of norepinephrine, showed
statistically significant increases after dosing with ayahuasca, the levels of the deaminated metabolites measured, i.e.,
VMA, HVA, and 5-HIAA, did not show decreases but, rather,
were nonsignificantly increased. It is thus unclear whether
the observed neurotransmitter metabolite profile was secondary to MAO inhibition. An alternative explanation would
be an increase in norepinephrine release induced by DMT,
which would fit well the observed sympathomimetic properties of this compound. However, this assumption is not supported by the limited available evidence from related compounds. Results obtained in two studies involving LSD
administration to humans found no drug effects on monoamine metabolite excretion (Hollister and Moore, 1967; Messiha and Grof, 1973), and to our knowledge, no data are

available on the effects of parenteral DMT on these measures. In any case, MAO inhibition by ayahuasca alkaloids
effectively facilitated the access of DMT to systemic circulation but may have been insufficiently potent or insufficiently
prolonged to modify the profile of deaminated monoamine
metabolites in the 8-h urine collection periods used.
To conclude, the present findings indicate that following
ayahuasca administration to humans, measurable DMT
plasma levels are obtained together with distinct psychedelic
effects. Psychoactivity is attained with negligible levels of
circulating harmine. These results and the lack of a clear-cut
systemic MAO inhibitor effect are suggestive of a harmineDMT interaction predominantly taking place in the gastrointestinal tract and possibly in the liver. Harmine effects at
a peripheral level would appear to suffice to prevent firstpass metabolism of DMT and allow its access to the CNS in
amounts able to evoke psychotropic effects.
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Abstract
Ayahuasca, a South American psychotropic plant tea obtained from Banisteriopsis caapi and Psychotria viridis,
combines monoamine oxidase-inhibiting ß-carboline alkaloids with N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT), a psychedelic agent showing 5-HT2A agonist activity. In a clinical
research setting, ayahuasca has demonstrated a combined stimulatory and psychedelic effect profile, as measured by subjective effect self-assessment instruments
and dose-dependent changes in spontaneous brain electrical activity, which parallel the time course of subjective
effects. In the present study, the spatial distribution of
ayahuasca-induced changes in brain electrical activity
was investigated by means of low-resolution electromagnetic tomography (LORETA). Electroencephalogra-
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phy recordings were obtained from 18 volunteers after
the administration of a dose of encapsulated freeze-dried
ayahuasca containing 0.85 mg DMT/kg body weight and
placebo. The intracerebral power density distribution
was computed with LORETA from spectrally analyzed
data, and subjective effects were measured by means of
the Hallucinogen Rating Scale (HRS). Statistically significant differences compared to placebo were observed for
LORETA power 60 and 90 min after dosing, together with
increases in all six scales of the HRS. Ayahuasca decreased power density in the alpha-2, delta, theta and
beta-1 frequency bands. Power decreases in the delta,
alpha-2 and beta-1 bands were found predominantly
over the temporo-parieto-occipital junction, whereas
theta power was reduced in the temporomedial cortex
and in frontomedial regions. The present results suggest
the involvement of unimodal and heteromodal association cortex and limbic structures in the psychological
effects elicited by ayahuasca.
Copyright © 2004 S. Karger AG, Basel
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Introduction

The psychoactive plant tea known as ayahuasca, a Quechua name meaning vine of the souls or vine of the dead, is a
traditional shamanic inebriant used in the Upper Amazon
since pre-Columbian times for religious and medicinal purposes [1]. In the second half of the last century, the use of
ayahuasca reached the urban areas of Amazonian countries, where it is used by mestizo ‘ayahuasqueros’ for healing and divination. However, modern nonindigenous use
of ayahuasca mainly takes place within the context of syncretic religious groups, particularly the Brazilian ‘Santo
Daime’ and ‘União do Vegetal’, which have combined Old
World religious beliefs with the sacramental use of the beverage [2]. In recent years, groups of followers of these Brazilian religions have become established in the United
States and in several European countries [3].
Botanical research into the plant sources of ayahuasca
has shown that the main ingredient of the tea is the woody
vine Banisteriopsis caapi (Malpighiaceae). Ayahuasca is
obtained by infusing the pounded stems of the vine either
alone or more frequently in combination with the leaves
of Psychotria viridis (Rubiaceae) or Diplopterys cabrerana
(Malpighiaceae). B. caapi contains notable amounts of ßcarboline alkaloids, mainly harmine and tetrahydroharmine, and to a lesser extent harmaline and traces of harmol and harmalol [4, 5]. P. viridis and D. cabrerana also
contain indole alkaloids, mainly the potent short-acting
psychedelic agent N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) [4].
DMT is structurally related to the neurotransmitter serotonin, and like better-characterized psychedelics such as
LSD and mescaline (a phenethylamine), binds to the 5HT2A receptor sites in the central nervous system (CNS),
where it acts as an agonist [6].
The combination of DMT from P. viridis with the ßcarboline alkaloids from B. caapi in a single oral preparation is most remarkable from the pharmacological point of
view. It takes advantage of the pharmacodynamic properties of the ß-carbolines, which allow access to the system of
the otherwise orally inactive tryptamine component. Indeed, DMT is known for its lack of psychoactivity when
orally ingested [7], probably due to metabolism by the
enzyme monoamine oxidase [8]. On the other hand, the
ß-carbolines present in ayahuasca, particularly harmine
and harmaline, are potent natural monoamine oxidase
inhibitors [5], apparently preventing the extensive gut and
liver first-pass effect on DMT, which is subsequently able
to reach the systemic circulation and the CNS unaltered.
In a clinical research setting, ayahuasca has been found
to induce transient modifications in perception, thought
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processes and mood that fit a combined stimulatory and
psychedelic effect profile, as measured by subjective effect self-assessment instruments [9, 10]. Furthermore, the
central effects of ayahuasca have also been evidenced by
means of objective neurophysiological measures such as
topographic pharmaco-electroencephalography (EEG).
The effects of ayahuasca on the human EEG are characterized by an overall reduction in absolute power in the
classical frequency bands (more pronounced in the slow
delta and theta bands), and also by an acceleration of the
center-of-gravity frequency. These actions on the spontaneous EEG follow a dose-response pattern and closely
parallel the time course of subjective effects [11].
The aim of the present study was to assess the differential involvement of cortical brain regions in the acute
central effects of ayahuasca by means of a recently developed neuroimaging technique: low-resolution electromagnetic tomography (LORETA). Based on the scalp electrical potential distribution obtained by means of classical
EEG measures, LORETA provides three-dimensional information regarding the cortical neural generators of
brain electrical activity [12]. Furthermore, LORETA
computes a unique three-dimensional intracerebral power density distribution for the different EEG frequency
bands, allowing their separate analysis. Unlike dipole
modeling, LORETA makes no a priori assumptions about
the number of sources involved. The only constraint
implemented is that of maximal smoothness of the solution, based on the assumption that neighboring neuronal
sources are likely to be similarly active (i.e. have similar
orientations and strengths). The distribution obtained is
thus the smoothest of all possible inverse solutions, as it is
considered the most plausible. In a new implementation
of LORETA, an additional neuroanatomical constraint
restricts the solution space to cortical gray matter volume
[13]. The technique has previously been used in the evaluation of acute effects of psychoactive drugs [14, 15].
To our knowledge, regional brain electrical activity has
not been evaluated previously by means of LORETA following the administration of ayahuasca or other psychedelics with 5-HT2A agonist activity. It is consequently difficult to establish an a priori hypothesis regarding the
brain areas involved in the effects of ayahuasca on the
EEG. However, PET and SPECT investigations of blood
flow and glucose metabolism after acute psilocybin (an indoleamine structurally similar to DMT) and mescaline
administration have evidenced increased activation in
the prefrontal cortex [16–18]. Consequently, we postulated that changes in electrical activity would be identified at least in these regions.
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Subjects and Methods
Volunteers
Eighteen healthy volunteers (15 males and 3 females) participated
in the study. Eligibility criteria included prior experience with psychedelic drugs on at least five occasions without sequelae derived therefrom, no current or previous history of a neurological or psychiatric
disorder, and no family history of an Axis-I psychiatric disorder in
first-degree relatives. Volunteers were given a structured psychiatric
interview (DSM-III-R) and completed the trait anxiety scale from the
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. Exclusion criteria included alcohol or
other substance dependence, and high scores on the trait anxiety scale
(over 1 standard deviation above the normative mean). Each participant underwent a complete physical examination that included a medical history, laboratory tests, ECG and urinalysis. Their mean age was
25.7 years (range 19–38 years), mean weight was 66.47 kg (range 50.7–
79.5 kg) and mean height was 175.11 cm (range 158–188 cm). In addition to their prior intake of psychedelics, all volunteers had previous
experience with cannabis and cocaine. Although prior exposure specifically to ayahuasca was not required for participation, two of the volunteers had ingested the drug before inclusion in this study. The study
was conducted in accordance with the Declarations of Helsinki and
Tokyo concerning experimentation on humans, and was approved by
the hospital’s ethics committee and the Spanish Ministry of Health.
The volunteers received detailed information on the nature of ayahuasca, the general psychological effects of psychedelics and their possible adverse effects, as reported in the psychiatric literature. Written
informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Drug
The ayahuasca employed in the present study was not administered
in its original liquid form, but as a lyophilizate. The freeze-dried
homogenized material had been obtained from a 9.6-liter batch of ayahuasca. The DMT content in the lyophilizate had been determined by
HPLC, as described by Callaway et al. [19], and the ß-carboline constituents were determined following a modification of the method
described in that study. The 9.6-liter batch yielded 611 g of freeze-dried
powder, containing 8.33 mg of DMT, 14.13 mg of harmine, 0.96 mg of
harmaline and 11.36 mg of tetrahydroharmine per gram. Based on
tolerability and subjective effects assessed previously [9], an ayahuasca
dose containing 0.85 mg DMT/kg body weight was administered to the
volunteers. The calculated individual dose for each volunteer was
administered by combining 00 gelatin capsules containing 0.5, 0.25 or
0.125 g of freeze-dried ayahuasca. Placebo capsules were 00 gelatin
capsules containing 0.75 g of lactose. These were administered on the
placebo day, and were also combined with active ayahuasca capsules
when necessary, so that all volunteers took the same number of capsules on each experimental day.
Study Design and Experimental Procedure
EEG recordings were obtained in a double-blind placebo-controlled randomized crossover clinical trial. Two weeks prior to the
beginning of the experimental procedure, volunteers were requested
to abstain from any medication or illicit drug use until the completion of the study. Volunteers also abstained from alcohol, tobacco
and caffeinated drinks 24 h prior to each experimental day. Urine
was screened for illicit drug use on each experimental day. Experimental days were at least 1 week apart.
On each experimental day, volunteers remained in the clinical
research unit for a period of approximately 10 h. Following arrival in
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the morning under fasting conditions, EEG electrodes were placed on
the scalp, and drug/placebo capsules were administered at approximately 10.00 a.m. with 250 ml of tap water. EEG recordings were
obtained at baseline and at regular intervals after treatment administration. For the first 4 h, volunteers remained seated in a reclining
chair in a quiet and dimly lit room. The experimenter remained outside the room during the EEG recordings. The last recording was
performed at 8 h, and volunteers were discharged approximately 9 h
after drug administration.
EEG Acquisition and Processing and LORETA Analysis
Nineteen-lead EEG recordings were obtained by means of scalp
electrodes placed according to the international 10/20 system: Fp1,
Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1
and O2, referenced to averaged mastoids. Additionally, vertical and
horizontal electrooculograms were recorded. The signal was acquired
through a Neuroscan SYNAMPS amplifier. Three-minute vigilancecontrolled EEG with eyes closed was recorded at baseline, prior to
drug administration and at different time points after dosing. During
the vigilance-controlled EEG recordings, the experimenter tried to
keep the volunteers alert; as soon as drowsiness patterns appeared in
the EEG, they were aroused by acoustic stimulation. The EEG signal
was band-pass filtered at 0.3–30 Hz, and digitized on-line with a
sampling frequency of 100 Hz. EEG recordings were obtained prior
to drug administration (–15 min and baseline), and 30, 60, 90, 120,
180, 360 and 480 min after dosing.
A two-step artifact processing procedure was used [20]. It included ocular artifact minimization based on regression analysis in
the time domain, as described by Semlitsch et al. [21], and automatic
artifact rejection based on a time and frequency domain approach as
described by Anderer et al. [22]. Validity of the artifact processing
procedure was visually assessed. After recomputation to average reference, spectral analysis was performed for artifact-free 5-second
epochs. For each recording, the spectral power of six 5-second epochs
of artifact-free, vigilance-controlled EEG was averaged. Data were
digitally filtered into seven frequency bands according to Kubicki et
al. [23]: delta (1.5–6 Hz), theta (6–8 Hz), alpha-1 (8–10 Hz), alpha-2
(10–12 Hz), beta-1 (12–18 Hz), beta-2 (18–21 Hz) and beta-3 (21–
30 Hz).
Subsequently, LORETA was used to estimate the three-dimensional intracerebral current density distribution from the voltage values recorded at the scalp electrodes. The LORETA version employed
implements a three-shell spherical head model [24] registered to the
human brain atlas of Talairach and Tournoux [25] available as a digitized MRI from the Brain Imaging Centre, Montréal Neurological
Institute. The EEG electrode coordinates reported by Towle et al.
[26] were used for registration between spherical and realistic head
geometry. The LORETA solution space was restricted to the cortical
gray matter and hippocampus, based on the Digitized Probability
Atlas corresponding to the Talairach atlas and also available from the
Brain Imaging Centre, Montréal Neurological Institute. A voxel was
included in the solution space if its probability of being gray matter
was higher than 33%, and higher than its probability of being either
white matter or cerebrospinal fluid. The final solution space consisted of 2,394 voxels with a spatial resolution of 0.343 cm3 [13]. The
EEG lead field was computed numerically with the boundary element method [27]. LORETA images represent the power (i.e.
squared magnitude of computed intracerebral current density) in
each of the 2,394 voxels. ‘LORETA power’, synonymous to ‘EEG
power’, refers to the spectral power of current density as estimated by
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Fig. 1. Omnibus significance test. The total
number of suprathreshold voxels at different
time points after ayahuasca (0.85 mg DMT/
kg body weight) administration are shown.
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LORETA. Thus, in a first step, current density values were estimated
based on the EEG cross-spectral matrix and then squared for each
voxel and frequency band [15].
Subjective Effects
Volunteers were requested to answer the Hallucinogen Rating
Scale (HRS), a self-report questionnaire measuring psychedelicinduced subjective effects [28]. The HRS includes six subscales:
‘somaesthesia’, reflecting somatic effects; ‘affect’, sensitive to emotional and affective responses; ‘volition’, indicating the volunteer’s
capacity to willfully interact with his/her ‘self’ and/or the environment; ‘cognition’, describing modifications in thought processes or
content; ‘perception’, measuring visual, auditory, gustatory and
olfactory experiences, and finally ‘intensity’, which reflects the
strength of the overall experience. In the present study, a Spanish
version of the questionnaire was used [29]. The HRS was administered 240 min after administration of ayahuasca and placebo.
Statistical Analysis
LORETA Data. In a first step, in order to explore the time course of
ayahuasca effects, paired-sample t tests were computed for log-transformed LORETA power at each voxel and frequency band for the
different time points. To correct for multiple comparisons, a nonparametric single-threshold test was applied on the basis of the theory for
randomization and permutation tests developed by Holmes et al. [30].
The omnibus null hypothesis of no activation anywhere in the brain
was rejected if at least one t value (i.e. voxel, tMAX) was above the
critical threshold (tCRIT) for p = 0.05 determined by 5,000 randomizations. The total number of suprathreshold voxels was plotted versus
time in order to select the time points with the largest effects. Subsequently, LORETA images were computed for log-transformed normalized data for each separate frequency band at the selected time
points and following the same statistical approach. On the basis of the
Structure-Probability Maps Atlas [31], the number of significant vox-
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els in each lobe (frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic and sublobar), gyrus and Brodmann area (BA) of the left and the right hemisphere was computed separately for each suprathreshold region.
Subjective Effects. Scores on the HRS questionnaire after ayahuasca administration were compared with those after placebo by
means of paired-sample Student’s t tests.

Results

LORETA Data
Figure 1 shows the results for the omnibus significance
test performed for all voxels and frequency bands at the
different time points in order to explore the time course of
effects.
A steep rise in the number of suprathreshold voxels
was observed 60 min following drug administration, and
the pharmacodynamic peak occurred 90 min after dosing.
LORETA images were thus computed for the ayahuascaversus placebo-induced changes at these two time points.
The voxel-by-voxel statistical comparison of ayahuasca-induced versus placebo-induced effects 60 min after
drug administration (0.85 mg DMT/kg body weight dose),
followed by Holmes correction, showed statistically significant decreases mainly in the alpha-2 frequency band
(459 suprathreshold voxels). As listed in table 1, power
density decreases were found in the parietal (135), occipital (79), temporal (170) and limbic (69) lobes in both
hemispheres, and at the left frontal (3) and sublobar level
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Table 1. Ayahuasca- versus placebo-induced decreases in alpha-2

power (10–12 Hz) 60 min after administration

Table 2. Ayahuasca- versus placebo-induced decreases in delta power (1.5–6 Hz) 90 min after administration

Gyrus

Gyrus

Frontal lobe
Subcallosal gyrus
Precentral gyrus

Suprathreshold voxels
left hemisphere

right hemisphere

left hemisphere

right hemisphere

Nsig

Nsig

Nsig

Ntotal %

Nsig

Ntotal %

Parietal lobe
Postcentral gyrus
Supramarginal gyrus
Superior parietal lobule
Precuneus
Inferior parietal lobule
Angular gyrus

1
5
9
37
4
4

39
10
24
73
56
4

3
50
38
51
7
100

9
8
13
17
21
7

44
11
17
65
50
7

20
73
76
26
42
100

Occipital lobe
Cuneus
Superior occipital gyrus
Middle occipital gyrus
Inferior occipital gyrus

10
4
20
8

35
4
26
10

29
100
77
80

1
5
19
3

30
5
24
9

3
100
79
33

Temporal lobe
Superior temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Inferior temporal gyrus
Fusiform gyrus

19
62
20
41

85
89
51
58

22
70
39
71

15
42
24
40

95
88
52
53

16
48
46
75

Limbic lobe
Parahippocampal gyrus

0

33

0

3

31

10

Ntotal %

Ntotal %

2
1

7
38

29
3

0
0

7
37

0
0

Parietal lobe
Postcentral gyrus
Supramarginal gyrus
Superior parietal lobule
Precuneus
Inferior parietal lobule
Angular gyrus

6
2
16
48
1
3

39
10
24
73
56
4

15
20
67
66
2
75

6
11
4
18
13
7

44
11
17
65
50
7

14
100
24
28
26
100

Occipital lobe
Cuneus
Lingual gyrus
Superior occipital gyrus
Middle occipital gyrus
Inferior occipital gyrus

9
4
3
16
5

35
38
4
26
10

26
11
75
62
50

2
13
5
20
2

30
31
5
24
9

7
42
100
83
22

Temporal lobe
Superior temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Inferior temporal gyrus
Fusiform gyrus
Subgyral

10
30
10
43
4

85
89
51
58
12

12
34
20
74
33

20
30
4
18
1

95
88
52
53
9

21
34
8
34
11

Limbic lobe
Cingulate
Posterior cingulum
Parahippocampal gyrus
Uncus

8
1
32
14

8
15
33
24

100
7
97
58

1
1
12
0

8
20
31
24

13
5
39
0

Sublobar
Insula

Suprathreshold voxels

3

38

8

0

32

0

The number of significant voxels (Nsig), the total number of voxels (Ntotal) and the percentage of significant voxels (%) for each gyrus
and hemisphere are given (n = 18).

(3). Suprathreshold voxels were thus found over extensive
cortical areas around the temporo-parieto-occipital junction predominantly in the angular gyrus, supramarginal
gyrus, precuneus, superior and middle temporal gyri and
fusiform gyrus. In the limbic lobe, suprathreshold voxels
covered mainly the cingulate and the parahippocampal
gyrus. The BAs showing the highest percentage of suprathreshold voxels were BA 7 in the parietal lobe, BA 19 in
the occipital lobe, BA 39 and BA 37 in the temporal lobe,
and BA 36 and BA 35 in the limbic lobe.
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The number of significant voxels (Nsig), the total number of voxels (Ntotal) and the percentage of significant voxels (%) for each gyrus
and hemisphere are given (n = 18).

Figure 2 shows LORETA axial brain slices as statistical
nonparametric maps corresponding to the suprathreshold
regions found for the alpha-2 frequency band, 60 min
after drug administration.
In addition to the above results, power decreases were
observed for the delta frequency band in a small area covering 15 suprathreshold voxels in the border between the
left occipital and temporal lobes in BA 19, BA 37 and BA
21. Finally, decreases in the theta band fell short of statistical significance, with the lowest t value equal to –3.58
(p = 0.0522; cutoff t value = 3.61). This local minimum
was located in BA 24 in the medial frontal cortex.
As shown in figure 1, the largest number of suprathreshold voxels, i.e. the pharmacodynamic peak, was
observed 90 min after administration of ayahuasca. At
this time point, statistically significant decreases were
found for the delta, theta and beta-1 frequency bands.
Alpha-2 power density was also reduced relative to placebo, but contrary to what was observed 60 min after
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Fig. 2. Effects of ayahuasca (0.85 mg DMT/kg body weight) on regional cortical electrical activity 60 min after

administration (n = 18). Shown are statistical nonparametric maps based on t values of differences between ayahuasca-induced and placebo-induced changes in the alpha-2 (10–12 Hz) frequency band. Blue indicates significant
decreases after Holmes correction (p ! 0.05) as compared to placebo. Axial slices (head seen from above, nose up; L =
left; R = right) in steps of 7 mm from most inferior (Z = –41) to the most superior (Z = 71) are shown.

administration, these decreaseswere not statistically significant.
Table 2 lists the anatomical distribution of the power
decreases observed for the delta frequency band. Thus,
471 suprathreshold voxels were located in the parietal
(135), occipital (70), temporal (263) and limbic (3) lobes
in both hemispheres. Suprathreshold voxels were found
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over extensive cortical areas around the temporo-parietooccipital junction predominantly in the angular gyrus,
superior occipital gyrus, middle temporal gyrus and fusiform gyrus. The BAs showing the highest percentage of
suprathreshold voxels were BA 37, BA 19 and BA 39.
Figure 3 shows LORETA axial brain slices as statistical
nonparametric maps corresponding to the suprathreshold
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Fig. 3. Effects of ayahuasca (0.85 mg DMT/kg body weight) on regional cortical electrical activity 90 min after

administration (n = 18). Shown are statistical nonparametric maps based on t values of differences between ayahuasca-induced and placebo-induced changes in the delta (1.5–6 Hz) frequency band. Blue indicates significant decreases
after Holmes correction (p ! 0.05) as compared to placebo. Axial slices (head seen from above, nose up; L = left; R =
right) in steps of 7 mm from most inferior (Z = –41) to the most superior (Z = 71) are shown.

regions found for the delta frequency band. Note the
marked overlap between these brain areas and those
found at 60 min for the alpha-2 frequency band.
Areas of power density decrease in the theta frequency
band are indicated in table 3. One hundred and twentyeight voxels showed t values below the statistical threshold. These suprathreshold voxels were found in the frontal

lobe (13), in the temporal lobe (58) and in the limbic lobe
(57). Suprathreshold voxels were found distributed in
three nonconfluent areas, i.e. in the medial and superior
frontal gyri (BA 6, 8), in the anterior cingulate (BA 24, 32)
and in the left temporomedial cortex comprising mainly
the fusiform and parahippocampal gyri and the uncus
(BA 36, 35, 28).
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Table 3. Ayahuasca- versus placebo-induced decreases in theta pow-

er (6–8 Hz) 90 min after administration
Gyrus

Suprathreshold voxels
left hemisphere

right hemisphere

Nsig

Nsig

Ntotal %

Ntotal %

Frontal lobe
Medial frontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus

2
4

61
100

3
4

2
5

59
98

3
5

Temporal lobe
Middle temporal gyrus
Inferior temporal gyrus
Fusiform gyrus
Subgyral

1
13
43
1

89
51
58
12

1
25
74
8

0
0
0
0

88
52
53
9

0
0
0
0

Limbic lobe
Anterior cingulum
Cingulate gyrus
Cingulate
Parahippocampal gyrus
Uncus

2
8
6
18
14

25
42
8
33
24

8
19
75
55
58

2
7
0
0
0

25
41
8
31
24

8
17
0
0
0

The number of significant voxels (Nsig), the total number of voxels (Ntotal) and the percentage of significant voxels (%) for each gyrus
and hemisphere are given (n = 18).

Figure 4 shows LORETA orthogonal slices (axial, sagittal and coronal views) as statistical nonparametric maps
corresponding to the three nonconfluent suprathreshold
regions found for the theta frequency band, through the
voxel of the extreme t value.
Areas of beta-1 power density decrease are shown in
table 4. These comprised 139 suprathreshold voxels, located in the parietal lobe (122), occipital lobe (3), temporal lobe (5) and limbic lobe (9). Suprathreshold voxels
were found on two nonconfluent areas. The first area
comprised voxels in the parietal lobe, extending medially
and bilaterally from the posterior cingulate gyrus (BA 30,
31) to the precuneus and superior parietal lobule (BA 7,
19). The second area comprised voxels in the right supramarginal and angular gyri (BA 39).
Figure 5 shows LORETA orthogonal slices (axial, sagittal and coronal views) as statistical nonparametric maps
corresponding to the two nonconfluent suprathreshold
regions found for the beta-1 frequency band, through the
voxel of the extreme t value.
Subjective Effects
Ayahuasca induced a series of perceptual, mood and
cognitive modifications with a characteristic psychedelic
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pattern, as measured by the HRS questionnaire. Table 5
shows the mean values obtained after placebo and ayahuasca for the HRS scores, and the results of the statistical
analyses performed.
Drug-induced subjective effects were first noted as early as 15 min, became more marked between 30 and 45
min, showed a steep rise at 60 min, reached a maximum
between 90 and 120 min, and decreased thereafter, disappearing entirely at 360 min. All volunteers experienced
somatic modifications, which included altered bodily sensations, pins and needles, increased skin sensitivity and
physical comfort. Visual and auditory phenomena were
also frequently reported but varied greatly in quality and
intensity between volunteers, ranging from distortions of
objects and sounds to elaborate visions with eyes closed
and perception of nonexistent noises. Five subjects reported experiencing auditory and visual synesthesia. In
the cognitive sphere, the sense of time was altered,
thought speed increased and the ability to focus attention
was subjectively perceived to be reduced. Mood modifications were also present, the experience being globally
regarded as satisfactory, with most volunteers reporting
having experienced happiness, excitation and a ‘high’. It
is important to note that, at the doses administered, ayahuasca did not induce full-blown psychotic symptoms
and none of the participants lost awareness of the druginduced nature of the psychological effects experienced.

Discussion

The analysis of brain electrical activity by means of
LORETA identified significant drug-induced changes in
the intracerebral power density distribution 60 and 90
min following ayahuasca administration. At the peak of

Fig. 4. Effects of ayahuasca (0.85 mg DMT/kg body weight) on
regional cortical electrical activity 90 min after administration (n =
18). Shown are statistical nonparametric maps based on t values of
differences between ayahuasca-induced and placebo-induced
changes in the theta (6–8 Hz) frequency band. Blue indicates significant decreases after Holmes correction (p ! 0.05) as compared to
placebo. Orthogonal (axial, sagittal, coronal) slices for each of the
three nonconfluent suprathreshold regions, i.e. temporomedial (upper row), frontomedial (middle row) and cingulate (lower row),
through the voxel of the extreme t value are shown. The Talairach
coordinates (X, Y, Z) of the displayed extreme t value are indicated
by black triangles on the coordinate axes. L = Left; R = right; A =
anterior; P = posterior.
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Fig. 5. Effects of ayahuasca (0.85 mg DMT/kg body weight) on
regional cortical electrical activity 90 min after administration (n =
18). Shown are statistical nonparametric maps based on t values of
differences between ayahuasca-induced and placebo-induced
changes in the beta-1 (12–18 Hz) frequency band. Blue indicates significant decreases after Holmes correction (p ! 0.05) as compared to

placebo. Orthogonal (axial, sagittal, coronal) slices for each of the two
nonconfluent suprathreshold regions, i.e. parietomedial (upper row)
and parietolateral (lower row), through the voxel of the extreme
t value are shown. The Talairach coordinates (X, Y, Z) of the displayed extreme t value are indicated by black triangles on the coordinate axes. L = Left; R = right; A = anterior; P = posterior.

the pharmacodynamic effects, the slow delta rhythm was
decreased in posterior brain regions. Additionally, decreases in theta were observed in the medial frontal and
medial temporal cortices. Similar effects, although less
intense (delta) or bordering on statistical significance (theta), were also observed in analogous brain regions 60 min
after dosing. At this time point, however, a widespread
power reduction in the alpha-2 band was observed in pos-

terior areas, showing considerable overlap with those
demonstrating significant decreases in delta power 90
min after administration. These modifications of the
EEG power spectrum were accompanied by a constellation of perceptual, cognitive and mood modifications typical of the psychedelics, as evidenced by significant increases in all subscales of the HRS. The pattern of subjectively reported effects corresponded qualitatively and
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Table 4. Ayahuasca- versus placebo-induced decreases in beta-1

Table 5. Means B SD of the scores obtained for the HRS question-

power (12–18 Hz) 90 min after administration

naire subscales, and results of the statistical comparisons performed
by means of paired-sample Student’s t tests (n = 18)

Gyrus

Parietal lobe
Postcentral gyrus
Supramarginal gyrus
Superior parietal lobule
Precuneus
Inferior parietal lobule
Angular gyrus

Suprathreshold voxels
left hemisphere

right hemisphere

Nsig

Nsig

Ntotal %

Ntotal %

6
0
9
38
0
0

39
10
24
73
56
4

15
0
38
52
0
0

6
3
9
45
2
4

44
11
17
65
50
7

14
27
53
69
4
57

Occipital lobe
Cuneus

0

35

0

3

30

10

Temporal lobe
Superior temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus

0
0

85
89

0
0

3
2

95
88

3
2

Limbic lobe
Cingulate gyrus
Posterior cingulum

4
1

42
15

10
7

3
1

41
20

7
5

The number of significant voxels (Nsig), the total number of voxels (Ntotal) and the percentage of significant voxels (%) for each gyrus
and hemisphere are given (n = 18).

with respect to the time course with previous results
obtained in a smaller sample of volunteers [9]. It is of particular interest that these effects involving perceptive and
cognitive modifications were regarded by the majority of
volunteers as positive and desirable, in contrast with the
more psychosis-like profile, including paranoid thoughts
and fear of control loss, reported in studies in which other
psychedelics, such as psilocybin, have been administered
to drug-naive subjects [17]. The fact that the volunteers
who enrolled in the present study had prior experience
with psychedelics may account for these differences.
The effects of ayahuasca on the EEG power spectrum
are compatible with its proposed neurochemical mechanism of action. Decreases in slow activity, i.e. delta and
theta power, are a general feature of psychostimulants,
such as amphetamine and methylphenidate, serotonin
releasers such as fenfluramine, and psychedelics displaying 5-HT2 agonist activity [32–34]. Early pharmaco-EEG
research on LSD, a 5-HT2A agonist like DMT – the main
psychotropic principle found in ayahuasca – had also
shown decreases in slow activity after acute drug administration [32]. Delta activity has traditionally been thought
to reflect inhibitory activity, and increases in theta have

Brain Electromagnetic Tomography and
Ayahuasca

HRS scores

Somaesthesia
Perception
Cognition
Volition
Affect
Intensity

placebo

ayahuasca

0.07B0.10
0.09B0.19
0.06B0.16
0.81B0.79
0.32B0.21
0.24B0.45

0.97B0.40**
1.10B0.67**
0.96B0.59**
1.35B0.61**
1.02B0.38**
1.85B0.51**

** p ! 0.01.

been observed in relaxed and meditative states. Thus, the
present results would rather suggest an excitatory or
arousing effect for ayahuasca. This assumption is further
supported by the fact that major tranquilizers with D2 or
mixed D2/5-HT2 antagonist activity, such as chlorpromazine and risperidone, are characterized by their delta- and
theta-promoting effects [34, 35]. An important difference
between ayahuasca and psychostimulants is the alpha-2decreasing properties of the former found in the present
study. In addition to slow wave-dampening effects, amphetamine is known to enhance alpha power, a feature not
shared by ayahuasca. As mentioned above, Itil and Fink
[32] found that LSD had inhibitory effects on slow waves,
but also reduced alpha. Interestingly, other drugs, such as
scopolamine or ketamine, with various mechanisms of
action and different overall EEG profiles but able to elicit
hallucinatory states, also display an alpha-suppressing
effect. Thus, ayahuasca would combine alpha-dampening
effects, a feature shown by other perception-altering
drugs, with slow wave reduction properties, in an overall
profile which would bring it closer to drugs such as LSD
rather than to pure psychostimulants.
Given the exploratory nature of the present study, it is
the authors’ view that some hypotheses should be postulated regarding the brain networks and processes targeted
by ayahuasca, based on the spatial information provided
by the LORETA analysis. The changes in intracerebral
electrical source distribution showed considerable overlapping between frequency bands, mainly between alpha2 and delta, although these effects were observed at different time points. Delta and alpha-2 power decreases were
located bilaterally over somatosensory, auditory and visual association cortices and over the temporo-parietal
heteromodal association cortex [36]. Power decreases in
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the beta-1 frequency band were predominantly found in
the somatosensory and visual association cortex, and also
in the heteromodal association cortex. Areas showing a
theta power decrease, however, did not predominate in
the association cortex, but in paralimbic structures with
relevant roles in emotion and memory processes [36].
Thus, it can be hypothesized that drug-induced bioelectrical changes in the unimodal sensory association cortex
may have played a role in the modality-specific modifications in the visual, somatic and auditory perception
reported. Additionally, it appears reasonable to assume
that effects on transmodal brain areas could account for
more complex cognitive modifications which also characterize the subjective experience elicited by ayahuasca [9,
10]. In this respect, the temporo-parietal and frontomedial heteromodal association cortex, the cingulate and the
temporomedial cortices play relevant roles in the neurobiology of attention, emotion and memory [37–39].
The results obtained in the present study show interesting similarities to, but also differences from, previous
SPECT and PET studies involving psychedelics. A recent
PET investigation revealed that the most important metabolic increases after psilocybin administration to humans
occur predominantly in the temporomedial, frontomedial, frontolateral and anterior cingulate cortices [17].
These areas largely coincide with those showing theta
decreases after ayahuasca administration. Nevertheless,
PET and SPECT studies following psilocybin and mescaline have revealed a hyperfrontality pattern, i.e. increased
blood perfusion or glucose metabolism in frontal regions
[16, 17]. Metabolic increases in frontomedial regions, and
more specifically in the anterior cingulate cortex, appear
to be a common feature of psychedelic drug effects, as
these have been observed after psilocybin [17, 18] and
after subanesthetic doses of ketamine [40]. In the present
study, however, only small areas within the frontal lobes
were found to show drug-induced changes in the power
density distribution. Besides the obvious differences in
the drugs being administered, a possible explanation for

this divergence could be the different nature of the variables under study (regional brain electrical activity vs. glucose metabolism or blood perfusion). Also, the aforementioned differences in the reported pattern of subjective
effects should be taken into consideration.
In conclusion, the effects of ayahuasca on the EEG
power spectrum involved mainly reductions in the slow
delta and theta activity together with decreases in beta-1
and in the alpha-2 frequency band. The assessment of the
spatial distribution of intracerebral power density
changes singled out the temporo-parieto-occipital junction, and temporomedial and frontomedial areas as target
regions of ayahuasca in the CNS. These areas comprise
the unimodal association cortex in the somatosensory,
auditory and visual perception modalities, the heteromodal association cortex, and also key regions within the
limbic neural network involved in the integration of multimodal sensory information, and in emotion and memory processes. Future studies specifically addressing drug
effects on these aspects of human cognition are needed in
order to further our understanding of the complex psychological modifications elicited by ayahuasca.
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Abstract Rationale: During binocular rivalry, two incompatible images are presented to each eye and these
monocular stimuli compete for perceptual dominance,
with one pattern temporarily suppressed from awareness.
One variant of stimulus presentation in binocular rivalry
experiments is dichoptic stimulus alternation (DSA),
when stimuli are applied to the eyes in rapid reversals.
There is preliminary report that in contrast with healthy
controls, schizophrenic patients can maintain binocular
rivalry even at very high DSA rates. Objective: The study
was undertaken to investigate whether binocular rivalry
survives high rates of DSA induced by the South
American hallucinogenic beverage ayahuasca. Methods: Ten individuals who were participating in ayahuasca
ceremonials were requested to volunteer for binocular
rivalry tests (DSA=0, 3.75, 7.5, 15 and 30 Hz) without
and after drinking the brew. Results: Ingestion of
ayahuasca increased mean dominance periods both in
standard binocular rivalry conditions (no DSA) and tests
with DSA. At higher DSA rates (15 and 30 Hz) the total
length of dominance periods was longer on the brew.
Conclusion: It is discussed that ayahuasca-induced survival of binocular rivalry at high DSA rates may be
related to slow visual processing and increased mean
dominance periods may result from hallucinogen-induced
alteration of gamma oscillations in the visual pathways.
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Introduction
Binocular rivalry belongs to a class of visual illusions in
which an ambiguous but unchanging sensory input leads
to sudden perceptual switches (Blake 2001). Rivalry
occurs when dissimilar images stimulate corresponding
retinal areas of the two eyes. For example, if a grating of
horizontal lines is presented to the right eye while a
grating of vertical lines is presented to the left, the usual
experience is of quasi-regular, but unpredictable switches
between two perceptions: for 1 s or more, the majority of
subjects see only horizontal lines and then for 1 s or more,
only vertical lines in an alternating manner (Pettigrew and
Miller 1998). Despite the fact that both images are
continuously presented during rivalry, the image of one
eye disappears from awareness (i.e. suppressed), while the
other eye’s image is seen (i.e. dominant). Although the
phenomenon has been known from the 19th century,
lately there has been a resurgence of interest in studying
binocular rivalry due to its quantifiable characteristics and
new evidence about its neural locus and mechanism.
Several theories have been proposed to account for
binocular rivalry (Blake 1989; Fox 1991; Miller et al.
2000; Blake and Logothetis 2002). Such theories generally suggest that because increased thresholds occur
during periods of rivalry suppression, the suppression
originates from some type of cortical inhibition. Specifically, binocular rivalry was proposed to result from
reciprocal inhibition of monocular neurons in the primary
visual cortex (Blake 1989). In contrast to the early
bottom-up concept, Sheinberg and Logothetis (1997) have
demonstrated that activity in higher structures of the
visual pathways, such as the inferior temporal cortex and
the superior temporal sulcus, correlates better with the
visual percept than the activity in the primary visual
cortex. Referring to their findings, Dayan (1998) argues
that perceptual alternation can be generated by competi-
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tion between top-down cortical interpretations for the
disparate inputs. Some mapping studies maintain that
primary visual cortex is the site of rivalry (Polonsky et al.
2000; Tong 2003), although the possibility has not been
excluded that these results could be the consequence of
top-down influences from higher levels. The present
consensus is that rivalry is a multi-level process that
reflects low-level sensory processing as well as high-level
cortical activity (Blake and Logothetis 2002).
One variant of stimulus presentation in binocular
rivalry experiments is dichoptic stimulus alternation
(DSA). In studies using DSA, stimuli are applied to the
eyes in rapid alterations instead of keeping the stimulus
presented to each eye constant, as in the classical
paradigm (Logothetis et al. 1996). DSA at frequencies
much higher than the natural frequency of binocular
rivalry can unveil underlying deficits in visual neural
transitions. This modified method revealed that, in
contrast with comparison subjects, schizophrenic patients
could maintain slow perceptual alternations even with
very high DSA rates (Frecska et al. 2003; Wright et al.
2003). The survival of binocular rivalry at high DSA rates
in schizophrenia may reflect impairment in visual information processing and result from loss of presented
stimuli when the visual cortex is not capable of following
high rates of stimulus change. Slow visual information
processing has been repeatedly demonstrated in schizophrenic patients (for review, see McClure 2001). In
schizophrenia, visual targets require a longer processing
time to “escape” the effects of a subsequent stimulus
(Braff and Saccuzzo 1982; Saccuzzo and Braff 1986;
Weiner et al. 1990; Rund 1993; Butler et al. 1996). At
high DSA rates, there is insufficient time available in
schizophrenic patients for extended processing and the
resulting under-sampling maintains binocular rivalry,
despite the increased frequency (Frecska et al. 2003).
There is evidence that abnormalities in 5-HT2A receptor dependent neurotransmission play a role in some
symptoms and perceptual-cognitive deficits in schizophrenia. Some of this evidence comes from the observation that indoleamine hallucinogens can induce 5-HT2A
receptor-mediated (Aghajanian and Marek 1999) symptoms that resemble symptoms of schizophrenia (Vollenweider et al. 1998). Dysfunctional 5-HT2A receptors may
be involved in abnormal sensory gating mechanisms in
schizophrenia (Geyer 1998). Furthermore, the 5-HT2A
antagonist property shared by atypical antipsychotic
medications may play a role in their ameliorative effects
on schizophrenic symptoms not affected by classical D2
receptor-blocking agents (Meltzer and McGurk 1999;
Umbricht et al. 1999; Purdon et al. 2000).
N,N-Dimethyltryptamine (DMT) is the active indoleamine ingredient of ayahuasca which is a hallucinogenic decoction made of psychoactive plants
(Banisteriopsis caapi and Psychotria viridis or Diplopterys cabrerana) indigenous to the Amazon and Orinoco
river basin of South America. Known under different
names such as yag, natem, mihi, dapa, kamarampi and
many others, the brew has been used, probably for

millennia, for medico-religious purposes by numerous
indigenous groups of the Upper Amazon (Dobkin de Rios
1972; Schultes 1982; Luna 1984, 1986). The ritual use of
ayahuasca has spread among Amazonian mestizo population of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Brazil. In Brazil,
its use has taken a new course as members of synchretic
Christian religious organizations, with strong Afro and
Amerindian influences, have adopted it as a sacrament
under the names of Santo Daime and Hoasca. Although
its use is tolerated in countries sharing the Amazon basin,
Brazil is the only country where it currently enjoys
legalized status. Its active ingredients are the reversible
monoamine oxidase inhibitor harmine and harmaline, the
serotonin-reuptake inhibitor tetrahydroharmine, which
makes the 5-HT2A agonist component DMT bioavailable
for oral use, relatively potent and long-acting (Callaway
et al. 1999). In this combination, DMT is capable of
eliciting a condition characterized by vivid visual imagery, auditory hallucinations, cognitive changes, and
depersonalization-derealization type phenomena with
profound modification in the sense of self and reality
(Szara 1956; Strassman 1996; Riba et al. 2001). The
typical onset of action is within 60 min and the peak of
effect is between 90 and 120 min after drinking the brew
(Riba et al. 2003).
The purpose of present study was to investigate
whether binocular rivalry could illuminate common
mechanisms in schizophrenia and 5-HT2A mediated
hallucinosis induced by ayahuasca. In line with previous
findings in schizophrenic patients, we postulate that
ayahuasca ingestion will induce a similar condition: the
continued presence of binocular rivalry at high DSA rates.

Materials and methods
Subjects
Data were obtained from ten individuals who were participating in
ayahuasca ceremonials held in Florianpolis, Brazil between April
1 and 29, 2002 and were volunteering for the binocular rivalry tests.
The site in Brazil was chosen for the reason that consumption of
ayahuasca is legalized in that country. Enrolled volunteers ingested
the decoctum for ritualistic purposes and not for participation in the
study. The Principal Investigator (L.E.L.) obtained written informed consent from participants for the binocular rivalry tests
prior to the ingestion of the psychoactive brew, conforming to the
guidelines set forth by the Ethical Principles and Guidelines for the
Protection of Human Subjects of Research (National Commission
for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral
Research 1979). Originally, 15 candidates were considered for
participation. One of them was not eligible because she had a dose
below the range set in the inclusion criteria. Two individuals did
not participate because they preferred not to be disturbed during the
sessions, one of them had mixed handedness, and one male was
excluded due to cannabis dependence. The final experimental
group included eight males and two females with a mean age of 52
(SD=8.8; range=34–65) years and a mean weight of 71.8 (SD=11.4;
range=48–82) kg.
Inclusion criteria for experimental subjects were: 1) being
experienced in ayahuasca use (having at least five previous
sessions); 2) ingesting ayahuasca in a dose not less than 50 ml at
the beginning of the experimental session; 3) right handedness,
which was evaluated with a modified Edinburgh questionnaire
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(Briggs and Nebes 1975); 4) a likelihood ratio (hits/false alarms) at
least 3-fold better than random guessing in a signal detection task
designed to mimic the perceptual switches of binocular rivalry (see
below).
Exclusion criteria for experimental subjects were: 1) personal
history of psychiatric or neurological disorder and/or use of
psychotropic medication for non-psychiatric condition (e.g. antidepressant for chronic pain, psychostimulant for weight loss); 2)
head injury leading to loss of consciousness for greater than 5 min;
3) alcohol, or illicit drug use in the past 3 weeks; 4) lifetime history
of substance dependence as diagnosed by DSM-IV (American
Psychiatric Association 1994); 5) body mass index <20 or >25 kg/
m2; 6) having history of cardiac, endocrine illness; 7) nausea with
vomiting before the rivalry test was completed; 8) lack or mild
degree of ayahuasca experience during the experimental session
(see below).
A further sample of 110 undergraduate college students
provided control data on binocular rivalry under conditions of
DSA that served to verify in a non-age-matched population the very
low incidence of perceptual alternation at high rates of DSA in the
normal population. Test-retest validation of the quantitative measures of binocular rivalry was performed in 32 subjects.
Ayahuasca session
Participants maintained a salt, sugar and alcohol free diet for 4
weeks during their partaking in the seminar organized by the
Wasiwaska Center, had three to four sessions per week, and were
enrolled into the rivalry study during week 4. The provided
traditional diet did not include fermented or smoked food, aged/
dried/cured meat products, and beverages known to have high
tyramine content. On the test day, subjects avoided solid food for
12 h starting from 1:30 p.m. At 7:30 p.m. they ingested a selfchosen dose of ayahuasca (obtained from one of the Brazilian
synchretic churches) ranging from 50 to 100 (mean=74,
SD=21.2) ml. The alkaloid concentrations of the beverage were
analyzed later with the method of Callaway et al. (1996) and were
as follows: harmine 1.36 mg/ml, tetrahydroharmine 1.05 mg/ml,
and DMT 0.73 mg/ml. For the following 4 h, subjects rested supine
with lights turned off. Volunteers performed the rivalry test
between 90 and 150 min after the ingestion of ayahuasca and had
the test done on a separate day in the evening hours without the
influence of the decoction (baseline comparison). Six of them had
binocular rivalry with ayahuasca as the first procedure and four
were scheduled to have the test first without having the brew. Based
on participants’ previous experiences, the global subjective experience induced by the brew was rated on a 5-point Lickert scale
ranging from 0 to 4 (none, mild, moderate, strong, very strong)
immediately before starting the binocular rivalry test.
Rivalry procedure
The technique for eliciting binocular rivalry was similar to that
already published, with two small targets presented foveally so that
the right eye saw, for example, a horizontal grating and the left eye
saw a vertical grating, in the same apparent location (Pettigrew and
Miller 1998).

resolution, which was synchronized to the frames generated by an
IBM Thinkpad computer using 1024768256 at 75 Hz noninterlaced graphics (N-mode) by an AverMedia Averkey SVHS
scan converter. The iGlasses 3D head-mounted display has
separately driven LCD displays (180,000 pixels) for each eye,
giving resolutions of 225266. The other seven experimental
subjects wore VRex VR Visualizer LCD shutter glasses, which
alternately excluded odd or even fields presented on a 1024768
resolution 14-inch video monitor. In the latter case, the graphics
mode was interlaced at 87 Hz (I-mode). Control subjects wore
VRex VR Surfer LCD shutter glasses and viewed 17 inch video
monitors on which the 1024768 display was interlaced at 96 Hz
(U-mode).
Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of white binocular fixation guides centered
within which was a 1 disk filled with horizontal or vertical grating.
These fixation guides consisted of 1) a rectangular frame drawn
around the borders of the 129 screen, 2) a circle 9 in diameter
centered on the screen center, and 3) a plus-sign shaped crosshair at
the screen center for which the centermost 3 horizontal and
vertical were removed. All stroke widths for the fixation guides
were about 1/16 wide. The 1 disk at the screen center was filled
with 5 cycles per degree square wave gratings oriented horizontally
or vertically. The disk could be presented binocularly (same grating
orientation in both eyes) or dichoptically (different grating
orientations in the two eyes).
Training in the reporting task
Subjects were trained how to use a two-button computer mouse to
indicate what kind of gratings they perceived. In this task they were
presented with binocular stimuli (both eyes received the same
stimulus, there was no rivalry) while holding the computer mouse
in both hands (with left thumb above the left button, right thumb
above the right button). These binocular stimuli looked exactly like
the experimental stimuli (save that the experimental stimuli used
dichoptically presented disks). When the grating was horizontal,
subjects were instructed to push, and held down the left button. The
left button on the mouse had three black horizontal stripes made of
plastic tape in order to be tactually distinctive for the left thumb and
to provide tactile cue as reminder. The subjects were advised to
move their thumb along and across the stripes to feel this cue for
the horizontal report button. They were also told to keep this button
held down for the entire time they saw horizontal lines in the disk.
The right mouse button had three black plastic tape stripes attached
vertically to it.
When subjects saw vertical lines filling the disk, they were
supposed to hold down the right button for as long as they saw
vertical lines and were reminded to move their thumb along and
across the stripes to feel this shape cue. When the disk was filled
with superimposed horizontal and vertical lines (a plaid or
crosshatch), the subject was told to report this appearance by
holding down both mouse buttons. Lastly, in case the disk was
filled with a homogeneous field (blank) the subject was instructed
to let up both buttons, and, when unsure what to report, to press
nothing.

Display apparatus
Signal detection analysis of reporting accuracy
Custom software (written by K.D.W.) generated the rivalry stimuli
in frame or field sequential formats, measured responses, and
provided user interfaces. In the frame sequential format, odd
numbered frames were presented to one eye while even numbered
frames were presented to the other eye. The software was triggered
by the video vertical synch, which caused the next stimulus to be
displayed, then read and stored the status of mouse buttons, and
waited for the next vertical synch. Three experimental subjects
wore a head-mounted display (Virtual I-O iGlasses) with SVHS

This task was run with a computer generated video sequence that
simulated rivalry alternation using binocular stimuli. Stimulus
durations were sampled at equal probability intervals from a
cumulative gamma distribution (Levelt 1965), and the disk content
(horizontal, vertical, plaid, blank) randomly assigned that duration,
with the proviso that two durations with the same content could not
occur in immediate succession. A 90 s sequence of such quasirandomly selected stimuli changed unpredictably in pattern content
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and duration, but in such a way that 25% of the time each pattern
appeared. A software program scored the observer’s button presses
during the video presentation. Responses were scored correct or
incorrect by the software depending upon which stimulus pattern
preceded pressing of the button(s). These calculations were carried
out for time lags between stimulus and response from 0.3 to 3.0 s in
0.1-s steps, comparing button press to stimulus each 1/60 s.
Random guessing produces 25% correct (hits) and 75% wrong
(false alarm) choices. An observer was not allowed to begin the
experiment unless three of the four response types reached a
criterion of least 50% hits. The computer video could be repeated if
further training was found to be necessary. Repetition did not have
to be done more than once with participants of this study. The
training and evaluation procedures were generally be completed in
about 5 min. Typical performances were 85–95% hits with 5–15%
false alarms, by observers without the drug and 70–90% hits with
10–30% false alarms by the same observers under drug influence.
Estimated response latency (time lag for maximum percent correct)
was 0.65 s without ayahuasca and 0.93 s on ayahuasca. No observer
had to be excluded from further participation due to failure to
achieve criterion performance (3 times greater likelihood of
correct:wrong responses than random chance).
Experimental sequence
We presented standard binocular rivalry for 6 min (in multiple
epochs) to obtain the endogenous perceptual alternation rate, and
presented dichoptic reversal stimuli at 3.75, 7.5, 15, and 30
reversals per second in four 1.5-min epochs. Order of presentation
of standard rivalry and the four reversal rates was counterbalanced
within subject. At the end of each epoch, a graph of the responses
was displayed. The experimenter described in words the general
features shown in the graph in order to verify that these recorded
responses were representative of the subject’s perceptions. The
experimental procedure was completed in 20–30 min.
Data management
For the purpose of identification, all subjects received an alias upon
entering the study to aid in maintaining confidentiality. For
binocular rivalry, the raw data consisted of the time (in one video
frame increments) each button press lasted. These data were
imported into spreadsheets and analyzed with macros that extracted
the lengths of time when horizontal, vertical, plaid responses or
nothing was reported. The following quantitative measures were
used to characterize performance for binocular rivalry: 1) “mean
dominance period” (MDP)=total duration of horizontal and vertical
responses in seconds divided by the number of horizontal and
vertical responses; 2) “percentage of dominance periods” (PDP)=%
of total time reporting horizontal or vertical responses. Since 0.5 s
is close to the mean reaction time during the video simulation
sessions, button presses lasting less than 0.5 s were excluded in the
analyses, as being too short to be perceptually meaningful. Data
were analyzed by Student t-test for paired samples and by repeated
measures ANOVA (Statistica for Windows v6.0) for multiple
variables.

Fig. 1 Typical pattern of perceptual alternation in traditional
binocular rivalry without
ayahuasca

Results
All subjects, regardless of drug condition (with or without
ayahuasca), showed binocular rivalry with traditional
stimulus presentation (DSA=0 Hz). They reported successive percepts of a horizontal grating or a vertical
grating (dominance periods) and sometimes a blend of
horizontal and vertical gratings mixed with uncertain
responses (non-dominance periods). The typical pattern of
perceptual alternation is illustrated for one participant
without ayahuasca in Fig. 1. Periods of horizontal
dominance appear as blocks below the time line, periods
of vertical dominance as blocks above the line, and
periods of the blended (plaid) or uncertain percepts as
blocks straddling the line.
Analysis of standard rivalry epochs
Our sample of 32 comparison subjects indicates that MDP
is stable characteristic within an individual over periods
of days or weeks (MDP test-retest r=0.69). Ayahuasca
increased MDPs: mean€SD of MDP (no-brew versus onbrew)=2.9€1.5 versus 4.4€0.9, t=2.29, P<0.05. Our
subjects did not respond significantly longer to the video
simulation of binocular rivalry (see “Signal detection
analysis of reporting accuracy” in Materials and methods)
on brew than with no brew (paired t=1.62, NS). Therefore, the longer MDPs during the ayahuasca-induced
conditions cannot be explained by response perseveration.
The total length of dominance periods in the four standard
rivalry epochs was not different on the brew: mean€SD of
PDP (no-brew versus on-brew)=86.9%€10.2 versus
79.7%€14.8, t=1.32, NS. In comparison subjects the
PDP had a test-retest value r=0.83.
Analysis of DSA epochs
When conditions of DSA were used in subjects without
the brew, patterns of responding unlike those in traditional rivalry were evident. With 3.75 Hz and 7.5 Hz DSA
rate, subjects reported horizontal switching with vertical
at a very high rate, consistent with the flickering changing
orientations presented to either eye and in an effort
following the stimulus alternation (Fig. 2). Consequently,
after applying the 0.5 s cut-off, less dominance period
was reported as compared to the standard epochs, which
were performed with constant stimulus presentation to
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Fig. 2 Typical patterns of perceptual alternation in binocular
rivalry at different DSA rates
without ayahuasca

each eye. The mean€SD of PDP (DSA3.75 Hz and
DSA7.5 Hz)=24.1€26.3% and 35.1€33.9%. With 15 and
30 DSAs per second, the blended percept (crosshatch)
was reported consistently, as though these even more
rapidly flickering orientations had fused. Even less
dominance periods were noted: mean€SD of PDP
(DSA15 Hz and DSA30 Hz)=1.6€2.3% and 4.2€7.6%. There
were individual differences inasmuch as some subjects
reported a few periods of horizontal or vertical dominance
lasting for a few seconds, with one or more of the DSA
rates. The means€SD of MDPs for 3.75 Hz, 7.5 Hz, 15 Hz
and 30 Hz DSA rate were 0.9€0.6, 1.4€1.1, 0.9€1.7, and
1.3€2.5, respectively. In summary, the flicker-like response pattern or the blended percept reports were quite
typical for subjects in the control condition (no brew). A
similar finding was previously reported by Logothetis et
al. (1996), although their study used lower DSA rates.
Under the influence of ayahuasca, subjects reverted to
show typical patterns of binocular rivalry, which were
more striking at the high DSA rates (Fig. 3). At low DSA
rates (3.75 Hz and 7.5 Hz), the total length of the
dominance periods was the same as in conditions without ayahuasca: mean€SD of PDP (DSA3.75 Hz and
DSA7.5 Hz)=39.5€26.5% and 28.9€30.1% [F(1,9)=0.34,
NS]. As the DSA rates were increased above 7.5 Hz,
the PDPs on the brew diverged from those in the
control condition: mean€SD of PDP (DSA15 Hz and

DSA30 Hz) = 28.2€36.1% and 9.8€9.4% [F(1,9) = 6.5,
P<0.05]. The average length of binocular rivalry episodes
got significantly longer: mean€SD of MDPs for 3.75 Hz,
7.5 Hz, 15 Hz and 30 Hz DSA rate were 5.9€5.5, 2.6€2.7,
6.0€9.8, and 2.4€2.3, respectively [F(1,9)=9.0, P<0.02].
In brief, subjects on ayahuasca were able to maintain
much longer horizontal or vertical dominance periods
than without it despite the fact that the stimuli were
alternating at rates up to almost 2 orders of magnitude
faster than their endogenous rivalry rate.

Discussion
We have found that perceptual switches of binocular
rivalry occur despite high rates of DSA in ayahuascainduced hallucinosis. This finding is similar to what was
reported in schizophrenic patients (Frecska et al. 2003).
While this study targeted some common mechanisms
in schizophrenia and ayahuasca-induced hallucinosis, it
should be noted that according to current views, psychosis
and ayahuasca inebriation are not equivalent conditions.
Psychosis is neither voluntary nor wished for; it is a
disorderly mental state over which the subject has no
control. In contrast, ayahuasca, when taken in a traditional-ritual manner, induce a state of being characterized
by enhanced internal order. Furthermore, experienced
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Fig. 3 Typical patterns of perceptual alternation in binocular
rivalry at different DSA rates
with ayahuasca

ayahuasca drinkers have significant control over what is
happening to them under the intoxication (Shanon 2002).
The argument can be made that the response measures
we used rely on subjective reports, which might be
compromised in some subjects and can be affected by the
psychoactive brew. This issue was addressed both by our
training procedure and with signal detection analysis,
which provided likelihood ratios that the subjects’ reports
were correct relative to being wrong. All subjects had
likelihood ratios significantly greater than the 1:3 ratio for
random guessing, as assessed in the pre- and postexperiment “videos”. In this way, we emulated binocular
rivalry studies in monkeys, who cannot verbally report
their perceptual alternations but whose subjective states
seem to match those experienced by humans. Moreover,
our subjects did not indicate poor performance during
video simulations of binocular rivalry while on ayahuasca. No subject’s data had to be excluded from analysis
due to failure to achieve criterion performance.
A number of visual functions have been reported to be
significantly altered by hallucinogenic drugs. These
include reduced contrast sensitivity and depth perception
(Andre et al. 1994; Leweke et al. 1999), decreased speed
of visual processing (Braff et al. 1981), disrupted prepulse inhibition (Sipes and Geyer 1997; Jones and
Shannon 2000; Javitt and Lindsley 2001; Linn and Javitt
2001; Ouagazzal et al. 2001), poor performance in

cognitive tasks involving attention (Jin et al. 1997;
Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al. 2002) and deficit of smooth
pursuit eye movements (Ando et al. 1983; Ploner et al.
2002). It has to be noted here that despite a consistently
reported decrease of pre-pulse inhibition in animal
studies, there is no consensus in the literature on the
effect of serotonergic hallucinogens/entactogens on prepulse inhibition in humans: with reports on increased
(Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al. 1998; Vollenweider et al.
1999) or lack of effect (Riba et al. 2002). The anomalous
visual process that we have described following ayahuasca administration is unlikely to be explained by altered
cognitive functions or changes in eye movements. Within
each phase of stimulus exposure during DSA at 7.5, 15 or
30 Hz rates, the time is insufficient either for high order
information processing or to overcome the latency for
initiating smooth pursuit eye movements. Therefore these
factors cannot play a determining role in the observed
persistence of perceptual alternation. Reduced contrast
sensitivity and depth perception have diminishing effects
on perceptual rivalry (Cobo-Lewis et al. 2000), and thus
provide no explanation.
Considering the limited timeframe, the variation in
opinion about the neural mechanism of the relative
stability of rivalry in the face of high DSA rates under
ayahuasca exposure is then narrowed to early visual
processing, so the interpretation of our results will be
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presented in that context. We favor the view that an
explanation of the persistence of binocular rivalry at high
DSA rates requires a neural context that involves the
primary visual cortex and visual pathways below. It
should be emphasized that this concept is not against the
new emerging view that binocular rivalry results from
more global processing at higher levels, perhaps coordinated on a hemispheric basis (Pettigrew 2001), with
feedback to early visual processing. The model to be
presented simply makes an effort to explain how the
neural transition of the DSA stimuli escapes steps of
regular processing at the “bottom” and becomes subject of
perceptual alternation at the “top”.
This model, in its simplest form, has already been
outlined in the Introduction for schizophrenic patients. To
recap and reformulate: slow perceptual processing, which
has been implicated in the background of backward
masking deficits (Braff et al. 1981), decreased pre-pulse
inhibition (Sipes and Geyer 1997; Jones and Shannon
2000; Javitt and Lindsley 2001; Linn and Javitt 2001;
Ouagazzal et al. 2001), disturbed auditory event-related
potential (Hampson et al. 1989; Javitt et al. 2000; Riba et
al. 2002) observed after administration of hallucinogens,
and prevented the intoxicated subject “catching up” to the
increased DSA rate. At high DSA rates, successive
stimuli may exert masking effect on the preceding ones
both in schizophrenic patients (Frecska et al. 2003) and
subjects influenced by ayahuasca, resulting in relative
insensitivity to the higher DSA frequencies and survival
of the rivalry. In this way, binocular rivalry with DSA is
conceptualized as a continuous series variant of paired
stimulus tests. The presented model can explain the
persistence of PDP at high DSA rates; however, it cannot
give account for the extended MDP induced by ayahuasca.
There is a similarity of the basic perceptual alterations
in hallucinogen-induced conditions to those extensively
studied in schizophrenic patients and their first degree
relatives (see for review, Light and Braff 1999). This
parallel observation permits further elaboration of the
model and provides an explanation for the extended
MDPs in both schizophrenia and drug-induced hallucinosis. In order to address this problem, we will turn to
current research on gamma oscillations. The answer will
be provided in frame of the gamma synchrony-related
“binding theory” of sensory integration.
Patients with schizophrenia experience a wide range of
perceptual changes similar to (and even more consistently
reported) what we cited above as effect of hallucinogens.
Several authors (Green et al. 1999; Lee et al. 2003)
suggest that this variety of perceptual changes can be
explained in a parsimonious manner. They refer to a type
of convergence that can be observed in the literature
regarding the underlying mechanisms of the most commonly used perceptual methods. Firstly, pre-pulse inhibition, auditory event-related potentials and visual
backward masking all belong to the class of pairedstimulus tests. Secondly, the middle latency auditory
event-related potential (P50) appears to be a subset of the

auditory gamma band response (Pantev et al. 1993), it is
conceptually related to visual masking (Braff et al. 1991)
which is also supposed to have gamma-range oscillations
as putative neural correlates (Purushothaman et al. 2000).
Thirdly, it has been proposed that deficits on P50 may be
associated with suppressed cortical oscillations in the
gamma range, and Green et al. (1999, 2003) raised the
possibility that the visual backward masking deficits of
schizophrenics are also linked to cortical gamma oscillations. Oscillations in the gamma range (30–70 Hz) are
found over multiple cortical areas and thought to be
involved with feature binding (Alais et al. 1998),
attentional processes (Singer 1993), motor response
preparation (Farmer 1998), and working memory (De
Pascalis and Ray 1998). The concept emerges that subtle
problems in the gamma range, such as slow frequency
undamped waves, prematurely timed early (first burst) or
blunted late (second burst) event-related gamma activity
might represent the earliest step in a cascade of events
leading to deviations in perceptual processing (Green et
al. 2003) and other anomalies of integrative brain function
(i.e. altered “binding”) (Lee et al. 2003).
It has been demonstrated that gamma-frequency synchronization in the visual cortex (V1 and V2) correlates
with stimulus selection during binocular rivalry (Fries et
al. 2002). According to these authors, both stimulus
selection and suppression during dichoptic stimulus
presentation is an active process and depends on intact
post-retinal gamma-frequency synchronization. It is the
relative increase in gamma synchronization of the selected response over the non-selected one that enhances the
probability that the given stimulus impacts target neurons
at higher processing levels and thereby gains perceptual
dominance. One rivaling, but suppressed stimulus can
overcome the currently dominant stimulus by power
increase in its induced gamma oscillation at V1 and V2.
Therefore, binocular rivalry is dependent on alternating
increases in gamma synchronization at the visual cortex.
We argue that in case of erratic gamma activity, a
stimulus can remain dominant for a longer period, since it
may take more time for the rivaling stimulus to get
beyond the threshold in increased gamma synchronization. There is report on disruption of synchronous
interhippocampal gamma oscillations by the hallucinogen
mescaline (Doheny and Whittington 1998). We suppose
that similar ayahuasca-induced aberration in post-retinal
gamma synchronization results in the observed increase in
MDPs.
The investigation of the gamma band deficits in
hallucinating and/or psychotic individuals is in an early
phase yet. Several issues need further clarification. For
example, the question can be raised: what kind of visual
channels are involved in the discussed phenomenon?
Preliminary findings imply that gamma abnormalities are
at least partly responsible for visual masking deficits in
schizophrenia (Green at al. 2003). The described differences in gamma activity are supposed to originate from
the sustained channels (Purushothaman et al. 2000).
However, those are subtle compared with the overall
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group differences in masking performance. The major
component of the early visual deficit in schizophrenia and
in drug-induced hallucinosis may derive from other
mechanisms, and perhaps due to abnormal processing in
the transient channels with uncertain gamma origin.
Another series of questions can address the type of
gamma pattern change. Most of the studies have focused
primarily on reduced gamma power but increased gamma
activity was proposed to mediate excessive information
processing, i.e. increased “binding” (for review, see Lee
et al. 2003), and unsteady frequency is evident behind the
sustained visual channel problem in schizophrenia (Green
et al. 1999).
In summary, it is premature to specify exactly what
kind of underlying neural mechanism can explain the
perceptual alterations observed by the use of paired-test
procedures and binocular rivalry with DSA. Moreover,
according to our knowledge, limited information is
available about hallucinogen action on gamma band
activity. Our findings are preliminary, our explanation is
tentative, but we hope that this study will promote further
studies into the field and that the method of binocular
rivalry with different stimulus presentations may turn out
to be a valuable tool for studying gamma activity-related
perceptual functions and dysfunctions. Studies on abnormal gamma activity and its mechanisms may provide an
interpretive framework for understanding hallucinogen
related breakdown in integrative function.
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Abstract
The use of the hallucinogenic brew ayahuasca, obtained from infusing the shredded stalk of the malpighiaceous plant Banisteriopsis caapi with
the leaves of other plants such as Psychotria viridis, is growing in urban centers of Europe, South and North America in the last several decades.
Despite this diffusion, little is known about its effects on emotional states. The present study investigated the effects of ayahuasca on psychometric
measures of anxiety, panic-like and hopelessness in members of the Santo Daime, an ayahuasca-using religion. Standard questionnaires were used
to evaluate state-anxiety (STAI-state), trait-anxiety (STAI-trait), panic-like (ASI-R) and hopelessness (BHS) in participants that ingested ayahuasca
for at least 10 consecutive years. The study was done in the Santo Daime church, where the questionnaires were administered 1 h after the ingestion
of the brew, in a double-blind, placebo-controlled procedure. While under the acute effects of ayahuasca, participants scored lower on the scales for
panic and hopelessness related states. Ayahuasca ingestion did not modify state- or trait-anxiety. The results are discussed in terms of the possible
use of ayahuasca in alleviating signs of hopelessness and panic-like related symptoms.
© 2007 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ayahuasca; Banisteriopsis caapi; Psychotria viridis; Emotional states; BHS; ASI-R

1. Introduction
Ayahuasca is a Quechua term derived from the juxtaposition
of the terms: Aya–“soul” “dead spirit”; Waska–“rope”, “vine”,
and thus is loosely translatable “vine of the souls” or “vine of
the dead”. Ayahuasca refers to the vine used as the principle
ingredient of a psychoactive beverage used by more than 70 different indigenous groups spread along Brazil, Colombia, Peru,
Venezuela, Bolivia and Ecuador (Goulart, 2005; Luna, 2005).

Abbreviations: DMT, N,N-dimethyltryptamine; THH, tetrahydroharmine;
5-HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine; MAO, monoamine oxidase; SSRIs, selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors; SPECT, single photon emission computerized tomography; GC/MS, gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; STAI,
state–trait-anxiety inventory; A-state, state-anxiety; A-trait, trait-anxiety; ASIR, revised anxiety sensitivity index; BHS, Beck hopelessness scale; UDV, União
do Vegetal
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The word ayahuasca is used to describe the spiritual force in
the beverage or the beverage itself, which is made with several
species of the Banisteriopsis vine (e.g., Banisteriopsis caapi,
Banisteriopsis muricata) (Malpighiaceae), usually in combination with other plants, such as Psychotria viridis or Diplopterys
cabrerana (Ott, 1994). Ayahuasca also may refer to preparations containing only the vine, as made by the Maku Indians, for
example (Davis, 1997).
Since the beginning of the 20th century ayahuasca has been
used by syncretic religious cults created in the Amazonian
Brazilian states of Acre and Rondônia. These groups, of which
Santo Daime, Barquinha and União do Vegetal (UDV) are the
main ones, use ayahuasca as a healing tool and as a vehicle
to gain access to the divine realm. These churches are highly
syncretic, containing influences from popular Catholicism,
European esoteric and spiritual beliefs, African cosmologies,
and indigenous botanical knowledge. Their use of ayahuasca as
sacrament resembles that of the Christian Eucharist. In the Santo
Daime and UDV rites, members drink ayahuasca usually twice
a month, and in Barquinha it is not unusual to consume the brew
four times per week (Araújo, 1999; Labate and Araújo, 2004).
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Several studies (e.g., McKenna and Towers, 1981; McKenna
et al., 1984; Callaway, 1988; McKenna et al., 1990, 1998;
Callaway et al., 1999) have indicated that the main components of ayahuasca, the N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and
some beta-carbolines, are structurally similar to serotonin (5hydroxytryptamine or 5-HT), a neurotransmitter present in the
nervous system of most animal species. Correspondently, further
observations found these ayahuasca components to display high
affinity for serotonin receptors, especially the 5-HT2 receptor
subtype (Smith et al., 1998; Grella et al., 2003).
The beta-carbolines in ayahuasca include harmine, harmaline and tetrahydroharmine (THH). DMT is an ultra-short-acting
hallucinogenic tryptamine (Callaway et al., 1999) present in several plants used as admixtures to the Banisteriopsis caapi vine in
ayahuasca preparations. DMT also is present in tissues of mammals, marine animals and amphibians. In human beings it also
is endogenous, being found in blood, urine and cerebrospinal
fluid (Strassman, 2001). Despite being a potent psychoactive
chemical, DMT is inactive following oral administration at doses
up to 1000 mg, probably due to degradation by gastrointestinal
and liver MAO (monoamine oxidase) (McKenna et al., 1984).
However, when DMT is combined with inhibitors of the MAO
enzymes, as are the beta-carbolines present in ayahuasca, it
becomes able to reach the systemic circulation and the central nervous system, thus producing its effects (McKenna et al.,
1984).
The beta-carbolines present in ayahuasca are potent natural,
selective, reversible, competitive inhibitors of peripheral MAO,
and are more active against MAO-A than MAO-B. They also
have a relatively low affinity for liver MAO compared to brain
MAO (McKenna et al., 1984, 1998). There is some evidence,
however, that THH, the second most abundant beta-carboline in
the beverage, acts as a selective inhibitor of serotonin reuptake
as well as an MAO inhibitor (McKenna et al., 1998; Frecska et
al., 2004). The inhibition of both systems – MAO and serotonin
reuptake – by ayahuasca’s beta-carbolines may result in elevated
levels of brain serotonin (McKenna et al., 1998; Luna, 2005).
Despite the fact that the use of ayahuasca is a relatively
widespread practice in countries like Brazil, Peru and Colombia,
and that this practice is spreading to the United Sates, Europe and
other parts of the world, there are few studies that have examined
the brew with rigorous methodologies. One of these investigations is the biomedical study conducted by Grob et al. (1996),
who investigated 15 long-term users of the brew regarding its
acute and long-term psychological effects as well assessing
peripheral serotonergic function (Callaway et al., 1994; Grob
et al., 1996).
Grob et al.’s study reported that the ayahuasca-using members
of the UDV church among whom the volunteers came were more
reflective, confident, gregarious and optimistic compared to the
control group, which had never used ayahuasca and was age-,
gender-, education-, and socio-economically matched.
However, with respect to our research objectives, the most
interesting findings were those that showed that before membership in the religion, 11 of the participants were diagnosed as
having previously been afflicted with alcohol abuse disorders,
2 with major depressive disorders, 4 with drug abuse (cocaine

and amphetamines), 11 with tobacco addiction, and 3 with phobic anxiety disorders. Five of the participants with a history
of alcoholism also had histories of violent behavior associated
with binge drinking. All of these psychiatric diagnoses remitted following entry into the religion. All participants reported
that their use of ayahuasca within the religious context led to
improved mental and physical health and significant improvements in interpersonal, work, and family interactions (Grob et
al., 1996; McKenna et al., 1998).
Assessing serotonergic function the authors found a significant up-regulation in the density of the serotonin transporter
in blood platelets of the ayahuasca drinkers compared to the
control group (Callaway et al., 1994). Up- or down-regulation
of peripheral platelet receptors is considered to reflect similar
biochemical events occurring in the brain. None of the participants showed evidence of any neurological or psychiatric
deficit.
Callaway hypothesized that the causative agent of this platelet
effect was tetrahydroharmine (THH). In a self-experiment, he
underwent single photon emission computerized tomography
(SPECT) scans of his own brain 5-HT uptake receptors before
and after a 6-week course of daily dosing with THH. He found
that the density of central 5-HT receptors in the prefrontal cortex
had increased. During recovery over the next several weeks their
density gradually returned to previous levels.
According to McKenna et al. (1998) a deficit of serotonin
reuptake sites in frontal cortex has been found to correlate with
aggressive behavior in alcoholics. If THH were able to specifically reverse this deficit, it may have applications in the treatment
of this behavior. As mentioned previously, the majority of the
participants in the Grob et al. study had a previous history
of alcoholism, some displaying violent behavior. Although the
behavioral transformation could be due to the supportive social
and psychological environment of a religious group, the finding
of this long-term change in precisely the serotonin system that
is deficient in violent alcoholics argues that biochemical factors
also may play a role (McKenna et al., 1998).
It is well established that anxiety, panic and depressiverelated symptoms are significantly attenuated by 5-HT agonists,
such as tricyclic antidepressants and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), as well as by MAO-A inhibitors that
also exert an indirect agonist action on serotonergic neurotransmission (for recent reviews, see Wikinski, 2004; Nash and Nutt,
2005; Starcevic, 2006). The fact that ayahuasca preparations
contain alkaloids that inhibit both the serotonin reuptake and
MAO-A suggests that the brew might attenuate emotional states
regulated by the serotoninergic system. The present study investigated this possibility by assessing anxiety, panic and depression
psychometric items in a double-blind protocol in long-term
members of the ayahuasca-using Santo Daime cult.
2. Methodology
2.1. Subjects
Nine healthy volunteers (6 males and 3 females; between
35 and 56 years of age) of the Santo Daime cult community
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Céu do Planalto participated in the study. Eight volunteers had
graduated high school, while one had finished college.
Eligibility criteria included: (1) voluntary participation as
documented through the signing of written informed consent;
(2) long-term use of the brew, as defined by a minimum of ten
years use at a frequency of once every 2 weeks, within the context
of the Santo Daime cult.
Exclusion criteria included: (1) prior history of hypertension, diabetes or cardiac pathology; (2) current treatment with
any of the following drugs: antipsychotics, anxiolytics, antidepressants, mood stabilizers, or appetite suppressants related to
amphetamine; (3) pregnant or breastfeeding women.
No alcoholic beverages or other drugs were consumed 24 h
before the psychometric evaluation, but five of the volunteers
had consumed ayahuasca before data collection, at 22, 20, 18,
16 and 6 h (data not treated differently). Volunteers refrained
from tobacco and caffeine-rich beverages 1 h before the data
collection.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declarations
of Helsinki and Tokyo concerning experimentation on humans,
and was approved by the university’s ethics committee at the
University of Brasilia, Brazil (#059/2005).
2.2. Ayahuasca
We obtained a 2 l standard sample of the brew prepared by
members of the Santo Daime community consisting of the stalks
of Banisteriopsis caapi Spruce ex Grisebach (Malpighiaceae)
combined with the washed leaves of Psychotria viridis Ruı́z et
Pavón (Rubiaceae), boiled and concentrated for several hours.
All the ayahuasca used in the study was from this first sample.
To each liter of ayahuasca were added 70 g of artificial grape
juice (® Fresh, Kraft Foods Brazil S.A.), 3 ml of cherry essence
(® Saborfort, Mix Industry of Food Products LTDA., Brazil)
and 3 ml of saccharin- and cyclamate-based artificial sweetener (® Finn, Boehringer Ingelheim Brazil). This procedure was
designed to disguise the distinctive flavor, odor and color of
ayahuasca in order to blind the volunteers regarding whether
they received ayahuasca or vehicle-control.
The vehicle-control solution consisted of the same admixtures, while mineral water was used instead of ayahuasca. This
solution was used only in the pre-treatment session.
In order to give the control solution the flavor of ayahuasca,
to minimize the probability of solution identification by the participants of the study, 60 ml/l of ayahuasca were added to the
vehicle-control solution used in the experimental sessions. As
the doses used during the study were established in 50 ml, each
individual dose of this ayahuasca-flavored solution contained
approximately 3 ml of ayahuasca.
Solutions were administered in a double-blind manner.
2.3. Chemical analysis
A 500 ml sample of the ayahuasca used in the present
study was assayed for the concentration of relevant alkaloids.
This analysis was performed using gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry (GC/MS) with the following instruments: chro-
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matograph Agilent Technologies 6890N, mass selective detector
(operating at 70 eV) Agilent Technologies 5973-Inert (50040 m/z), automatic injector Agilent Technologies 7683B Series
equipped with a DB-5ms column (0.2 mm × 25 m × 0.33 m).
Initial temperature was 200 ◦ C, while the final was 300 ◦ C. The
ramp rate was 50 ◦ C/min initiated 0 min after the injection of
the sample. Injector temperature was 280 ◦ C. About 0.2 l of
ayahuasca were injected.
2.4. Psychometric instruments
As opposed to the relative lack of physiological measures of
motivation, psychometric research has developed several scales
to evaluate the explicit motivational system. We used three scales
to evaluate anxiety: one to evaluate state, or current, anxiety
(anxiety-state), one to evaluate more persistent traits of anxiety
(anxiety-trait), and one to evaluate panic.
State- and trait-anxiety were measured by the state–traitanxiety inventory (STAI), previously translated and validated for
a Brazilian sample. The STAI quantifies state-anxiety (A-state),
which fluctuates in intensity throughout time. State-anxiety is to
be distinguished from, trait-anxiety (A-trait), characterized by
more persistent nature of one’s reactivity to the environment.
In order to evaluate panic-like related states, the anxiety sensitivity index (ASI-R) was used, a Brazilian version that is still
in the validation phase. The concept of anxiety sensitivity relates
to the fear of feeling anxious; in other words, the belief that the
somatic anxiety symptoms may have disastrous consequences.
A person with high scores in anxiety sensitivity, for example,
will more likely interpret somatic anxiety symptoms such as
palpitations, dizziness, nausea and sweating as indicative of a
highly pathological process, compared to a person that is less
sensitive to these symptoms. Several studies have showed that
this anxiety sensitivity index is closely related to the diagnosis
of panic disorder.
In order to evaluate hopelessness related symptoms the Beck
hopelessness scale (BHS) was used. This instrument is composed of statements regarding thoughts and beliefs about the
future. These items measure three aspects of hopelessness:
pessimism about the future, loss of motivation, and negative
expectations. This hopelessness construct operates in many mental disorders and is highly correlated with measures of clinical
depression and suicidal ideation.
2.5. Study design and experimental procedure
Initially, a general description of the study was made to the
members of the Santo Daime cult, including information about
the objectives of the research and methods to be used.
Volunteers were enrolled through the signing of a written
informed consent. Baseline, pre-treatment, evaluations were
then performed to assess state-anxiety, trait-anxiety, state panic,
and depression, using a ritual developed exclusively for this
study. During this 1 h ceremony the study participants remain
seated chanting religious hymns, and the inactive vehicle-control
solution is administered in a non-blind manner. We designed
this procedure, which is essentially a Santo Daime ceremony
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without active ayahuasca, in order that the participants could
experience the taste, odor and color of the vehicle-control
solution.
The inactive vehicle solution was administered to all participants at the beginning of the ritual. One hour after the
consumption of this solution the questionnaires were distributed
to each participant in a randomized fashion and participants
were then instructed as how to fill out the rating scales. Since
ayahuasca can produce effects in different times from person to
person, this randomized method guarantees more veracity to the
results when the participants are under the effects of ayahuasca
in the experimental sessions, because each questionnaire will
be answered in distinct moments. We chose this 1 h point
after the consumption of the solution because the most intense
effects of ayahuasca occur between 60 and 120 min (Riba et al.,
2001).
The following week the first experimental session took place,
using the same methodology and structure of the pre-treatment
session. However, in this session, five participants took the
full-ayahuasca solution and four took the ayahuasca-flavored
solution in a double-blinded manner. Questionnaires were distributed similarly as in the pre-treatment session, and one of the
authors briefly reminded subjects of the correct procedure to fill
out the questionnaires.
A week later, the second experimental session took place
in which those who had received the full-ayahuasca solution
took the ayahuasca-flavored solution, and those who had consumed the ayahuasca-flavored solution took the full-ayahuasca
solution.

The solutions were in opaque plastic cups in order to further
disguise the appearance of each solution. Each volunteer was
assigned a number by which he or she would know which cup
to take from a table upon which the cups were placed.

2.6. Statistical analysis
The results were initially evaluated by a t-test to verify
an order ingestion effect upon any of the outcome measures.
Then, t-test was also employed to examine any treatment (vehicle × ayahuasca) effect. We required a significance level of
P < 0.05 to be considered statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Chemical analysis
The analysis showed the presence of the beta-carbolines
harmine, tetrahydroharmine (THH), harmaline, harmol, and
N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) (Fig. 1). These findings
are consistent with the data from previous investigations
that found harmine, tetrahydroharmine, harmaline, and N,Ndimethyltryptamine as the mains constituents of ayahuasca
(McKenna et al., 1984; Callaway et al., 1999). Our identification of harmol confirms previous reports of the presence of trace
concentrations of other beta-carbolines in ayahuasca (McKenna
et al., 1998; Riba et al., 2003).

Fig. 1. Chemical analysis by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) of the ayahuasca preparation used in this study.
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Fig. 2. Mean of changing scores from baseline to experimental sessions across the four different test. Participants (n = 9) ingested the vehicle-control solution (ayahuascaflavored solution) or the full-ayahuasca solution. Asterisk (*) indicates a statistically difference between vehicle and ayahuasca treatments with a significance level
of P < 0.05.

3.2. Psychometric measures
t-Test revealed that there was no significant effect of order
of ingestion upon any outcome measures [panic-like related
signs: vehicle (t(7) = 0.24; P = 0.8), ayahuasca (t(7) = 0.46;
P = 0.7); Beck hopelessness scale: vehicle (t(7) = 0.04;
P = 0.9), ayahuasca (t(7) = 1.31; P = 0.1); trait-anxiety: vehicle
(t(7) = 0.91; P = 0.3), ayahuasca (t(7) = 0.47; P = 0.7); stateanxiety: vehicle (t(7) = 1.24; P = 0.1), ayahuasca (t(7) = 0.98;
P = 0.3)]. Therefore data from the first and the second experimental sessions were pooled together. Moreover, statistical
analyses were performed in change values, in which each
score test from baseline was subtracted from those resulting
from vehicle and from those resulting from ayahuasca and
then compare these change scores to each other. A positive
value indicates a reduction in the score whereas a negative
value indicates an increase in the score from baseline to the
experimental session.
Fig. 2 presents the mean change across the four measures.
t-Test revealed a statistical significant change in panic-like
related signs (t(8) = 7.84; P < 0.001) and Beck hopelessness
scale: vehicle (t(8) = 6.20; P < 0.001), but no significant changes
in trait-anxiety (t(8) = 1.01; P = 0.2) or state-anxiety vehicle
(t(8) = 0.64; P = 0.5).
4. Discussion and conclusions
The present study investigated the effects of ayahuasca in
anxiety, hopelessness and panic-like measures through a doubleblind protocol in Santo Daime members. Acute ingestions of
the brew significantly attenuated hopelessness and panic-like
parameters as detected by BHS and ASI-R psychometric scales,
respectively.
In accordance with previously reported studies (McKenna
et al., 1984; Callaway et al., 1999), our sample of ayahuasca
revealed the presence of the beta-carbolines harmine, THH and
harmaline, and the tryptamine N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT).
These chemical constituents are structurally similar to serotonin
(McKenna et al., 1998; Callaway et al., 1999), exhibit great affinity for 5-HT2A/2C receptor subtypes (Smith et al., 1998; Grella
et al., 2003) and exert an indirect agonist action in the seroton-

ergic system. For example, THH selectively inhibits serotonin
reuptake, while also inhibiting MAO-A (McKenna et al., 1998;
Frecska et al., 2004). Harmine and harmaline reversibly inhibit
the MAO-A and thus raise central levels of noradrenalin and
serotonin. Also, it has been further indicated that these betacarbolines preferentially inhibit MAO-A, the form of enzyme in
which serotonin, and presumably other tryptamines, including
DMT, are the preferred substrates in the brain (McKenna et al.,
1984, 1998).
Taking into account this indirect agonist action of ayahusca at
the monaminergic system, including the noradrenergic but preferentially the serotonergic system, we might speculate that the
reduction of BHS and ASI-R psychometric parameters observed
in the present study were mediated at least in part by this mechanism. This suggestion is supported by the fact that the majority of
antidepressant/antipanic drugs also enhance noradrenergic and
serotonergic functions, either inhibiting noradrenalin and serotonin reuptake, such as the tricycle antidepressants, or selectively
inhibiting serotonin reuptake, such as the widely used selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors.
It also is possible that DMT, a 5-HT2A/2C agonist that exerts
an effect similar of serotonin itself (Smith et al., 1998), could
attenuate panic-like parameters since 5-HT2 receptor activation
in the dorsal periaqueductal grey has been associated to an alleviation of panic symptoms (Deakin and Graeff, 1991; Graeff
et al., 1996). However, it is important to note that none of our
volunteers had panic disorders or pathological depression, so
clinical implication of these findings should be analyzed with
caution.
In contrast to significant effect of ayahuasca in the BHS
and ASI-R psychometric scales, the brew did not affect stateand trait-anxiety as assessed by STAI. To this respect, we
must consider that our volunteers, all quite experienced in the
use of ayahuasca, and all long-term members of the Santo
Daime church, may have begun this study with low levels
of anxiety. Thus, there was little room for change in a relatively low-anxiety group, and any putative anxiolytic effect of
ayahuasca would not be apparent when pre-treatment levels were
so low to begin with. Further studies might compare anxiolytic
effects in ayahuasca-naı̈ve volunteers. Besides, the complexity
of ayahuasca’s pharmacology, acting simultaneously upon other
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different neurotransmitter systems, selectively affecting different subtypes of serotoninergic receptors, located throughout the
brain, could also explain the absence of effects of ayahuasca
on state- and trait-anxiety. Some receptors may have anxiogenic
effects, while others could be anxiolytic, neutralizing the action
of one against the others.
Considering that the volunteers, as members of the Santo
Daime cult, believe that participation in the rituals, using
ayahuasca, is helpful, the psychological changes observed in
this study should be interpreted with caution. The acute psychological effects of ayahuasca can include euphoria, visions, new
insights and even mystical experiences, all with potential beneficial effects, especially with people that have organized their
live around the religious ceremonies with the brew.
Nevertheless, even if someone is not a member of a religious
group that use ayahuasca, those profound psychological effects,
mediated somehow by the pharmacology of ayahuasca, might by
their own merit affect the psychological changes described. This
line of reasoning, although considering the extrapharmacological variables, suggests that the brew, as solely a pharmacological
agent, can produce beneficial effects on mood and anxiety.
Although this study investigated acute effects of the brew in
those using it for at least 10 consecutive years, it is worth speculating that these positive effects may be applicable to the larger
population. Many of the commonly prescribed and effective
anxiolytic, anti-panic and antidepressant drugs have the same
mechanisms of action as those of ayahuasca. In addition, the
psychological effects of ayahuasca may have their own set of
beneficial properties.
The possible therapeutic use of substances like ayahuasca
also must take into account extra-pharmacological variables,
usually referred to as set and setting. Set contains the motivation, expectation, and preparation of the individual, as well as his
or her biology and personality. The setting is the environment,
social and interpersonal, within which the person’s experience
takes place; it subsumes, as well, the personalities of the people
administering the compound of interest. From a quality control and experimental consistency point of view, one also must
consider the purity and consistency of the drug itself, and dose
effects.
Careful consideration of these variables and their optimal
management will be necessary to maximize the therapeutic
potential and minimize adverse sequelae associated with hallucinogenic substances (Strassman, 1984; Grof, 2001).
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Abstract
Objectives Ayahuasca is a traditional South American psychoactive beverage and the central sacrament of Brazilianbased religious groups, with followers in Europe and the
United States. The tea contains the psychedelic indole N,
N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and β-carboline alkaloids
with monoamine oxidase-inhibiting properties that render
DMT orally active. DMT interacts with serotonergic
neurotransmission acting as a partial agonist at 5-HT1A
and 5-HT2A/2C receptor sites. Given the role played by
serotonin in the regulation of the sleep/wake cycle, we
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investigated the effects of daytime ayahuasca consumption
in sleep parameters.
Measurements and results Subjective sleep quality, polysomnography (PSG), and spectral analysis were assessed in
a group of 22 healthy male volunteers after the administration of a placebo, an ayahuasca dose equivalent to 1 mg
DMT kg−1 body weight, and 20 mg d-amphetamine, a
proaminergic drug, as a positive control. Results show that
ayahuasca did not induce any subjectively perceived
deterioration of sleep quality or PSG-measured disruptions
of sleep initiation or maintenance, in contrast with damphetamine, which delayed sleep initiation, disrupted
sleep maintenance, induced a predominance of ‘light’ vs
‘deep’ sleep and significantly impaired subjective sleep
quality. PSG analysis also showed that similarly to damphetamine, ayahuasca inhibits rapid eye movement
(REM) sleep, decreasing its duration, both in absolute
values and as a percentage of total sleep time, and shows a
trend increase in its onset latency. Spectral analysis showed
that d-amphetamine and ayahuasca increased power in the
high frequency range, mainly during stage 2. Remarkably,
whereas slow-wave sleep (SWS) power in the first night
cycle, an indicator of sleep pressure, was decreased by
d-amphetamine, ayahuasca enhanced power in this frequency band.
Conclusions Results show that daytime serotonergic
psychedelic drug administration leads to measurable
changes in PSG and sleep power spectrum and suggest an
interaction between these drugs and brain circuits modulating REM and SWS.
Keywords Ayahuasca . d-amphetamine . Polysomnograpy .
Spectral analysis . Subjective evaluations .
Healthy volunteers
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Introduction
Ayahuasca is a psychotropic plant concoction that contains
the psychedelic indole N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and
has mind-modifying properties that have played a central
role in shaping the world view of the indigenous peoples of
the Amazon (Schultes and Hofmann 1987). The tea is
commonly obtained by infusing the stems of the Banisteriopsis caapi liana together with the leaves of the Psychotria
viridis bush, and it is used in traditional medicine and
magico-religious practices (Schultes and Hofmann 1987).
In recent times, several synchretic religions known generically as ‘ayahuasca churches’ have appeared in Brazil,
blending Christian beliefs with the sacramental use of
ayahuasca. These congregations have contributed significantly to the introduction of ayahuasca use to the United
States and Europe. The US Supreme Court recently ruled in
favor of allowing one of these churches, the União do
Vegetal, the religious use of ayahuasca among its members,
a status analogous to that held by the Native American
Church for the use of peyote (Lophophora williamsii).
Research into ayahuasca has shown that the tea
combines the orally labile DMT from P. viridis with
monoamine oxidase (MAO)-inhibiting β-carboline alkaloids (Buckholtz and Boggan 1977b) from B. caapi in a
single preparation. Remarkably, these β-carbolines block
the metabolic breakdown of DMT by the visceral MAO,
allowing its access to systemic circulation (Riba et al.
2003). In the central nervous system, ayahuasca interacts
mainly with serotonergic neurotransmission, with DMT
acting as a partial agonist at the 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A/2C
receptor sites (Deliganis et al. 1991).
In previous studies conducted by our group to characterise the pharmacology of ayahuasca, this tea showed a
psychedelic and stimulatory profile compatible with
5-HT2A agonism and pro-aminergic effects. Self-report
questionnaires demonstrated somatic, perceptual and cognitive modifications, together with increases in positive
mood and activation (Riba et al. 2003). Electroencephalography measures during wakefulness indicated reductions in
slow (delta and theta) and alpha-2 activity (Riba et al. 2002)
and measures of regional cerebral blood flow showed
increased perfusion in paralimbic and frontal brain regions
(Riba et al. 2006).
Sleep disturbances have been described for recreational
drugs acting on serotonergic neurotransmission, such as 3,4
methylenedioxymethamphetamine (Morgan 2000). Serotonin plays a prominent role in the regulation of sleep–wake
cycles. Both the firing of serotonergic neurons in the raphe
nuclei and serotonin release increase during waking,
decrease in non-REM sleep and are absent during the
REM stage (McGinty and Harper 1976). This regulation
mechanism is very complex and involves the interplay of
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several serotonin receptor subtypes, with 5-HT1A agonism
suppressing REM sleep (Driver et al. 1995), 5-HT2A,
5-HT2C antagonism enhancing slow-wave sleep (SWS)
(Landolt et al. 1999) and 5-HT2C agonism decreasing SWS
(Katsuda et al. 1993).
In the present study, we investigated possible sleep
disturbances associated with acute daytime ayahuasca
administration. The sleep effects of daytime ayahuasca
administration were compared vs placebo and vs
d-amphetamine as a positive control. d-Amphetamine
shares with ayahuasca stimulatory properties and an
inhibitory effect on the waking EEG slow activity (delta
and theta) but it lacks the psychedelic effects associated
with serotonergic 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A/2C agonism. Based
on the arousing effects of ayahuasca, we postulated that a
deterioration of sleep initiation, maintenance and subjective quality would be observed, similar to that previously
reported for d-amphetamine (Saletu et al. 1989). However,
given the pharmacological mechanism responsible for the
psychedelic effects of DMT, i.e., 5-HT2A agonism, we also
postulated that ayahuasca would modulate REM and
slow-wave sleep.

Materials and methods
Volunteers
Twenty-two young healthy male volunteers were recruited.
Mean age was 27.1 years (range 20–38), mean weight was
67.6 kg (range 60–85) and mean height was 1.77 m (range
1.60–1.90). Eligibility criteria included prior use of psychedelics on at least ten occasions without sequelae derived
thereof. The most frequently consumed psychedelics were
LSD and psilocybian mushrooms. All volunteers underwent
a structured psychiatric interview (DMS-IV). Exclusion
criteria included current or past history of Axis-I disorders
and alcohol or other substance dependence. A medical
examination and laboratory tests were performed before
study initiation. All participants were screened for sleep
disturbances (Pittsburg sleep quality index < 5). Pre-study
examinations also included drug screening and serological
testing (for hepatitis B and C and HIV). The alcohol, coffee
and cigarette consumption reported in all volunteers was
insufficient to lead to withdrawal symptoms during the 48h period around the experimental session where consumption was not allowed (≤39 g absolute alcohol/day, ≤100 mg
caffeine/day, ≤5 cigarettes/day). No strenuous physical
exercise or naps were allowed in the 24 h before each
experimental session or in the ensuing 24 h. Participants
were requested not to take any medications or illicit drugs
during the study and were asked to keep regular sleep–
wake habits during the fortnight before the study and
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during the study proper. Urine was tested for illicit drug use
on each experimental session.
The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee
and the Spanish Ministry of Health, and was conducted
following the principles stated in the Declaration of
Helsinki and the guidelines of Good Clinical Practice.
All volunteers gave their written informed consent to
participate.
Drugs
The administered drugs were a placebo, 20 mg d-amphetamine and a freeze-dried encapsulated formulation of
ayahuasca equivalent to 1 mg DMT/kg body weight. One
gram of lyophilizate contained: 8.33 mg DMT, 14.13 mg
harmine, 0.96 mg harmaline and 11.36 mg tetrahydroharmine (THH) per gram. The calculated individual dose of
ayahuasca for each volunteer was administered by combining gelatine capsules (00 size) containing 0.5, 0.25 or
0.125 g of lyophilizate. Volunteers received the same
number of capsules on each experimental session.
Study design
The study was conducted according to a randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled, cross-over design and
involved participation in three experimental sessions at
least 1 week apart, plus an adaptation night in the sleep
laboratory. The adaptation night was used to familiarize the
participants with the laboratory and the recording procedures and was held within the 2 weeks before the first
experimental session. Data from this adaptation night were
not included in the statistical analyses. On each of the three
experimental sessions, volunteers arrived in the laboratory
at 7:00 A.M. and had a light breakfast before 10:00 A.M. At
12:00 noon, they received the capsules containing one of
the three treatments and they then remained in the
laboratory until 12:00 the next day. Volunteers were
constantly supervised and they were not allowed to nap.
Sleep recordings were conducted from 11:00 P.M. of the
experimental session until 7:00 A.M. of the next day. Data
from these three nights were subsequently submitted to
statistical analysis. Additionally, to measure pattern and
intensity of the acute subjective effects induced by
ayahuasca during the day, participants responded selfreport questionnaires before and after 4 h of drug
administration (see below).
Subjective effect measures
Self-rated subjective effects were measured by administering Spanish versions of the Hallucinogen Rating Scale or
HRS (Riba et al. 2001) and the Addiction Research Center
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Inventory or ARCI (Lamas et al. 1994). The HRS measures
psychedelic-induced subjective effects and includes six
scales: somaesthesia, reflecting somatic effects; affect,
sensitive to emotional and affective responses; volition,
indicating the volunteer’s capacity to willfully interact with
his/her ‘self’ and/or the environment; cognition, describing
modifications in thought processes or content; perception,
measuring visual, auditory, gustatory and olfactory experiences; and finally intensity, which reflects the strength of
the overall experience. The range of scores for all HRS
scales is 0 to 4. The ARCI consists of five scales or groups:
MBG, morphine-benzedrine group, measuring euphoria and
positive mood; PCAG, pentobarbital-chlorpromazinealcohol group, measuring sedation; LSD, lysergic acid
diethylamide scale, measuring somatic-dysphoric effects;
BG, the benzedrine group, measuring intellectual energy
and efficiency, and the A scale, an empirically derived scale
measuring amphetamine-like effects. The range of scores is
0 to 16 for MBG, −4 to 11 for PCAG, −4 to 10 for LSD, −4
to 9 for BG and 0 to 11 for A. Volunteers answered the
ARCI immediately before drug administration, and 4 h after
drug intake, whereas the HRS was only answered at 4 h
post-administration.
Before statistical analysis, ARCI scores were transformed to differences from pre-administration values. The
transformed ARCI scores and raw HRS scores were
analyzed by means of multivariate and univariate tests as
indicated below.
Recordings and sleep stage classification
Sleep recordings were performed in individual, soundattenuated, temperature-regulated rooms and volunteers
were supervised by qualified technical staff. Volunteers
had dinner by 8.00 P.M. and started sleep procedures. The
total time in bed was fixed at 8 h. The lights were turned off
around 11.00 P.M. and turned on around 7 A.M. the next
morning. In addition, the volunteers completed a self-rating
scale on the subjective quality of sleep and awakening no
later than 15 min after having woken up each morning
(Saletu et al. 1987).
Data were acquired by means of either (1) the Coherence
32E-Deltamed system, or (2) the SleepLab-Aequitron
Medical Recordings system; the same system was used
for each volunteer. Recordings consisted of six EEGchannels (Fp1, Fp2, C3, C4, O1, O2, vs the average of
both mastoids (A1-A2) according to the 10/20 International
System), two electro-oculographic leads (EOG) (right and
left, registered between both external canthi, with a capacity
to detect ocular movements in both directions: horizontal
and vertical), and one chin electromyographic channel
(EMG), consisting of two electrodes placed on the
submentonian muscles, which monitored the muscular tone.
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Three channels were included to monitor the respiratory
function: one for airflow signal (by means of a thermistor
placed in the path of airflow from nose and mouth) and two
channels to record rib cage and abdominal motion (by
calibrated transducers). Finally, two channels (linked
electrodes on the left and right anterior tibialis) were used
to register limb movements. EEG and EOG channels were
filtered to a bandwidth of 0.1–75 Hz with a sensitivity of
10 μV/mm. EMG was filtered to a bandwidth of 10–75 Hz
with a sensitivity of 5 μV/mm. A 50-Hz notch filter was
used to attenuate electrical noise. The electrodes were goldplated. Channels were calibrated before each recording and
the electrode impedance was kept below 10 kΩ.
The sleep recordings were visually scored in a 30-s
epoch resolution according to the traditional standard R&K
criteria (Rechtschaffen and Kales 1968) using the View and
Rate (Cdatentechnik GbR, © 1995–1999 3.02 version)
program. Analysis was performed by two independent sleep
scorers. Discrepancies were solved by a third expert from
the same laboratory. Each scorer was blind to the other
raters’ analysis and treatment received by the participant.
Sleep variables were derived by visual scoring using
standard criteria. Total sleep time (TST) is the amount of
actual sleep time in the total sleep period (TSP); equal to
TSP less wakefulness (stage 0). TSP is the total time
available for sleep during an attempt to sleep and comprises
NREM and REM sleep, as well as wakefulness; in addition
to TST, TSP includes stage 0. The number of awakenings
refers to the arousals to wakefulness during TSP. The sleep
efficiency index (SEI) is the proportion of sleep in the
recorded period, and is calculated by dividing TST by the
total time in bed (TIB) and multiplied by 100. Sleep stages
1, 2, slow-wave sleep (3+4) (SWS) and REM are expressed
in minutes and in percentages of the TST. Movement time
is identified when more than a half of the scoring epoch is
obscured because of movement but the preceding and
subsequent epochs are of sleep. Movement time is
expressed in minutes and in percentage of the TST. Latency
to stages 1, 2 and 3 defines the period of time measured
from lights out to the appearance of sleep stages 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. REM latency is defined as clock time from the
first epoch of stage 2 (followed by ≥8 min sleep in the next
10 min) to the first REM period of at least 3 min. In
addition, the number of NREM and REM periods as well as
the average duration of NREM and REM periods and of
sleep cycles was computed. Consecutive NREM-REM
cycles were defined according to modifications of the
criteria proposed by Feinberg and Floyd (1979). NREM
episodes were defined as starting with stage 2, containing at
least 15 min of stages 2, 3 and 4, and being followed by
REM episodes of at least 5-min duration. No minimal
criterion for the REM duration was applied for the
completion of the first cycle.
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EEG power spectra
Despite its widespread use in visual scoring, the conventional R&K criteria (Rechtschaffen and Kales 1968)
provides insufficient information about the continuity of
sleep stages. All-night spectral analysis is a sensitive
method for documenting pharmacological effects on sleep
EEG (Borbély et al. 1985). It not only detects shifts
between the various sleep stages during the night, but also
takes into account the qualitative alterations of certain
stages (Schlösser et al. 1998). To conduct spectral analysis,
the EEG signal was high-pass (0.3 Hz) and low-pass
(35 Hz) filtered before being converted from analogue to
digital and the sampling frequency was 256 Hz. Power
spectra of 5-s artefact-free epochs, weighted by a Hanning
window, were computed using the Fast Fourier Transform
and matched with the sleep scores. Epochs containing
artefacts caused either by saturation or muscle activity were
automatically identified and eliminated. Mean (±SEM)
artefact-free recordings, in seconds, computed for the
different experimental nights were: 5.245 ± 50.3 after
placebo, 5.335±30.9 after ayahuasca, and 5.024±88.2,
after d-amphetamine, being 91.4, 93.1 and 87.7% of the
corresponding TIB, respectively. Power density values
(C4A1 derivation) were averaged into 0.4 Hz (0.2–
6.0 Hz) and 0.8 Hz (6.2–26.0 Hz) bins. The spectra were
calculated separately for non-REM sleep (NREMS stages:
1, 2, 3 and 4), stage 2 (S2), slow wave activity (SWS:
stages 3 and 4) and REM sleep (REMS).

Dynamics of slow-wave activity, spindle frequency activity
during whole night and delta EOG activity during REM
sleep
Slow-wave activity (SWA) is defined as the power in the
delta band (0.5–4.0 Hz) and spindle frequency activity
(SFA) as the power in the sigma band (11.0–15.0 Hz) for
the C4A1 derivation during whole night sleep. Delta EOG
activity (DEA) is defined as the power in the delta band
(0.5–4.0 Hz) for the EOG channels during REM sleep.
These variables were computed from 5-s artifact-free
epochs. DEA was used as a representative of phasic
REM activity intensity. A moving average estimation of
5-min duration was computed to smooth the signal
throughout the night.
To compensate for the individual differences in the
occurrence and duration of the NREM–REM cycles, a
method derived from that of Aeschbach and Borbély
was used (Aeschbach and Borbély 1993). For SWA and
SFA, each NREM period of unequal length was subdivided into 24 equal parts, and each REM period into
four equal parts. They were then averaged across subjects.
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For DEA, each REM period of unequal length was
subdivided into 24 equal parts and averaged across
subjects. Changes in the three dynamic activities were
evaluated on the raw data by calculating areas under the
curve (AUC) in each cycle.

Sleep and awakening quality self-rating scale
A Spanish version of the ‘Self-assessment Scale for
Sleep and Awakening Quality (SSA)’ (Saletu et al.
1987) was used. The SSA consists of 20 items grouped in
three categories: (1) SSA-1 (seven items), which evaluates
subjective sleep quality; (2) SSA-2 (eight items), evaluating subjective awakening quality; and (3) SSA-3 (five
items), evaluating the presence of somatic complaints.
Responses are coded according to an ordinal scale with
four possibilities (not at all, slightly, moderately and
extremely). In the coding process, the values 1, 2, 3 or 4
are assigned in such a way that a higher score means a
worse subjective quality, with the theoretical score ranging
from: 20–80 for the global scale (SSA), 7–28 for SSA-1,
8–32 for SSA-2 and 5–20 for SSA-3. Furthermore, the
questionnaire presents five additional open questions
related to different moments of the night, from which
subjective sleep latency (SSL) and subjective sleep
efficiency (SSE) are calculated.

Statistical analysis
To decrease the risk of type I error, PSG variables were
grouped in three different clusters comprising: (1) sleep
initiation and maintenance variables; (2) sleep architecture
variables; and (3) NREM–REM period variables. SSA
variables were grouped in a fourth cluster. Each cluster and
a subjective effect measures cluster obtained from the selfreport questionnaires (HRS and ARCI combined) were
subjected to a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).
Within each cluster, the MANOVA yielded the result of a
general linear model with one within-subject factor (treatment: three levels) for each variable. Greenhouse-Geisser ɛ
correction was used. Pairwise comparisons were conducted
by means of repeated measures t tests corrected for multiple
comparisons (Sidak).
To assess the effects on EEG power spectra at the
different sleep stages and on the AUCs of its dynamics,
repeated measures t tests were applied to each frequency
bin or AUC, respectively, comparing placebo with each
active treatment.
Differences were considered significant when the probability of type I error was less than 0.05 (two-sided).
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Results
Final study population
Because of technical problems during the acquisition phase
(electrode failure at some time point during the sleep
recording), the data from four subjects had to be excluded
from the analysis, leaving a final sample of 18 with a
complete set of PSG recordings. No significant differences
in demographic characteristics were observed between the
initial and the final sample. All 18 participants completed
the trial and were compliant with the study protocol, and all
active treatments were well tolerated.
Subjective effect measures
Significant results were observed for subjective effects as
measured by self-report questionnaires (Pillai’s trace: 1.45;
F=5.98, df=22, 50; p<0.001). Results for the individual
subscales are shown in Table 1.
PSG variables
Sleep initiation and maintenance
Significant results were observed for sleep initiation and
maintenance variables (Pillai’s trace: 1.14; F=3.10, df=20,
52; p=0.001). Significant results were observed for all
sleep latencies. d-Amphetamine induced significant
increases in latencies to stage 1, stage 2, and REM
compared to placebo and to ayahuasca. Additionally, it
showed a trend to increase stage 3 latency. In contrast,
ayahuasca only showed a tendency to increase REM
latency compared to placebo (Table 2).
Sleep maintenance variables also showed significant
results. d-Amphetamine induced significant decreases in
TSP, TST and SEI and significant increases in stage 0, total
wake time and awakenings/TSP as compared to either
placebo or ayahuasca. Ayahuasca did not differ from
placebo in any of these variables (Table 2).
Sleep architecture
Significant results were observed for sleep architecture
variables (Pillai’s trace: 1.28; F = 4.60, df = 20, 52;
p<0.001). Duration of all sleep stages showed significant
effects except for SWS in percentage of TST and
movement time (in minutes and percentage of TST).
Compared to placebo and ayahuasca, d-amphetamine
induced significant decreases in REM as measured in
minutes or as percentage of TST. Significant decreases in
SWS and significant increases in stage 1 sleep were also
seen after d-amphetamine but only when the former was
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Table 1 Acute subjective effects induced by placebo, ayahuasca 1 mg DMT/kg and d-amphetamine 20 mg
Placebo

HRS
Somaesthesia
Affect
Perception
Cognition
Volition
Intensity
ARCI
A
BG
MBG
PCAG
LSD

0.03
0.33
0.01
0.02
0.78
0.06

(0.07)
(0.19)
(0.04)
(0.07)
(0.63)
(0.16)

0.11 (1.18)
0.33 (1.19)
0.06 (1.86)
−0.89 (3.83)
0.06 (1.39)

Ayahuasca

1.36
1.43
1.61
1.45
1.77
2.25

d-Amphetamine

(0.73)
(0.60)
(0.89)
(1.07)
(0.69)
(0.97)

0.56
0.72
0.12
0.34
0.88
1.10

3.06 (1.59)
−0.17 (1.95)
3.11 (3.68)
0.06 (3.28)
4.61 (2.59)

(0.44)
(0.33)
(0.17)
(0.35)
(0.39)
(0.79)

2.22 (1.93)
2.83 (2.77)
3.33 (2.74)
−3.72 (3.32)
2.50 (1.62)

GLM (p values)

Adjusted for multiple paired comparisons: Sidak
PLA:AYA

PLA:AMP

AYA:AMP

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
**
***

<0.001
<0.001
0.008
0.007
<0.001

***
*

**
**
**

***

**

**
***

**
*
*

Means (SD) of the scores obtained for the HRS and ARCI questionnaires subscales (n=18), and results of the statistical analysis performed.
PLA placebo, AYA ayahuasca, AMP d-amphetamine, A amphetamine, BG benzedrine group, MBG morphine–benzedrine group, PCAG
pentobarbital–chlorpromazine–alcohol group, LSD lysergic acid diethylamide scale
*p<0.05
**p<0.01
***p<0.001

measured in minutes and the latter in percentage. In
addition, d-amphetamine produced significant effects on
stage 2. An increase was found when measured in minutes,
but when expressed as percentage, this difference was only
observed in relation to placebo. Ayahuasca’s significant
effects as compared to placebo consisted in decreases in
REM (in minutes and percentage of TST). A tendency to
increase stage 2 (in minutes and percentage of TST) was
also observed (Table 3).

NREM–REM periods
Significant results were observed for NREM–REM period
variables (Pillai’s trace: 0.89; F = 4.97, df = 10, 62;
p<0.001). The number of NREM and REM periods as
well as the average duration of NREM periods and sleep
cycles showed significant differences between treatments.
Both active compounds, d-amphetamine and ayahuasca,
decreased the number of periods and increased the duration

Table 2 Sleep initiation and maintenance after daytime administration of ayahuasca 1 mg DMT/kg and d-amphetamine 20 mg
Placebo

Ayahuasca

d-Amphetamine

GLM (p values)

Adjusted for multiple paired
comparisons: Sidak
PLA:AYA

Latency to stage 1 (minutes)
Latency to stage 2 (minutes)
Latency to stage 3 (minutes)
REM latency (minutes)
Total sleep period (minutes)
Total sleep time (minutes)
Sleep efficiency (%)
Wake (minutes)
Stage 0 (minutes)
Awakenings/TSP

19.39±5.01
21.58±5.30
21.86±4.00
92.44±8.65
458.72±5.35
444.67±6.48
92.52±1.37
19.67±5.05
13.72±3.30
3.01±0.73

13.78±2.64
16.97±3.38
17.11±2.00
113.72±10.55
463.56±2.95
450.14±3.99
93.87±0.83
14.42±2.79
13.03±2.70
2.81±0.59

Mean±SEM (n=18)
PLA Placebo, AYA ayahuasca, AMP d-amphetamine
*p<0.10
**p<0.01
***p<0.001

91.42±16.51
109.29±19.82
62.89±18.93
210.27±18.91
361.06±22.22
297.97±24.05
61.94±4.98
116.58±21.79
62.94±13.01
18.48±4.12

<0.001
<0.001
0.035
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001

*

PLA:AMP

AYA:AMP

***
***

***
***
*
**
***
***
***
***
***
**

***
***
***
***
***
**
**
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Table 3 Sleep architecture after daytime administration of ayahuasca 1 mg DMT/kg and d-amphetamine 20 mg
Placebo

Stage 1 (minutes)
Stage 1 (%)
Stage 2 (minutes)
Stage 2 (%)
SWS (minutes)
SWS (%)
REM (minutes)
REM (%)
Movement time (minutes)
Movement time (%)

15.44±2.48
3.48±0.57
239.58±9.22
53.71±1.64
86.03±3.88
19.40±0.93
98.28±4.57
22.19±1.08
5.81±0.94
1.32±0.21

Ayahuasca

14.44±2.61
3.25±0.61
261.83±8.37
58.09±1.68
83.94±6.06
18.67±1.37
82.42±4.14
18.32±0.93
4.61±0.68
1.02±0.15

d-Amphetamine

21.53±3.54
8.08±1.33
180.39±17.60
59.77±2.39
58.50±5.51
20.50±1.88
33.42±5.48
10.21±1.63
4.14±0.82
1.44±0.28

GLM (p values)

0.024
<0.001
<0.001
0.015
<0.001
0.572
<0.001
<0.001
0.061
0.095

Adjusted for multiple paired comparisons:
Sidak
PLA:AYA

PLA:AMP

*
*

****
***
**
***

***
***

****
****

AYA:AMP
*
****
****
****
****
****

All percentages are expressed relative to total sleep time (TST). Mean±SEM (n=18).
PLA Placebo, AYA ayahuasca, AMP d-amphetamine
*p<0.10
**p<0.05
***p<0.01
****p<0.001

of NREM periods and sleep cycles as compared to placebo.
However, d-amphetamine’s effects were significantly larger
than those obtained after ayahuasca (Table 4).
Spectral analysis
EEG power spectra
The mean all-night power spectra are presented in Fig. 1.
The values for nights after an active treatment are expressed
as a percentage of the placebo night.

The NREM power spectrum showed differences as a
function of the active compound. Compared to placebo,
values were significantly higher after d-amphetamine in the
high-frequency range (frequencies higher than 15 Hz), while
after ayahuasca, significantly higher values were limited to
the 15–20 Hz frequency band. The spectrum in stage 2 was
very similar to that of NREM, but the SWA spectrum
showed no significant differences between placebo and the
active compounds. In REM, power density was significantly
reduced in comparison to placebo after d-amphetamine in the
2.4–2.8 and 5.6–8.4 Hz frequency ranges.

Table 4 NREM-REM periods after daytime administration of ayahuasca 1 mg DMT/kg and d-amphetamine 20 mg
Placebo

Number NREM periods
Number REM periods
Average duration NREM
periods (minutes)
Average duration REM
periods (minutes)
Average duration sleep
cycles (minutes)

Ayahuasca

d-Amphetamine

GLM (p values)

4.06±0.17
4.06±0.17
82.20±4.13

3.61±0.14
3.61±0.14
95.34±3.84

1.72±0.18
1.56±0.23
146.51±13.18

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

26.46±1.39

29.64±3.44

19.94±3.30

0.051

110.92±4.28

123.12±4.10

210.23±18.92

<0.001

Mean±SEM (n=18)
PLA Placebo, AYA ayahuasca, AMP d-amphetamine
*p<0.05
**p<0.01
***p<0.001

Adjusted for multiple
paired comparisons: Sidak
PLA:AYA

PLA:AMP

AYA:AMP

*
*
**

***
***
***

***
***
**

*

***

***
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Fig. 1 EEG power density
(C4A1-derivation) in non-REM
sleep (stages 1, 2, 3 and 4) stage
2 (S2), slow-wave sleep (stages
3 and 4) and REM sleep after
daytime administration of ayahuasca 1 mg DMT/kg and damphetamine 20 mg. For each
frequency bin (n=18), means
are expressed as a percentage of
the corresponding value after
placebo (horizontal dashed lines
at 0%). Asterisks at the bottom
of the panels indicate frequency
bins which differ significantly
from placebo (p<0.05, t test for
repeated measures)

Dynamics of slow-wave activity

Dynamics of spindle frequency activity

On all nights, either after placebo or active drugs, SWA was
higher in NREM episodes and lower in REM episodes, and
a declining trend was observed over consecutive NREM
episodes. The dynamics of SWA throughout the night after
all experimental interventions is presented in Fig. 2. A
significant reduction in SWA after d-amphetamine relative
to placebo was obtained in the first cycle (t=2.41, df=14,
p=0.030). On the contrary, a trend to increase SWA
between ayahuasca and placebo in the first cycle was also
evidenced (t=1.82, df=17, p=0.086).
As it has been shown that the delta power in a cycle
is dependent on the number of cycles in that night
(Preud’homme et al. 2000), it has been proposed that to
avoid a potential bias, cycle-by-cycle comparisons should
be conducted on nights with the same number of cycles. As
the number of sleep cycles was significantly affected by the
active treatments, a reanalysis was performed incorporating
only those volunteers who showed the same number of
cycles after all three treatments. No such analysis could be
performed after d-amphetamine as all subjects had a lower
number of cycles in relation to placebo. However, eight
subjects presented the same number of cycles after
ayahuasca and placebo. In this subgroup of volunteers,
SWA showed a significant increase in activity after
ayahuasca as compared to placebo. This increase was
clearly circumscribed to the first cycle (t=2.78, df=7,
p=0.027).

The typical pattern of SFA with low values in REM
episodes, and a higher level, U-shaped pattern (with lowest
values coinciding with highest values of SWA) in NREM
episodes, was observed after all three treatments. No
significant changes were observed in the amount of SFA
between any active treatment and placebo (Fig. 2).
Dynamics of slow activity in EOG channels (DEA) during
REM sleep
Slow activity in EOG channels during REM sleep did not
show any significant changes when comparing the night
after placebo with the nights after active compounds.
Subjective sleep and awakening quality
Significant results were observed for subjective sleep and
awakening quality variables (Pillai’s trace: 0.81; F=4.21,
df=10, 62; p<0.001). No significant treatment effects
were observed for somatic complaints. However, after
d-amphetamine, there was a significant impairment of the
global score and the subjective sleep quality score in
comparison to placebo and ayahuasca. Significant effects
were also obtained in subjective sleep latency and subjective sleep efficiency. d-Amphetamine induced an increase
of the former and a decrease of the latter in comparison to
placebo and ayahuasca (Table 5).
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Fig. 2 Time course of EEG slow-wave activity (SWA, 0.5–4.0 Hz
range; C4-A1-derivation) and spindle frequency activity (SFA, 11.0–
15.0 Hz range; C4-A1-derivation) plotted after daytime administration
of ayahuasca 1 mg DMT/kg and d-amphetamine 20 mg (continuous
curves) against placebo (dashed curves). For each subject, individual
NREM episodes were subdivided into 20 equal time bins. Data were
averaged across subjects (n=18, for ayahuasca and n=14 for damphetamine) and plotted against the mean timing of NREM sleep.

Dashed vertical lines delimit NREM episodes. Triangles indicate
significant AUC increases or decreases in relation to placebo for a
given NREM episode. Ayahuasca showed a trend increase in the first
NREM episode (t test for repeated measures: p=0.086; upper left
panel), which became significant (p=0.027) when the analysis was
performed with only those volunteers who showed the same number of
cycles after ayahuasca and placebo (n=8; middle panel)

Table 5 Subjective sleep and awakening quality after daytime administration of ayahuasca 1 mg DMT/kg and d-amphetamine 20 mg
Placebo

Ayahuasca

d-Amphetamine

GLM (p values)

Adjusted for multiple paired comparisons: Sidak
PLA:AYA

SSA-T
SSA-1
SSA-2
SSA-3
SSL (minutes)
SSE (minutes)

34.67±1.22
13.89±0.64
15.28±0.76
5.50±0.20
31.56±5.80
85.64±3.02

33.72±1.02
14.28±0.73
13.94±0.50
5.50±0.23
37.33±7.52
85.43±2.52

41.44±1.60
19.67±0.85
16.11±0.85
5.67±0.24
115.22±18.19
59.25±5.64

<0.001
<0.001
0.047
0.715
<0.001
<0.001

PLA:AMP

AYA:AMP

**
**

*
**

*
**

*
**

Mean±SEM (n=18)
SSA Self-assessment scale for sleep and awakening quality: T=total score, 1 subjective sleep quality, 2 subjective awakening quality, 3 somatic
complains; SSL subjective sleep latency, SSE subjective sleep efficiency, PLA placebo, AYA ayahuasca, AMP d-amphetamine
*p<0.01
**p<0.001
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Discussion
Daytime drug administration in the present study caused
significant psychotropic effects as measured by self-report
questionnaires. d-Amphetamine showed a pattern typical of
the psychostimulants with high scores in the ARCI-A,
ARCI-BG and ARCI-MBG subscales (Martin et al. 1971).
Similarly, ayahuasca showed significant effects in the
ARCI-A and ARCI-MBG subscales, which measure
amphetamine-like stimulatory effects and euphoria, respectively, but not in the ARCI-BG which measures intellectual
efficiency. Both drugs induced somatic–dysphoric effects as
measured by the ARCI-LSD scale. The most relevant
differences between the two drugs were the significant
increases in the HRS-perception and HRS-volition subscales observed for ayahuasca only and which reflect
modifications in perception and increased impairment,
respectively. The overall pattern of subjective effects
induced by ayahuasca replicates results found by our group
in a previous study (Riba et al. 2003).
Regarding sleep measures, d-amphetamine caused a
clear deterioration of subjective sleep quality and objective
sleep measures, delaying sleep initiation, disrupting sleep
maintenance, increasing light sleep, and decreasing the
duration of REM sleep and the number of non-REM and
REM cycles. These effects are in line with the welldocumented effects of amphetamine on sleep. This compound and its derivatives suppress REM sleep, and as the
doses rise, vigilance is increased and sleep continuity is
disturbed (Saletu et al. 1989).
Ayahuasca, on the other hand, did not induce a
deterioration of sleep, and no significant effects on sleep
initiation or maintenance variables were evidenced. However, like d-amphetamine, ayahuasca increased stage 2,
decreased REM stage duration and showed a trend to
increase REM latency. Furthermore, we observed decreases
in the number of non-REM and REM periods and increases
in the average duration of non-REM periods and sleep
cycles, but these were of less magnitude than after
d-amphetamine. Also in contrast with d-amphetamine, no
subjectively measured deterioration was observed compared to placebo.
As evidenced by results in the present and prior (Riba et
al. 2003) studies, psychedelics have the capacity to induce
increases in activation that can be measured by self-report
questionnaires and by EEG (Riba et al. 2002). We had thus
postulated that both ayahuasca and d-amphetamine would
impair sleep initiation and maintenance variables and would
suppress REM. The mentioned trend to increase REM
latency and the significant decrease in duration were in fact
the only common effects observed by means of PSG. In this
respect, it is worth mentioning that Gouzoulis et al. (1992)
reported the complete suppression of REM after the
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nighttime administration of MDE, a compound with a
chemical structure related to both amphetamines and
psychedelic phenylethylamines.
To our knowledge, the sleep effects of pharmacologically closer compounds, i.e., the classical serotonergic psychedelics, have been studied in very few reports, most of
which were published in the 1960s. Muzio et al. (1966)
administered LSD in doses ranging from 0.08 to 73 μg/kg
to 12 volunteers on a total of 36 nights and compared the
data obtained with that from 69 control nights in the same
subjects. The drug was administered orally just before sleep
or after 1 h of sleep. These authors found LSD increased
the duration of the first or second REM period. They also
observed that when an abnormal excess of REM sleep had
been induced early in the night there was a below-normal
amount of REM sleep during the second half of the night
(a kind of reverse ‘rebound’ within the same night). This
acute facilitation of the REM stage in humans was also
reported by Green (1965) and by Torda (1968). Such
findings clearly differ from those obtained in the present
study. However, in the mentioned studies, LSD-induced
REM increases were always observed after the immediate
administration of the compound, whereas in our study
ayahuasca was administered at 12:00 noon. Given the
complex chemical nature of ayahuasca, other alkaloids
besides DMT may have played a role in the effects
observed on REM. While harmine, an abundant and
pharmacologically potent β-carboline, appears to undergo
an intense first-pass metabolization, substantial levels of
THH can be measured in plasma after oral ayahuasca (Riba
et al. 2003). THH is a weaker MAO inhibitor than harmine
but a stronger serotonin reuptake inhibitor (Buckholtz and
Boggan 1977a, b). Reversible MAO inhibitors such as
moclobemide (Blois and Gaillard 1990) and selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI), such as paroxetine
(Hicks et al. 2002), have all been mainly characterized by
their ability to decrease REM sleep and to increase stage 2.
It is interesting to note that the sleep effects after SSRIs
have been reported to be more evident after morning than
after evening drug administration (Barbanoj et al. 2005).
Despite the presence of MAOIs and SSRIs in ayahuasca, its acute pharmacological effects in humans are those
of the classical serotonergic psychedelics acting at the
5-HT1A and 5-HT2A/C sites. The role of these receptors in
sleep physiology has been the subject of many studies over
the last 40 years. The electrical activity of raphe neurons
and the release of 5-HT are increased during waking and
decreased during sleep (McGinty and Harper 1976). The
available evidence indicates a role for 5-HT1A receptors on
REM sleep regulation and for 5-HT2A/C receptors in SWS
regulation. Thus, selective activation of somatodendritic
5-HT1A receptors in the dorsal raphe induces an increase of
REM sleep, although activation of the postsynaptic 5-HT1A
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receptors at the level of cholinergic neurons located in
tegmentum nuclei decreases REM sleep occurrence
(reviewed in Monti and Monti (2000)). 5-HT1A agonists
have been shown to suppress REM sleep (Driver et al.
1995; Gillin et al. 1994). Regarding SWS, drugs antagonising 5-HT2A or 5-HT2C demonstrate an enhancing effect on
SWS (Landolt et al. 1999; Sharpley et al. 1994), whereas
5-HT2C agonists appear to lower SWS (Katsuda et al. 1993).
Spectral analysis showed that d-amphetamine leads to
increases in power in the high-frequency range (higher than
15 Hz), an effect mainly observed during stage 2. In
addition, the amount of SWA in the first night cycle was
also reduced. To our knowledge, there are no published
data on d-amphetamine effects on night EEG power
spectra. However, the above effects could be expected if
we take into account the alerting pattern associated with the
morning intake of the d-amphetamine. The first effect
would be related to the vigilance promoting effects
associated to increases in power in the higher frequencies
(Coull 1998). The second effect would be related to
attenuation of sleep propensity associated with wakefulness
(Johns 2002). Similar EEG power spectra changes have
been reported after caffeine 200 mg intake in the morning
(Landolt et al. 1995).
Ayahuasca also showed increases in power in the high
frequencies, although these were limited to the 15–20
frequency range. In contrast with d-amphetamine, an
increase in slow-wave power was observed in the first
night cycle. This finding was unexpected, given the SWS
decreasing effects that have been associated with 5-HT2
agonism (Katsuda et al. 1993). From a neurochemical
perspective, these results could be explained by the agonist
properties of DMT at the 5-HT1A sites (Seifritz et al. 1996)
or through a functional desensitization of the 5-HT2
(Saucier et al. 1998). Activation of 5-HT1A receptors seems
to result in a decrease of neural activity at 5-HT2 sites. This
might be because of either activation of presynaptic
autoreceptors within the dorsal raphe nucleus leading to a
decrease of activity at postsynaptic projection sites
(Sprouse and Aghajanian 1987) and/or activation of
postsynaptic 5-HT 1A receptors which would exert a
modulatory inhibition of 5-HT2 receptors (Araneda and
Andrade 1991). An alternative explanation is that after the
acute effects of ayahuasca, ‘sleep pressure’ is increased.
The increases observed in SWS are typical of certain
situations. After sleep deprivation, SWS activity increases
are observed limited to the first night cycle (Borbély et al.
1981). Similarly, according to a recent meta-analysis
(Driver and Taylor 2000), physical exercise has also been
found to induce increases in SWS, reductions in REM and
increases in REM latency. The changes observed in SWS
could reflect a reaction to the physical and mental stress
induced by the drug, as tiredness is frequent after
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ayahuasca and cortisol levels are augmented in the course
of the experience (Callaway et al. 1999).
In summary, the present results did not evidence a
deterioration of sleep quality after daytime consumption of
ayahuasca. Sleep architecture showed ayahuasca to inhibit
REM and spectral analysis demonstrated increases in slowwave activity in the first night cycle. Results suggest an
interaction between serotonergic psychedelics and brain
circuits modulating REM and SWS.
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Abstract
Rationale Ayahuasca is an Amazonian tea containing the
natural psychedelic 5-HT2A/2C/1A agonist N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT). It is used in ceremonial contexts for
its visionary properties. The human pharmacology of
ayahuasca has been well characterized following its
administration in single doses.
Objectives To evaluate the human pharmacology of ayahuasca in repeated doses and assess the potential occurrence of
acute tolerance or sensitization.

Methods In a double-blind, crossover, placebo-controlled
clinical trial, nine experienced psychedelic drug users received
PO the two following treatment combinations at least 1 week
apart: (a) a lactose placebo and then, 4 h later, an ayahuasca
dose; and (b) two ayahuasca doses 4 h apart. All ayahuasca
doses were freeze-dried Amazonian-sourced tea encapsulated
to a standardized 0.75 mg DMT/kg bodyweight. Subjective,
neurophysiological, cardiovascular, autonomic, neuroendocrine, and cell immunity measures were obtained before and at
regular time intervals until 12 h after first dose administration.
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Results DMT plasma concentrations, scores in subjective
and neurophysiological variables, and serum prolactin and
cortisol were significantly higher after two consecutive
doses. When effects were standardized by plasma DMT
concentrations, no differences were observed for subjective,
neurophysiological, autonomic, or immunological effects.
However, we observed a trend to reduced systolic blood
pressure and heart rate, and a significant decrease for
growth hormone (GH) after the second ayahuasca dose.
Conclusions Whereas there was no clear-cut tolerance or
sensitization in the psychological sphere or most physiological variables, a trend to lower cardiovascular activation
was observed, together with significant tolerance to GH
secretion.
Keywords Ayahuasca . Psychedelics . Repeated dose
administration . Tolerance

been studied in a clinical trial. Laboratory information
regarding possible increased toxicity after repeated administration is thus lacking. Furthermore, studying the pharmacology of ayahuasca administered in repeated doses is of
interest from a basic science perspective. DMT appears to
be different from other serotonergic psychedelics such as
LSD, mescaline, and psilocybin, in terms of its toleranceinducing capacity. While tolerance development to LSD
was described over 50 years ago (Isbell et al. 1956),
tolerance to DMT has not been conclusively demonstrated
either in animals (Cole and Pieper 1973; Gillin et al. 1973;
Kovacic and Domino 1976) or in humans (Gillin et al.
1976; Strassman et al. 1996).
In this present work, we studied the pharmacology of
two consecutive doses of ayahuasca on subjective, physiological, and neurophysiological variables and assessed for
potential acute tolerance or sensitization.

Introduction

Materials and methods

Ayahuasca is a psychoactive tea that was originally used for
its visionary properties in shamanic, religious, and medicinal contexts in the Amazon but is now used worldwide in
ceremonial and lay contexts (Tupper 2008). The tea is
prepared from Banisteriopsis caapi, its key botanical
ingredient, plus several other plants, typically Psychotria
viridis (see, for a review, Riba 2003). Chemical analyses
have shown that the main components of ayahuasca are
alkaloids with β-carboline structure (harmine, harmaline,
and tetrahydroharmine (THH)) from B. caapi plus N,Ndimethyltryptamine (DMT; Yritia et al. 2002; Riba 2003)
from P. viridis. The monoamine-oxidase-inhibiting properties of the β-carbolines block the metabolic degradation of
DMT, an orally labile psychedelic 5-HT2A/2C/1A receptor
agonist (Smith et al. 1998; Riba 2003), and allow its access
to systemic circulation after ayahuasca ingestion (McKenna
et al. 1984; Riba 2003). In recent years, ayahuasca has been
the object of various biomedical studies that have assessed
its pharmacological profile in humans. Its effects when
administered in single doses are well characterized. In a
clinical research setting, it has been found to induce
transient perceptual, cognitive, and affective modifications
typical of the psychedelics, plus physiological effects that
include elevations in diastolic blood pressure, cortisol and
prolactin and lymphocyte redistribution, and electroencephalographic changes (Riba et al. 2002; 2003; Santos et al., in
press). Ayahuasca is relatively well tolerated in healthy
volunteers. The most commonly reported unpleasant effects
are nausea and physical discomfort (Riba et al. 2001a).
In the context of the ceremonial use of ayahuasca, it is a
common practice to drink several doses in each session, but
the pharmacology of the drug in repeated doses has not yet

Volunteers
A total of 17 volunteers (all male) with experience in
psychedelic drug use were recruited. Eligibility criteria
required prior use of psychedelics on at least ten occasions
without sequelae derived thereof, i.e., psychedelic-related
disorders as described in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV;
American Psychiatric Association, 1994). A physician
conducted a physical examination, ECG, and standard
laboratory tests in all volunteers, confirming their good
health. Prior to physical examination, volunteers were
interviewed by a clinical psychologist (Spanish version of
the Structured Interview for DSM-IV [SCID]; First et al.
1999). We excluded any volunteers who had a present or
past history of Axis-I disorders (including alcohol or other
substance dependence) and any who had parents or siblings
with a present or past history of psychotic disorders. The
study was conducted in accordance with the Declarations of
Helsinki and Tokyo concerning experimentation on humans
and was approved by the hospital ethics committee and the
Spanish Ministry of Health. The volunteers received
detailed information on the nature of ayahuasca and the
general psychological effects of psychedelics and their
possible adverse effects as reported in the psychiatric
literature. All volunteers gave their written informed
consent to participate.
Drug
Ayahuasca was not administered in liquid form but as a
freeze-dried encapsulated formulation. Based on previous
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studies by our group (Riba et al. 2001a; 2003), the dose of
ayahuasca administered was equivalent to 0.75 mg DMT/kg
body weight. Lactose capsules were used as a placebo.
Study design
Volunteers participated in three experimental sessions at
least 1 week apart. Each experimental session involved two
administrations separated by 4 h. In the first experimental
session, all participants received the treatment pair placebo–
placebo in an open-label fashion. This first session was
intended to familiarize the volunteers with the study setting
and to minimize the stress associated with the experimental
interventions.
Volunteers were informed that, in sessions 2 and 3, they
would randomly receive any of the following treatment
pairs: placebo–placebo, placebo–ayahuasca, ayahuasca–
placebo, or ayahuasca–ayahuasca. In fact, only two of the
four combinations were administered: placebo–ayahuasca
and ayahuasca–ayahuasca. Treatment pairs were administered in a double-blind fashion. The designation and order
of administration for each of the four individual treatments
was as follows: (a) for the placebo–ayahuasca pair: at zero
hours, the treatment denominated placebo and at 4 h an
ayahuasca treatment, designated here as Aya0; and (b) for
the ayahuasca–ayahuasca pair: at zero hours, an ayahuasca
treatment, designated here Aya1, and, at 4 h, an ayahuasca
dose, designated here Aya2.
This approach was chosen to reduce the number of times
volunteers were exposed to ayahuasca from four to three.
Since Aya0 and Aya2 were administered in the afternoon
and Aya1 in the morning, Aya1 is not comparable with the
other two treatments due to circadian changes and to the
influence of the light meal served to the participants before
administration of Aya0 and Aya2. Consequently, values for
Aya1 are shown for illustrative purposes in the figures in the
results section, but they were excluded from the statistical
analyses and are omitted from the tables. To test whether a
single repeated dose administration of ayahuasca leads to
higher absolute effects and acute tolerance or sensitization,
Aya0 was compared vs. Aya2. Comparisons vs. the placebo
administered in the placebo–ayahuasca pair were merely
conducted to confirm that Aya0 and Aya2 were active (see
the statistical analyses explanation below).
Volunteers were requested to abstain from any medication or illicit drug use in the 2 weeks before the
experimental sessions and until after the study was
completed. Volunteers also were requested to abstain from
alcohol, tobacco, and caffeinated drinks in the 24 h before
each experimental day. Urinalysis for alcohol and illicit
drug use was performed on each experimental day. Urine
samples were tested for alcohol, benzodiazepines, cannabis,
amphetamine, opiates, and cocaine using automated homo-

geneous enzyme immunoassays (Multigent, Architect
C16000 System, Abbott Diagnostics, Abbott Laboratories,
Abbott Park, IL, USA). Participants arrived at 7:00 AM
under fasting conditions of at least 10 h and had a light
breakfast before 10:00 AM. The first treatment was administered at approximately 11:00 AM and the second at 15:00
PM after a light meal. Throughout the experimental session,
the volunteers remained seated in a comfortable reclining
chair in a quiet, dimly lit room. Volunteers remained
overnight in the laboratory and were discharged at 15:00
PM the following day.
Measurements
Subjective ratings
The subjective effects elicited by ayahuasca were measured
by means of visual analog scales (VAS) and self-report
questionnaires including the Hallucinogen Rating Scale
(HRS) and the Addiction Research Center Inventory
(ARCI).
VAS were 100-mm horizontal lines anchored with the
words “Not at all” and “Extreme” with the following labels:
“any effect,” indicating any physical or psychological
modification that the volunteer attributed to the administered drug; “good effects,” indicating any effect, physical or
psychological, the volunteer valued as good; “bad effects,”
indicating any effect the volunteer valued as bad; “visual
effects,” indicating modifications in visual perception,
including any variations in object shape, brightness, or
color and any illusion, abstract or elaborate, seen with eyes
either closed or open; “auditory effects,” indicating modifications in auditory perception; “dizzy,” indicating nearsyncope or lightheadedness; “liking,” reflecting that the
volunteer liked the effects of the administered substance;
“stimulated,” indicating any increases in thought speed and/
or content, or any increases in associations and/or insights;
and “high,” which reflected any positive psychological
effect the volunteer attributed to the drug. The volunteers
were requested to answer the VAS immediately before
(baseline) and at 15, 30, 45 min, and 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4,
4.25, 4.5, 4.75, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 10, and 12 h after
administration of the first treatment.
The HRS includes six subscales: Somaesthesia, reflecting somatic effects; Affect, reflecting emotional and
affective responses; Volition, indicating the volunteer’s
capacity to willfully interact with his/her “self” and/or the
environment; Cognition, describing modifications in
thought processes or content; Perception, measuring visual,
auditory, gustatory, and olfactory experiences; and Intensity,
reflecting the strength of the overall experience (Strassman
et al. 1994). A Spanish version of the questionnaire was
used (Riba et al. 2001b). Scores for all subscales is 0 to 4.
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The short version of the ARCI (Martin et al. 1971)
consists of five scales or groups: MBG, the morphine–
benzedrine group, measuring euphoria and positive mood;
PCAG, the pentobarbital–chlorpromazine–alcohol group,
measuring sedation; LSD, the lysergic acid diethylamide
scale, measuring somatic–dysphoric effects; BG, the benzedrine group, measuring intellectual energy and efficiency;
and the A scale, an empirically derived scale measuring
amphetamine-like effects. Scores range from 0 to 16 for
MBG, from −4 to 11 for PCAG, −4 to 10 for LSD, −4 to 9
for BG, and 0 to 11 for A. The questionnaire had been
translated into Spanish and validated by Lamas et al.
(1994). Volunteers were requested to answer the HRS and
ARCI at 4 and 8 h after the first treatment.
Neurophysiological measures (EEG)
The EEG was recorded, preprocessed, and quantified
following standard procedures as previously described
(Riba et al. 2002). Recordings were obtained at 19 scalp
locations according to the international 10/20 system by
means of a Neuroscan SYNAMPS amplifier (Compumedics
Neuroscan, Charlotte, NC, USA). A 3-min EEG with eyes
closed was recorded at 0 (baseline) and 15, 30, 45 min, and
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.25, 4.5, 4.75, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, and 8 h
after administration of the first treatment. Following a fast
Fourier transform, the target variables were calculated:
relative power (expressed as percentage) in the beta (13–
35 Hz) frequency band and in the beta-4 (25–30 Hz) and
beta-5 (30–35 Hz) sub-bands. Modifications of these
variables have been detected following acute ayahuasca
administration (Riba et al. 2002; Santos et al., in press).
Target variables were calculated at each electrode and time
point. Averages for each variable in all 19 leads at each time
point were used in the subsequent statistical analysis.

volunteer’s armpit for at least 3 min. Pupillary diameter
was measured with a portable pupillometer (NeurOptics
Pupillometer; NeurOptics, Irvine, CA). The pupillometer
was placed over the volunteer’s eye immediately after
turning the lights off and maintained in place until the
pupillometer indicated that a valid reading had been
obtained.
Neuroendocrine measures
Blood samples (3 mL, plain tubes without clot activator)
were drawn before administration (baseline), and at 1, 2,
4, 5, 6, 8, and 28 h after administration of the first
treatment and were allowed to stand at room temperature. Serum was separated by centrifugation and aliquots
stored for the analysis of growth hormone (GH),
prolactin, and cortisol.
Serum GH and prolactin concentrations were determined
by a chemiluminescence immunoassay system (Immulite
2000®, Diagnostic Products Corp, EURO/Diagnostic Products Corporation, Llanberis, UK). The GH immunoassay,
with a sensitivity of 0.06 mIU/L, uses the WHO 1st IRP 80/
505, and shows intra- and interassay coefficients of
variation (CV) of 5.3–6.1% and 5.7–6.5%, respectively.
The prolactin immunoassay uses the 3rd IS 84/500, with an
analytical sensitivity of 3.4 mIU/L, and intra-assay and total
CV between 2.2–2.3% and 6.9–7.9%, respectively. Serum
cortisol concentrations were measured by electrochemiluminescent immunoassay (Elecsys Modular Analytics
E170®, Roche Diagnostics GmbH Manheim, Germany)
with functional sensitivity <8 nmol/L, and intra-assay and
total CVs of 1.7% and 2.8%, respectively, for mean human
serum concentrations between 129 and 717 nmol/L.
Obtained values were transformed to nanograms per
milliliter (prolactin and GH) and micrograms per deciliter
(cortisol).

Cardiovascular measures
Lymphocyte subpopulations
Systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressures and
heart rate (HR) were measured with the volunteer seated,
before (baseline) and at 30 min, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 5,
5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, and 8 h after the first treatment using a
Dinamap 8100 vital signs monitor (Critikon, Tampa, FL).
The cuff was placed around the volunteer’s left arm.
Determination time was between 20 and 45 s.
Autonomic measures
Temperature and pupillary diameter were measured before
administration (baseline) and at 30 min, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4,
4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, and 8 h after the first treatment.
Axillary temperature readings were obtained with a
standard mercury-in-glass thermometer placed in the

Blood samples (3 mL, heparin tubes) were drawn before
(baseline), and at 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 28 h after
administration and were subjected to lymphocyte immunophenotyping. The following lymphocyte subpopulations
were quantified: CD8 T cells, CD4 T cells, CD3 T cells,
CD19 B cells, and natural killer (NK) cells.
For lymphocyte immunophenotyping, blood samples
were stained with the Lymphogram™ (Cytognos,
Salamanca, Spain) reagent kit; each tube contains five
different murine MoAbs with three fluorochromes: CD8
and CD19 with FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate), CD3,
and CD56 with PE (phycoerythrin). CD4 were labeled
in tandem with PE and Cy5 (phycoerythrin−cyanate 5).
The procedure has been detailed elsewhere (Bellido et
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al. 1998). Lymphocyte subpopulations were expressed as
percentage of all blood cells.
DMT plasma levels
Blood samples (10 ml, EDTA tubes) were drawn at 0
(baseline) and 30 min, and 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.25, 4.5, 5,
5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 10, and 12 h after administration for
analysis of DMT. Samples were centrifuged at 2,000 rpm
for 10 min at 4°C, and plasma was immediately frozen
at −20°C. Frozen plasma samples were stored at −80°C
until analysis. DMT plasma concentrations were determined as previously described (Yritia et al. 2002).
All measurements conducted at 4 h were performed prior
to administration of the second treatment.
Statistical analysis
Data obtained in the first placebo−placebo acclimatization
session were not included in the statistical analysis. The
placebo used for the statistical comparisons was that
administered in the placebo−ayahuasca session. The comparisons of interest were between Aya0 and Aya2. These
two ayahuasca treatments were fully equivalent in terms of
time of the day and preceding meal. Nevertheless, Aya0 and
Aya2 were compared with placebo to confirm that they were
pharmacologically active.
For the HRS and ARCI questionnaires, scores on the
different subscales were calculated and subjected to
statistical analysis.
VAS, EEG, cardiovascular, neuroendocrine, immunological, temperature, and pupillary diameter measurements
were transformed into differences from baseline (0 h). The
following parameters were then calculated for each of the
three treatments, i.e., placebo, Aya0, and Aya2: (1) the 0–4 h
post-administration Emax (Emax(0–4h)) or peak effect (maximum absolute change from the 0 h baseline values); (2) the
0–4 h post-administration area under the curve (AUC0–4h)
of effect versus time; and (3) the 0–4 h post-administration
area under the curve (AUC0–4h) normalized by the
respective AUC0–4h of the DMT plasma concentrations
vs. time. These normalized AUCs were designated as
AUCnorm. All AUCs were calculated using the trapezoidal
rule. The comparison between AUCnorm after Aya0 and
AUCnorm after Aya2 allowed making inferences regarding
acute tolerance or sensitization development, taking the
DMT plasma concentrations into account.
HRS and ARCI scores and the parameters described
above for the pharmacodynamic variables were analyzed
using paired Student’s t tests.
For each ayahuasca treatment, the maximum DMT
plasma concentration (Cmax) was calculated and reported
as mean±standard deviation (SD). The time to reach the

maximum concentration (tmax) was reported as median and
range. Areas under the concentration−time curves between
treatment administration and 4 h (AUC0–4h) were also
calculated and reported as mean±SD. Cmax and AUC0–4h
were compared between ayahuasca treatments by means of
Student’s t test. Tmax values were compared using nonparametric Wilcoxon’s test.
In all tests performed, differences were considered
statistically significant for p values lower than 0.05.

Results
Only nine of the 17 volunteers completed the study. One
volunteer was excluded before the start of the acclimatization session due to a positive result for alcohol in the
urinalysis. Two decided to voluntarily withdraw from the
study, and five more were excluded due to vomiting.
Vomiting was self-induced in one case; in another case, it
occurred after the administration of the first ayahuasca dose
in the ayahuasca−ayahuasca session, and in the remaining
three cases, it occurred after the administration of the
second ayahuasca dose in the ayahuasca–ayahuasca session. The data reported in the present paper refer only to the
nine volunteers that completed all three experimental
sessions. Participants in the final sample had a mean age
of 32.8 (range, 24–41 years), a mean weight of 69.69 kg
(range, 57–91), and a mean height of 177 cm (range, 170–
186). Additionally, one subject showed no measurable
DMT plasma levels after Aya0. Consequently, pharmacokinetic data are reported for eight volunteers only (see the
“Pharmacokinetic analysis” section below). This also
precluded the calculation of the normalized AUCs after
Aya0 for this participant. For this reason, the statistical
comparison of normalized AUCs after Aya0 vs Aya2 was
conducted for a sample of eight volunteers.
Subjective effects
Subjective effect results are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1.
Both administered ayahuasca treatments proved psychoactive. Compared with placebo, the administration of
both Aya0 and Aya2 led to significant increases in all
subscales of the HRS and in the A and MBG subscales of
the ARCI. Additionally, Aya0 led to significant increases
in the BG subscale and Aya2 to significant increases in the
LSD subscale. The effects of Aya2 on the HRS subscales
Somaesthesia and Volition were significantly higher than
those of Aya0. The effects of Aya2 on the HRS subscale
Intensity showed a trend to significantly higher values
than after Aya0. Higher increases were also observed in
the Perception subscale, and these were marginally
significant (p=0.050). No differences between doses were
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Fig. 1 Time course of scores on the nine VAS items (means from nine
volunteers) after administration of placebo (star) and each of the three
0.75 mg DMT/kg body weight ayahuasca doses: Aya1 (open triangle),

Aya0 (filled circle) and Aya2 (filled square). Aya0 was preceded 4 h by
the placebo and Aya2 was preceded 4 h by Aya1

found for Affect, Cognition, or ARCI subscales. Regarding the VAS items, both ayahuasca treatments produced
significant increases relative to placebo in the peak values
and AUC0-4h values of eight items (except for “bad
effects”, where only Aya2 produced significant effects).
For two VAS items (“any effect” and “bad effects”), values
after Aya2 were significantly higher than those after Aya0.
The AUC0-4h for the “auditory effects” VAS item was
higher for Aya2 than for Aya0. The same parameter for the
items “visual effects” and “dizzy” showed a trend to
significantly higher values after Aya2. When DMT plasma
levels were taken into account (AUCnorm), the VAS item
“stimulated” showed a trend to lower effects after Aya2
than after Aya0, while the item “bad effects” showed a
trend for higher effects after Aya2 than after Aya0.

EEG effects
Treatment effects on relative global beta power and relative
beta-4 and beta-5 powers are presented in Fig. 2 and
Table 2.
As shown therein, Aya0 (AUC) induced significant
increases in relative beta-4 and beta-5 powers and a
marginally significant increase (p=0.050) in relative global
beta power. However, no significant effects for Aya0 peak
values were observed in any of the EEG variables. On the
other hand, Aya2 (AUC and peak) induced significant
increases in all three measures. There was only a trend in
relative global beta power (peak) between ayahuasca
treatments; and Aya2 induced significantly larger increases
in relative beta-4 power than Aya0 (AUC and peak) and in
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Table 1 Subjective effects induced by placebo, Aya0 and Aya2
Placebo

HRS
Somaesthesia
Affect
Perception
Cognition

0.00
0.27
0.00
0.00

(0.00)
(0.66)
(0.00)
(0.00)

Ayahuasca0

0.82
1.19
1.41
1.42

(0.53)
(0.55)
(0.53)
(0.71)

Ayahuasca2

1.25
1.20
1.81
1.52

Pair-wise comparisons
PLA/AYA0

PLA/AYA2

AYA0/AYA2

(0.55)
(0.53)
(0.78)
(0.68)

**
**
***
***

***
**
***
***

*
ns
0.050
ns

Volition
Intensity
ARCI
A
BG
MBG
PCAG
LSD
VAS
Any effect_peak
Any effect_AUC
Any effect_AUC_norm
Good effects_peak
Good effects_AUC
Good effects_AUC_norm
Liking_peak
Liking_AUC
Liking_AUC_norm

0.19 (0.31)
0.00 (0.00)

1.05 (0.36)
1.97 (0.65)

1.51 (0.45)
2.53 (0.78)

***
***

***
***

**
0.073

0.22 (0.67)
0.11 (0.78)
3.33 (0.71)
0.67 (1.41)
−0.67 (1.12)

4.22
2.22
5.89
1.44
0.78

4.55
1.67
7.00
2.89
1.22

(3.68)
(3.12)
(5.57)
(4.25)
(2.17)

**
*
**
ns
ns

**
ns
**
ns
*

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

1.33 (3.04)
20.83 (54.57)
–
0.44 (1.33)
6.67 (20.00)
–
0.33 (1.00)
5.00 (15.00)
–

51.67
6,317.50
5.17
61.33
7,503.33
6.62
64.22
8,479.17
7.52

(25.20)
(4,326.05)
(3.63)
(33.44)
(5,044.29)
(5.96)
(31.76)
(5,506.50)
(6.70)

76.33
10,738.33
3.76
68.55
10,231.67
3.55
72.55
10,995.00
3.67

(21.88)
(5,313.29)
(3.05)
(24.88)
(4,745.73)
(2.63)
(28.86)
(5,209.33)
(3.00)

***
**
–
**
**
–
***
**
–

***
***
–
***
***
–
***
***
–

*
*
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

Visual effects_peak
Visual effects_AUC
Visual effects_AUC_norm
Auditory effects_peak
Auditory effects_AUC
Auditory effects_AUC_norm
Bad effects_peak
Bad effects_AUC
Bad effects_AUC_norm
Dizzy_peak
Dizzy_AUC
Dizzy_AUC_norm
Stimulated_peak
Stimulated_AUC
Stimulated_AUC_norm
High_peak
High_AUC
High_AUC_norm

0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–
0.67 (2.00)
10.00 (30.00)
–
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–

46.78
4,746.67
3.91
28.67
2,290.00
1.82
1.89
183.33
0.17
14.55
956.67
0.57
35.00
3,654.17
2.64
52.89
5,880.00
4.79

(22.67)
(2,841.53)
(2.15)
(24.50)
(2,419.08)
(1.88)
(3.51)
(357.81)
(0.31)
(12.03)
(868.11)
(0.38)
(21.30)
(2,811.56)
(1.74)
(23.76)
(4,197.34)
(3.47)

65.89
8,464.17
2.67
43.55
4,350.83
1.56
23.22
1,829.17
0.48
31.67
2,295.83
0.73
38.89
3,955.83
1.41
64.22
8,940.83
2.63

(26.61)
(6,172.66)
(2.31)
(29.81)
(3,952.53)
(2.22)
(22.24)
(1,784.32)
(0.42)
(25.11)
(2,307.40)
(0.43)
(25.22)
(3,292.43)
(1.90)
(28.76)
(5,378.52)
(2.07)

***
**
–
**
*
–
ns
ns
–
**
*
–
**
**
–
***
**
–

***
**
–
**
*
–
*
*
–
**
*
–
**
**
–
***
**
–

ns
0.083
ns
ns
*
ns
*
*
0.057
ns
0.064
ns
ns
ns
0.064
ns
ns
ns

(2.86)
(2.39)
(4.48)
(3.28)
(2.49)

Mean (SD) of the scores obtained for the HRS and ARCI questionnaires subscales and for the VAS and results of the statistical analysis performed.
N=9, except for normalized AUCs where n=8
PLA placebo, AYA0 ayahuasca0, AYA2 ayahuasca2, A amphetamine, BG benzedrine-group, MBG morphine–benzedrine-group, PCAG
pentobarbital–chlorpromazine–alcohol-group, LSD lysergic acid diethylamide scale
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Exact p values are given when p<0.1
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Fig. 2 Time course of electroencephalographic (EEG), cardiovascular
and autonomic variables (means from nine volunteers) after administration of placebo (star) and each of the three 0.75 mg DMT/kg body

weight ayahuasca doses: Aya1 (open triangle), Aya0 (filled circle), and
Aya2 (filled square). Aya0 was preceded 4 h by the placebo and Aya2
was preceded 4 h by Aya1

relative beta-5 power (peak). When DMT plasma levels
were taken into account, no differences between active
treatments appeared for any of the variables.

differences were found between ayahuasca treatments. For
HR, Aya0, and Aya2 produced significant increases compared with placebo, in terms of both peak and AUC values.
No significant differences were found between active
treatments. When DMT plasma levels were taken into
account, there was a trend for lower values after Aya2 for
SBP and HR.
Occurrence of hypertension and/or tachycardia was
examined for each participant. SBP rose above 140 mm
Hg in three volunteers after Aya0 (141 mm Hg; and
146 mm Hg, two volunteers) and in two volunteers after
Aya2 (147 mm Hg; and 142 mm Hg). Most of these events
lasted 15–30 min. DBP values did not reach values above
90 mm Hg for any participant. HR rose above 100 beats/min
(105 beats/min) in one volunteer after Aya0.

Cardiovascular effects
Cardiovascular effects are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2.
Peak and AUC values after both ayahuasca treatments were
significantly higher than after placebo for SBP. No
significant differences were found between active treatments. For peak DBP values, only Aya2 produced increases
significantly different from placebo. No significant differences were found between active treatments. In terms of
AUC values, effects after both ayahuasca treatments were
significantly larger than after placebo. No significant
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Table 2 Effects induced by placebo and Aya0 and Aya2 on EEG and cardiovascular and autonomic measures
Placebo

Ayahuasca0

Ayahuasca2

Pair-wise comparisons
PLA/AYA0 PLA/AYA2 AYA0/AYA2

EEG measures
Relative beta power_peak
Relative beta power_AUC
Relative beta power_AUC_norm
Relative beta-4 power_peak

−0.68 (8.37)
−140.86 (624.87)
–
0.23 (2.08)

5.15
790.33
0.80
1.28

(12.85)
12.06 (18.07)
(1,325.02) 1,391.50 (1,986.39)
(1.23)
0.64 (0.87)
(3.44)
3.16 (3.52)

ns
0.050
–
ns

*
*
–
**

0.074
ns
ns
**

Relative beta-4 power_AUC
Relative beta-4 power_AUC_norm
Relative beta-5 power_peak
Relative beta-5 power_AUC
Relative beta-5 power_AUC_norm
Cardiovascular measures
Systolic blood pressure_peak
Systolic blood pressure_AUC
Systolic blood pressure_AUC_norm
Diastolic blood pressure_peak
Diastolic blood pressure_AUC
Diastolic blood pressure_AUC_norm
Heart rate_peak
Heart rate_AUC
Heart rate_AUC_norm
Autonomic measures
Temperature_peak
Temperature_AUC

−27.47 (191.92)
–
0.41 (1.63)
27.98 (113.85)
–

202.61
0.20
1.21
203.08
0.19

(327.20)
(0.36)
(2.26)
(188.09)
(0.18)

*
–
ns
*
–

**
–
**
*
–

**
ns
*
ns
ns

−5.44 (14.49)
19.44 (7.99)
19.33 (10.96)
−145.00 (868.58)
1,810.00 (1,088.56) 1,583.33 (904.40)
–
1.59 (1.56)
0.55 (0.63)
−1.33 (12.69)
4.67 (15.37)
12.22 (8.87)
−301.33 (1,024.69)
501.67 (1,774.43) 1,113.33 (959.79)
–
0.27 (2.00)
0.44 (0.33)
−0.78 (10.24)
12.55 (8.70)
14.67 (10.46)
−365.00 (1,034.73) 1,186.67 (685.56)
1,371.67 (1,262.21)
–
0.88 (0.62)
0.45 (0.62)

**
***
–
ns
*
–
*
**
–

***
***
–
**
**
–
*
*
–

ns
ns
0.065
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.096

0.10 (0.61)
−12.50 (86.66)

ns
*

ns
0.055

ns
ns

Temperature_AUC_norm
Pupillary diameter_peak
Pupillary diameter_AUC
Pupillary diameter_AUC_norm

–
0.32 (0.70)
52.67 (77.98)
–

–
*
**
–

–
*
*
–

ns
ns
ns
ns

0.27 (0.59)
27.67 (99.72)
−0.01
1.03
166.83
0.14

(0.10)
(0.65)
(100.40)
(0.11)

426.05
0.16
4.17
369.69
0.16

(334.23)
(0.18)
(1.95)
(374.27)
(0.20)

0.45 (0.69)
81.54 (137.94)
0.02
1.09
188.00
0.05

(0.07)
(0.40)
(86.68)
(0.03)

Means (SD) of the scores obtained and results of the statistical analysis performed. N=9, except for normalized AUCs where n=8
PLA placebo, AYA0 ayahuasca0, AYA2 ayahuasca2. Peak beta power expressed as percentage; Peak systolic blood pressure in mmHg; Peak
diastolic blood pressure in mmHg; Peak heart rate in beats/minute; Peak body temperature in °C; Peak pupillary diameter in millimeters
*p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Exact p values are given when p<0.1

Autonomic effects
Autonomic effects are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2. No
significant differences between ayahuasca and placebo or
between active treatments were found for temperature peak
values. For pupillary diameter, Aya0 and Aya2 produced
significant increases in peak values relative to placebo. No
significant differences were found between active treatments. For AUC values, only Aya0 produced statistically
significant increases in temperature relative to placebo.
Aya2 only showed a trend for significantly higher AUC
values than placebo. No significant differences were found
between ayahuasca treatments. For pupillary diameter, Aya0
and Aya2 produced significant AUC increases relative to
placebo. No significant differences were found between

ayahuasca treatments. Finally, no differences were found
between Aya0 and Aya2 in temperature and pupillary
diameter when the normalized AUCs were compared.
Neuroendocrine effects
Neuroendocrine effects results are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3.
Peak and AUC prolactin values after Aya0 and Aya2 were
significantly increased relative to placebo. Increases after
Aya2 were significantly higher than after Aya0. For cortisol,
only Aya2 produced increases significantly different from
placebo. A trend was seen for AUC values after Aya0.
Increases after Aya2 were significantly higher than after Aya0
in terms of both peak and AUC values. For growth hormone,
only Aya0 produced increases in peak values significantly
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plasma concentrations (means
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different from placebo. A trend to lower peak values was
found for Aya2 when compared with Aya0. In terms of AUC
values, Aya2 produced significant increases from placebo,
whereas a marginally significant effect (p=0.052) was
observed for Aya0. No significant differences were observed
between active treatments. The comparison of the normalized AUCs between active treatments yielded non-significant
results for prolactin and cortisol and significantly lower
values for growth hormone.
Lymphocyte subpopulations
Treatment effects on lymphocyte subpopulations are shown
in Fig. 4 and Table 3.
The total lymphocyte percentage did not show any
significant changes after either of the two ayahuasca treatments in terms of AUC or peak values. However, Aya2 (AUC)
decreased total lymphocyte percentage more than Aya0. CD3
lymphocyte levels were found to be decreased after Aya0, but
not after Aya2. No differences were found between ayahuasca treatments. Peak CD4 levels showed a trend for a
significant decrease after both ayahuasca treatments. Furthermore, CD4 AUC value decreases reached statistical
significance after both ayahuasca treatments. But again, no
differences were found between active treatments. No
significant changes were found for CD8 lymphocytes (peak
and AUC), but there was a trend for a significant reduction
after Aya0. No differences were found between Aya0 and

2

4

6

8

10

12

Time (h)

Aya2. The analysis of CD19 levels yielded mixed results.
Whereas Aya0 produced a marginally significant reduction
(p=0.050) in AUC, Aya2 significantly reduced peak values.
No differences were found in AUC between ayahuasca
treatments, but Aya2 produced a significantly higher reduction than Aya0 in peak values. NK cells were significantly
increased after both ayahuasca administrations (AUC) and
after Aya0 (peak value). There was a trend for a significant
increase after Aya2 (peak). No differences were found
between ayahuasca treatments. The comparison of the
normalized AUCs between active treatments yielded nonsignificant results for all lymphocyte subpopulations.
Pharmacokinetic analysis
The time course of DMT plasma concentrations is shown in
Fig. 3. One volunteer did not show measurable levels of
DMT after Aya0 and was excluded from the pharmacokinetic analyses. The mean±SD of the maximum concentration values (Cmax) was 13.97±9.35 ng/ml for Aya0 and
32.57±20.96 ng/ml for Aya2. These values were statistically different [t(7)=−2.92, p=0.022]. The median (range)
time at which the Cmax was attained (tmax)was 2.0 h (1–3)
for Aya0 and 2.0 h (1–3) for Aya2. These values were not
statistically different [z=−0.32, p>0.1]. The AUC values were
1,703 mg/ml·min−1 for Aya0 and 4,078 mg/ml·min−1 for
Aya2. These values were statistically different. [t(7)=−2.78,
p=0.027]. To test whether the higher DMT AUCs obtained
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Table 3 Effects induced by placebo, Aya0, and Aya2 on neuroendocrine parameters and lymphocyte subpopulations
Placebo

Hormones
Prolactin_peak
Prolactin_AUC
Prolactin_AUC_norm
Cortisol_peak
Cortisol_AUC
Cortisol_AUC_norm
GH_peak
GH_AUC
GH_AUC_norm
Lymphocyte subpopulations
Total lymphocytes_peak
Total lymphocytes_AUC
Total lymphocytes_AUC_norm
CD3_peak
CD3_AUC
CD3_AUC_norm
CD4_peak
CD4_AUC
CD4_AUC_norm

Ayahuasca0

Ayahuasca2

Pair-wise comparisons
PLA/AYA0

PLA/AYA2

AYA0/AYA2

−0.78 (3.03)
−88.37 (442.52)
–
−2.89 (7.75)

12.89
1,206.35
1.36
−0.55

(9.41)
(1,295.05)
(2.24)
(9.59)

16.78
2,241.37
0.81
11.33

(10.11)
(1,280.70)
(0.73)
(6.30)

**
*
–
ns

**
**
–
**

*
*
ns
**

−544.50 (1,286.94)
–
3.44 (5.70)
359.78 (539.55)
–

−114.07
−0.08
15.00
1,290.16
1.30

(1,286.70)
(1.58)
(11.77)
(1,024.17)
(1.20)

1,678.33
0.53
6.22
719.85
0.26

(1,186.12)
(0.44)
(4.18)
(421.33)
(0.22)

0.078
–
*
0.052
–

**
–
ns
*
–

**
ns
0.076
ns
*

−0.02
−7.32
0.00
−10.00
−1,460.00
−1.40
−8.55
−1,190.00
−1.01

(0.60)
(69.26)
(0.07)
(7.24)
(1,337.61)
(2.06)
(6.52)
(1,104.92)

−0.33
−64.15
−0.01
−11.11
−1,343.30
−0.29
−10.44
−1,576.67

(0.88)
(123.23)
(0.03)
(15.98)
(2,009.07)
(0.94)
(8.40)
(1,382.53)

ns
ns
–
*
*
–
0.058
*

ns
ns
–
ns
ns
–
0.097
**

ns
*
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

(0.63)
(3.95)
(621.16)
(0.20)

–
0.082
ns
–

–
ns
ns
–

ns
ns
ns
ns

(4.75)
(817.02)
(0.43)
(6.10)
(1,074.30)
(1.66)

(1.79)
(160.00)
(0.08)
(9.46)
(1,387.46)
(0.55)

ns
0.050
–
*
**
–

*
ns
–
0.096
*
–

*
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

−0.13 (0.35)
−21.50 (38.22)
–
−4.22 (5.02)
−516.67 (790.43)
–
−3.89 (4.23)
−396.67 (741.37)
–

CD8_peak
CD8_AUC
CD8_AUC_norm

0.11 (3.29)
−50.00 (457.19)
–

(1.36)
−1.67 (4.21)
−270.00 (681.96)
−0.39 (1.03)

CD19_peak
CD19_AUC
CD19_AUC_norm
NK_peak
NK_AUC
NK_AUC_norm

1.67 (4.24)
250.00 (713.41)
–
2.33 (5.72)
293.33 (817.85)
–

0.89
126.67
0.06
8.33
1,293.33
1.15

−0.56
−0.89
−93.95
−0.01
−3.22
−203.33
−0.07
8.78
1,433.33
0.42

Means (SD) of the values obtained and results of the statistical analysis performed. N=9, except for normalized AUCs where n=8
PLA placebo, AYA0 ayahuasca0, AYA2 ayahuasca2
*p<0.05, **p<0.01. Exact p values are given when p<0.1

after Aya2 were larger than the mere superposition over the
remaining DMT levels of the preceding ayahuasca dose
(Aya1), the AUC4-8h of Aya1 was calculated for each
volunteer and subtracted from the AUC obtained after Aya2.
The corrected values were again compared vs. the AUC
values obtained after Aya0. The corrected AUC value was
2,993 mg/ml·min−1. The comparison vs. Aya0 yielded nonsignificant results [t(7)=−1.71, p>0.1].

Discussion
The aim of the present investigation was to study the
pharmacology of two consecutive doses of ayahuasca and to

test whether acute tolerance or sensitization phenomena
occurred. To our knowledge, this is the first study of this nature
conducted to date. In our view, it is important to gather this
information considering the increasing popularity of ayahuasca
preparations worldwide (Tupper 2008) and the common
practice of ingesting several doses in a single session.
The administered dose of 0.75 mg DMT/kg was above
the threshold of psychoactivity and proved physiologically
active on many levels. Results for the individual ayahuasca
treatments replicate and extend previous findings. Statistically significant psychological and physiological effects
were observed when compared with placebo. This dose had
been found to be psychoactive in a previous study (Riba et
al. 2001a). In the present work, the administration of two
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Fig. 4 Time course of effects on lymphocyte subpopulations (means
from nine volunteers) after administration of placebo (star) and each
of the three 0.75 mg DMT/kg body weight ayahuasca doses: Aya1

(open triangle), Aya0 (filled circle), and Aya2 (filled square). Aya0 was
preceded 4 h by the placebo, and Aya2 was preceded 4 h by Aya1

identical doses in succession with an interval of 4 h, led to
virtually all subjective effects measures showing higher
mean values after the second dose. Psychotropic effects
were more intense, but unpleasant somatic effects and
impairment also increased. In this respect, it is worth noting
that several volunteers had to be excluded from the study
due to vomiting after Aya2. Vomiting is commonly reported
for liquid ayahuasca but rarely observed after single dose
administration of the encapsulated freeze-dried formulation
(Riba et al. 2001a; Riba et al. 2003).
The increase in psychotropic effects after the second
dose can be explained by the significantly higher DMT
levels attained. DMT was still present in blood at 4 h after
Aya1, and DMT levels from the second dose were superimposed upon the first. The comparison of AUCs (see
“Pharmacokinetic analysis” section) showed that the superimposition was linear, that is, no disproportionately higher
DMT levels were attained after Aya2, when the DMT
remaining from Aya1 is taken into account.
At the subjective level, the results obtained are in line
with those in the aforementioned study by Riba et al.
(2001a) where researchers found that 0.75 mg DMT/kg
produced significant increases in the same VAS items
measuring overall psychotropic effects, perceptual modifications, and the VAS item “liking”. The present time course
of effects is also analogous to that previously reported, with
effects peaking at 2 h after dosing. Furthermore, the pattern
of responses in the HRS and ARCI are also equivalent.

However, in the present study, ayahuasca significantly
increased all HRS subscales including Volition, the only
subscale that was not modified in the 2001 study. Here,
both ayahuasca treatments consistently increased scores on
the MBG and A scales of the ARCI. Identical findings were
obtained by Riba et al. (2001a). In the present study, the
comparison between ayahuasca treatments showed significantly higher somatic and unpleasant effects and
impairment after Aya2. Auditory effects were also
significantly enhanced. However, we did not obtain
statistically robust evidence of sensitization. When VAS
scores were normalized by DMT levels, we observed only
a trend for increased unpleasant effects and for decreased
stimulation. These results are in line with those by
Strassman et al. (1996) who did not find differences in
subjective scores (measured with the HRS) between the
first and the fourth of four doses of intravenous DMT
administered at 30-min intervals. However, contrary to the
present study, the only significant effect observed was a
reduction in Volition scores.
Similar to subjective measures, effects after Aya2 on
spontaneous brain electrical activity were larger than after
Aya0. Ayahuasca increased relative power in the higher end
of the beta EEG frequency band. This increase is an
objective measure of the effects of ayahuasca on the CNS
and has been reported in the past (Riba et al. 2002; Santos
et al., in press). No tolerance or sensitization was observed
when DMT levels were taken into account.
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Unexpectedly, in contrast with subjective and EEG
variables, increases in cardiovascular variables were not
larger after Aya2 than after Aya0, despite the fact that the
0.75 mg DMT/kg doses increased SBP, DBP, and HR
significantly compared with placebo. The examination of
the normalized AUCs showed that mean values after Aya2
were lower than expected from the increased DMT levels
present in plasma. The statistical comparison showed a
trend towards a significantly lower response after Aya2 in
SBP and HR. This finding suggests that a certain acute
tolerance might develop to the inotropic and chronotropic
effects of ayahuasca. Strassman et al. (1996) had found
non-significant reductions of mean arterial pressure after
four closely spaced doses of DMT and a statistically
significant reduction in heart rate. Decreases in these
variables after repeated ayahuasca or DMT administration
could be related to some level of desensitization (Roth et
al. 1995; Romano et al. 2010), decreased signaling
(Gresch et al. 2005), or downregulation of the 5-HT2A
receptor (Smith et al. 1999; Aloyo et al. 2001; Dougherty
and Aloyo 2011).
Ayahuasca effects on autonomic variables appear to be
more inconsistent than those of pure DMT. Temperature
was affected by ayahuasca in the present study. However,
despite larger mean values after Aya2, only Aya0 produced
statistically significant increases in temperature relative to
placebo. A previous study in laboratory conditions did not
find a clear-cut pattern of effects for this variable
(Santos et al., in press). In contrast, Strassman and Qualls
(1994) found increases in rectal temperature for intravenous DMT administered at doses of 0.2–0.4 mg/kg, an
effect that was also observed previously for ayahuasca
(Callaway et al. 1999) and for serotonergic compounds
such as the mixed 5-HT agonist meta-chlorophenylpiperazine
(m-CPP; Ghaziuddin et al. 2003), which suggests a nonspecific hyperthermic effect of serotonergic stimulation.
After repeated administration of DMT, Strassman and
colleagues found non-significant reductions for this variable
(Strassman et al. 1996).
In the present work, pupillary diameter was significantly
increased after both ayahuasca doses. Mydriasis has been
consistently described for DMT (Rosenberg et al. 1963;
1964; Strassman and Qualls 1994), whereas myosis has
been observed for the 5-HT2 antagonist ketanserin (Koudas
et al. 2009). Increases in pupillary diameter were reported
for ayahuasca by Callaway et al. (1999), who administered
a lower dose (0.48 mg DMT/kg) and compared changes vs.
baseline values, and by Santos et al. (in press) for a higher
1.0 mg DMT/kg dose. Increases in pupil diameter after
Aya2 were lower than expected when DMT levels were
considered, but this effect did not reach statistical significance, and tolerance development cannot be concluded with
certainty. A previous study in humans did not find any

tolerance to the mydriatic effect of intramuscular DMT
given twice daily for 5 days (Gillin et al. 1976).
At the neuroendocrine level, the observed increases in
prolactin and cortisol also replicate previous findings
(Santos et al., in press). Though increases after Aya2 were
significantly larger than after Aya0 for prolactin and
cortisol, when DMT levels were taken into account, no
tolerance or sensitization was observed. However, the
statistical comparison of the normalized AUCs suggests
that tolerance develops to GH liberation after repeated
exposure to ayahuasca. Strassman et al. (1996) had
described acute tolerance development to the neuroendocrine effects of DMT.
Decreased GH after the second ayahuasca dose could be
explained by changes at the 5-HT1A receptor. Agonism at
this site enhances GH release (Seletti et al. 1995; Pitchot et
al. 2002), and consequently, higher GH levels would have
been expected after the second ayahuasca dose. However,
increased serotonergic tone and prolonged 5-HT1A receptor
stimulation have been found to decrease responsiveness at
this level. Reduced GH secretion has been observed in
humans given the 5-HT1A agonists gepirone and buspirone
after pretreatment with paroxetine and fluvoxamine, respectively (Sargent et al. 1997; Anderson et al. 1996). In
another study, the same effect was observed for ipsapirone,
also a 5-HT1A agonist, after pretreatment with fluoxetine
(Lerer et al. 1999). Furthermore, the repeated administration of selective 5-HT1A agonists can lead to decreased
receptor responsiveness in rats not only after several days
(Assié et al. 2006), but also as early as 15 min after a single
dose of 8-OH-DPAT (Riad et al. 2001). The rapid
desensitization observed after 8-OH-DPAT was caused by
the internalization of the 5-HT1A receptor. Both prolonged
activation of the 5-HT1A receptor sites by DMT and
increased serotonin caused by MAO inhibition (harmine
and harmaline; McKenna et al. 1984) and serotonin
reuptake inhibition (THH; Buckholtz and Boggan 1977)
could have led to 5-HT1A desensitization and decreased GH
after the second dose.
The immunomodulatory effects of ayahuasca were
analogous to those previously reported (Santos et al., in
press), i.e., decreased CD4 and elevated NK subpopulations compared with placebo. Effects on CD19 and CD3
cells were less consistent and non-significant. No tolerance or sensitization was observed for any of the studied
variables.
The absence of acute tolerance development for most of
the variables assessed in the present investigation mimics
results for DMT, the main active principle in ayahuasca.
Clear tolerance has not been reported in animals (Cole and
Pieper 1973; Gillin et al. 1973; Kovacic and Domino 1976)
or in humans (Gillin et al. 1976) in the older literature. In
the more recent study in humans by Strassman et al. (1996),
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differential effects were observed depending on the studied
variable. Subjective effects remained unchanged, but heart
rate and ACTH, and prolactin levels, showed acute
tolerance after repeated administration within a single
experimental session. An analogous dissociation would be
observed to a certain extent for ayahuasca.
The present study was limited by the small sample
size. This was largely due to the adverse events
associated with repeated ayahuasca intake. Five volunteers were excluded due to vomiting, which in three
instances occurred after the administration of the second
dose. Consequently, our results were obtained from
those participants who tolerated ayahuasca better and
may not be easily generalized.
In conclusion, the administration of two consecutive
doses of ayahuasca led to higher DMT concentrations in
plasma and increased psychotropic effects. The second dose
was less well-tolerated leading to a higher incidence of
unpleasant effects and vomiting. With regard to acute
tolerance or sensitization development, a certain dissociation was observed. Whereas neither phenomenon was
found for subjective, neurophysiological, autonomic, and
immunological effects, tolerance was observed for GH and
a trend for SBP and HR.
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yahuasca is a psychoactive beverage consumed throughout
the Amazon Basin as the aqueous infusion of Banisteriopsis
caapi and Psychotria viridis, 2 plants endemic to the region.1,2
The tea is a central element of Amazonian shamanism, being
used for magico-religious, ceremonial, and medicinal purposes.2
Chemical analyses have shown that P. viridis contains the orally
labile serotonergic agonist and monoamine oxidase (MAO) substrate N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT), whereas B. caapi contains
several alkaloids with A-carboline structure (harmine, harmaline,
and tetrahydroharmine) showing MAO inhibiting properties.3
The A-carbolines present in ayahuasca reversibly block visceral
MAO-A,4,5 allowing the access of DMT to systemic circulation
and the central nervous system (CNS). At the molecular level,
DMT binds at 5-HT2A, 5-HT1A, and 5-HT2C receptor sites,6Y8
eliciting psychedelic effects in humans.9,10
In recent years, ayahuasca use has spread from the indigenous to the general population not only in the Amazon but also
to countries around the world. A relevant factor in this expansion is the beverage’s use in syncretic religions. Several religious groups originating from Brazil and using ayahuasca as
a sacrament in a ceremonial context have expanded their activities to Europe and North America. These groups typically ingest
ayahuasca over extended periods on a bimonthly basis.11,12
Based on the traditional uses of ayahuasca and both anecdotal
and empirical data on potential health benefits derived from
ayahuasca use, some authors have proposed its therapeutic use,
especially in the field of drug addiction.13 Two studies among
Brazilian regular users of ayahuasca have found a decrease in
illicit drug consumption after initiation of regular ayahuasca
use.14,15 However, despite its potential health benefits, data on the
impact of ayahuasca on human physiology are still limited and
warrant further investigation.
Previous clinical research has shown that ayahuasca displays distinct physiological and psychotropic effects. At doses
equivalent to 0.6 to 0.8 mg DMT/kg body weight, ayahuasca
leads to moderate increases in cardiovascular measures, with
only diastolic blood pressure reaching statistical significance.10
The effects of the drug on the CNS have been demonstrated by
subjective effects measures and neurophysiological recordings.
The analysis of self-report questionnaires has shown significant
increases in scales measuring psychostimulant-like subjective
activation and modifications of perception and thought processes.10,16 Electroencephalographic (EEG) effects include an increase in relative power in the faster A band.17 Central nervous
system effects after ayahuasca administration have also been
demonstrated by means of neuroimaging techniques (singlephoton emission computed tomography)18 and sleep recordings.19
The time course of subjective effects and EEG measures runs
parallel to DMT concentrations in blood.3 Increases in diastolic
blood pressure and normetanephrine excretion10 suggest that
ayahuasca exerts general sympathomimetic effects, together with
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more specific serotonergic effects such as the aforementioned
increases in EEG relative A17 and rapid eye movement sleep
suppression.19
To date, no controlled study has assessed the impact of
acute ayahuasca on neuroendocrine measures and the immune
function. In a noncontrolled study, researchers found increases
in cortisol levels above preadministration values following a single ayahuasca dose.20 Cortisol release is known to have an impact on cell immunity, leading to lymphocyte redistribution.21
Lymphocytes are the main cellular components of the immune
system. Lymphocyte deficiencies may predispose to infectious
diseases. Some viral infections, such as that caused by the human
immunodeficiency virus, may cause sustained and marked decreases in some T-cell subpopulations (CD4 lymphopenia). Substance use, such as alcohol intake and cigarette smoking, has
shown detrimental effects on lymphocyte subpopulations.22,23
Regarding psychedelics, a recent study found decreases in
CD8 lymphocytes following the administration of 4-iodo-2,
5-dimethoxyphenyl-isopropylamine (DOI, a 5-HT2A receptor
agonist) to mice. This effect was antagonized by the 5-HT2A
antagonist ketanserin.24
In view of the expanding use of ayahuasca worldwide, in
the present study we aimed to explore (a) the physiological impact of acute ayahuasca administration in terms of autonomic
and neuroendocrine effects and (b) the potential effects of ayahuasca on cell-mediated immunity. As described below, autonomic variables, hormone levels, and distribution of lymphocyte
subpopulations were evaluated. Cortisol was assessed for its direct role in lymphocyte regulation,21 and prolactin and growth
hormone (GH) were selected as measures of serotonergic stimulation.25,26 Cell-mediated immunity changes were analyzed
assessing the most relevant lymphocyte subpopulations: T lymphocytes (CD3, CD4, CD8), natural killer (NK) cells, and B
lymphocytes (CD19). In addition, to verify alkaloid absorption and CNS effects, we also measured DMT plasma levels,
subjective effects, and relative EEG A power. To gain greater
insight into the specificity or generality of ayahuasca effects,
D-amphetamine, a standard sympathomimetic drug, was used
as an active comparator.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Volunteers
Ten young healthy male volunteers were recruited. Mean
age was 29.0 years (range, 20Y38 years); mean weight was
67.0 kg (range, 60Y85 kg); and mean height was 1.77 m (range,
1.69Y1.96 m). Volunteers underwent a structured psychiatric interview (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fourth Edition). Exclusion criteria included presence
or history of Axis I disorders and alcohol or other substance dependence. Eligibility criteria included prior use of psychedelics
on at least 10 occasions without sequelae derived thereof, that
is, psychedelic-related disorders as described in the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition. A
medical examination and laboratory tests were performed before
study initiation to rule out any medical condition, allergies, and
intolerances.
Participants had used psychedelics from 10 to 100 times.
The most commonly used psychedelics were psilocybian mushrooms (10/10) and lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) (9/10). Less
commonly used were ketamine (5/10), peyote (4/10), and mescaline (1/10). None of the participants had used ayahuasca. Besides psychedelics, volunteers had consumed cannabis (10/10),
cocaine (10/10), 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)
(8/10), and amphetamine (9/10). They reported moderate con-
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sumption of alcohol (7 drinks per week), cigarettes (fewer than
10 per day), and caffeinated drinks (G3 per day). Volunteers were
in good health, confirmed by medical history, laboratory tests,
and electrocardiogram. Prestudy examinations also included
drug screening and serological testing (for hepatitis B and C and
human immunodeficiency virus). The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declarations of Helsinki and Tokyo concerning experimentation on humans and was approved by the
hospital’s ethics committee and the Spanish Ministry of Health.
The volunteers received detailed information on the nature of
ayahuasca, the general psychological effects of psychedelics,
and their possible adverse effects, as reported in the psychiatric
literature. All volunteers gave their written informed consent to
participate.

Drugs
The administered drugs were a placebo (lactose), 20 mg
and a freeze-dried encapsulated formulation of
ayahuasca equivalent to 1 mg DMT/kg body weight. The freezedried material was obtained from a Brazilian batch of ayahuasca
and contained 8.33 mg DMT, 14.13 mg harmine, 0.96 mg harmaline, and 11.36 mg tetrahydroharmine per gram. The ayahuasca dose administered was chosen based on an earlier work
in which it had been proven to elicit full-blown psychotropic effects.16 The administration of the placebo and the 2 active treatments in capsules allowed for the adequate masking of drug
taste.
D-amphetamine,

Study Design
The study was conducted according to a randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design and involved
the participation on 3 experimental sessions at least 1 week apart.
Volunteers were requested to abstain from any medication or
illicit drug use in the 2 weeks before the experimental sessions
and until study completion. Volunteers also abstained from alcohol, tobacco, and caffeinated drinks in the 24 hours before
each experimental day. Urinalysis for illicit drug use was performed for each experimental session. On each experimental
day, volunteers had a light breakfast before 10:00 AM, and at
noon, they received capsules containing 1 of the 3 treatments.
During measurements, the volunteers remained seated in a
comfortable reclining chair in a quiet dimly lit room. All volunteers remained overnight in the laboratory and were discharged
at noon of the following day.

Study Methods
Subjective Effects Measures
Subjective effects were measured by means of 2 self-report
questionnaires: the Hallucinogen Rating Scale (HRS) and the
Addiction Research Center Inventory (ARCI).
The HRS9 measures psychedelic-induced subjective effects
and includes 6 scales: somaesthesia, reflecting somatic effects;
affect, sensitive to emotional and affective responses; volition,
indicating the volunteer’s capacity to willfully interact with his/
her ‘‘self’’ and/or the environment; cognition, describing modifications in thought processes or content; perception, measuring visual, auditory, gustatory, and olfactory experiences; and
finally intensity, which reflects the strength of the overall experience. In the present study, a Spanish adaptation of the
questionnaire was used.27 The range of scores for all HRS scales
is 0 to 4.
The short version of the ARCI28 consists of 5 scales or
groups: MBG, morphine-benzedrine group, measuring euphoria and positive mood; PCAG, pentobarbital-chlorpromazinealcohol group, measuring sedation; LSD scale, measuring
* 2011 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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somatic-dysphoric effects; BG, the benzedrine group, measuring intellectual energy and efficiency; and the A scale, an empirically derived scale measuring amphetamine-like effects.
The range of scores is 0 to 16 for MBG, j4 to 11 for PCAG,
j4 to 10 for LSD, j4 to 9 for BG, and 0 to 11 for A. The
questionnaire had been translated into Spanish and validated
by Lamas and coworkers.29 Volunteers answered the ARCI immediately before drug administration and 4 hours after drug
intake, whereas the HRS was answered only at 4 hours after
administration.

EEG Measures
Spontaneous brain electrical activity was recorded, preprocessed, and quantified following standard procedures as previously described.17 In brief, recordings were obtained at 19 scalp
locations according to the international 10/20 system by means
of a Neuroscan SYNAMPS amplifier. Three-minute EEGs with
eyes closed were obtained at 0 (baseline) and 30 minutes and
at 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 hours after administration. The EEG signal
was recorded using high-pass and low-pass filters of 0.3 and
30 Hz, respectively, and digitized online with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. Following ocular artifact rejection and correction steps, spectral analysis was performed using the fast
Fourier transform. The target variable: relative power (expressed
as percentage) in the A (13Y30 Hz) frequency band was calculated from the spectral density curves at each electrode and time
point. An average of relative A power in all 19 leads was used in
the subsequent statistical analysis.

Autonomic Measures
Body temperature (-C) was measured by means of a mercury thermometer placed in the participant’s armpit. Measurements were conducted at j15 (baseline 1), 0 (baseline 2), and
30 minutes and at 1, 1.5, 2, 4.5, 6, 8, and 10 hours after
administration.
Pupillary diameter and pupillary light reflex (PLR) were
determined using a Compact Integrated Pupillometer (AMTech
GmbH, Weinheim, Germany), tested in darkness after a 5-minute
dark adaptation period. Participants were instructed to fix their
gaze on a target point located on the wall of the examination
room at a distance of about 3 m to prevent pupillary near response or accommodation adjustments. Pupillary light reflexes
were elicited by standardized light stimuli (whole-field stimulation) from a light-emitting diode with a duration of 200 milliseconds and using 3 increasing intensities (2.35  103, 4.7 
103, and 9.4  103 cd/m2), stimulus intensity being measured
at the source. Changes in pupillary diameter were recorded for
2 seconds with a sampling rate of 250 Hz and stored on a personal computer.30
Three consecutive measures were made for each level of
intensity, and the mean value was obtained. The different intensities were administered at 2-minute intervals. The target
variables were as follows: initial pupillary diameter (in millimeters) and latency (in milliseconds) and amplitude (in millimeters) of the miotic light reflex response. The initial pupillary
diameter is the diameter obtained just before light stimulation.
The latency period is the interval between the light stimulation
and the onset of the pupil contraction. The light reflex amplitude was determined as the difference between the initial and the
minimum pupillary diameter after light stimulation.31 The initial
pupillary diameter reflects the sympathetic/parasympathetic balance, whereas latency and light reflex amplitude are parameters
reflecting parasympathetic pupillary modulation.31,32 Measure* 2011 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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ments were conducted at 0 (baseline) and 30 minutes and at 1,
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 24 hours after administration.
Respiration rate (in breaths per minute) was measured by
means of a respiratory band placed around the participant’s
chest. The respiratory signal was digitized and recorded on a
computer and later analyzed offline. The number of respiratory
events in 1 minute was counted at each recording time point.
Measurements were conducted at j15 (baseline 1), 0 (baseline 2), and 30 minutes and at 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 hours after
administration.

Neuroendocrine Measures
Blood samples (3 mL, plain tubes without clot activator) were
drawn at j40 (baseline 1), j10 (baseline 2), and 30 minutes
and at 1, 1.5, 2, 4.5, and 6 hours after administration and were
allowed to stand at room temperature. Serum was separated by
centrifugation and aliquots stored for the analysis of GH, prolactin, and cortisol.
Serum GH and prolactin concentrations were determined
by a chemiluminescence immunoassay system (Immulite 2000;
Diagnostic Products Corp, EURO/Diagnostic Products Corporation, Llanberis, UK). The GH immunoassay, with a sensitivity of 0.06 mIU/L, uses the WHO first IRP 80/505 and shows
intra-assay and interassay coefficients of variation (CVs) of 5.3%
to 6.1% and 5.7% to 6.5%, respectively. The prolactin immunoassay uses the third IS 84/500, with an analytical sensitivity
of 3.4 mIU/L and intra-assay and total CV between 2.2% to
2.3% and 6.9% to 7.9%, respectively. Serum cortisol concentrations were measured by electrochemiluminescent immunoassay (Elecsys Modular Analytics E170; Roche Diagnostics
GmbH Manheim, Germany) with functional sensitivity of less
than 8 nmol/L and intra-assay and total CVs of 1.7% and 2.8%,
respectively, for mean human serum concentrations between
129 and 717 nmol/L.
Obtained values were transformed to nanograms per milliliter (prolactin and GH) and micrograms per deciliter (cortisol).

Lymphocyte Subpopulations
Blood samples (3 mL, heparin tubes) were drawn at baseline and at 1.5, 2, 4.5, and 24 hours after administration and were
subjected to lymphocyte immunophenotyping. The following
lymphocyte subpopulations were quantified: CD8 T, CD4 T,
CD3 T, CD19 B, and NK cells.
For lymphocyte immunophenotyping, blood samples were
stained with the Lymphogram (Cytognos, Salamanca, Spain)
reagent kit; each tube contains 5 different murine MoAbs with
3 fluorochromes: CD8 and CD19 with fluorescein isothiocyanate, CD3 and CD56 with phycoerythrin. CD4 were labeled in
tandem with PE and cyanate 5. The procedure has been detailed
elsewhere.33 Lymphocyte subpopulations were expressed as percentage of all blood cells.

DMT Plasma Levels
Blood samples (10 mL, EDTA tubes) were drawn at
j10 (baseline) and 30 minutes and at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 4.5, 6, and
10 hours after administration for analysis of DMT. Samples
were centrifuged at 2000 revolutions per minute for 10 minutes
at 4-C, and plasma was immediately frozen at j20-C. Frozen
plasma samples were stored at j80-C until analysis. N,Ndimethyltryptamine was quantified by the method described by
McIlhenny and coworkers,34 which uses high-pressure liquid
chromatography with electrospray ionization and tandem mass
spectrometry. The method was adapted to quantify DMT in a
plasma matrix using a protein precipitation/dilution protocol.
www.psychopharmacology.com
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Protein precipitation 96-well plates (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Mass) were used to prepare the samples. Analyses were
conducted using a Thermo Open Autosampler and a Thermo
Accela pumping system interfaced to a Thermo Velos linear
ion trap-ion trap system with a heated electrospray ionization
probe and operated in the positive ion mode as described.35 The
observed maximum concentration in plasma (Cmax) and the time
to reach this concentration (tmax) were determined for each
individual.

Statistical Analyses
Subjective Effect measures
Before statistical analysis, ARCI scores were transformed
to differences from preadministration values. The transformed
ARCI scores and the raw HRS scores were analyzed using a 1way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with drug
(placebo, ayahuasca, amphetamine) as factor. When a significant
effect was observed, pairwise comparisons were performed by
means of Student t test.

EEG, Autonomic, Neuroendocrine, and Lymphocyte
Measures
Preadministration values were subtracted from postadministration measures. Subsequently, we calculated peak
variations (the maximum absolute change from baseline values).
The obtained values were analyzed using a 1-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA with drug (placebo, ayahuasca, amphetamine)
as factor. When a significant effect was observed, pairwise
comparisons were performed by means of Student t test. In addition, a 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted, with
drug (placebo, ayahuasca, amphetamine) and time point as factors to study the time course of effects. When this ANOVA
yielded a significant drug or drug-by-time interaction, individual
repeated-measures ANOVAs with drug as factor were performed
at each postadministration time point followed by pairwise
comparisons using Student t test.
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DMT Plasma Levels
Descriptive statistics were used to report the characteristics
of the time course of plasma DMT concentration. Maximum
concentration (Cmax) and time taken to reach the maximum
concentration (tmax) were calculated and are reported as mean
(SD) and as median and range, respectively.
In all tests performed, differences were considered statistically significant for P G 0.05. However, given the exploratory
nature of the present study with regard to autonomic, neuroendocrine, and lymphocyte measures, pairwise comparisons
between treatments are also reported in those cases where the
main ANOVA yielded a P G 0.1.

RESULTS
Subjective Effects
Subjective effects results are shown in Table 1.
Compared with placebo, the administration of ayahuasca
led to significant increases in all scales of the HRS and in the A,
MBG, and LSD of the ARCI. On the other hand, differences
from placebo were found for amphetamine in the affect, cognition, and intensity scales of the HRS and in the amphetamine
scale of the ARCI. When the 2 active treatments were compared,
ayahuasca led to significantly higher scores in the perception,
cognition, volition, and intensity scales of the HRS. Regarding the
ARCI, the comparison between active treatments found statistically significant differences in the BG scale, with amphetamine
leading to increases and ayahuasca to decreases; in the PCAG
scale where amphetamine showed decreases and ayahuasca
increases; and finally in the LSD scale. Here both treatments led to
increases that were much larger after ayahuasca.

EEG Effects
Treatment effects on relative A power are shown in Table 2
and Figure 1. As shown therein, ayahuasca induced significant increases in this variable, which was not modified by

TABLE 1. Subjective Effects Induced by Placebo, D-Amphetamine 20 mg, and Ayahuasca 1 mg DMT/kg
Pairwise Comparisons
Placebo
HRS
Somaesthesia
Affect
Perception
Cognition
Volition
Intensity
ARCI
A
BG
MBG
PCAG
LSD scale

0.07 (0.22)
0.28 (0.09)
0.03 (0.09)
0.01 (0.03)
0.87 (0.74)
0.00 (0.00)
0.30 (0.67)
0.70 (0.82)
j0.10 (0.99)
j1.60 (3.50)
0.40 (1.65)

D-Amphetamine

0.5 (0.60)
0.79 (0.52)
0.24 (0.45)
0.49 (0.062)
0.86 (0.43)
1.10 (0.85)
2.20 (2.25)
2.90 (2.85)
2.20 (3.26)
j3.9 (3.38)
1.10 (1.52)

Ayahuasca

GLM

PLA:AMP

PLA:AYA

AYA:AMP

1.23 (0.70)
1.36 (0.69)
1.46 (0.97)
1.58 (1.16)
1.84 (0.75)
2.23 (1.10)

G0.01
G0.01
G0.001
G0.01
G0.01
G0.001

NS

*
*
*
*

NS
NS
*

NS
*

†

*

‡

†

3.30 (2.67)
j0.70 (3.34)
3.10 (4.48)
0.30 (5.38)
4.20 (2.25)

G0.01
G0.01
0.069
0.039
G0.01

†

*
NS

NS
*
NS

†

NS
†

NS
NS
NS
NS

†

NS
*

†

†

*

Values are mean (SD) of the scores obtained for the HRS and ARCI questionnaires subscales (n = 10) and results of the statistical analysis performed.
A indicates Amphetamine; AMP, D-amphetamine; AYA, ayahuasca; BG, benzedrine group; GLM, general linear model; MBG, morphine-benzedrine
group; NS, not statistically significant; PCAG, pentobarbital-chlorpromazine-alcohol group; PLA, placebo.
*P G 0.01.
†
P G 0.05.
‡
P G 0.001.
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amphetamine or placebo. The analysis of the time course of
effects showed that ayahuasca-induced increases were significant, relative to placebo at 1.5 and 2 hours after dosing. In addition, ayahuasca was different from amphetamine at 1.5 hours.

Autonomic Measures
Autonomic effects results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 1.

Body Temperature
After placebo administration, body temperature showed a
steady increase throughout the day. After amphetamine and
ayahuasca administration, however, a biphasic pattern was observed; an initial decrease between 0 and 1 hour was followed
by a gradual increase thereafter. This increase was larger for
amphetamine. The overall analysis did not find any significant
modification in peak values after either of the active treatments.
However, the analysis of the time course of effects showed
a significant decrease for ayahuasca as compared with placebo
at 30 minutes after dosing. A significant increase relative
to placebo was observed for amphetamine at 2 hours after
administration.

Pupillometry
As shown in Figure 1, mean pupillary diameter values before light stimulation were larger for amphetamine and aya-

Immunomodulatory Effects of Ayahuasca

huasca than for placebo. The overall statistical analysis showed
a trend increase in peak values. Pairwise comparisons showed
significant increases for amphetamine and no overall effect
for ayahuasca. The analysis of the time course of effects showed
significant elevations relative to placebo for amphetamine
from 1 hour onward. Values remained significantly elevated at
24 hours at which time point they also differed significantly from
those obtained after ayahuasca. This latter treatment significantly increased pupillary diameter relative to placebo between
0.5 and 2 hours after dosing.
Mean amplitude of the PLR was reduced to varying degrees
by the 2 active treatments. The overall statistical analysis showed
a trend effect in the general ANOVA for peak values. Pairwise
comparisons showed a significant decrease after ayahuasca relative to placebo and no significant effect after amphetamine. The
analysis of the time course of effects showed a significant decrease relative to placebo for ayahuasca at 30 minutes and a
significant decrease relative to amphetamine at 2 hours.
Opposed patterns were seen between ayahuasca and amphetamine for pupillary reflex latency. Whereas placebo-like
variations were observed for amphetamine, ayahuasca increased
the mean values. Again, the overall ANOVA only showed a trend
to significance. Pairwise comparisons showed trend increases
relative to placebo for ayahuasca and amphetamine. Analysis of
the time course of effects showed significant increases for ayahuasca relative to placebo and amphetamine at 2 hours.

TABLE 2. Effects Induced by Placebo, D-Amphetamine 20 mg, and Ayahuasca 1 mg DMT/kg on Peak Values for EEG and
Autonomic Measures, Neuroendocrine Parameters, and Lymphocyte Subpopulations
Pairwise Comparisons
Placebo
EEG measures
EEG relative A power
Autonomic measures
Body temperature
Pupillary diameter
PLR amplitude
PLR latency
Respiration rate
Hormones
Prolactin
Cortisol
GH
Lymphocyte subpopulations
Total lymphocytes
CD3
CD4
CD8
CD19
NK cells

j1.41 (4.96)

D-Amphetamine

j2.05 (4.46)

Ayahuasca
8.89 (10.56)

GLM

PLA:AMP

PLA:AYA

AYA:AMP

G0.01

NS

*

†

V

V
NS

V
NS
0.074
0.051
V

0.49 (0.28)
1.66 (1.13)
j0.07 (0.26)
j4.3 (13.67)
j0.45 (4.75)

0.43 (0.28)
1.50 (1.02)
j0.33 (0.23)
11.8 (17.63)
0.05 (3.20)

90.1
0.053
0.065
0.068
90.1

NS
NS
V

3.86 (5.07)
j5.28 (4.68)
5.41 (4.74)

1.72 (5.06)
5.31 (6.42)
6.30 (9.34)

15.53 (12.03)
11.64 (7.39)
14.06 (15.25)

G0.01
G0.001
90.1

NS
*
V

V

j2.40 (7.66)
0.30 (6.22)
j2.60 (6.87)
j0.10 (3.84)
j0.89 (4.01)
1.70 (5.25)

j2.80 (7.10)
j7.30 (2.67)
j8.90 (3.45)
j1.00 (4.57)
1.89 (6.51)
7.70 (3.37)

j4.40 (14.39)
j9.10 (6.61)
j10.50 (6.52)
j2.70 (4.08)
j1.44 (6.27)
11.60 (10.06)

90.1
0.009
0.008
90.1
90.1
0.014

V

V

†

†

†

†

V
V

V
V

†

†

0.33 (0.16)
0.58 (1.11)
0 (0.31)
j3.5 (15.64)
0.1 (2.86)

†

†

0.093
V
*

†

‡

0.070
V
V
NS
NS
V
V
NS

Mean (SD) of the scores obtained (n = 10), and results of the statistical analysis performed. Peak relative A power expressed as percentage; peak body
temperature in -C; peak pupillary diameter in mm; peak PLR amplitude in mm; peak PLR latency in milliseconds; peak respiration rate in breaths/min;
peak prolactin and peak GH in ng/mL; peak cortisol in Kg/dL; peak lymphocyte subpopulations expressed as percentage.
*P G 0.01.
†
P G 0.05.
‡
P G 0.001.
AMP indicates D-amphetamine; AYA, ayahuasca; NS, not statistically significant; PLA, placebo.
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FIGURE 1. Time course of EEG and autonomic measures (means from 10 volunteers) after administration of placebo (circle, dotted line),
20 mg D-amphetamine (square, dashed line), and 1.0 mg DMT/kg body weight ayahuasca (triangle, solid line). Filled symbols
indicate a significant difference from placebo. ‘‘a’’ indicates a significant difference between ayahuasca and amphetamine.
Error bars denote 1 SEM.

FIGURE 2. The upper panels and the lower left panel show the time course of neuroendocrine measures (means from 10 volunteers)
after administration of placebo (circle, dotted line), 20 mg D-amphetamine (square, dashed line), and 1.0 mg DMT/kg body weight
ayahuasca (triangle, solid line). Filled symbols indicate a significant difference from placebo. ‘‘a’’ indicates a significant difference between
ayahuasca and amphetamine. The lower right panel shows the time course of DMT plasma concentrations after 1.0 mg DMT/kg body
weight ayahuasca. Circles indicate means from 10 volunteers. Error bars denote 1 SEM.
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Respiration Rate
No significant effect was observed for either active treatment in the overall ANOVA. The analysis of the time course of
effects showed significant decreases for amphetamine relative to
placebo and ayahuasca at 1.5 hours after dosing.

Neuroendocrine Measures
Neuroendocrine effects results are shown in Table 2 and
Figure 2.
Prolactin peak levels after ayahuasca were significantly
higher than those after placebo and amphetamine. The analysis of
the time course of effects showed that ayahuasca significantly
increased prolactin levels relative to placebo at 2 hours. Ayahuasca
differed from amphetamine at 1.5 and 2 hours. Interestingly,
although amphetamine did not modify prolactin in the peak
value analysis, the time course analysis showed significantly
reduced levels at 4.5 hours as compared with placebo.
Both active treatments significantly increased cortisol
levels relative to placebo. Peak increases after ayahuasca showed
a trend to be larger than those after amphetamine. Analyses at the
different time points showed significant differences versus placebo in the time interval between 1 and 2 hours for ayahuasca
and between 1 and 6 hours for amphetamine. Ayahuasca induced
significantly higher cortisol levels than amphetamine at 1, 1.5,
and 2 hours.
Regarding GH, although mean values after ayahuasca were
higher than after placebo and amphetamine, no significant results
were found in the ANOVA or at the individual time points.

Immunomodulatory Effects of Ayahuasca

Total lymphocyte percentages in the 24-hour period did not
show any significant changes after either of the 2 active treatments. However, the time course analysis showed an increase
after ayahuasca relative to placebo at 1.5 hours and a decrease at
4.5 hours. The decrease was significant versus placebo and
versus amphetamine. Interestingly, amphetamine nonsignificantly decreased total lymphocyte percentage at this time point.
No differences were observed between treatments at 24 hours.
CD3 lymphocyte levels were found to be significantly decreased after ayahuasca and amphetamine. Time course analysis
showed significant decreases at 1.5 and 2 hours after ayahuasca
and at 1.5, 2, and 4.5 hours after amphetamine. No differences
were found between treatments at 24 hours, although mean
values were still lower than those after placebo.
Peak CD4 levels were significantly decreased after both
active treatments. Time course analysis showed significant
decreases at 1.5 and 2 hours for both ayahuasca and amphetamine. Again, no differences were found between treatments at
24 hours.
No significant changes were found for CD8 lymphocytes in
the global and time course analyses. CD19 levels were also not
found to be modified by any treatment in the ANOVA. However,
the time course analysis found a significant decrease after ayahuasca at 2 hours.
Natural killer cells were significantly increased after ayahuasca and amphetamine. The time course analysis showed
significant increases versus placebo at 1.5 and 2 hours after
ayahuasca and at 1.5, 2, and 4.5 after amphetamine.

Lymphocyte Subpopulations

DMT Plasma Levels

Treatment effects on lymphocyte subpopulations are shown
in Table 2 and Figure 3.

The time course of DMT plasma concentrations is shown in
Figure 2. The mean (SD) of the maximum concentration values

FIGURE 3. Time course of effects on lymphocyte subpopulations (means from 10 volunteers) after administration of placebo
(circle, dotted line), 20 mg D-amphetamine (square, dashed line), and 1.0 mg DMT/kg body weight ayahuasca (triangle, solid line).
Filled symbols indicate a significant difference from placebo. ‘‘a’’ indicates a significant difference between ayahuasca and amphetamine.
Error bars denote 1 SEM.
* 2011 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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(Cmax) was 11.8 (SD, 6.4) ng/mL. The median (range) time at
which the Cmax was attained was 1.8 hours (range, 1Y4.5 hours)
after dosing.

DISCUSSION
The present investigation was undertaken to explore the
autonomic, neuroendocrine, and immunomodulatory profile of
ayahuasca. Considering the current expansion of ayahuasca use
worldwide, we wished to further investigate the impact of this
plant tea on human physiology. Results showed that ayahuasca
induces relevant modifications in autonomic, neuroendocrine,
and immune parameters as discussed below.
Systemic and CNS access of its main active principle was
confirmed, respectively, by measurable DMT plasma levels and
significant subjective effects. Maximum DMT concentrations
were attained at 1.8 hours, in line with previously reported data.10
Subjective effects included stimulant-like activation (ARCI-A),
positive mood (ARCI-MBG), and somatic effects (ARCI-LSD,
HRS-somaesthesia), in addition to perceptual modifications
(HRS-perception), changes in thought processes and content
(HRS-cognition), increased impairment (HRS-volition), and increased emotional lability (HRS-affect). These results replicate
previous results after acute ayahuasca administration.10,16
The inclusion of amphetamine as an active control helped
further characterize the psychotropic effect profile of ayahuasca.
Thus, ayahuasca led to significantly higher scores than amphetamine in 4 of the 6 HRS scales (except HRS-somaesthesia and
HRS-affect) and in the ARCI-LSD scale. On the other hand, as
compared with ayahuasca, amphetamine significantly increased
subjective feelings of intellectual energy and efficiency (ARCIBG) and decreased scores on the sedative-sensitive ARCI-PCAG
scale. Increases in the BG and decreases in the PCAG scale are
known features of psychostimulants.28 Although ayahuasca and
amphetamine share some sympathomimetic properties, such
as mydriasis and increases in blood pressure,10 the divergences
in subjective effects point to differential central mechanisms.
Whereas amphetamine was perceived subjectively to increase
intellectual energy, ayahuasca effects were rather felt as impairing.
Differential effects on the CNS were further evidenced by the
statistically significant increases observed in EEG relative A
power. This effect was absent after amphetamine and replicates
previous findings.17 Although 5HT2A receptor activation has repeatedly been found to cause physical signs of sympathetic activation,36,37 the serotonergic mechanism leads to a pattern of CNS
effects, which clearly differs from that by dopamine- and noradrenaline-enhancing drugs.
Ayahuasca effects on autonomic measures were not particularly robust. Body temperature showed a biphasic time
course after ayahuasca and amphetamine. Mean temperature
decreased below placebo levels between drug administration and
the first hour and gradually rose thereafter. The initial decrease
was significant for ayahuasca, but the subsequent increase was
not. Previous studies involving the parenteral administration of
DMT found inconsistent results for this measure, with 1 study
reporting increases and 3 others reporting no change or ambiguous results.36Y39 Amphetamine, on the other hand, caused a
nonsignificant initial decrease in body temperature followed by
an increase that was larger than after ayahuasca, attaining statistical significance at 2 hours after dosing. Interestingly, a
similar biphasic pattern had been previously described for body
temperature after amphetamine and after the amphetamine derivative and serotonin releaser MDMA, although changes were
statistically different from placebo only for the latter drug.40,41
Weak changes were also found in the present study for respira-
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tion, which was reduced after amphetamine but only at 1 time
point. Ayahuasca did not modify this variable. Early controlled
studies with parenteral DMT did not find significant changes for
this variable,38 and it has not been measured in more recent
studies.
Effects on pupillary diameter were more intense than on
other autonomic variables, and a mydriatic effect was observed
for both ayahuasca and amphetamine. However, whereas the
effect of amphetamine was long lasting (still significant at
24 hours after administration), the effect after ayahuasca was
significant only until 2 hours after dosing; mean values had
fallen back to placebo levels at 8 hours. These findings are
consistent with many previous studies. Mydriasis has been
demonstrated in several controlled studies for parenteral
DMT36,38,39 and also for oral amphetamine and other psychostimulants.28,40 As pupillary diameter is controlled by a balance
between sympathetic and parasympathetic tone, based on our
present findings ayahuasca seems to display sympathomimetic
properties like those of amphetamine. However, ayahuasca was
also found to decrease the amplitude and increase the latency of
the PLR, effects typically ascribed to anticholinergic drugs.
However, none of the components of ayahuasca seem to display
affinity at muscarinic receptor sites.3 A potential explanation is
that the observed effects could be due to the noradrenergic inhibition of parasympathetic neurotransmission in the EdingerWestphal nucleus, the CNS nucleus that controls constriction of
the iris. The mixed serotonin/noradrenaline reuptake inhibitor
venlafaxine has also been found to increase PLR latency and
decrease PLR amplitude in the absence of any affinity of
the compound for muscarinic receptors.42,43 Results in those
studies were also interpreted in terms of parasympatholytic effects mediated by noradrenergic inhibition of the EdingerWestphal nucleus.
This is the first study in which the aforementioned autonomic variables have been measured after ayahuasca in a
controlled clinical trial. In the only previous study known to
us, the authors reported increases in respiration rate, pupillary
diameter, and oral temperature.20 However, as they did not
include a nondrug (placebo) condition, the reported effects
cannot be directly compared with ours. The autonomic effects
of ayahuasca suggest sympathetic activation of lower intensity
than that elicited by parenteral DMT in a dose range of 0.05 to
0.4 mg/kg.36
Ayahuasca and amphetamine produced significant timedependent modifications in neuroendocrine variables and lymphocyte subpopulations. Ayahuasca, which contains the direct
serotonergic agonist DMT, increased prolactin levels, whereas
amphetamine, which increases noradrenergic and dopaminergic
neurotransmission, did not. These results are in line with published data showing prolactin increases after DMT and serotonergic drugs such as MDMA, fenfluramine, and citalopram but
not after amphetamine.40,44 It is well known that dopamine is a
potent inhibitor of prolactin secretion.45 On the other hand,
stimulation of the serotonin 5-HT1A, 5-HT2A, and 5-HT2C receptors, which are all targets of DMT, increases prolactin release.26 Neither of the active treatments produced significant
changes in GH levels, but mean values were increased after
ayahuasca. Growth hormone secretion is stimulated by selective
5-HT1A agonists.25 The lack of a significant result could be due
to the lower affinity of DMT for the 5-HT1A receptor.7,8 Both
ayahuasca and amphetamine produced significant increases in
cortisol and variations in lymphocyte subpopulations. Activation
of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and cortisol release
have a well-known modulatory effect on lymphocytes.21 Thus,
besides a potentially direct receptor-mediated action, either
* 2011 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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mechanism could be responsible for the changes observed in the
present study, that is, reductions in CD3 and CD4 and enhanced
NK cell levels. These changes appeared to be transient, with
baseline values recovered after 24 hours.
A recent study found DOI reduces CD8 lymphocytes in
mice via activation of the 5-HT2A receptor.24 Although no significant changes in CD8 percentages were found in the present
study, data from the study in mice indicate that serotonergic
psychedelics can modulate the immune function using a direct
mechanism. Nevertheless, the remarkable similarity between the
effects of ayahuasca and amphetamine on lymphocyte distribution in the present study suggests that changes may rather have
been caused by an indirect mechanism common to both treatments rather than by specific drug-target interactions with immune cells. As mentioned above, this indirect mechanism could
involve the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis and the SNS.
Experimental evidence shows that despite their different molecular mechanisms of action; both DMT and amphetamine
stimulate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, as reflected by
increases in adrenocorticotropic hormone release.36,46 Regarding the SNS, there is abundant literature on the procatecholaminergic effects of amphetamine,28 and there is also evidence for
increased urine excretion of noradrenaline metabolites after
ayahuasca, suggesting an increased activity of the SNS after both
drugs.10 Further evidence on the nonspecific nature of ayahuasca
effects is the similarity with the profile of changes induced
by MDMA. Effects by this drug have been consistently replicated in many studies and basically involve decreases in CD3
and CD4 T lymphocytes and increases in NK cells.47,48 Other
psychoactive substances, such as cocaine, cannabis, alcohol,
nicotine, and opiates, have also been found to modify the status
of the immune system, both after acute intake and following
chronic exposure.23,48Y50
The health impact of ayahuasca ingestion in terms of susceptibility to disease is difficult to ascertain with the present
data. Reductions in CD3 and CD4 are usually interpreted as
detrimental. CD4 cells regulate cytotoxic T cells such as CD8
lymphocytes, which in turn destroy cells infected with intracellular microbes. CD4 cells also regulate B lymphocytes (CD19),
which are responsible for antibody secretion.51 On the other
hand, increases in NK cells could be beneficial, these cells being
involved in fighting virally infected and cancerous cells.52,53
However, the overall time-dependent neuroendocrine and immunological profile observed in the present study mimics that
observed in humans under stress.54,55 Increased glucocorticoid
levels and lymphocyte redistribution in acute stress have traditionally been regarded as immunosuppressant.21 However, more
recent views emphasize that, contrary to chronic stress, acute
stress may have modulatory rather than inhibitory effects on
immunity.56 Considering the increasing popularity of ayahuasca
and that ingestion of the tea on a regular basis is a central feature
of the ayahuasca religions, the long-term impact of regular use
on immunity warrants further investigation.
To conclude, the present findings indicate that acute
ayahuasca has a moderate impact on the autonomous nervous
system and a more robust activation of the hypothalamic-pituitaryadrenal axis. In addition, acute ayahuasca administration shows
modulatory capacity on cell-mediated immunity, inducing a
time-dependent redistribution of lymphocyte subtypes. A limitation of this study is the use of single doses only of the administered active drugs, thus precluding the assessment of
dose-response relationships for the studied variables. Future
studies should evaluate both the acute impact of different
ayahuasca doses on immune function and the effects of chronic
exposure in frequent users.
* 2011 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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Abstract
Rationale Ayahuasca is an Amazonian tea containing the
natural psychedelic 5-HT2A/2C/1A agonist N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT). It is used in ceremonial contexts for
its visionary properties. The human pharmacology of
ayahuasca has been well characterized following its
administration in single doses.
Objectives To evaluate the human pharmacology of ayahuasca in repeated doses and assess the potential occurrence of
acute tolerance or sensitization.

Methods In a double-blind, crossover, placebo-controlled
clinical trial, nine experienced psychedelic drug users received
PO the two following treatment combinations at least 1 week
apart: (a) a lactose placebo and then, 4 h later, an ayahuasca
dose; and (b) two ayahuasca doses 4 h apart. All ayahuasca
doses were freeze-dried Amazonian-sourced tea encapsulated
to a standardized 0.75 mg DMT/kg bodyweight. Subjective,
neurophysiological, cardiovascular, autonomic, neuroendocrine, and cell immunity measures were obtained before and at
regular time intervals until 12 h after first dose administration.
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Results DMT plasma concentrations, scores in subjective
and neurophysiological variables, and serum prolactin and
cortisol were significantly higher after two consecutive
doses. When effects were standardized by plasma DMT
concentrations, no differences were observed for subjective,
neurophysiological, autonomic, or immunological effects.
However, we observed a trend to reduced systolic blood
pressure and heart rate, and a significant decrease for
growth hormone (GH) after the second ayahuasca dose.
Conclusions Whereas there was no clear-cut tolerance or
sensitization in the psychological sphere or most physiological variables, a trend to lower cardiovascular activation
was observed, together with significant tolerance to GH
secretion.

Psychopharmacology (2012) 219:1039–1053
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been studied in a clinical trial. Laboratory information
regarding possible increased toxicity after repeated administration is thus lacking. Furthermore, studying the pharmacology of ayahuasca administered in repeated doses is of
interest from a basic science perspective. DMT appears to
be different from other serotonergic psychedelics such as
LSD, mescaline, and psilocybin, in terms of its toleranceinducing capacity. While tolerance development to LSD
was described over 50 years ago (Isbell et al. 1956),
tolerance to DMT has not been conclusively demonstrated
either in animals (Cole and Pieper 1973; Gillin et al. 1973;
Kovacic and Domino 1976) or in humans (Gillin et al.
1976; Strassman et al. 1996).
In this present work, we studied the pharmacology of
two consecutive doses of ayahuasca on subjective, physiological, and neurophysiological variables and assessed for
potential acute tolerance or sensitization.

Introduction

Materials and methods

Ayahuasca is a psychoactive tea that was originally used for
its visionary properties in shamanic, religious, and medicinal contexts in the Amazon but is now used worldwide in
ceremonial and lay contexts (Tupper 2008). The tea is
prepared from Banisteriopsis caapi, its key botanical
ingredient, plus several other plants, typically Psychotria
viridis (see, for a review, Riba 2003). Chemical analyses
have shown that the main components of ayahuasca are
alkaloids with β-carboline structure (harmine, harmaline,
and tetrahydroharmine (THH)) from B. caapi plus N,Ndimethyltryptamine (DMT; Yritia et al. 2002; Riba 2003)
from P. viridis. The monoamine-oxidase-inhibiting properties of the β-carbolines block the metabolic degradation of
DMT, an orally labile psychedelic 5-HT2A/2C/1A receptor
agonist (Smith et al. 1998; Riba 2003), and allow its access
to systemic circulation after ayahuasca ingestion (McKenna
et al. 1984; Riba 2003). In recent years, ayahuasca has been
the object of various biomedical studies that have assessed
its pharmacological profile in humans. Its effects when
administered in single doses are well characterized. In a
clinical research setting, it has been found to induce
transient perceptual, cognitive, and affective modifications
typical of the psychedelics, plus physiological effects that
include elevations in diastolic blood pressure, cortisol and
prolactin and lymphocyte redistribution, and electroencephalographic changes (Riba et al. 2002; 2003; Santos et al., in
press). Ayahuasca is relatively well tolerated in healthy
volunteers. The most commonly reported unpleasant effects
are nausea and physical discomfort (Riba et al. 2001a).
In the context of the ceremonial use of ayahuasca, it is a
common practice to drink several doses in each session, but
the pharmacology of the drug in repeated doses has not yet

Volunteers
A total of 17 volunteers (all male) with experience in
psychedelic drug use were recruited. Eligibility criteria
required prior use of psychedelics on at least ten occasions
without sequelae derived thereof, i.e., psychedelic-related
disorders as described in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV;
American Psychiatric Association, 1994). A physician
conducted a physical examination, ECG, and standard
laboratory tests in all volunteers, confirming their good
health. Prior to physical examination, volunteers were
interviewed by a clinical psychologist (Spanish version of
the Structured Interview for DSM-IV [SCID]; First et al.
1999). We excluded any volunteers who had a present or
past history of Axis-I disorders (including alcohol or other
substance dependence) and any who had parents or siblings
with a present or past history of psychotic disorders. The
study was conducted in accordance with the Declarations of
Helsinki and Tokyo concerning experimentation on humans
and was approved by the hospital ethics committee and the
Spanish Ministry of Health. The volunteers received
detailed information on the nature of ayahuasca and the
general psychological effects of psychedelics and their
possible adverse effects as reported in the psychiatric
literature. All volunteers gave their written informed
consent to participate.
Drug
Ayahuasca was not administered in liquid form but as a
freeze-dried encapsulated formulation. Based on previous

Psychopharmacology (2012) 219:1039–1053

studies by our group (Riba et al. 2001a; 2003), the dose of
ayahuasca administered was equivalent to 0.75 mg DMT/kg
body weight. Lactose capsules were used as a placebo.
Study design
Volunteers participated in three experimental sessions at
least 1 week apart. Each experimental session involved two
administrations separated by 4 h. In the first experimental
session, all participants received the treatment pair placebo–
placebo in an open-label fashion. This first session was
intended to familiarize the volunteers with the study setting
and to minimize the stress associated with the experimental
interventions.
Volunteers were informed that, in sessions 2 and 3, they
would randomly receive any of the following treatment
pairs: placebo–placebo, placebo–ayahuasca, ayahuasca–
placebo, or ayahuasca–ayahuasca. In fact, only two of the
four combinations were administered: placebo–ayahuasca
and ayahuasca–ayahuasca. Treatment pairs were administered in a double-blind fashion. The designation and order
of administration for each of the four individual treatments
was as follows: (a) for the placebo–ayahuasca pair: at zero
hours, the treatment denominated placebo and at 4 h an
ayahuasca treatment, designated here as Aya0; and (b) for
the ayahuasca–ayahuasca pair: at zero hours, an ayahuasca
treatment, designated here Aya1, and, at 4 h, an ayahuasca
dose, designated here Aya2.
This approach was chosen to reduce the number of times
volunteers were exposed to ayahuasca from four to three.
Since Aya0 and Aya2 were administered in the afternoon
and Aya1 in the morning, Aya1 is not comparable with the
other two treatments due to circadian changes and to the
influence of the light meal served to the participants before
administration of Aya0 and Aya2. Consequently, values for
Aya1 are shown for illustrative purposes in the figures in the
results section, but they were excluded from the statistical
analyses and are omitted from the tables. To test whether a
single repeated dose administration of ayahuasca leads to
higher absolute effects and acute tolerance or sensitization,
Aya0 was compared vs. Aya2. Comparisons vs. the placebo
administered in the placebo–ayahuasca pair were merely
conducted to confirm that Aya0 and Aya2 were active (see
the statistical analyses explanation below).
Volunteers were requested to abstain from any medication or illicit drug use in the 2 weeks before the
experimental sessions and until after the study was
completed. Volunteers also were requested to abstain from
alcohol, tobacco, and caffeinated drinks in the 24 h before
each experimental day. Urinalysis for alcohol and illicit
drug use was performed on each experimental day. Urine
samples were tested for alcohol, benzodiazepines, cannabis,
amphetamine, opiates, and cocaine using automated homo-
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geneous enzyme immunoassays (Multigent, Architect
C16000 System, Abbott Diagnostics, Abbott Laboratories,
Abbott Park, IL, USA). Participants arrived at 7:00 AM
under fasting conditions of at least 10 h and had a light
breakfast before 10:00 AM. The first treatment was administered at approximately 11:00 AM and the second at 15:00
PM after a light meal. Throughout the experimental session,
the volunteers remained seated in a comfortable reclining
chair in a quiet, dimly lit room. Volunteers remained
overnight in the laboratory and were discharged at 15:00
PM the following day.
Measurements
Subjective ratings
The subjective effects elicited by ayahuasca were measured
by means of visual analog scales (VAS) and self-report
questionnaires including the Hallucinogen Rating Scale
(HRS) and the Addiction Research Center Inventory
(ARCI).
VAS were 100-mm horizontal lines anchored with the
words “Not at all” and “Extreme” with the following labels:
“any effect,” indicating any physical or psychological
modification that the volunteer attributed to the administered drug; “good effects,” indicating any effect, physical or
psychological, the volunteer valued as good; “bad effects,”
indicating any effect the volunteer valued as bad; “visual
effects,” indicating modifications in visual perception,
including any variations in object shape, brightness, or
color and any illusion, abstract or elaborate, seen with eyes
either closed or open; “auditory effects,” indicating modifications in auditory perception; “dizzy,” indicating nearsyncope or lightheadedness; “liking,” reflecting that the
volunteer liked the effects of the administered substance;
“stimulated,” indicating any increases in thought speed and/
or content, or any increases in associations and/or insights;
and “high,” which reflected any positive psychological
effect the volunteer attributed to the drug. The volunteers
were requested to answer the VAS immediately before
(baseline) and at 15, 30, 45 min, and 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4,
4.25, 4.5, 4.75, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 10, and 12 h after
administration of the first treatment.
The HRS includes six subscales: Somaesthesia, reflecting somatic effects; Affect, reflecting emotional and
affective responses; Volition, indicating the volunteer’s
capacity to willfully interact with his/her “self” and/or the
environment; Cognition, describing modifications in
thought processes or content; Perception, measuring visual,
auditory, gustatory, and olfactory experiences; and Intensity,
reflecting the strength of the overall experience (Strassman
et al. 1994). A Spanish version of the questionnaire was
used (Riba et al. 2001b). Scores for all subscales is 0 to 4.
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The short version of the ARCI (Martin et al. 1971)
consists of five scales or groups: MBG, the morphine–
benzedrine group, measuring euphoria and positive mood;
PCAG, the pentobarbital–chlorpromazine–alcohol group,
measuring sedation; LSD, the lysergic acid diethylamide
scale, measuring somatic–dysphoric effects; BG, the benzedrine group, measuring intellectual energy and efficiency;
and the A scale, an empirically derived scale measuring
amphetamine-like effects. Scores range from 0 to 16 for
MBG, from −4 to 11 for PCAG, −4 to 10 for LSD, −4 to 9
for BG, and 0 to 11 for A. The questionnaire had been
translated into Spanish and validated by Lamas et al.
(1994). Volunteers were requested to answer the HRS and
ARCI at 4 and 8 h after the first treatment.
Neurophysiological measures (EEG)
The EEG was recorded, preprocessed, and quantified
following standard procedures as previously described
(Riba et al. 2002). Recordings were obtained at 19 scalp
locations according to the international 10/20 system by
means of a Neuroscan SYNAMPS amplifier (Compumedics
Neuroscan, Charlotte, NC, USA). A 3-min EEG with eyes
closed was recorded at 0 (baseline) and 15, 30, 45 min, and
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.25, 4.5, 4.75, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, and 8 h
after administration of the first treatment. Following a fast
Fourier transform, the target variables were calculated:
relative power (expressed as percentage) in the beta (13–
35 Hz) frequency band and in the beta-4 (25–30 Hz) and
beta-5 (30–35 Hz) sub-bands. Modifications of these
variables have been detected following acute ayahuasca
administration (Riba et al. 2002; Santos et al., in press).
Target variables were calculated at each electrode and time
point. Averages for each variable in all 19 leads at each time
point were used in the subsequent statistical analysis.
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volunteer’s armpit for at least 3 min. Pupillary diameter
was measured with a portable pupillometer (NeurOptics
Pupillometer; NeurOptics, Irvine, CA). The pupillometer
was placed over the volunteer’s eye immediately after
turning the lights off and maintained in place until the
pupillometer indicated that a valid reading had been
obtained.
Neuroendocrine measures
Blood samples (3 mL, plain tubes without clot activator)
were drawn before administration (baseline), and at 1, 2,
4, 5, 6, 8, and 28 h after administration of the first
treatment and were allowed to stand at room temperature. Serum was separated by centrifugation and aliquots
stored for the analysis of growth hormone (GH),
prolactin, and cortisol.
Serum GH and prolactin concentrations were determined
by a chemiluminescence immunoassay system (Immulite
2000®, Diagnostic Products Corp, EURO/Diagnostic Products Corporation, Llanberis, UK). The GH immunoassay,
with a sensitivity of 0.06 mIU/L, uses the WHO 1st IRP 80/
505, and shows intra- and interassay coefficients of
variation (CV) of 5.3–6.1% and 5.7–6.5%, respectively.
The prolactin immunoassay uses the 3rd IS 84/500, with an
analytical sensitivity of 3.4 mIU/L, and intra-assay and total
CV between 2.2–2.3% and 6.9–7.9%, respectively. Serum
cortisol concentrations were measured by electrochemiluminescent immunoassay (Elecsys Modular Analytics
E170®, Roche Diagnostics GmbH Manheim, Germany)
with functional sensitivity <8 nmol/L, and intra-assay and
total CVs of 1.7% and 2.8%, respectively, for mean human
serum concentrations between 129 and 717 nmol/L.
Obtained values were transformed to nanograms per
milliliter (prolactin and GH) and micrograms per deciliter
(cortisol).

Cardiovascular measures
Lymphocyte subpopulations
Systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressures and
heart rate (HR) were measured with the volunteer seated,
before (baseline) and at 30 min, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 5,
5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, and 8 h after the first treatment using a
Dinamap 8100 vital signs monitor (Critikon, Tampa, FL).
The cuff was placed around the volunteer’s left arm.
Determination time was between 20 and 45 s.
Autonomic measures
Temperature and pupillary diameter were measured before
administration (baseline) and at 30 min, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4,
4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, and 8 h after the first treatment.
Axillary temperature readings were obtained with a
standard mercury-in-glass thermometer placed in the

Blood samples (3 mL, heparin tubes) were drawn before
(baseline), and at 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 28 h after
administration and were subjected to lymphocyte immunophenotyping. The following lymphocyte subpopulations
were quantified: CD8 T cells, CD4 T cells, CD3 T cells,
CD19 B cells, and natural killer (NK) cells.
For lymphocyte immunophenotyping, blood samples
were stained with the Lymphogram™ (Cytognos,
Salamanca, Spain) reagent kit; each tube contains five
different murine MoAbs with three fluorochromes: CD8
and CD19 with FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate), CD3,
and CD56 with PE (phycoerythrin). CD4 were labeled
in tandem with PE and Cy5 (phycoerythrin−cyanate 5).
The procedure has been detailed elsewhere (Bellido et
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al. 1998). Lymphocyte subpopulations were expressed as
percentage of all blood cells.
DMT plasma levels
Blood samples (10 ml, EDTA tubes) were drawn at 0
(baseline) and 30 min, and 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.25, 4.5, 5,
5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 10, and 12 h after administration for
analysis of DMT. Samples were centrifuged at 2,000 rpm
for 10 min at 4°C, and plasma was immediately frozen
at −20°C. Frozen plasma samples were stored at −80°C
until analysis. DMT plasma concentrations were determined as previously described (Yritia et al. 2002).
All measurements conducted at 4 h were performed prior
to administration of the second treatment.
Statistical analysis
Data obtained in the first placebo−placebo acclimatization
session were not included in the statistical analysis. The
placebo used for the statistical comparisons was that
administered in the placebo−ayahuasca session. The comparisons of interest were between Aya0 and Aya2. These
two ayahuasca treatments were fully equivalent in terms of
time of the day and preceding meal. Nevertheless, Aya0 and
Aya2 were compared with placebo to confirm that they were
pharmacologically active.
For the HRS and ARCI questionnaires, scores on the
different subscales were calculated and subjected to
statistical analysis.
VAS, EEG, cardiovascular, neuroendocrine, immunological, temperature, and pupillary diameter measurements
were transformed into differences from baseline (0 h). The
following parameters were then calculated for each of the
three treatments, i.e., placebo, Aya0, and Aya2: (1) the 0–4 h
post-administration Emax (Emax(0–4h)) or peak effect (maximum absolute change from the 0 h baseline values); (2) the
0–4 h post-administration area under the curve (AUC0–4h)
of effect versus time; and (3) the 0–4 h post-administration
area under the curve (AUC0–4h) normalized by the
respective AUC0–4h of the DMT plasma concentrations
vs. time. These normalized AUCs were designated as
AUCnorm. All AUCs were calculated using the trapezoidal
rule. The comparison between AUCnorm after Aya0 and
AUCnorm after Aya2 allowed making inferences regarding
acute tolerance or sensitization development, taking the
DMT plasma concentrations into account.
HRS and ARCI scores and the parameters described
above for the pharmacodynamic variables were analyzed
using paired Student’s t tests.
For each ayahuasca treatment, the maximum DMT
plasma concentration (Cmax) was calculated and reported
as mean±standard deviation (SD). The time to reach the
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maximum concentration (tmax) was reported as median and
range. Areas under the concentration−time curves between
treatment administration and 4 h (AUC0–4h) were also
calculated and reported as mean±SD. Cmax and AUC0–4h
were compared between ayahuasca treatments by means of
Student’s t test. Tmax values were compared using nonparametric Wilcoxon’s test.
In all tests performed, differences were considered
statistically significant for p values lower than 0.05.

Results
Only nine of the 17 volunteers completed the study. One
volunteer was excluded before the start of the acclimatization session due to a positive result for alcohol in the
urinalysis. Two decided to voluntarily withdraw from the
study, and five more were excluded due to vomiting.
Vomiting was self-induced in one case; in another case, it
occurred after the administration of the first ayahuasca dose
in the ayahuasca−ayahuasca session, and in the remaining
three cases, it occurred after the administration of the
second ayahuasca dose in the ayahuasca–ayahuasca session. The data reported in the present paper refer only to the
nine volunteers that completed all three experimental
sessions. Participants in the final sample had a mean age
of 32.8 (range, 24–41 years), a mean weight of 69.69 kg
(range, 57–91), and a mean height of 177 cm (range, 170–
186). Additionally, one subject showed no measurable
DMT plasma levels after Aya0. Consequently, pharmacokinetic data are reported for eight volunteers only (see the
“Pharmacokinetic analysis” section below). This also
precluded the calculation of the normalized AUCs after
Aya0 for this participant. For this reason, the statistical
comparison of normalized AUCs after Aya0 vs Aya2 was
conducted for a sample of eight volunteers.
Subjective effects
Subjective effect results are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1.
Both administered ayahuasca treatments proved psychoactive. Compared with placebo, the administration of
both Aya0 and Aya2 led to significant increases in all
subscales of the HRS and in the A and MBG subscales of
the ARCI. Additionally, Aya0 led to significant increases
in the BG subscale and Aya2 to significant increases in the
LSD subscale. The effects of Aya2 on the HRS subscales
Somaesthesia and Volition were significantly higher than
those of Aya0. The effects of Aya2 on the HRS subscale
Intensity showed a trend to significantly higher values
than after Aya0. Higher increases were also observed in
the Perception subscale, and these were marginally
significant (p=0.050). No differences between doses were
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Fig. 1 Time course of scores on the nine VAS items (means from nine
volunteers) after administration of placebo (star) and each of the three
0.75 mg DMT/kg body weight ayahuasca doses: Aya1 (open triangle),

Aya0 (filled circle) and Aya2 (filled square). Aya0 was preceded 4 h by
the placebo and Aya2 was preceded 4 h by Aya1

found for Affect, Cognition, or ARCI subscales. Regarding the VAS items, both ayahuasca treatments produced
significant increases relative to placebo in the peak values
and AUC0-4h values of eight items (except for “bad
effects”, where only Aya2 produced significant effects).
For two VAS items (“any effect” and “bad effects”), values
after Aya2 were significantly higher than those after Aya0.
The AUC0-4h for the “auditory effects” VAS item was
higher for Aya2 than for Aya0. The same parameter for the
items “visual effects” and “dizzy” showed a trend to
significantly higher values after Aya2. When DMT plasma
levels were taken into account (AUCnorm), the VAS item
“stimulated” showed a trend to lower effects after Aya2
than after Aya0, while the item “bad effects” showed a
trend for higher effects after Aya2 than after Aya0.

EEG effects
Treatment effects on relative global beta power and relative
beta-4 and beta-5 powers are presented in Fig. 2 and
Table 2.
As shown therein, Aya0 (AUC) induced significant
increases in relative beta-4 and beta-5 powers and a
marginally significant increase (p=0.050) in relative global
beta power. However, no significant effects for Aya0 peak
values were observed in any of the EEG variables. On the
other hand, Aya2 (AUC and peak) induced significant
increases in all three measures. There was only a trend in
relative global beta power (peak) between ayahuasca
treatments; and Aya2 induced significantly larger increases
in relative beta-4 power than Aya0 (AUC and peak) and in
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Table 1 Subjective effects induced by placebo, Aya0 and Aya2
Placebo

HRS
Somaesthesia
Affect
Perception
Cognition

0.00
0.27
0.00
0.00

(0.00)
(0.66)
(0.00)
(0.00)

Ayahuasca0

0.82
1.19
1.41
1.42

(0.53)
(0.55)
(0.53)
(0.71)

Ayahuasca2

1.25
1.20
1.81
1.52

Pair-wise comparisons
PLA/AYA0

PLA/AYA2

AYA0/AYA2

(0.55)
(0.53)
(0.78)
(0.68)

**
**
***
***

***
**
***
***

*
ns
0.050
ns

Volition
Intensity
ARCI
A
BG
MBG
PCAG
LSD
VAS
Any effect_peak
Any effect_AUC
Any effect_AUC_norm
Good effects_peak
Good effects_AUC
Good effects_AUC_norm
Liking_peak
Liking_AUC
Liking_AUC_norm

0.19 (0.31)
0.00 (0.00)

1.05 (0.36)
1.97 (0.65)

1.51 (0.45)
2.53 (0.78)

***
***

***
***

**
0.073

0.22 (0.67)
0.11 (0.78)
3.33 (0.71)
0.67 (1.41)
−0.67 (1.12)

4.22
2.22
5.89
1.44
0.78

4.55
1.67
7.00
2.89
1.22

(3.68)
(3.12)
(5.57)
(4.25)
(2.17)

**
*
**
ns
ns

**
ns
**
ns
*

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

1.33 (3.04)
20.83 (54.57)
–
0.44 (1.33)
6.67 (20.00)
–
0.33 (1.00)
5.00 (15.00)
–

51.67
6,317.50
5.17
61.33
7,503.33
6.62
64.22
8,479.17
7.52

(25.20)
(4,326.05)
(3.63)
(33.44)
(5,044.29)
(5.96)
(31.76)
(5,506.50)
(6.70)

76.33
10,738.33
3.76
68.55
10,231.67
3.55
72.55
10,995.00
3.67

(21.88)
(5,313.29)
(3.05)
(24.88)
(4,745.73)
(2.63)
(28.86)
(5,209.33)
(3.00)

***
**
–
**
**
–
***
**
–

***
***
–
***
***
–
***
***
–

*
*
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

Visual effects_peak
Visual effects_AUC
Visual effects_AUC_norm
Auditory effects_peak
Auditory effects_AUC
Auditory effects_AUC_norm
Bad effects_peak
Bad effects_AUC
Bad effects_AUC_norm
Dizzy_peak
Dizzy_AUC
Dizzy_AUC_norm
Stimulated_peak
Stimulated_AUC
Stimulated_AUC_norm
High_peak
High_AUC
High_AUC_norm

0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–
0.67 (2.00)
10.00 (30.00)
–
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
–

46.78
4,746.67
3.91
28.67
2,290.00
1.82
1.89
183.33
0.17
14.55
956.67
0.57
35.00
3,654.17
2.64
52.89
5,880.00
4.79

(22.67)
(2,841.53)
(2.15)
(24.50)
(2,419.08)
(1.88)
(3.51)
(357.81)
(0.31)
(12.03)
(868.11)
(0.38)
(21.30)
(2,811.56)
(1.74)
(23.76)
(4,197.34)
(3.47)

65.89
8,464.17
2.67
43.55
4,350.83
1.56
23.22
1,829.17
0.48
31.67
2,295.83
0.73
38.89
3,955.83
1.41
64.22
8,940.83
2.63

(26.61)
(6,172.66)
(2.31)
(29.81)
(3,952.53)
(2.22)
(22.24)
(1,784.32)
(0.42)
(25.11)
(2,307.40)
(0.43)
(25.22)
(3,292.43)
(1.90)
(28.76)
(5,378.52)
(2.07)

***
**
–
**
*
–
ns
ns
–
**
*
–
**
**
–
***
**
–

***
**
–
**
*
–
*
*
–
**
*
–
**
**
–
***
**
–

ns
0.083
ns
ns
*
ns
*
*
0.057
ns
0.064
ns
ns
ns
0.064
ns
ns
ns

(2.86)
(2.39)
(4.48)
(3.28)
(2.49)

Mean (SD) of the scores obtained for the HRS and ARCI questionnaires subscales and for the VAS and results of the statistical analysis performed.
N=9, except for normalized AUCs where n=8
PLA placebo, AYA0 ayahuasca0, AYA2 ayahuasca2, A amphetamine, BG benzedrine-group, MBG morphine–benzedrine-group, PCAG
pentobarbital–chlorpromazine–alcohol-group, LSD lysergic acid diethylamide scale
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Exact p values are given when p<0.1
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Fig. 2 Time course of electroencephalographic (EEG), cardiovascular
and autonomic variables (means from nine volunteers) after administration of placebo (star) and each of the three 0.75 mg DMT/kg body

weight ayahuasca doses: Aya1 (open triangle), Aya0 (filled circle), and
Aya2 (filled square). Aya0 was preceded 4 h by the placebo and Aya2
was preceded 4 h by Aya1

relative beta-5 power (peak). When DMT plasma levels
were taken into account, no differences between active
treatments appeared for any of the variables.

differences were found between ayahuasca treatments. For
HR, Aya0, and Aya2 produced significant increases compared with placebo, in terms of both peak and AUC values.
No significant differences were found between active
treatments. When DMT plasma levels were taken into
account, there was a trend for lower values after Aya2 for
SBP and HR.
Occurrence of hypertension and/or tachycardia was
examined for each participant. SBP rose above 140 mm
Hg in three volunteers after Aya0 (141 mm Hg; and
146 mm Hg, two volunteers) and in two volunteers after
Aya2 (147 mm Hg; and 142 mm Hg). Most of these events
lasted 15–30 min. DBP values did not reach values above
90 mm Hg for any participant. HR rose above 100 beats/min
(105 beats/min) in one volunteer after Aya0.

Cardiovascular effects
Cardiovascular effects are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2.
Peak and AUC values after both ayahuasca treatments were
significantly higher than after placebo for SBP. No
significant differences were found between active treatments. For peak DBP values, only Aya2 produced increases
significantly different from placebo. No significant differences were found between active treatments. In terms of
AUC values, effects after both ayahuasca treatments were
significantly larger than after placebo. No significant
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Table 2 Effects induced by placebo and Aya0 and Aya2 on EEG and cardiovascular and autonomic measures
Placebo

Ayahuasca0

Ayahuasca2

Pair-wise comparisons
PLA/AYA0 PLA/AYA2 AYA0/AYA2

EEG measures
Relative beta power_peak
Relative beta power_AUC
Relative beta power_AUC_norm
Relative beta-4 power_peak

−0.68 (8.37)
−140.86 (624.87)
–
0.23 (2.08)

5.15
790.33
0.80
1.28

(12.85)
12.06 (18.07)
(1,325.02) 1,391.50 (1,986.39)
(1.23)
0.64 (0.87)
(3.44)
3.16 (3.52)

ns
0.050
–
ns

*
*
–
**

0.074
ns
ns
**

Relative beta-4 power_AUC
Relative beta-4 power_AUC_norm
Relative beta-5 power_peak
Relative beta-5 power_AUC
Relative beta-5 power_AUC_norm
Cardiovascular measures
Systolic blood pressure_peak
Systolic blood pressure_AUC
Systolic blood pressure_AUC_norm
Diastolic blood pressure_peak
Diastolic blood pressure_AUC
Diastolic blood pressure_AUC_norm
Heart rate_peak
Heart rate_AUC
Heart rate_AUC_norm
Autonomic measures
Temperature_peak
Temperature_AUC

−27.47 (191.92)
–
0.41 (1.63)
27.98 (113.85)
–

202.61
0.20
1.21
203.08
0.19

(327.20)
(0.36)
(2.26)
(188.09)
(0.18)

*
–
ns
*
–

**
–
**
*
–

**
ns
*
ns
ns

−5.44 (14.49)
19.44 (7.99)
19.33 (10.96)
−145.00 (868.58)
1,810.00 (1,088.56) 1,583.33 (904.40)
–
1.59 (1.56)
0.55 (0.63)
−1.33 (12.69)
4.67 (15.37)
12.22 (8.87)
−301.33 (1,024.69)
501.67 (1,774.43) 1,113.33 (959.79)
–
0.27 (2.00)
0.44 (0.33)
−0.78 (10.24)
12.55 (8.70)
14.67 (10.46)
−365.00 (1,034.73) 1,186.67 (685.56)
1,371.67 (1,262.21)
–
0.88 (0.62)
0.45 (0.62)

**
***
–
ns
*
–
*
**
–

***
***
–
**
**
–
*
*
–

ns
ns
0.065
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.096

0.10 (0.61)
−12.50 (86.66)

ns
*

ns
0.055

ns
ns

Temperature_AUC_norm
Pupillary diameter_peak
Pupillary diameter_AUC
Pupillary diameter_AUC_norm

–
0.32 (0.70)
52.67 (77.98)
–

–
*
**
–

–
*
*
–

ns
ns
ns
ns

0.27 (0.59)
27.67 (99.72)
−0.01
1.03
166.83
0.14

(0.10)
(0.65)
(100.40)
(0.11)

426.05
0.16
4.17
369.69
0.16

(334.23)
(0.18)
(1.95)
(374.27)
(0.20)

0.45 (0.69)
81.54 (137.94)
0.02
1.09
188.00
0.05

(0.07)
(0.40)
(86.68)
(0.03)

Means (SD) of the scores obtained and results of the statistical analysis performed. N=9, except for normalized AUCs where n=8
PLA placebo, AYA0 ayahuasca0, AYA2 ayahuasca2. Peak beta power expressed as percentage; Peak systolic blood pressure in mmHg; Peak
diastolic blood pressure in mmHg; Peak heart rate in beats/minute; Peak body temperature in °C; Peak pupillary diameter in millimeters
*p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Exact p values are given when p<0.1

Autonomic effects
Autonomic effects are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2. No
significant differences between ayahuasca and placebo or
between active treatments were found for temperature peak
values. For pupillary diameter, Aya0 and Aya2 produced
significant increases in peak values relative to placebo. No
significant differences were found between active treatments. For AUC values, only Aya0 produced statistically
significant increases in temperature relative to placebo.
Aya2 only showed a trend for significantly higher AUC
values than placebo. No significant differences were found
between ayahuasca treatments. For pupillary diameter, Aya0
and Aya2 produced significant AUC increases relative to
placebo. No significant differences were found between

ayahuasca treatments. Finally, no differences were found
between Aya0 and Aya2 in temperature and pupillary
diameter when the normalized AUCs were compared.
Neuroendocrine effects
Neuroendocrine effects results are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3.
Peak and AUC prolactin values after Aya0 and Aya2 were
significantly increased relative to placebo. Increases after
Aya2 were significantly higher than after Aya0. For cortisol,
only Aya2 produced increases significantly different from
placebo. A trend was seen for AUC values after Aya0.
Increases after Aya2 were significantly higher than after Aya0
in terms of both peak and AUC values. For growth hormone,
only Aya0 produced increases in peak values significantly
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Fig. 3 Time course of neuroendocrine measures (means from
nine volunteers) and DMT
plasma concentrations (means
from eight volunteers) after
administration of placebo (star)
and each of the three 0.75 mg
DMT/kg body weight ayahuasca
doses: Aya1 (open triangle),
Aya0 (filled circle), and Aya2
(filled square). Aya0 was
preceded 4 h by the placebo,
and Aya2 was preceded
4 h by Aya1
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different from placebo. A trend to lower peak values was
found for Aya2 when compared with Aya0. In terms of AUC
values, Aya2 produced significant increases from placebo,
whereas a marginally significant effect (p=0.052) was
observed for Aya0. No significant differences were observed
between active treatments. The comparison of the normalized AUCs between active treatments yielded non-significant
results for prolactin and cortisol and significantly lower
values for growth hormone.
Lymphocyte subpopulations
Treatment effects on lymphocyte subpopulations are shown
in Fig. 4 and Table 3.
The total lymphocyte percentage did not show any
significant changes after either of the two ayahuasca treatments in terms of AUC or peak values. However, Aya2 (AUC)
decreased total lymphocyte percentage more than Aya0. CD3
lymphocyte levels were found to be decreased after Aya0, but
not after Aya2. No differences were found between ayahuasca treatments. Peak CD4 levels showed a trend for a
significant decrease after both ayahuasca treatments. Furthermore, CD4 AUC value decreases reached statistical
significance after both ayahuasca treatments. But again, no
differences were found between active treatments. No
significant changes were found for CD8 lymphocytes (peak
and AUC), but there was a trend for a significant reduction
after Aya0. No differences were found between Aya0 and
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6

8

10

12

Time (h)

Aya2. The analysis of CD19 levels yielded mixed results.
Whereas Aya0 produced a marginally significant reduction
(p=0.050) in AUC, Aya2 significantly reduced peak values.
No differences were found in AUC between ayahuasca
treatments, but Aya2 produced a significantly higher reduction than Aya0 in peak values. NK cells were significantly
increased after both ayahuasca administrations (AUC) and
after Aya0 (peak value). There was a trend for a significant
increase after Aya2 (peak). No differences were found
between ayahuasca treatments. The comparison of the
normalized AUCs between active treatments yielded nonsignificant results for all lymphocyte subpopulations.
Pharmacokinetic analysis
The time course of DMT plasma concentrations is shown in
Fig. 3. One volunteer did not show measurable levels of
DMT after Aya0 and was excluded from the pharmacokinetic analyses. The mean±SD of the maximum concentration values (Cmax) was 13.97±9.35 ng/ml for Aya0 and
32.57±20.96 ng/ml for Aya2. These values were statistically different [t(7)=−2.92, p=0.022]. The median (range)
time at which the Cmax was attained (tmax)was 2.0 h (1–3)
for Aya0 and 2.0 h (1–3) for Aya2. These values were not
statistically different [z=−0.32, p>0.1]. The AUC values were
1,703 mg/ml·min−1 for Aya0 and 4,078 mg/ml·min−1 for
Aya2. These values were statistically different. [t(7)=−2.78,
p=0.027]. To test whether the higher DMT AUCs obtained
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Table 3 Effects induced by placebo, Aya0, and Aya2 on neuroendocrine parameters and lymphocyte subpopulations
Placebo

Hormones
Prolactin_peak
Prolactin_AUC
Prolactin_AUC_norm
Cortisol_peak
Cortisol_AUC
Cortisol_AUC_norm
GH_peak
GH_AUC
GH_AUC_norm
Lymphocyte subpopulations
Total lymphocytes_peak
Total lymphocytes_AUC
Total lymphocytes_AUC_norm
CD3_peak
CD3_AUC
CD3_AUC_norm
CD4_peak
CD4_AUC
CD4_AUC_norm

Ayahuasca0

Ayahuasca2

Pair-wise comparisons
PLA/AYA0

PLA/AYA2

AYA0/AYA2

−0.78 (3.03)
−88.37 (442.52)
–
−2.89 (7.75)

12.89
1,206.35
1.36
−0.55

(9.41)
(1,295.05)
(2.24)
(9.59)

16.78
2,241.37
0.81
11.33

(10.11)
(1,280.70)
(0.73)
(6.30)

**
*
–
ns

**
**
–
**

*
*
ns
**

−544.50 (1,286.94)
–
3.44 (5.70)
359.78 (539.55)
–

−114.07
−0.08
15.00
1,290.16
1.30

(1,286.70)
(1.58)
(11.77)
(1,024.17)
(1.20)

1,678.33
0.53
6.22
719.85
0.26

(1,186.12)
(0.44)
(4.18)
(421.33)
(0.22)

0.078
–
*
0.052
–

**
–
ns
*
–

**
ns
0.076
ns
*

−0.02
−7.32
0.00
−10.00
−1,460.00
−1.40
−8.55
−1,190.00
−1.01

(0.60)
(69.26)
(0.07)
(7.24)
(1,337.61)
(2.06)
(6.52)
(1,104.92)

−0.33
−64.15
−0.01
−11.11
−1,343.30
−0.29
−10.44
−1,576.67

(0.88)
(123.23)
(0.03)
(15.98)
(2,009.07)
(0.94)
(8.40)
(1,382.53)

ns
ns
–
*
*
–
0.058
*

ns
ns
–
ns
ns
–
0.097
**

ns
*
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

(0.63)
(3.95)
(621.16)
(0.20)

–
0.082
ns
–

–
ns
ns
–

ns
ns
ns
ns

(4.75)
(817.02)
(0.43)
(6.10)
(1,074.30)
(1.66)

(1.79)
(160.00)
(0.08)
(9.46)
(1,387.46)
(0.55)

ns
0.050
–
*
**
–

*
ns
–
0.096
*
–

*
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

−0.13 (0.35)
−21.50 (38.22)
–
−4.22 (5.02)
−516.67 (790.43)
–
−3.89 (4.23)
−396.67 (741.37)
–

CD8_peak
CD8_AUC
CD8_AUC_norm

0.11 (3.29)
−50.00 (457.19)
–

(1.36)
−1.67 (4.21)
−270.00 (681.96)
−0.39 (1.03)

CD19_peak
CD19_AUC
CD19_AUC_norm
NK_peak
NK_AUC
NK_AUC_norm

1.67 (4.24)
250.00 (713.41)
–
2.33 (5.72)
293.33 (817.85)
–

0.89
126.67
0.06
8.33
1,293.33
1.15

−0.56
−0.89
−93.95
−0.01
−3.22
−203.33
−0.07
8.78
1,433.33
0.42

Means (SD) of the values obtained and results of the statistical analysis performed. N=9, except for normalized AUCs where n=8
PLA placebo, AYA0 ayahuasca0, AYA2 ayahuasca2
*p<0.05, **p<0.01. Exact p values are given when p<0.1

after Aya2 were larger than the mere superposition over the
remaining DMT levels of the preceding ayahuasca dose
(Aya1), the AUC4-8h of Aya1 was calculated for each
volunteer and subtracted from the AUC obtained after Aya2.
The corrected values were again compared vs. the AUC
values obtained after Aya0. The corrected AUC value was
2,993 mg/ml·min−1. The comparison vs. Aya0 yielded nonsignificant results [t(7)=−1.71, p>0.1].

Discussion
The aim of the present investigation was to study the
pharmacology of two consecutive doses of ayahuasca and to

test whether acute tolerance or sensitization phenomena
occurred. To our knowledge, this is the first study of this nature
conducted to date. In our view, it is important to gather this
information considering the increasing popularity of ayahuasca
preparations worldwide (Tupper 2008) and the common
practice of ingesting several doses in a single session.
The administered dose of 0.75 mg DMT/kg was above
the threshold of psychoactivity and proved physiologically
active on many levels. Results for the individual ayahuasca
treatments replicate and extend previous findings. Statistically significant psychological and physiological effects
were observed when compared with placebo. This dose had
been found to be psychoactive in a previous study (Riba et
al. 2001a). In the present work, the administration of two
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Fig. 4 Time course of effects on lymphocyte subpopulations (means
from nine volunteers) after administration of placebo (star) and each
of the three 0.75 mg DMT/kg body weight ayahuasca doses: Aya1

(open triangle), Aya0 (filled circle), and Aya2 (filled square). Aya0 was
preceded 4 h by the placebo, and Aya2 was preceded 4 h by Aya1

identical doses in succession with an interval of 4 h, led to
virtually all subjective effects measures showing higher
mean values after the second dose. Psychotropic effects
were more intense, but unpleasant somatic effects and
impairment also increased. In this respect, it is worth noting
that several volunteers had to be excluded from the study
due to vomiting after Aya2. Vomiting is commonly reported
for liquid ayahuasca but rarely observed after single dose
administration of the encapsulated freeze-dried formulation
(Riba et al. 2001a; Riba et al. 2003).
The increase in psychotropic effects after the second
dose can be explained by the significantly higher DMT
levels attained. DMT was still present in blood at 4 h after
Aya1, and DMT levels from the second dose were superimposed upon the first. The comparison of AUCs (see
“Pharmacokinetic analysis” section) showed that the superimposition was linear, that is, no disproportionately higher
DMT levels were attained after Aya2, when the DMT
remaining from Aya1 is taken into account.
At the subjective level, the results obtained are in line
with those in the aforementioned study by Riba et al.
(2001a) where researchers found that 0.75 mg DMT/kg
produced significant increases in the same VAS items
measuring overall psychotropic effects, perceptual modifications, and the VAS item “liking”. The present time course
of effects is also analogous to that previously reported, with
effects peaking at 2 h after dosing. Furthermore, the pattern
of responses in the HRS and ARCI are also equivalent.

However, in the present study, ayahuasca significantly
increased all HRS subscales including Volition, the only
subscale that was not modified in the 2001 study. Here,
both ayahuasca treatments consistently increased scores on
the MBG and A scales of the ARCI. Identical findings were
obtained by Riba et al. (2001a). In the present study, the
comparison between ayahuasca treatments showed significantly higher somatic and unpleasant effects and
impairment after Aya2. Auditory effects were also
significantly enhanced. However, we did not obtain
statistically robust evidence of sensitization. When VAS
scores were normalized by DMT levels, we observed only
a trend for increased unpleasant effects and for decreased
stimulation. These results are in line with those by
Strassman et al. (1996) who did not find differences in
subjective scores (measured with the HRS) between the
first and the fourth of four doses of intravenous DMT
administered at 30-min intervals. However, contrary to the
present study, the only significant effect observed was a
reduction in Volition scores.
Similar to subjective measures, effects after Aya2 on
spontaneous brain electrical activity were larger than after
Aya0. Ayahuasca increased relative power in the higher end
of the beta EEG frequency band. This increase is an
objective measure of the effects of ayahuasca on the CNS
and has been reported in the past (Riba et al. 2002; Santos
et al., in press). No tolerance or sensitization was observed
when DMT levels were taken into account.
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Unexpectedly, in contrast with subjective and EEG
variables, increases in cardiovascular variables were not
larger after Aya2 than after Aya0, despite the fact that the
0.75 mg DMT/kg doses increased SBP, DBP, and HR
significantly compared with placebo. The examination of
the normalized AUCs showed that mean values after Aya2
were lower than expected from the increased DMT levels
present in plasma. The statistical comparison showed a
trend towards a significantly lower response after Aya2 in
SBP and HR. This finding suggests that a certain acute
tolerance might develop to the inotropic and chronotropic
effects of ayahuasca. Strassman et al. (1996) had found
non-significant reductions of mean arterial pressure after
four closely spaced doses of DMT and a statistically
significant reduction in heart rate. Decreases in these
variables after repeated ayahuasca or DMT administration
could be related to some level of desensitization (Roth et
al. 1995; Romano et al. 2010), decreased signaling
(Gresch et al. 2005), or downregulation of the 5-HT2A
receptor (Smith et al. 1999; Aloyo et al. 2001; Dougherty
and Aloyo 2011).
Ayahuasca effects on autonomic variables appear to be
more inconsistent than those of pure DMT. Temperature
was affected by ayahuasca in the present study. However,
despite larger mean values after Aya2, only Aya0 produced
statistically significant increases in temperature relative to
placebo. A previous study in laboratory conditions did not
find a clear-cut pattern of effects for this variable
(Santos et al., in press). In contrast, Strassman and Qualls
(1994) found increases in rectal temperature for intravenous DMT administered at doses of 0.2–0.4 mg/kg, an
effect that was also observed previously for ayahuasca
(Callaway et al. 1999) and for serotonergic compounds
such as the mixed 5-HT agonist meta-chlorophenylpiperazine
(m-CPP; Ghaziuddin et al. 2003), which suggests a nonspecific hyperthermic effect of serotonergic stimulation.
After repeated administration of DMT, Strassman and
colleagues found non-significant reductions for this variable
(Strassman et al. 1996).
In the present work, pupillary diameter was significantly
increased after both ayahuasca doses. Mydriasis has been
consistently described for DMT (Rosenberg et al. 1963;
1964; Strassman and Qualls 1994), whereas myosis has
been observed for the 5-HT2 antagonist ketanserin (Koudas
et al. 2009). Increases in pupillary diameter were reported
for ayahuasca by Callaway et al. (1999), who administered
a lower dose (0.48 mg DMT/kg) and compared changes vs.
baseline values, and by Santos et al. (in press) for a higher
1.0 mg DMT/kg dose. Increases in pupil diameter after
Aya2 were lower than expected when DMT levels were
considered, but this effect did not reach statistical significance, and tolerance development cannot be concluded with
certainty. A previous study in humans did not find any
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tolerance to the mydriatic effect of intramuscular DMT
given twice daily for 5 days (Gillin et al. 1976).
At the neuroendocrine level, the observed increases in
prolactin and cortisol also replicate previous findings
(Santos et al., in press). Though increases after Aya2 were
significantly larger than after Aya0 for prolactin and
cortisol, when DMT levels were taken into account, no
tolerance or sensitization was observed. However, the
statistical comparison of the normalized AUCs suggests
that tolerance develops to GH liberation after repeated
exposure to ayahuasca. Strassman et al. (1996) had
described acute tolerance development to the neuroendocrine effects of DMT.
Decreased GH after the second ayahuasca dose could be
explained by changes at the 5-HT1A receptor. Agonism at
this site enhances GH release (Seletti et al. 1995; Pitchot et
al. 2002), and consequently, higher GH levels would have
been expected after the second ayahuasca dose. However,
increased serotonergic tone and prolonged 5-HT1A receptor
stimulation have been found to decrease responsiveness at
this level. Reduced GH secretion has been observed in
humans given the 5-HT1A agonists gepirone and buspirone
after pretreatment with paroxetine and fluvoxamine, respectively (Sargent et al. 1997; Anderson et al. 1996). In
another study, the same effect was observed for ipsapirone,
also a 5-HT1A agonist, after pretreatment with fluoxetine
(Lerer et al. 1999). Furthermore, the repeated administration of selective 5-HT1A agonists can lead to decreased
receptor responsiveness in rats not only after several days
(Assié et al. 2006), but also as early as 15 min after a single
dose of 8-OH-DPAT (Riad et al. 2001). The rapid
desensitization observed after 8-OH-DPAT was caused by
the internalization of the 5-HT1A receptor. Both prolonged
activation of the 5-HT1A receptor sites by DMT and
increased serotonin caused by MAO inhibition (harmine
and harmaline; McKenna et al. 1984) and serotonin
reuptake inhibition (THH; Buckholtz and Boggan 1977)
could have led to 5-HT1A desensitization and decreased GH
after the second dose.
The immunomodulatory effects of ayahuasca were
analogous to those previously reported (Santos et al., in
press), i.e., decreased CD4 and elevated NK subpopulations compared with placebo. Effects on CD19 and CD3
cells were less consistent and non-significant. No tolerance or sensitization was observed for any of the studied
variables.
The absence of acute tolerance development for most of
the variables assessed in the present investigation mimics
results for DMT, the main active principle in ayahuasca.
Clear tolerance has not been reported in animals (Cole and
Pieper 1973; Gillin et al. 1973; Kovacic and Domino 1976)
or in humans (Gillin et al. 1976) in the older literature. In
the more recent study in humans by Strassman et al. (1996),
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differential effects were observed depending on the studied
variable. Subjective effects remained unchanged, but heart
rate and ACTH, and prolactin levels, showed acute
tolerance after repeated administration within a single
experimental session. An analogous dissociation would be
observed to a certain extent for ayahuasca.
The present study was limited by the small sample
size. This was largely due to the adverse events
associated with repeated ayahuasca intake. Five volunteers were excluded due to vomiting, which in three
instances occurred after the administration of the second
dose. Consequently, our results were obtained from
those participants who tolerated ayahuasca better and
may not be easily generalized.
In conclusion, the administration of two consecutive
doses of ayahuasca led to higher DMT concentrations in
plasma and increased psychotropic effects. The second dose
was less well-tolerated leading to a higher incidence of
unpleasant effects and vomiting. With regard to acute
tolerance or sensitization development, a certain dissociation was observed. Whereas neither phenomenon was
found for subjective, neurophysiological, autonomic, and
immunological effects, tolerance was observed for GH and
a trend for SBP and HR.
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Human Psychopharmacology of Hoasca, A Plant Hallucinogen
Used in Ritual Context in Brazil
GROB, CHARLES S. M.D1.; McKENNA, DENNIS J. Ph.D.2; CALLAWAY, JAMES C. Ph.D.3;
BRITO, GLACUS S. M.D.4; NEVES, EDISON S. M.D.4; OBERLAENDER, GUILHERME M.D.4;
SAIDE, OSWALDO L. M.D.5; LABIGALINI, ELIZEU M.D.6; TACLA, CRISTIANE Ph.D.6;
MIRANDA, CLAUDIO T. M.D.6; STRASSMAN, RICK J. M.D.7; BOONE, KYLE B. Ph.D.1
A multinational, collaborative, biomedical investigation of the effects of hoasca
(ayahuasca), a potent concoction of plant hallucinogens, was conducted in the
Brazilian Amazon during the summer of 1993. This report describes the
psychological assessment of 15 long-term members of a syncretic church that
utilizes hoasca as a legal, psychoactive sacrament as well as 15 matched controls
with no prior history of hoasca ingestion. Measures administered to both groups
included structured psychiatric diagnostic interviews, personality testing, and
neuropsychological evaluation. Phenomenological assessment of the altered state
experience as well as semistructured and open-ended life story interviews were
conducted with the long-term use hoasca group, but not the hoasca-naive control
group. Salient findings included the remission of psychopathology following the
initiation of hoasca use along with no evidence of personality or cognitive
deterioration. Overall assessment revealed high functional status. Implications of
this unusual phenomenon and need for further investigation are discussed.
J Nerv Ment Dis 184:86-94, 1996
Hoasca is a hallucinogenic concoction of potent psychoactive plants that are indigenous to
the Amazon basin of South America. It has been known under a variety of names, including
ayahuasca, caapi, yage, mihi, dapa, natema, pinde, daime, and vegetal. Hoasca is the Portuguese
transliteration for ayahuasca and is the accepted term utilized throughout Brazil. Prior to the
European conquest, domination, and acculturation of South America, beginning in the 16th century,
hoasca was widely used by the native peoples for purposes of magic and religious ritual, divination,
sorcery, and the treatment of disease (Dobkin de Rios, 1972). In spite of prolonged and savage
attempts by the European conquerors to repress and eradicate native culture and belief systems
(Taussig, 1986), sacramental and medicinal use of hoasca remained extant.
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Scientific study of hoasca began with
the renowned English botanist Richard
Spruce, who from 1849 to 1864 traveled
extensively throughout the Brazilian,
Venezuelan, and Ecuadorian Amazon to
compile an inventory of the varieties of plant
life found there (Schultes and Raffauf, 1992).
Spruce made a number of valuable
discoveries, including Hevea, the genus of the
rubber tree, and cinchona, from which
quinine is derived. He also identified one of
the primary sources of a powerful
hallucinogenic brew used by the Mazan and
Zaparo Indians, called ayahuasca (Quechua
for "vine of the souls" or "vine of the dead"),
and previously described by the Ecuadorian
Manuel Villavicencio (1858), as a large
woody vine that would later be given the
formal botanical designation of Banisteriopsis
caapi (Ott, 1994; Spruce, 1908). Subsequent
laboratory analysis would reveal the presence
of the psychoactive beta-carboline alkaloids
harmine, harmaline, and tetrahydroharmine,
although when first isolated during the early
20th century they would receive the rather
exotic appellation of telepathine. As
identified by early field observers of hoasca
use, additional psychoactive admixtures were
often added to the cooking B. caapi
preparations, most notably highly potent and
hallucinogenic tryptamine-containing plants,
including, such vision-inducing plants as
Psychotria viridis ( McKenna and Towers,
1984).
Throughout the Amazon basin, the use
of hoasca remained so deeply rooted in tribal
mythology and philosophy that modern
investigators have been able to confidently
conclude that its use extended back to the
earliest aboriginal inhabitants of the region
(Schultes and Hofmann, 1992). They have
recorded the tradition of hoasca use by the
indigenous peoples of the region for the
purpose of freeing the soul from corporeal
confinement and facilitating access to realms
of alternate reality, allowing for a variety of

magical experiences, including accessing
communication with the spirits of the
ancestors. Anthropologists who have
conducted ethnographic studies of the native
inhabitants of the Amazon Basin have
described such common hoasca-induced
phenomena as visions of jaguars, snakes and
other predatory animals, visions of distant
persons, "cities" and landscapes, the sensation
of "seeing" the detailed enactment of recent
mysterious events, and the sense of contact
with the supernatural (Harner, 1973).
Hoasca, as is the case with other plant
hallucinogens, has a prehistoric tradition of
use by native aboriginal peoples as shamanic
sacraments or catalysts (Bravo and Grob,
1989; Furst, 1976). It is considered a "great
medicine" and is used to both diagnose and
treat illness (Schultes and Hofmann, 1992).
Its use is fully sanctioned by societal customs
and laws and, in fact, is the core experience
upon
which
tribal
and
collective
consciousness rests. Utilization of such potent
plant hallucinogens as hoasca typically occurs
within a ritualized context, including the
traditional rites of initiation (Grob and
Dobkin de Rios, 1992). The powerful
hypersuggestible effects induced by the
hallucinogenic plant drug reinforce collective
belief systems, strengthen group cohesion,
and facilitate culturally conditioned and
syntonic visions which provide revelation,
blessing, healing, and ontological security
(Dobkin de Rios and Grob, 1994).
Use of hoasca for purposes of healing
and religious sustenance has, during the
centuries of European acculturation of
Amazonia, emerged from the exclusive tribal
domains of the rain forest and been
incorporated into the contemporary fabric of
rural and urban society, particularly among
the indigenous Mestizo populations of Peru,
Colombia, and Ecuador. Identified as a
valuable adjunct to folk healing practices,
hoasca
is
ritually
administered
by
"ayahuasqueros" to carefully selected groups
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of patients (Dobkin de Rios, 1972).
Scrupulously adhering to the shamanic
models practiced by the aboriginal peoples,
these folk healers similarly use the
sacramental hoasca for purposes of medical
diagnosis and healing, divination, and as a
path of access to the realms of the
supernatural.
During the 20th century, the use of
hoasca within the context of modern syncretic
religious movements, particularly in Brazil,
has arisen. One such church, and the object of
the current study, is the Uniao do Vegetal
(UDV), whose translation from the
Portuguese means "union of the plants." The
UDV originated in the early 1950s when its
founder, Gabriel de Costa, a rubber tapper
who had first experienced the effects of
hoasca with the native Indians of Bolivia,
returned to the rapidly expanding Brazilian
Amazon settlement of Rio Branco with his
visions of spiritual revelation and personal
mission. Gathering a group of loyal followers,
Maestre Gabriel, as he came to be known,
elaborated a mythology and structure for his
new religion. Spreading first through the
Brazilian Amazon and then to the more
densely populated and urbanized South, the
UDV grew over the subsequent four decades
to achieve an eventual size of approximately
7000 members nationwide, drawing adherents
from across the socioeconomic and
professional spectra. Organized along the
lines of an early Christian parish, local
"nucleos," or congregations, are centers
where sacramental hoasca is consumed in
large bimonthly ritual ceremonies which are
presided over by local "maestres," leaders of
the religious sect. Although not the only
Brazilian syncretic church to use hoasca as a
ritual sacrament, the Santo Daime sect being
the largest and most widely known, the UDV
does have the strongest organizational
structure as well as the most highly
disciplined membership. Of all the hoasca
churches in Brazil, the UDV was also most
pivotal in convincing the government

narcotics commission to remove hoasca from
the list of banned drugs, which was
accomplished in 1987 for use within religious
ceremonial contexts.
Although achieving some attention
and even notoriety in North American
literature and the popular press, most notably
the work of William Burroughs and Allen
Ginsberg (1963), the psychological pheno
menon induced by hoasca has been subjected
to virtually no rigorous study. Various
travelers to the Amazon Basin have reported
their own first-hand accounts of experiences
with hoasca (Weil, 1980), while both formal
and informal anthropological narratives have
excited the public imagination (Lamb, 1971;
Luna and Amaringo, 1991). Indeed, interest
in the exotic Amazonian traditions and effects
of hoasca have sparked a steady stream of
North American tourists, often attracted by
articles and advertisements in popular and
New Age magazines (Krajick, 1992; Ott,
1993). Concern over possible adverse
psychological health effects incurred by such
naive travelers has also been raised by a noted
anthropological authority of hoasca use in the
Amazon (Dobkin de Rios, 1994). Contrasted
with testimonials of improved psychological
and moral functioning by adherents of the
syncretic hoasca churches in Brazil, a formal
study exploring the effects of long-term use
of this unusual hallucinogenic beverage
would appear to be indicated.
During the summer of 1993 a multinational
group of biomedical researchers from the
United States, Finland, and Brazil met in
Manaus, the capital city of the Brazilian state
of Amazonia, to conduct an examination of
the psychological and biochemical effects of
hoasca. Prior to the actual performance of the
study, an invitation had been extended by the
Uniao do Vegetal to conduct an investigation
of the toxicity of their hoasca "tea." Given the
long history of repression of their religious
movement and use of the hoasca sacrament
prior to government sanction in 1987, the
leaders of the UDV had surmised that the
3

conclusions of a fair and objective scientific
study might be of some protective value in
the future if the political winds in Brazil were
to shift. Consequently, and upon consultation
with the North American research group, a
decision was made to utilize the oldest nucleo
outside of Rio Branco, in Manaus, where a
large percentage of the membership had been
ritually consuming hoasca on a regular basis
for more than 10 years. Given the

Methods
Fifteen members of the syncretic
church, Uniao do Vegetal, living in the
Brazilian Amazon city of Manaus, were
randomly selected from a larger group of
volunteers. Criteria for inclusion into the
study included membership in the UDV for at
least 10 years. Members of the UDV
participate in church rituals utilizing hoasca
as a psychoactive sacrament a minimum of
twice monthly, but often as frequently as
several times per week, although always
within ritual context. In addition to regular
participation in ceremonial consumption of
hoasca, the UDV requires of its membership
complete abstinence from all other
psychoactive substances, including alcohol,
tobacco,
marijuana,
cocaine,
and
amphetamines.
Fifteen control subjects who had never
consumed hoasca were also recruited, with
the objective of matching them on all
demographic parameters. Because of the
relatively small sample size, and the need to
limit the number of variables, all
experimental and control subjects were men.
Controls were compatibly matched to
experimental subjects along the parameters of
age, ethnicity, marital status, and level of
education. Although attempts were made to
control for diet and current consumption of
alcohol, complete compliance was not
possible to achieve. Because of difficult field

complicated logistics and demands placed
upon subjects in this study, the tightly
organized structure of the UDV and its highly
disciplined membership proved to be
invaluable in the successful completion of the
project's goals. Part 1 of this report will detail
the results of our investigation of the effects
of the hoasca tea on psychological function
and Part 2 will discuss our examination of the
effects of hoasca on human biochemistry.
conditions as well as limitations of time, it
was not feasible to completely analyze all
demographic data until after initiation of the
actual study. At that time it was also
identified that control subjects had
significantly higher yearly incomes than
experimental subjects. In endeavoring to
explain this discrepancy we noted that the
method of control subject recruitment had
called for each of the experimental subjects to
provide for the study a close friend or
associate who had never participated in UDV
ceremonies nor had consumed hoasca under
any other circumstances. It was noted in
retrospect that several experimental subjects
had asked their supervisors at their places of
employment to volunteer for the study.
A variety of parameters were utilized
to assess past and current levels of
psychological function. Both experimental
and control subject groups were administered
structured psychiatric diagnostic interviews
(Composite
International
Diagnostic
Interview [CIDI]), personality testing
(Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire
[TPQ]), and neuropsychological testing
(WHO-UCLA Auditory Verbal Learning
Test). Experimental subjects, but not control
subjects, were asked to fill out an additional
questionnaire (Hallucinogen Rating Scale
[HRS]) following a hoasca session. Each of
the experimental subjects was also
interviewed in a semistructured format
designed to ascertain their life stories.
All subjects were monolingual
speakers of Portuguese. Portuguese versions
of the CIDI and the TPQ were readily
4

available for this study, having been
translated previously and validated in
Portuguese by the creators of these
instruments. Portuguese versions of the
WHO-UCLA Auditory Verbal Learning Test
and the HRS were developed for this study by
Brazilian collaborators, who translated the
instruments first into Portuguese, then back
into English, and finally back once again into
Portuguese. The CIDI and the WHO-UCLA
Auditory Verbal Learning Test sessions were
conducted by collaborating Brazilian mental
health professionals instructed in their
administration. The TPQ and HRS are selfreport questionnaires. The semistructured life
story interviews were conducted by an
English-speaking psychiatrist assisted by an
interpreter fluent in both English and
Portuguese. All life story interviews were
audiotaped.
Composite International Diagnostic Interview
The CIDI is a comprehensive, fully
standardized diagnostic interview for the
assessment of mental disorders according to
the definitions and criteria of ICD-10 and
DSM-III-R (Robbins et al., 1988). The CIDI
was conceived for use in a variety of cultures
and settings. Although its primary application
has been for epidemiological studies of
mental disorders, the CIDI has also been
utilized for clinical and research purposes. In
the course of its development, the CIDI was
subjected to a variety of tests in different
settings, countries, and cultures for feasibility,
diagnostic coverage, test-retest reliability, and
procedural reliability (Wittchen et al., 1991).
Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire
The TPQ is a 100-item, selfadministered, paper-and-pencil, true/false
instrument which takes approximately 15
minutes to complete (Cloninger, 1987a). The
questionnaire measures the three higher order
personality dimensions of novelty seeking,

harm avoidance, and reward dependence,
each of which measures four lower order
dimensions
(Cloninger, 1987b). The novelty seeking
domain measures the spectrums of
exploratory excitability versus stoic rigidity
(9 items), impulsiveness versus reflection (8
items), extravagance versus reserve (7 items),
and disorderliness versus regimentation (10
items). The harm avoidance domain measures
the spectrums of anticipatory worry versus
uninhibited optimism (10 items), fear of
uncertainty versus confidence (7 items),
shyness with strangers versus gregariousness
(7 items), and fatigability and asthenia versus
vigor (10 items). The reward dependence
domain measures the spectrums of
sentimentality versus insensitiveness (5
items), persistence versus irresoluteness (9
items), attachment versus detachment (11
items), and dependence versus independence
(5 items). The TPQ is based on a unified
biosocial model of personality integrating
concepts focused on the neuroanatomical and
neurophysiological basis of behavioral
tendencies, styles of learning, and the
adaptive interaction of the three personality
dimensions (Cloninger et al., 1991).
WHO-UCLA Auditory Verbal Learning Test
The WHO-UCLA Auditory Verbal
Learning Test is a simple list-learning task
similar to the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning
Test (Rey, 1964), but which also is suitable
for use in cross-cultural contexts and is
sensitive to mild degrees of cognitive
dysfunction. To be familiar to a variety of
cultures, the test comprises a list of items
carefully selected from categories such as
parts of the body, tools, household objects,
and common transportation vehicles (Maj et
al., 1993). Subjects are read a list of 15 items
at the rate of approximately one word per
second, following which they are asked to
recite as many words as they can recall. The
same list is read to subjects a total of five
5

successive times, and on each occasion
subjects are asked to recite as many words as
they can remember. This is followed by an
interference test where subjects are read 15
words from a second list and asked to recite
as many as they can from the second list,
following which they are asked to again recall
the words from the first list. For the final trial,
subjects are read from a list of 30 words, half
of which (in random order) are from the
original list. Subjects then are asked to
indicate after each word whether they
recognize it as part of the original list of 15
words.

interviews were conducted, with the aid of a
translator, in a semistructured and open-ended
manner. Each subject was asked to "tell the
story of your life from the time before you
first drank the hoasca tea... to how you first
became acquainted with the UDV and the
effects of the hoasca... to how your life has
developed since the time you became a part
of the UDV.”

Results
Psychiatric Diagnoses

The HRS is a 126-item questionnaire
originally developed to assess the range of
effects induced by intravenous administration
of synthetic dimethyltryptamine (Strassman et
al., 1994). A 0 to 4 scale is utilized for most
questions, with 0 = not at all, 1 = slightly, 2 =
moderately, 3 = quite a bit, and 4 =
extremely. Responses to items are analyzed
according to six conceptually coherent
"clusters":
somesthesia
(interoceptive,
visceral, and cutaneous/tactile effects), affect
(emotional/affective responses), perception
(visual, auditory, gustatory, and olfactory
experiences), cognition (alterations in thought
processes or content), volition (a change in
capacity to willfully interact with themselves,
the environment, or certain aspects of the
experience), and intensity (strength of the
various aspects of the experience).

A structured psychiatric interview was
conducted with each of the 15 experimental
subjects and each of the 15 normal control
subjects. Administration of the CIDI
identified that whereas none of the UDV
experimental subjects had a current
psychiatric diagnosis, active diagnoses of
alcohol abuse disorder and hypochondriasis
were present in two of the matched control
subjects. However, assessment of past
(although no longer active) psychiatric
diagnoses indicated that, according to ICD-10
and DSM-III-R criteria, five of the UDV
experimental subjects had prior formal
alcohol abuse disorders, two had past major
depressive disorders, and three had past
phobic anxiety disorders. On the other hand,
among the 15 control subjects, only one
subject had a past psychiatric disorder that
was no longer present-an alcohol abuse
disorder that had remitted 2 years before the
study.

Life Story Interview

Personality Testing

Each of the 15 experimental subjects
agreed to submit to an approximate hour-long
interview conducted by a psychiatrist (C. S.
G.). The interview addressed various facets of
their lives related to their experience as
members of the Uniao do Vegetal and their
frequent participation in rituals utilizing the
psychoactive
sacrament,
hoasca. The

The TPQ, measuring the three
domains of novelty seeking, harm avoidance,
and reward dependence, was administered to
the 15 experimental long-term hoascadrinking subjects and to the 15 hoasca-naive
control subjects. Means and standard
deviations and results of t-test comparisons

Hallucinogen Rating Scale
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are shown in Table 1. Significant findings on
the novelty seeking domain included UDV
subjects having greater stoic rigidity versus
exploratory excitability (p <.049) and greater
regimentation versus disorderliness (p <.016).
A trend toward group difference was found
along the spectrum of greater reflection
versus impulsivity (p <.1). No group
differences were found along the spectrum of
reserve versus extravagance (p <.514).
Summation of all four spectrums of the
novelty seeking domain identified a highly
significant difference between the two groups
(p <.0054).
Analysis of the harm avoidance
domain of the TPQ also identified significant
differences between the two groups. The
UDV experimental subjects were found to
have significantly greater confidence versus
fear of uncertainty (p <.043) with a trend
toward greater gregariousness versus shyness
with strangers (p <.067) and greater
uninhibited optimism versus anticipatory
worry (p <.098). Totaling the four spectrums
of the harm avoidance dimension yielded a
significant difference between the two groups
(p <.011).
Analysis of the final TPQ domain of
reward dependence did not demonstrate any
significant difference between the two groups
in total score and any of the subdomain
scores.
Neuropsychological Testing
All 15 experimental subjects and 15
control subjects were administered the WHOUCLA Auditory Learning Verbal Memory
Test (Table 2). Experimental subjects
performed significantly better than control
subjects on their recall of words on the fifth
learning trial (p <.038). Experimental subjects
also performed better than control subjects,
although to a non-statistically significant
degree, on the following tests: number of
words recalled (p <.253), delayed recall
(p<.248), and words recalled after

interference (p <.158). There was no
difference between the two groups in their
collective capacities on the test involving the
number of false-positive errors on the
recognition task (p <.602).
Phenomenological Assessment
The Hallucinogen Rating Scale was
completed by each of the 15 UDV subjects
within 1 hour following the close of the
experimental hoasca session, where a variety
of medical and biochemical parameters had
been assessed. Analysis of the 126-item HRS
yielded findings placing the hoasca
experience in the mild end of the spectrum
when contrasted to the highly potent, shortacting
intravenous
dimethyltryptamine
(DMT) experience. Whereas the highly
intense DMT experience is over in less than
30 minutes, the full hoasca experience lasts
on average 4 hours. The analysis of data
revealed that the clinical clusters of the HRS
for the hoasca subjects scored in the relatively
mild range when contrasted with prior
investigations of the effects of intravenous
DMT (Strassman et al., 1994). The clusters of
intensity (1.633 ±.533), affect (.947 ±.229),
cognition (.908 ±.494), and volition (1.309
±.429) were compatible to an intravenous
DMT experience between a dosage level of.1
and.2 mg/kg, whereas the cluster of
perception (.484 ±.501) was comparable to an
intravenous DMT experience of.1 mg/kg and
the cluster of somatesthesia (.367 ±.256) was
less appreciable than the lowest intravenous
DMT dose (.05 mg/kg) used.
Life Story Interviews
All 15 experimental subjects provided
detailed information about their personal
histories, with particular emphasis on how
their involvement with the UDV and
experience with hoasca had impacted the
course of their lives. Their age range at the
time of the study was from 26 to 48 years,
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with a mean age of 37. Two had been born
into the UDV, whereas the other 13 had
formally been members for 10 to 18 years,
with a mean duration of membership of 14
years. Three were currently maestres (church
leaders), two were sons of senior maestres,
and one was the son-in-law of a senior
maestre.
Many of the subjects reported a
variety of pervasive dysfunctional behaviors
prior to their entry into the UDV. Eleven
subjects reported having a history of
moderate to severe alcohol use prior to
entering the UDV, with five of them reporting
episodes of binding associated with violent
behavior. Two had been jailed beacuse of
their violence. Four subjects also related prior
involvement with other drugs of abuse,
including cocaine and amphetamine. Eight of
the 11 subjects with prior histories of alcohol
and other drug use and misuse were addicted
to nicotine at the time of their first encounter
with the UDV and ritual hoasca use.
Additional self-descriptions prior to entry into
their
church
included
impulsive,
disrespectful, angry, aggressive, oppositional,
rebellious, irresponsible, alienated, and
unsuccessful.
All 15 of the UDV subjects reported
that their experience with ritual use of hoasca
as a psychoactive ritual sacrament had had a
profound impact on the course of their lives.
For many of them, the critical juncture was
their first experience under the influence of
the hoasca. A common theme was the
perceived belief while in the induced altered
state of consciousness that they were on a
self-destructive path that would inevitably
lead to their ruin and even demise unless they
embarked on a radical change in their
personal conduct and orientation. Some
examples included: "I had a vision of myself
in a car going to a party. There was a terrible
accident and I could see myself die." "I was at
a carnival, on a carousel, going around and
around and around without ever stopping. I
didn't know how to get off. I was very

frightened." "I could see where I was going
with the life I was leading. I could see myself
ending up in a hospital, in a prison, in a
cemetery." "I saw myself arrested and taken
to prison. They were going to execute me for
a horrible crime I had committed." Subjects
also reported that while in the throes of their
nightmarish visionary experience, they would
encounter the founder of the UDV, Maestre
Gabriel, who would deliver them from their
terrors: "I saw these horrible, ugly animals.
They attacked me. My body was
disassembled, different parts were lying all
over the ground. Then I saw the Maestre. He
told me what I would need to do to put all my
body parts back together." "I ran through the
forest terrified that I was going to die. Then I
saw the Maestre. He looked at me. I was
bathed in his light. I knew I would be okay."
"I was in a canoe, out of control, going down
the river. I thought I would die. But then I
saw Maestre Gabriel in a canoe in front of
me. I knew that as long as I stayed with the
Maestre I was safe."
Subjects reported that since entering
the UDV their lives had gone through
profound changes. In addition to entirely
discontinuing alcohol, cigarettes, and other
drugs of abuse, subjects emphatically stated
that their daily conduct and orientation to the
world around them had undergone radical
restructuring: "I used to not care about
anybody, but now I know about
responsibility. Every day I work on being a
good father, a good husband, a good friend, a
good worker. I try to do what I can to help
others.... I have learned to be calmer, more
self confident, more accepting of others.... I
have gone through a transformation."
Subjects emphasize the importance of
"practicing good deeds," watching one's
words, and having respect for nature. Finally,
subjects report experiencing improvement in
their memory and concentration, continual
positive mood states, fulfillment in their dayto-day interactions, and a sense of meaning
and coherence to their lives.
8

Subjects unequivocally attributed the
positive changes in their lives to their
involvement in the UDV and their
participation in the ceremonial ingestion of
hoasca. They saw the hoasca as a catalyst in
their psychological and moral evolution, but
were quick to point out, however, that it was
not the hoasca alone that was responsible, but
rather taking the hoasca within the context of
the UDV ritual structure. Several of the
subjects were in fact quite critical of other
Brazilian groups which utilize hoasca in less
controlled and less focused settings. Subjects
described the UDV as a "vessel" that enables
them to safely navigate the often turbulent
states of consciousness induced by hoasca
ingestion. The UDV is their "mother...
family... house of friends," providing
"guidance and orientation" and allowing them
to walk the "straight path." They emphasized
the importance of "uniao," or union, of the
plants and of the people. Without the
structure of the UDV, the subjects contended,
hoasca experiences may be unpredictable and
lead to an inflated sense of self. Within the
"house of the UDV," however, the hoascainduced state is controlled and directed
"down the path of simplicity and humility."

Discussion
As this investigation was a first
attempt to study the phenomenon of hoasca
use from a biomedical perspective, and as the
setting for the study was relatively primitive
(the Brazilian Amazon), these results need to
be viewed as preliminary and tentative.
Nevertheless, the findings presented are
intriguing and to some degree unexpected.
Psychiatric diagnostic assessments revealed
that although an appreciable percentage of
our long-term hoasca-using subjects had had
alcohol, depressive, or anxiety disorders prior
to their initiation into the hoasca church, all
disorders had remitted without recurrence

after entry into the UDV. Such change was
particularly noticeable in the area of
excessive alcohol consumption, where in
addition to the five subjects who had CIDI
diagnoses of prior alcohol abuse disorders,
six additional subjects reported moderate
patterns of alcohol consumption that fell short
of achieving actual psychiatric diagnostic
status on formal structured interview. All 11
of these subjects with prior involvement with
alcohol achieved complete abstinence shortly
after affiliating with the hoasca church. In
addition to their chronic substance use
problems, subjects were also quite emphatic
that
they
had
undergone
radical
transformations of their behavior, attitudes
toward others, and outlook on life. They are
convinced that they had been able to
eliminate their chronic anger, resentment,
aggression, and alienation, as well as acquire
greater self-control, responsibility to family
and community, and personal fulfillment
through their participation in the hoasca
ceremonies of the UDV. Although the
salutary effects of a strong group support
system and religious affiliation cannot be
minimized, it is not inconceivable that the
long-term use of the hoasca itself may have
had a direct positive and therapeutic effect on
our subjects' psychiatric and functional status.
Prior biochemical analyses of hoasca
preparations have identified significant
monoamine
oxidase
inhibitor
action
(McKenna et al., 1984), and may be relevant
to these clinical findings.
Personality evaluation utilizing the
Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire
revealed significant differences between the
UDV subjects and normal controls on both
the novelty seeking and harm avoidance
domains, but not on the reward dependence
domain. The UDV subjects scored
significantly lower on both the novelty
seeking and harm avoidance dimensions as
compared with control subjects. Individuals
who had relatively low scores on novelty
seeking have been described in the
9

psychiatric literature as reflective, rigid, loyal,
stoic, slow-tempered, frugal, orderly, and
persistent (Cloninger, 1987b). Low novelty
seeking scores are also associated with
overall behaviors consistent with high social
desirability
and
emotional
maturity
(Cloninger et al., 1991). Individuals with low
harm avoidance scores are described as
confident, relaxed, optimistic, carefree,
uninhibited,
outgoing,
and
energetic
(Cloninger, 1987b). The association of low
novelty seeking with low harm avoidance has
been identified with the traits of hyperthymia,
cheerfulness,
stubbornness,
and
overconfidence (Cloninger, 1987b). As the
personality dimensions measured on the TPQ
are thought to be heritable tendencies, a
pertinent question arising from these results is
whether the personality attributes as
measured here have been influenced by longterm ceremonial consumption of hoasca or
rather are they factors predictive specifically
for individuals becoming involved with such
a process as the UDV?
A similar problem arises with the
interpretation of the neuropsychological data.
Although long-term UDV hoasca-imbibing
subjects scored significantly higher on
neuropsychological testing compared with
their hoasca-naive controls, as measured on
the WHO-UCLA Auditory Learning Verbal
Memory Test, the lack of retrospective data
makes it impossible to determine whether the
hoasca "tea" has had a cognitive enhancing
effect or not. Although our UDV subjects
spoke at length of how the hoasca had
improved their powers of memory and
concentration, the current methodology was
not designed to definitively substantiate this
connection.
Only
with
comparative
evaluation
to
neuropsychological
performance prior to their very first
experience with hoasca consumption can a
comprehensive understanding of the longterm effects of hoasca on cognitive status be
established. Also, only by administering such
measures on naive subjects, and then

following them prospectively over time with
serial evaluations as they became involved
with the UDV and ritual use of hoasca, can
we definitively ascertain whether the hoasca
does indeed improve cognitive status. The
methodological approach utilized for the
present study was only intended to be
preliminary and exploratory, and did not
possess the necessary logistics which would
have allowed for such a prospective study.
Indications are, however, that given the
presented data analyses, the long-term
consumption of hoasca within the structured
UDV ceremonial setting does not appear to
exert
a
deleterious
effect
on
neuropsychological function.
This study has been an initial attempt
to rigorously apply contemporary research
models and tools to the little-studied
phenomenon of ceremonial use of the plant
hallucinogen hoasca. Although with a long
tradition of use among the indigenous peoples
of the Amazon Basin, widespread medicinal
application by the mixed race mestizo
populations, and 20th century development of
the syncretic churches of Brazil, medical and
psychiatric researchers have up to now failed
to address the question of what are the effects
of this highly unusual psychoactive botanical.
Testimonials of its putative health-enhancing
and restorative effects need to be explored, as
do allegations of its potential for deleterious
outcome. The establishment of legal sanctions
within a religious context in Brazil provides
an important and necessary prerequisite for
future
objective
and
comprehensive
investigations. The ceremonial use of hoasca,
as studied within the framework of this
research project, is clearly a phenomenon
quite distinct from the conventional notion of
"drug abuse." Indeed, its apparent impact
upon the subjects evaluated in the course of
our inquiries appears to have been positive
and therapeutic, both in self-report and
objective testing. There is clearly a need to
pursue rigorous and comprehensive follow-up
studies to the preliminary explorations
10

reported here, not only to further elucidate the
unique phenomenon of hoasca use within a
highly structured ceremonial setting but also
because of growing interest and use of hoasca
in North America and Europe. It will be
imperative to carefully delineate the potential
for adverse effects as well as to establish the
optimal safety parameters within which
hoasca might be taken. In this light, careful
study of the ceremonial structure and safeguards of such groups could facilitate future
research development. It is our hope that
subsequent endeavors to investigate the

hoasca phenomenon will explore these
matters, and determine whether our
preliminary findings can be replicated.
Regardless of whether these results will
ultimately be corroborated, we believe we
have demonstrated that this fascinating, albeit
neglected, phenomenon can be rigorously
studied utilizing state of the art tools of
research investigation.

TABLE 1
Personality Testing in 15 Long-Term Hoasca Users and 15 Matched Controls
TPQ
Novelty seeking
NS1: exploratory excitability
vs. stoic rigidity
NS2: impulsiveness vs. reflection
NS3:extravagance vs. reserve
NS4: disorderliness vs.regimentation
NS total:NS1 + NS2 + NS3 + NS4
Harm avoidance
HA1: anticipatory worry vs.
unihibited optimism
HA2: fear of uncertainty vs. confidence
HA3: shyness with strangers vs.
gregariousness
HA4: fatigability and asthenia vs. vigor
HA total: HA1 + HA2 + HA3 + HA4
Reward dependence
RD1: sentimentality vs. insensitiveness
RD2: persistence vs. irresoluteness
RD3: attachment vs. detachment
RD4: dependence vs. independence
RD Total: RD1 + RD2 + RD3 + RD4

Subjects

Controls

t

p

3.78+-1.12

5.00+-1.79

-2.08

0.049**

1.57+-1.34
3.00+-1.30
2.00+-1.ll
10.36+-2.27

2.81+-2.27
3.36.+-1.43
3.64+-2.01
14.82+-4.81

-1.71
-0.66
-2.59
-3.07

0.100*
0.514
0.016**
0.0054**

1.21+-1.37

2.36+-1.97

-1.72

0.098*

2.93+-0.73
1.93+-1.77

4.09+-1.87
3.27+-1.68

-2.14
-1.92

0.043**
0.067**

1.93.+-0.92
8.00+-3.57

3.00+-2.45
12.45+-4.55

-1.51
-2.75

0.144
0.011**

4.21+-0.89
4.43+-1.74
4.71+-1.94
1.93+-1.21
15.29+-2.76

3.90+-1.58
4.45+-1.86
4.27+-2.41
1.73+-1.62
14.36+-3.91

0.61
-0.04
0.51
0.36
0.69

0.547
0.972
0.616
0.725
0.496

TABLE 2
Neuropsychological Testing in 15 Long-Term Hoasca Users and 15 Matched Controls
WHO-UCLA Auditory Verbal Learning Test
Words recalled on 5th learning trial
Words recalled after interference
Dellayed recall
No. of words recalled
No. of false-positive errors on recognition task

Subjects
11.21+-1.93
9.53+-2.72
9.53+-2.64
14.33+-0.72
1.06.+-1.10

Controls
9.50+-2.07
8.16+-1.99
8.41+-1.62
13.75+-1.176
0.083+-1.19

t
2.19
1.45
1.28
1.17
0.53

p
0.038**
0.158
0.248
0.253
0.602
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Abstract—Ayahuasca is believed to be harmless for those (including adolescents) drinking it within
a religious setting. Nevertheless controlled studies on the mental/ psychiatric status of ritual
hallucinogenic ayahuasca concoction consumers are still lacking. In this study, 40 adolescents from
a Brazilian ayahuasca sect were compared with 40 controls matched on sex, age, and educational
background for psychiatric symptomatology. Screening scales for depression, anxiety, alcohol
consumption patterns (abuse), attentional problems, and body dysmorphic disorders were used. It
was found that, compared to controls, considerable lower frequencies of positive scoring for anxiety,
body dismorphism, and attentional problems were detected among ayahuasca-using adolescents
despite overall similar psychopathological profiles displayed by both study groups. Low frequencies
of psychiatric symptoms detected among adolescents consuming ayahuasca within a religious context
may reflect a protective effect due to their religious affiliation. However further studies on the possible
interference of other variables in the outcome are necessary.
Keywords—adolescence, ayahuasca, hallucinogen, psychopathology, religion, scales

Ayahuasca is a hallucinogenic concoction of plants
used as a psychoactive ritual sacrament in ceremonies of
the syncretic churches União do Vegetal (UDV) and Santo
Daime. In Brazil, law has sanctioned the use of ayahuasca
within the context of religious practice since 1987.
Ayahuasca is consumed only during religious ceremonies,
which last approximately four hours, being regularly scheduled twice monthly and often attended by multigenerational
families. Within the UDV, adolescents are offered the opportunity to voluntarily join their parents and participate in

ritual ceremonies where ayahuasca is consumed, and it is a
common belief among members of the UDV that ayahuasca
presents no risk for adolescents as long as they take it within
a religious context. Nevertheless, to date there have been
no controlled studies on the effects of periodic ritual
ayahuasca use on adolescents.
In 1993, a comprehensive research investigation of
ayahuasca use in long-term adult members of the UDV
called the Hoasca Project was conducted in the Brazilian
Amazon city of Manaus (Callaway et al. 1999, 1996 1994;
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TABLE 1
Demographic Characteristics of Adolescent Study (N = 80)

Age
Sex: Male
Female
Civil status: Single
Residence:
Living with Parents
Ethnic group: White

Ayahuasca Group ( N = 40)
16.52 years (SD = 1.34)
N = 22 (55.0 %)
N = 18 (45.0 %)
N = 38 (95.0 %)
N = 37 (92.5 %)
N = 30 (75.0 %)

McKenna et al. 1998; Grob et al. 1996). Phase I evaluations of pharmacokinetics, neuroendocrine assays, serotonin
function, and psychiatric and medical health were then conducted. Contrasting the findings on 15 subjects from the
UDV for at least 10 years with matched controls who had
never consumed ayahuasca, this pilot investigation concluded that there was no evidence of injurious effect induced
by ritual use of ayahuasca. Indeed, UDV subjects appeared
to have experienced a remission of severe psychiatric disorders, including drug and alcohol abuse, following their
entry into this religion.
Currently, the membership of the UDV in Brazil is
estimated at close to 9,000, including approximately
1,200 adolescents. Considering the proportion of this age
group within the population that uses these psychoactive substances on a regular basis, it is advisable to
investigate the adolescents’ psychiatric status and behavioral functioning.
The main objective of this study is to evaluate the mental condition of these adolescents through screening
instruments for psychiatric disorders.

N = 39 (97.5 %)
N = 33 (82.5 %)

parents were asked to sign an informed consent before enrollment in the study.
Instruments
Measurement of psychiatric morbidity in the community and clinical settings in the last decades has been
achieved basically by the use of standardized methods of
measurement (Cooper 1987; Eastwood 1971). Many tests
used in case identification are usually referred to as “screening tests” (Goldberg 1989) and have been developed to be
used in a first stage assessment in populational studies to
identify probable cases that will later have their “caseness”
status confirmed or not in a second stage. Such a test is
devised to be easy and quick to administer, usually does
not involve rich diagnostic detail, but enables proper measurement of the condition. Tests used here are acceptable
scientific tools both in the sense they proved they consistently measure a given phenomenon (reliability) and in the
sense that they are actually measuring what they are designed to measure (validity; see Bartko & Carpenter 1976).
Subjects were assessed in terms of mental status by
means of the following psychiatric screening instruments:
SRQ (Self Report Questionnaire) to assess overall psychic
condition(Iacoponi & Mari 1988; Mari & Williams 1986);
CES-D (Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression
Scale) for depression (Da Silveira & Joge 2002).; Beck
Anxiety Inventory and STAI (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory) as a screening for anxiety disorders (Gorenstein &
Andrade 1996); DUSI (Drug Use Screening Inventory) to
identify drug misuse (De Micheli & Formigoni 2002; Tarter
et al. 1996, 1992); Conners’ Adolescent Self-Rating subscale to detect Attention Deficit Disorder(Doering-Silveira
& Da Silveira In press); and BSQ (Body Shape Questionnaire) to investigate self image related disorders.(Di Pietro
& Da Silveira In press).

METHOD
Sample and Procedure
The study involved 40 adolescents, from both sexes,
ages ranging from 15 to 19 years of age, who had drunk
ayahuasca in a ritual context for at least 24 times in the last
two years prior to the assessment. They were compared to
a comparison group of 40 adolescents who had never drunk
ayahuasca matched by sex, age, and educational level. Both
groups live in the same communities and share the same
environmental influences.
Ayahuasca-consuming adolescents were randomly selected among participants of three distinct UDV churches
whereas the comparison group included randomly selected
adolescents according to paring criteria. After a twenty-day
washout period, ayahuasca adolescents were interviewed
together with comparison group and asked to complete a
series of scales aiming to screen for psychiatric conditions.
Interviews were conducted by a trained psychiatrist in 2001
in two different Brazilian cities. Both adolescents and their
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Comparison Group ( N = 40)
16.62 years (SD = 1.0)
N = 22 (55.0 %)
N = 18 (45.0 %)
N = 37 (92.5 %)

Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were followed by comparisons
between ayahuasca and control groups. Strength of associations was tested with chi-square for categorical
variables, whereas t-test was used for comparing continuous variables.
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TABLE 2
Number and Percentages of Subjects Scoring Positively for Psychiatric
Diagnoses in Ayahuasca and Comparison Adolescent Groups (N = 80)
Scales

Cut-offs

Self-Report Questionnaire
CAGE (SRQ subscale)
DUSI
Beck Anxiety
STAI-state
STAI-trait
CES-D
Body shape questionnaire
ADD

7/8
1/2
2/3
15/16
21/22
21/22
15/16
110/111
2/3

Ayahuasca
(N = 40)
n
%
3
7.5
1
2.5
1
2.5
3
7.5
2
5.0
24
60.0
12
30.0
4
10.0
1
2.5

RESULTS

Statistical Significance
P
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.087
n.s.
0.083
0.057

problem drinking and another one (2.5%) for substance
misuse. Concerning anxiety symptoms, 24 (60.0%) were
anxious at the time of assessment but only three adolescents (7.5%) presented high scores on Beck Anxiety Scale
and two adolescents (5.0%) on STAI-State scale. Twelve
teenagers (30%) presented with depressive symptoms. In
the assessment for other psychiatric disorders, four adolescents (10.0%) screened positively for body dysmorphic
disorder and one (2.5%) fulfilled DSM IV criteria (three or
more items) for attention deficit disorder-inattentive type.
Except for the high proportion of depressive subjects in
this sample, overall percentages are comparable with general population rates.
In the comparison group, four adolescents (10.0%)
presented high scores on psychiatric symptoms. None of
the adolescents scored positively either for alcohol related
problems or for substance abuse or dependence [see above
comment]. Although 32 (80.0%) adolescents reported anxiety symptoms at the time of assessment, only one (2.5%)
presented high scores on the Beck Anxiety Scale, but seven
adolescents (17.5%) scored high on STAI-State scale.
Eleven of them (27.5%) were probably depressive. In the
assessment for other psychiatric disorders, 11 adolescents
(27.5%) screened positively for body dysmorphic disorder
and seven (17.5%) fulfilled DSM IV criteria for Attention
Deficit Disorder-Inattentive type.
Comparing both groups (see Table 2), adolescents of
the comparison group demonstrated a trend to have more
problems than adolescents from the ayahuasca group with
anxiety symptoms (p = 0.087), self image (p = 0.083), and
inattentiveness (p = 0.057).
After stratification by gender (see Table 3), differences
among the ayahuasca and the comparison group were more
expressive among women; the exception was for attention
problems, where six boys from the control group and only
one from ayahuasca group fulfilled diagnostic criteria for
ADD. Eleven girls from the ayahuasca group presented high
scores for anxiety (STAI-Trait) whereas 17 girls from the

Demographic Data
In the ayahuasca group, 22 adolescents (55%) were
male and 18 (45%) were female. Their mean age was 16.52
+ 1.34 years. Education level ranged from the first year in
high school to first year in college. Ethnic breakdown
showed 30 (75% of the sample) were White and 10 (25%)
classified themselves as of mixed ethnic origin. Ninetyfive percent of the subjects were single and most of them
(92.5%) lived with their parents.
In the comparison group, 22 adolescents (55%) were
male and 18 (45%) were female. Their mean age was 16.62
+ 1.0 years. They were mostly White (82.5%) and their
educational level ranged from first year in high school to
third year in high school (first year in high school = 7; second year = 15; third year = 18). Thirty-seven adolescents
(92.5%) were single and most of them (97.5%) lived with
their parents (see Table 1).
Pattern of Ayahuasca Consumption
Twenty-five adolescents (63%) started drinking
ayahuasca systematically during childhood (before the age
of 13) while 15 of them (37%) began to drink when adolescents (after they were 13 years old). The time span of
systematic (at least once a month) ayahuasca use was 4.05
+ 2.28 years. At the time of assessment, the adolescents
abstained from drinking ayahuasca for at least 20 days, with
a mean abstinence period of 41.16 + 15.55 days. Only one
adolescent (2.5 %) reported having drunk ayahuasca outside of a religious context and 39 (97.5%) reported that the
experience had a profoundly positive influence on their
lives.
Psychiatric Assessment
In the ayahuasca group three adolescents (7.5%) had
high scores on psychiatric symptoms. In terms of substance
use disorders, one adolescent (2.5%) scored positively for
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Comparison Group
(N = 40)
n
%
4
10.0
0
0
0
0
1
2.5
7
17.5
32
80.0
11
27.5
11
27.5
7
17.5
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TABLE 3
Number and Percentages of Subjects Scoring Positively for Psychiatric Diagnoses
in Ayahuasca and Comparison Adolescent Groups, Stratified by Sex (N = 80)
Ayahuasca Group ( N = 40)
Scales
N
%
Men (N = 22)
STAI-Trait
13
59.1
Body shape questionnaire
1
4.1
DSM IV ADD
1
4.1
Women (N = 18)
STAI-Trait
Body shape questionnaire
DSM IV ADD

11
3
0

Comparison Group ( N = 40)
N
%

61.1
16.7
0

15
1
6

68.2
4.5
27.3

17
10
1

94.4
55.6
5.6

the small sample size may be responsible for differences
not reaching statistical significance.
Church members often report that the more they engage in ayahuasca rituals, the more they “learn” how to
focus their attention. This may be reflected in the lower
frequency of probable attention deficit cases among them.
It is not possible yet to determine if this is the due to a
direct effect of ayahuasca in the brain or to the possibility
of better training of attentional skills in this particular environment.
The Hoasca project also identified significant personality differences between ayahuasca using and nonusing
groups (Grob et al. 1996). Ayahuasca using subjects were
considered to be more confident, optimistic, outgoing, energetic, persistent, reflective, and scored higher than
controls in measures of social desirability and emotional
maturity (Grob 1999). This phenomenon, probably reflecting the strong sense of belonging to a well-structured
religious community, can also eventually explain the
smaller proportion of ayahuasca using adolescents reporting anxiety symptoms and concerns over body image.
This cross-sectional study made it possible to establish the lower frequencies of psychiatric symptoms in the
ayahuasca-consuming adolescents in comparison with
nonusing ones. However, it is not possible to know if
psychopathologically less affected adolescents are more
prone to adhere to the religious group or if the affiliation
to such a community exerts a “protective” effect on these
adolescents, whatever mechanisms involved may be.

comparison group scored high for the condition. Concerning the body shape questionnaire, only one male adolescent
from each group scored high on the instrument, whereas 13
female adolescents presented high scores, with three of them
being from the ayahuasca group and 10 from the comparison group.
DISCUSSION
In the preliminary pilot investigation of adult long-term
ayahuasca users held in Brazil named the Hoasca Project
(Grob et al. 1996), diagnostic interviews identified considerable past psychiatric histories preceding their entry into
the ayahuasca church. Interestingly, psychopathology remitted following their regular attendance at ayahuasca
ceremonies. It is still unclear if the reported changes can be
attributed to the effect of the substance itself or to the religious affiliating process. Besides ayahuasca ingestion, set
and setting may have also played a considerable role in this
favorable outcome. Members of the syncretic church
stressed, as do many other religious groups, the importance
of a protective and supportive community (Grob 1999).
In the present study adolescents drinking ayahuasca
within a religious context were overall comparable to controls in terms of psychopathological profile. Nevertheless
slight differences could be observed in favor of the
ayahuasca group in terms of less anxiety symptoms, less
body image dysmorphia, and fewer attention deficit disorders. Only trends could be observed between groups, but
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Abstract—The purpose of the study was to evaluate neuropsychologically adolescents who use
ayahuasca in a religious context. A battery of neuropsychological tests was administered to adolescents
who use ayahuasca. These subjects were compared to a matched control group of adolescents who
did not use ayahuasca. The controls were matched with regards to sex, age, and education. The
neuropsychological battery included tests of speeded attention, visual search, sequencing, psychomotor
speed, verbal and visual abilities, memory, and mental flexibility. The statistical results for subjects
from matched controls on neuropsychological measures were computed using independent t-tests.
Overall, statistical findings suggested that there was no significant difference between the two groups
on neuropsychological measures. Even though, the data overall supports that there was not a difference
between ayahuasca users and matched controls on neuropsychological measures, further studies are
necessary to support these findings.
Keywords—adolescence, ayahuasca, cognition, hallucinogen, neuropsychology, religion

Ayahuasca is a hallucinogenic beverage made essentially of two Amazonian plants. It is prepared by boiling
the stems of a vine named Banisteriopsis caapi and the
leaves of Psychotria viridis, although other plants are often mixed in as well. This psychedelic tea has been used
for centuries by native Indian and mestizo shamans in Peru,

Colombia, and Ecuador for healing and divination. In the
eighteenth century ayahuasca was taken up by the colonists as a result of their proximity to tribal peoples during
the Colonial period. The mixing of native contexts with
nonnative settings resulted in the incorporation of ayahuasca
as a psychoactive ritual sacrament in ceremonies by several
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different religious movements. In Brazil, ayahuasca is used
as sacrament within the context of religious practice by the
syncretic churches União do Vegetal (UDV) and Santo
Daime, among others; this practice was legally approved in
1987. Churches using ayahuasca in Brazil differ somewhat
from one another as to their principles, rituals, and composition of the tea.
According to the laws of the UDV, the use of ayahuasca
is restricted to religious ceremonies where multigenerational
families meet twice a month for approximately four hours.
In sound accordance with the principles of this church
(UDV), adolescents are encouraged to voluntarily join their
parents and drink the ayahuasca tea during the ritual ceremonies. Adherents commonly believe that ayahuasca is
harmless and potentially beneficial for adolescents (e.g.,
prophylaxis against drug abuse) as long as it is imbibed
in a religious context. To date, however, this assumption
has never been confirmed by means of controlled studies on the effects of periodic ritual use of ayahuasca by
adolescents.
In 1993, a multinational research team composed of
American and Brazilian physicians, psychologists and social scientists conducted a comprehensive study with UDV
adult members in Manaus, the large capital city of the state
of Amazon located in the heart of the Brazilian tropical
rainforest. This was the first investigation of what is called
the Hoasca Project. Phase I evaluations of pharmacokinetics, neuroendocrine assays, and serotonin function were
carried out as well as psychiatric, medical health, and
baseline neuropsychological screenings. (Callaway et al.
1999, 1996, 1994; McKenna et al. 1998; Grob et al. 1996).
Contrasting the findings from 15 men who had been UDV
members for at least 10 years (subjects) with demographically-matched controls who did not belong to the UDV and
had never consumed ayahuasca, this pilot investigation concluded that there was no evidence of any injurious effect
which could have been induced or caused by or be related
to the ritualistic use of ayahuasca. On the contrary, these
long-term UDV members reported a marked decline in severe psychiatric disorders, including discontinuation of
cigarette, alcohol, and recreational drug use following their
entry into this sect. Dramatic improvements in their personal values, behavioral compliance, and sense of purpose
were described as well. Neuropsychological testing of longterm adult UDV members and matched controls found the
UDV members to have statistically significant superior concentration and short-term memory on some measures,
though overall both groups scored well.
Currently, in Brazil, adolescent membership of the
UDV is estimated at over 1,200. A thorough investigation
of UDV adolescents’ cognitive profile is definitely warranted when one considers the slow but ever-growing
population that consumes ayahuasca worldwide on a regular basis, and the significant proportion of younger people
who are among them.
Journal of Psychoactive Drugs

OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of this study is to assess the
effects of long-term use of ayahuasca on adolescent cognitive functioning.
SUBJECTS AND METHOD
Sample
Eighty-four adolescents from three cities in Brazil (São
Paulo, Campinas, and Brasilia) voluntarily participated in
this study. Ayahuasca-consuming adolescents were randomly selected among participants of three distinct UDV
churches, whereas the comparison group included randomly selected adolescents according to pairing criteria.
Interviews were conducted by a trained psychiatrist in 2001
in two different Brazilian cities. Four of the adolescents
(one subject and three controls) were not paired and as
such were automatically excluded from the statistical analysis. As a result two groups of 40 adolescents (N = 80)
between the ages of 15 and 19, from both sexes, were considered in this study. The first group, hereafter designated
as the subjects, was composed of 40 adolescents from the
Brazilian syncretic church UDV (União do Vegetal) who
had drunk ayahuasca within a ritual context at least 24 times
during the last two years prior to the neuropsychological
assessment. They were 22 males and 18 females, with a
mean age of 16.52 years and a standard deviation of 1.34.
Most of them were White (78.9%) and their educational
level ranged from first year in high school to first year in
college. The second group, hereafter designated as the control group, was a comparison group composed of 40
adolescents who had never drunk ayahuasca (22 males and
18 females) matched on sex, age, race, and educational
level to the subject group, with a mean age of 16.62 years
and a standard deviation of 1.00. They were mostly White
(82.1%) and their educational level ranged from first year
in high school to third year in high school. Both groups
had similar social and economic profiles, belonged to the
same community, and shared the same environmental influences (although they did not attend the same schools).
Subjects were recruited from various public and private
schools whereas the comparison group of adolescents was
selected from two private schools only.
Procedure
Data collection was accomplished in settings purposefully aimed at enhancing both subjects’ and control’s
maximal motivation and collaborative attitudes as well as
safeguarding the neuropsychological assessment against
undesirable interferences. Thus, 20 subjects and 20 controls from Brasilia were taken on a four-day stay to a hotel
located in a farm near Brasilia. Subjects and controls from
São Paulo and Campinas were taken on a two-day stay to
a hotel located on a quiet beach near São Paulo during two
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The Digit Span subtest consists of two parts. In the first
part, individuals are required to repeat sequences of three
to nine digits long (Digit Forward); in the second part, examinees are asked to repeat backwards sequences of two
to eight digits long (Digit Backwards). The Digit Symbol
and Symbol Search are subtests from the WAIS-III that are
used to assess psychomotor speed. They both are used to
calculate the Processing Speed Index. The Digit Symbol
subtest consists of a series of numbers, each of which is
paired with its own corresponding symbol. Using a key,
the individual writes the symbol corresponding to its number (Wechsler 1997). In the Symbol Search subtest,
individuals scan two groups of symbols and indicate
whether the target symbol appears in the search group. In
the Object Assembly subtest, examinees are required to
assemble puzzles as quickly as possible. It measures visual-spatial constructional abilities.
The Stroop-Victoria version is a test that measures selective attention and cognitive flexibility; it has three
separate conditions (Spreen & Strauss 1998). In the first
part, individuals are asked to read randomized color blocks
(red, green, yellow, and blue). In the second part, the examinees are required to read words printed in different ink
colors. In the last condition, individuals are given a card
where color names are printed in different colored ink (the
printed word never corresponds to the color name); this
requires the subjects to name the color of the ink while
disregarding the printed word. The Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test is used to measure visuomotor skills,
visual-spatial constructional ability, and visual memory
(Mitrushina et al. 2005). On this measure, individuals are
asked to copy a complex figure and then reproduce the
design from memory 30 minutes later.
The Conners’ Continuous Performance Test—Second
Edition (CPT-II) is a computerized task used to assess abilities such as sustained attention, vigilance, reaction time,
and impulsivity (Conners 2005). In this task, individuals
are asked to press the space bar for all letters that are displayed on the computer screen except the letter X. There
are six blocks, each displaying 60 letters at different
interstimulus intervals. The test lasts approximately 14
minutes. A computerized report is generated at the end that
includes the total number of omitted letters (omission),
number of Xs pressed (commissions), and a variety of other
measures related to visual attention (Hit Rate, Hit Rate SE,
Variability of SE, D-prime, Beta, Perseverations, Hit RT
Block Change, Hit RT SE Block Change, Hit RT ISI
Change, and Hit RT SE ISI Change).
The WHO/UCLA Auditory Verbal Learning Test is a
verbal memory-list test that assesses verbal learning and
memory (Mitrushina et al. 2005). In this measure, examinees are read out loud a list of 15 items (list A) for five
consecutive trials, each followed by a free recall test. After
the fifth trial, individuals are presented with an interference trial (list B) of 15 items (Trial VI). Immediately

consecutive weekends (10 subjects and 10 controls at a
time). Having both subjects and controls exposed to the
same environmental and psychological conditions allowed
for a closer monitoring of possible confounding variables
such as cigarette smoking, alcohol and drug use, poor sleeping hours, caffeine ingestion, and use of medicine, among
others. Both subject and control tobacco smokers had refrained from cigarette smoking at least one hour before the
assessment. Caffeine ingestion was available exclusively
during breakfast time. No alcoholic beverages and other
drugs were consumed 24 hours before the neuropsychological assessment. Sleeping times ranged from six to eight
hours during the nights spent either at the farm hotel or at
the beach hotel. Subjects had kept a minimal 20-day interval since last ingestion of ayahuasca on occasion of the
neuropsychological assessment. Comfortable, quiet and
well lit assessment rooms were provided. Researchers involved in data collection remained “blind” to the identity
of participants throughout the study.
All adolescents and their respective parents and/or legal guardians were asked to sign an informed consent before
enrollment in the study.
Neuropsychological Assessment
A comprehensive battery of neuropsychological tests
was devised to assess the overall level of cognitive functioning of the adolescents. All 40 experimental adolescent
subjects and 40 controls were administered a neuropsychological battery. Neuropsychological tests that assessed
attention, concentration, intelligence, language, memory,
executive functioning, processing speed, visuomotor skills
and visuoconstructional abilities were administered. The
following measures were administered: Trailmaking Test,
Stroop-Victoria version, Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure
Test (ROCFT), the Conners’ Continuous Performance TestII (CPT-II), and the World Health Organization/University
of California at Los Angeles Auditory Verbal Learning Test
(WHO/UCLA Auditory Verbal Learning Test). Additionally, subtests of the Wechsler Adult Scale of Intelligence-III
(WAIS-III) were used. The following subtests were administered from the WAIS-III: Digit Span, Digit Symbol,
Symbol Search, and Object Assembly. It is important to
note that Portuguese versions were administered for verbal measures. For nonverbal measures, instructions were
given in Portuguese.
The Trailmaking Test, which measures sequencing,
visual attention and scanning, psychomotor speed, and
mental flexibility, requires that a connection be made between 25 encircled numbers randomly arranged on a page
in proper order using a pencil for Part A and the connection
of 25 encircled numbers and letters in alternating order for
Part B (Lezak 2004).
The Digit Span subtest is used as one of the measures
to calculate Verbal Intelligence and the Working Memory
Index of the WAIS-III. It is used to assess verbal attention.
Journal of Psychoactive Drugs
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TABLE 1
Neuropsychological Performance of Adolescents Who Drink Ayahuasca Within
a Religious Context (N = 40) Compared to a Matched Control Group (N = 40)
Ayahuasca
Mean
SD

Comparison Group
Mean
SD

Trailmaking Test
Trail A
29.20
8.86
Trail B
61.38
25.10
WAIS-III
Digit Span Forward
9.38
2.32
Digit Span Backward
6.83
2.26
Digit Span Total
16.45
4.27
Digit Symbol (Coding)
77.80
10.07
Symbol Search
37.20
6.24
Object Assembly
32.35
9.26
Stroop-Victoria version
Stroop I
13.03
2.27
Stroop II
16.20
3.89
Stroop III
24.95
7.14
Rey-Osterrieth Test
Rey Figure Copy
34.64
1.46
Rey Figure Recall
21.89
5.00
Continuous Performance Test
CPT Omissions
2.64
4.99
CPT Commissions
10.37
6.80
Hit Rate
406.93
77.43
Hit Rate SE
6.06
2.72
Variability of SE
7.49
5.22
D-prime
0.86
0.40
Beta
0.84
0.98
Perseverations
0.62
1.27
WHO/UCLA AVLT Trial I 6.73
2.34
Trial II
10.05
2.17
Trial III
11.70
2.09
Trial IV
12.48
1.82
Trial V
12.90
1.45
Total I-V
53.85
7.5
Interference List (Trial VI) 6.58
1.83
Short-delay (Trial VII)
12.15
1.90
Long-delay (Trial VIII)
12.40
1.93
Recognition (Trial IX)
14.55
0.82
*Statistically significant (p < 0.05).

p

27.25
56.00

8.26
15.82

1.02
1.15

0.31
0.26

9.03
6.48
16.00
81.58
37.83
34.17

2.69
1.97
3.46
18.73
6.83
6.18

0.62
0.74
0.52
-1.12
-0.43
-1.04

0.53
0.46
0.61
0.27
0.67
0.30

12.60
14.75
25.05

2.22
3.34
8.00

0.85
1.79
-0.06

0.40
0.08
0.95

34.08
21.69

2.58
6.79

1.20
0.15

0.23
0.88

1.65
10.80
400.25
5.78
7.40
0.86
0.80
0.52
7.20
11.55
12.40
13.38
13.23
57.75
6.83
12.83
12.93
14.78

1.90
5.97
73.70
2.09
5.05
0.48
1.03
0.93
2.05
1.66
1.93
1.23
1.72
5.51
1.81
1.58
1.55
0.62

1.17
-2.97
0.40
0.50
0.08
0.00
0.17
0.40
-9.64
-3.47
-1.56
-2.58
-0.92
-2.65
-6.13
-1.73
-1.34
-1.39

0.24
0.77
0.69
0.62
0.94
1.00
0.86
0.69
0.34
0.00*
0.12
0.01*
0.36
0.01*
0.54
0.09
0.18
0.17

RESULTS

following the interference trial, individuals are asked to
recall the first list without further presentation (Short Delay Recall, Trial VII). After about a 30-minute delay,
individuals are again asked to recall the words from list A
(Long Delay Recall, Trial VIII). Finally, a recognition trial
(Trial IX) is administered where individuals are to identify
words recognized from list A.

Overall, no significant differences in performance were
found between adolescent ayahuasca users and matched
controls on most of the neuropsychological measures. Results of the neuropsychological measures between both
ayahuasca users and controls are available in Table 1.
On a neuropsychological measure of visual search, sequencing, visual attention, psychomotor speed, and mental
flexibility, there was no difference between the two groups
(Trail Making Test A and B, p < 0.31 and p < 0.26, respectively). On a measure of verbal attention, both subjects
and controls did not score significantly different in their
total Digit Span scores (p < 0.61). Additionally, no difference

Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were followed by the comparison between ayahuasca-using subjects and control groups.
Strength of associations was tested with chi-square for categorical variables, whereas t-test was used for comparing
continuous variables.
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However, it is important to note that both groups performed well and presented similar results in most
neuropsychological measures except for two trials from a
verbal learning memory list test, with lower scores for the
ayahuasca-consuming adolescents. Although two of the
initial five trials (Trial II and IV) did show a statistically
significant difference between groups on the WHO/UCLA
Auditory Verbal Learning Test, the groups differed only on
initial trials, which are not truly indicative of memory differences between both groups. The initial trials are more
likely to be assessing learning and encoding abilities and
strategies (Mitrushina et al. 2005). On memory trials, later
trials (Trial VI, Trial VII, and Trial IX), both adolescent
groups did not statistically differ.
It is also important to note that the mean raw scores of
the initial trials (Trial II and IV) of both subjects and controls were in the average range in regards to normative data
among similar aged adolescents on a similar memory list
task (Geffen et al. 1990). This indicates that the mean raw
scores of both groups did not significantly differ when compared to adolescent normative data.
Even though this data overall supports the theory that
there was not a difference between ayahuasca users and
matched controls on neuropsychological measures, one can
argue that the difference in scores may suggest that
ayahuasca users might differ on subtle cognitive abilities
(i.e., learning and encoding). Therefore, it is important that
further studies elucidate these findings. Additionally, results are limited because of the small sample size and
because long-term effects were not addressed. Results may
also not generalize among other populations. Again, further studies are necessary.
While additional investigations are recommended, in
this pilot research study, the authors found no evidence of
injurious effects of ayahuasca on adolescents who participated with their families in ceremonial rituals using
psychoactive substances. In Western society, it is indeed a
unique phenomenon when young people are permitted to
ingest a powerful hallucinogen. We have been allowed access to study the effects and have found, at least in this
pilot preliminary investigation, that ayahuasca did not have
a toxic or deleterious effect on adolescent neurocognitive
functioning. The question arises that since the UDV adolescents use much less alcohol, marijuana and other
intoxicants according to data published in this same issue
(Doering-Silveira et al. 2005) all of which are known to
have negative effects on cognition when used excessively,
whether ayahuasca may protect the UDV adolescents from
further harm.

was found on Digit Span Forward and Digit Span Backward (p < 0.53 and p < 0.46, respectively). Ayahuasca users
and match controls did not score significantly different on
both subtests that measure processing speed (Digit Symbol, p < 0.27; Symbol Search, p < 0.67). Again, there was
no difference between both groups on the Object Assembly subtest (p < 0.30). On all conditions of the Stroop test,
both groups did not score significantly differently (Stroop
I, II, and III; p < 0.40, p < 0.08, and p < 0.95, respectively). Ayahuasca users and matched controls did not differ
in performance on the ROCFT in both the copy and memory
conditions (p < 0.23, p < 0.88, respectively). On all measures of the Continuous Performance Test, the subjects and
controls did not differ significantly (p values on all CPT
measures ranged from p < 0.24 to p < 1.00).
Subjects and matched controls scored similarly on most
trials of the WHO/UCLA Auditory Verbal Learning Test.
However, they seemed to differ on two of the initial trials
(Trial II, p < 0.00, and Trial IV, p < 0.01). Trial I, Trial III,
Trial V were not significantly different (p < 0.34, p < 0.12,
and p < 0.36, respectively). The total score of all initial
trials (Total I-V) was also statistically significant (p < 0.01).
As expected, performances on Trial VI (interference list)
were comparable among groups. Short-delay memory recall (Trial VII), long-delay memory recall (Trial VIII), and
recognition recall (Trial IX) were not significantly different (p < 0.09, p < 0.18, and p < 0.17, respectively). Table 1
displays scores on neuropsychological measures for the
adolescent ayahuasca users and matched controls.
DISCUSSION
This is the first study to focus on cognition of longterm ayahuasca-using adolescents. To date there is no
scientific information on the consequences of this activity,
whether beneficial or deleterious, although the Hoasca
Project (referred to in the Introduction to this issue of the
Journal of Psychoactive Drugs) details some of the consequences for adult participants. The primary finding of the
present study is that no overall differences in neuropsychological performance were found between the group of
ayahuasca-consuming adolescents and the group of adolescents who had never used the substance. Current
scientific knowledge places great emphasis on education
acting as a protector against brain insults. Since good performance on neuropsychological tests is greatly influenced
by educational level the authors considered good academic
achievement a central aspect in this study. Both the experimental subjects and controls had maintained good academic
levels, which may have contributed to their good performance.
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Abstract Rationale: Ayahuasca is a South American
psychoactive plant tea which contains the serotonergic
psychedelic N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and monoamine-oxidase inhibitors that render DMT orally active.
Previous investigations with ayahuasca have highlighted a
psychotropic effect profile characterized by enhanced
introspective attention, with individuals reporting altered
somatic perceptions and intense emotional modifications,
frequently accompanied by visual imagery. Despite recent
advances in the study of ayahuasca pharmacology, the
neural correlates of acute ayahuasca intoxication remain
largely unknown. Objectives: To investigate the effects
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of ayahuasca administration on regional cerebral blood
flow. Methods: Fifteen male volunteers with prior experience in the use of psychedelics received a single oral
dose of encapsulated freeze-dried ayahuasca equivalent to
1.0 mg DMT/kg body weight and a placebo in a
randomized double-blind clinical trial. Regional cerebral
blood flow was measured 100–110 min after drug
administration by means of single photon emission
tomography (SPECT). Results: Ayahuasca administration
led to significant activation of frontal and paralimbic brain
regions. Increased blood perfusion was observed bilaterally in the anterior insula, with greater intensity in the right
hemisphere, and in the anterior cingulate/frontomedial
cortex of the right hemisphere, areas previously implicated
in somatic awareness, subjective feeling states, and
emotional arousal. Additional increases were observed in
the left amygdala/parahippocampal gyrus, a structure also
involved in emotional arousal. Conclusions: The present
results suggest that ayahuasca interacts with neural
systems that are central to interoception and emotional
processing and point to a modulatory role of serotonergic
neurotransmission in these processes.
Keywords Ayahuasca . Dimethyltryptamine .
Psychedelics . SPECT . Regional cerebral blood flow .
Human

Introduction
The psychotropic ayahuasca tea, a central element of
Amazonian shamanism (Schultes and Hofmann 1987), is
commonly obtained by infusing together the stems of the
Banisteriopsis caapi liana and the leaves of the Psychotria
viridis bush, two plants endemic to the region (Schultes and
Hofmann 1980, 1987). In the past, ayahuasca use among
the indigenous inhabitants of the Amazon was traditionally
restricted to medicine men and was only open to lay members of the group during certain communal celebrations and
rites of passage into adulthood (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1990).
However, in recent years, it has given way to more

widespread use. “Ayahuasca tourism” is on the rise in the
region (Halpern 2004; McKenna 2004; Salak 2004), and
several Brazilian-based religious groups who use ayahuasca
in their rituals are seeking legal authorization to practice
their religion in the United States and Europe (Greenhouse
2005; Halpern 2004; McKenna 2004).
From the early 19th century accounts written by explorers
(Spruce 1908; Villavicencio 1858) to present day clinical
trials (Riba et al. 2001b), reports on the subjective effects
elicited by ayahuasca have described a remarkable modified
state of awareness in which introspective attention is
typically enhanced. Subjects report experiencing a highly
emotional state in which bodily sensations are modified or
intensified and in which visual imagery frequently emerges,
often laden with a marked personal content (Riba et al.
2001b). Within the context of traditional use, this modified
state of awareness is reportedly used by shamans to
diagnose and treat the psychological and physical afflictions
of their patients (Dobkin de Rios 1984), whereas among the
Brazilian ayahuasca churches, the tea is considered a
sacrament that allows contact with the divine (Labate and
Araújo 2002). From a medical perspective, the spread of
ayahuasca use to Europe and North America in the last
decade has raised concern among public health authorities
(Anonymous 2000). However, in a wave of renewed
psychiatric interest in psychedelics as therapeutic agents
(Check 2004; Kotler 2005; Melton 2004), there have been
claims of its potential use as a treatment for substancerelated and other psychiatric disorders (McKenna 2004).
Chemical analyses and pharmacological studies conducted with ayahuasca have shown that the tea combines in
a single preparation the orally labile serotonergic psychedelic N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) from P. viridis with
monoamine oxidase (MAO)-inhibiting β-carboline alkaloids (Buckholtz and Boggan 1977) from B. caapi
(McKenna et al. 1984). Remarkably, these β-carbolines
block the metabolic breakdown of DMT by the visceral
MAO, allowing its access to systemic circulation (Riba et
al. 2003). In the central nervous system, DMT binds to the
serotonin-2A receptor, where it acts as a partial agonist
(Rabin et al. 2002). Neuroendocrine measures after acute
ayahuasca administration (Callaway et al. 1999) and
peripheral serotonin transporter levels in long-term users
(Callaway et al. 1994) further support an interaction
between ayahuasca and serotonergic neurotransmission.
Although various aspects of the pharmacology of
ayahuasca in humans have been described in recent years
(Callaway et al. 1999; Riba et al. 2001b, 2003), the
biological substrates underlying the psychological modifications it elicits remain largely unknown. To examine the
neural correlates of acute ayahuasca effects, we conducted
a blood perfusion single photon emission tomography
(SPECT) study in a group of fifteen male volunteers who
had prior experience in the use of psychedelics. SPECT
scans conducted after administration of a single dose of a
freeze-dried and encapsulated formulation of ayahuasca
were compared with scans obtained after a placebo.

Materials and methods
Volunteers
Fifteen male volunteers experienced in the use of
psychedelics, i.e., minimum use on at least ten occasions,
were recruited. Volunteers were in good physical health,
confirmed by medical history, laboratory tests, ECG and
urinalysis, and psychological health (structured psychiatric
interview for the DSM-IV). Exclusion criteria were as in
previous studies (Riba et al. 2001b, 2003) and included
current or previous history of psychiatric disorders and
alcohol or other substance dependence. Participants had a
mean age of 28 years (range 20–38), mean weight 66.8 kg
(range 60.1–85), and mean height 176.2 cm (range
163–196). Participants had used psychedelics from ten to
hundreds of times. The most commonly used psychedelics
were psilocybian mushrooms (15/15) followed by LSD
(14/15) and ketamine (9/15). Some volunteers had experienced using peyote (5/15) and mescaline (2/15) and only
one had taken ayahuasca before his participation in the
study. Besides psychedelics, volunteers had consumed
cannabis (15/15), cocaine (15/15), MDMA (13/15), and
amphetamines (13/15). The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declarations of Helsinki and Tokyo
concerning experimentation on humans, and was approved
by the hospital’s ethics committee and the Spanish Ministry
of Health. All volunteers gave their written informed
consent to participate.
Drug
An encapsulated freeze-dried formulation of ayahuasca
was obtained as described in previous studies (Riba et al.
2001b, 2003). The ayahuasca batch employed contained
8.33 mg DMT, 14.13 mg harmine, 0.96 mg harmaline, and
11.36 mg THH per gram of freeze-dried material. The dose
administered in the present investigation was of 1 mg
DMT/kg body weight, and was chosen based on an earlier
work in which it had been proven to elicit full-blown
psychotropic effects (Riba et al. 2001b). Placebo capsules
contained 0.75 g lactose.
Study design
In a double-blind randomized fashion, each volunteer
received either a single oral dose of encapsulated freezedried ayahuasca or a placebo in two experimental sessions
at least 1 week apart. Volunteers were requested to abstain
from any medication or illicit drug use 2 weeks before the
beginning of the experimental sessions and until the
completion of the study. Volunteers also abstained from
alcohol, tobacco, and caffeinated drinks 24 h before each
experimental day. Urinalysis for illicit drug use was
performed for each experimental session. After arrival at
9:00 a.m. under fasting conditions, volunteers had a light
breakfast and a cannula was inserted in an arm vein for

radiotracer administration. Capsules with either the drug or
placebo were administered at 12:00 noon with 250 ml tap
water. Throughout the experimental session, the volunteers
remained seated on a comfortable reclining chair in a quiet,
dimly lit room until SPECT image acquisition. All
volunteers remained overnight in the laboratory and were
discharged at 12:00 noon of the following day.
Study methods
SPECT imaging
At 100–110 min after drug administration, an injection of
30 mCi technetium-99m-labeled ethylcysteinate dimer was
administered through the previously placed intravenous
cannula. The volunteers, sitting on a comfortable reclining
chair in the same room since drug administration, were
instructed 5 min before bolus injection to close their eyes
and remain as relaxed as possible during the injection
procedure and to remain with eyes closed for an additional
10 min after completion of the bolus. After this time, they
were allowed to open their eyes again and they remained in
the room until image acquisition, which was conducted 1 h
later, at 3 h after drug administration.
SPECT imaging of the brain was performed with the
volunteer’s head supported by a headrest using a twoheaded HELIX gamma camera (General Electric Medical
Systems) equipped with fan-beam collimators. Data were
acquired using a 128×128 image matrix in three degree
steps. The total acquisition procedure lasted for around
50 min. Images were reconstructed by filtered backprojection using a Metz filter and the Chang method for
attenuation correction using a factor of 0.075.
Statistical analyses were conducted on a voxel-by-voxel
basis using the SPM2 software (The Wellcome Department
of Imaging Neuroscience, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/spm2.html) on a Matlab platform (Mathworks).
Images were converted to the analyze format and were
spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) standard anatomical space. Standardized images
were then smoothed using a 16-mm gaussian kernel. The
statistical analysis used a “multiple subjects, conditions,
and covariates” model, with the gray matter threshold set at
0.8 and normalization of global cerebral blood flow to 50
with proportional scaling. Contrasts were used to search for
voxels of relative change between ayahuasca and placebo.
Results are presented at p-value <0.002, uncorrected for
multiple comparisons, corresponding to a t-value of 3.44.
Only activations involving clusters with more than 50
voxels are reported. Maximum t-values within an activation cluster are reported in MNI coordinates.

Inventory or ARCI (Lamas et al. 1994). The HRS
(Strassman et al. 1994) measures psychedelic-induced
subjective effects and includes six scales: Somesthesia,
reflecting somatic effects; Affect, sensitive to emotional and
affective responses; Volition, indicating the volunteer’s
capacity to willfully interact with his/her “self” and/or the
environment; Cognition, describing modifications in
thought processes or content; Perception, measuring
visual, auditory, gustatory, and olfactory experiences; and
finally Intensity, which reflects the strength of the overall
experience. The range of scores for all HRS scales is 0 to 4.
The ARCI (Martin et al. 1971) consists of five scales or
groups: MBG, morphine–benzedrine group, measuring
euphoria and positive mood; PCAG, pentobarbital–
chlorpromazine–alcohol group, measuring sedation; LSD,
lysergic acid diethylamide scale, measuring somatic–
dysphoric effects; BG, the benzedrine group, measuring
intellectual energy and efficiency, and the A scale, an
empirically derived scale measuring amphetamine-like
effects. The range of scores is 0 to 16 for MBG, −4 to 11
for PCAG, −4 to 10 for LSD, −4 to 9 for BG, and 0 to 11 for
A. Volunteers answered the ARCI immediately before drug
administration, and 4 h after drug intake, whereas the HRS
was only answered at 4 h postadministration.
Before statistical analysis, ARCI scores were transformed to differences from preadministration values. The
transformed ARCI scores and raw HRS scores were
analyzed by means of t tests with drug (placebo,
ayahuasca) as factor. In all tests performed, differences
were considered statistically significant for p-values lower
than 0.05.

Results
SPECT
The results of the statistical parametric mapping analysis
between ayahuasca and placebo scans are shown in Fig. 1.
Ayahuasca administration led to bilateral activation of the
anterior insula/inferior frontal gyrus, with greater intensity
in the right hemisphere. Additional areas of increased
blood perfusion were observed in the frontomedian wall of
the right hemisphere. At this level, the largest cluster of
suprathreshold voxels was located in the anterior cingulate/
medial frontal gyrus. A smaller cluster was found in the
ventral anterior cingulate/subcallosal gyrus. In the left
hemisphere, activation was also observed in an area
corresponding to the amygdala/ parahippocampal gyrus.
No significant decreases in regional cerebral blood flow
were observed anywhere in the brain.
Subjective effects

Subjective effect measures
Self-rated subjective effects were measured by administering Spanish versions of the Hallucinogen Rating Scale or
HRS (Riba et al. 2001a) and the Addiction Research Center

Subjective effect results are shown in Table 1.
Ayahuasca administration induced significant increases
in all six HRS scales. The ARCI questionnaire showed
statistically significant increases in the A scale measuring

stimulatory effects, the MBG scale measuring positive
mood and euphoria, and the LSD scale measuring somatic
symptoms. Scores on the BG scale measuring intellectual
efficiency and the PCAG scale measuring sedation were
not significantly different from placebo.

Discussion

Table 1 Means (SD) of the scores obtained for the HRS and ARCI
questionnaires subscales (n=15), and results of the statistical
analysis performed. Statistically significant differences with placebo
are indicated by asterisks
Placebo
HRS
Somaesthesia
Affect
Perception
Cognition
Volition
Intensity
ARCI
A
BG
MBG
PCAG
LSD

Ayahuasca

0.62
0.31
0.02
0.02
0.85
0.03

(0.18)
(0.12)
(0.08)
(0.07)
(0.68)
(0.13)

1.32
1.41
1.65
1.54
1.77
2.20

(0.80)***
(0.72)***
(1.04)***
(1.13)***
(0.67)***
(1.07)***

0.20
0.27
−0.33
−0.60
0.33

(0.77)
(0.96)
(1.11)
(4.15)
(1.63)

3.20 (2.21)***
−0.8 (2.81)
2.87 (4.31)**
0.53 (4.72)
4.40 (2.64)***

At the dose administered in the present study, ayahuasca
induced manifest psychotropic effects as evidenced by the
significant increases in various subscales of the measurement instruments administered. Effects included characteristic changes in somatic sensations (HRS–Somesthesia,
ARCI–LSD), modifications in thought content and increased arousal (HRS–Cognition, ARCI–A), modifications
in visual perception and visions with eyes open and closed
(HRS–Perception), and mood modifications (HRS–Affect,
ARCI–MBG). The general pattern of these effects was
analogous to that found and described in previous studies

**P<0.01, ***P<0.001

Fig. 1 Statistical parametric maps of increases in regional cerebral
blood flow in each of the five clusters showing suprathreshold voxels.
Each cluster is shown in the three orthogonal views (left, sagittal;
middle, coronal; right, transverse) through the voxel with the
maximum t-value. MNI coordinates (x, y, and z) and the number of
voxels in each cluster are provided. a Right anterior cingulate/right
medial frontal gyrus (8, 46, 12; n=594, t=5.39); b right insula/right
inferior frontal gyrus (38, 16, −8; n=674, t=5.79); c left insula/left
inferior frontal gyrus (−36, 28, 2; n=347, t=4.78); d ventral anterior
cingulate/subcallosal gyrus (6, 14, −10; n=119, t=3.97); e amygdala/
parahippocampal gyrus (−32, −2, −20; n=74, t=5.71). Results are
shown at a p value <0.002 uncorrected, superimposed on an SPM T1
NMR template corresponding to the average of 152 subjects

and placed ayahuasca among the psychedelics (Riba et al.
2001b, 2003).
Regarding the intensity of the reported subjective
effects, HRS scores in the present study were higher than
in a previous study by our group in which 0.6 and 0.85 mg
DMT/kg doses were administered (Riba et al. 2003). They
were also higher than those reported by Grob et al. (1996)
after the administration of an ayahuasca dose containing
approximately 0.5 mg DMT/kg body weight. Compared
with intravenous DMT as described by Strassman et al.
(1994), HRS scores after the present ayahuasca dose fell
between those reported after 0.2 and 0.4 mg/kg IV DMT.
The above subjective effects were accompanied by
increased regional cerebral blood flow in paralimbic and
neocortical areas of the forebrain, with the highest
significance values in the statistical comparison attained
in the right anterior insula, the left amygdala/parahippocampal gyrus, and the right anterior cingulate/medial
frontal gyrus. Consistent with the deeply introspective
experience induced by ayahuasca, these structures, especially the right anterior insula, have recently been proposed
to be key structures of a neural system supporting
interoception (Craig 2002, 2003). In this respect, thalamocortical projections relay to the anterior insula cutaneous
and visceral homeostatic information thought to represent
the physiological condition of the entire body (Craig 2002,
2003). Recent research has shown bilateral insular and
cingulate activation in tasks requiring interoceptive attention, with the right anterior insula specifically subserving
explicit awareness of bodily processes (Critchley et al.
2004). This neural system supporting interoceptive awareness has been proposed to provide the basis for subjective
feeling states and self-awareness (Craig 2002). A recent
magnetic resonance imaging study with experienced
meditators found increased cortical thickness in the right
anterior insula. The long-term meditators enrolled in the
study had practiced a form of meditation whose main goal

was to focus attention on internal states. The authors
interpreted the observed cortical thickness increases as an
increased awareness of interoceptive stimuli such as
breathing sensations (Lazar et al. 2005).
Damasio (2003) and Craig (2002, 2003) have postulated
that access to representations of bodily states supported by
the right anterior insula plays a key role in the generation of
subjective feelings. In fact, activation of the right anterior
insula has been observed in many studies of recallgenerated emotions (Damasio et al. 2000; Phan et al.
2002; Reiman et al. 1997). Similar to our present results,
these experiments have frequently revealed a concomitant
activation of the anterior insula and the medial prefrontal/
anterior cingulate gyrus—a brain area associated with the
motivational aspects of emotion (Devinsky et al. 1995;
Paus 2001), and also of the amygdala, which has been
associated with negative emotional valence and more
recently with general emotional arousal (Hamann 2003;
Phan et al. 2002).
It is worth mentioning that similar patterns of brain
activation have been observed in previous SPECT and PET
studies using other classical psychedelics. These studies
have typically found increased activation of frontal regions.
Hermle et al. (1992) conducted a SPECT study after
mescaline (a psychedelic phenylethylamine) administration
and found a “hyperfrontality pattern”. A PET investigation
of psilocybin (a psychedelic tryptamine) found increased
fluorodeoxyglucose uptake in the frontomedial and frontolateral cortices, the ACC, and the temporomedial cortex
(Vollenweider et al. 1997). In another PET study of psilocybin, the highest increases in fluorodeoxyglucose uptake
were found in the anterior cingulate cortex, followed by the
right frontal operculum (Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al. 1999).
DMT and the other classical psychedelics mentioned in
the previous paragraph have a well-known serotonergic
mechanism, binding with high affinity to the 5-HT1A
(the indolethylamines) and the 5-HT2A receptor
(the phenylethylamines and indolethylamines) where they
act as partial agonists (McKenna et al. 1990; Pierce and
Peroutka 1989; Titeler et al. 1988). Evidence supporting
this serotonergic mechanism has been obtained in a human
study that found 5-HT2A antagonists to block the psychotropic effects elicited by these drugs (Vollenweider et al.
1998). Furthermore, their neuroendocrine profile is also
compatible with serotonergic activation (Strassman and
Qualls 1994), and long-term users of ayahuasca have been
found to show an increase in the density of platelet
serotonin transporters (Callaway et al. 1994). Considering
all this evidence, it can be postulated that the activation of
paralimbic and prefrontal structures observed in the present
study was mediated by drug-induced changes in serotonergic neurotransmission. This opens the interesting
possibility that serotonergic neurotransmission via the 2A
receptor may play a modulatory role in neural processes
subserved by these brain areas.
In conclusion, the present findings indicate that acute
ayahuasca administration is associated with the activation
of brain regions recently postulated to play prominent roles
in the neurobiology of interoception and emotional

processing. An interaction at this level could underlie the
characteristic subjective effects elicited by the drug.
Furthermore, results point to a potential modulatory role
of serotonergic neurotransmission in these processes—a
possibility that merits further investigation.
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Abstract: The hallucinogenic brew Ayahuasca, a rich source of serotonergic agonists and reuptake
inhibitors, has been used for ages by Amazonian populations during religious ceremonies. Among all
perceptual changes induced by Ayahuasca, the most remarkable are vivid ‘‘seeings.’’ During such seeings, users report potent imagery. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging during a closed-eyes
imagery task, we found that Ayahuasca produces a robust increase in the activation of several occipital, temporal, and frontal areas. In the primary visual area, the effect was comparable in magnitude to
the activation levels of natural image with the eyes open. Importantly, this effect was speciﬁcally correlated with the occurrence of individual perceptual changes measured by psychiatric scales. The activity
of cortical areas BA30 and BA37, known to be involved with episodic memory and the processing of
contextual associations, was also potentiated by Ayahuasca intake during imagery. Finally, we detected
a positive modulation by Ayahuasca of BA 10, a frontal area involved with intentional prospective
imagination, working memory and the processing of information from internal sources. Therefore, our
results indicate that Ayahuasca seeings stem from the activation of an extensive network generally
involved with vision, memory, and intention. By boosting the intensity of recalled images to the same
level of natural image, Ayahuasca lends a status of reality to inner experiences. It is therefore understandable why Ayahuasca was culturally selected over many centuries by rain forest shamans to facilitate mystical revelations of visual nature. Hum Brain Mapp 00:000–000, 2011. VC 2011 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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tion [Ganis et al., 2004]. The involvement of associative
visual areas during imagery has been consistently reported
in the literature (DEsposito et al., 1997], but the participation of the primary visual area (V1; Brodmann area 17,
BA17) remains controversial [Ishai and Sagi 1995; Ishai
et al., 2000; Kosslyn and Thompson 2003].
To investigate the neural basis of imagery induced by
Ayahuasca, we used BOLD (Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent) fMRI during three sequential conditions: natural
image of pictures, imagery of the same pictures, and natural image of scrambled versions of the same pictures. The
same paradigm was applied before and after the oral
intake of Ayahuasca.

INTRODUCTION
Ayahuasca, a central pillar of Amerindian traditional
medicine, has been traditionally used by rain forest populations during religious ceremonies. Since the 1980s, Ayahuasca-based religions have been spreading to urban
centers in South as well as in North America [Santos et al.,
2007]. In 1992, the Brazilian government approved a resolution legalizing the use of Ayahuasca within a religious
context, and similar action was taken by the United States
Supreme Court in 2006.
Ayahuasca is served as a tea prepared as a decoction of
a bush (Psychotria viridis) and a liana (Banisteriopsis caapi).
Psychotria viridis is a rich source of the psychedelic substance N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT), whereas Banisteriopsis caapi contains b-carbolines such as harmine,
harmaline, and tetrahydroharmine, which are potent monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOi). The synergistic interaction of these alkaloids determines the psychotropic action
of Ayahuasca [Buckholtz and Boggan 1977]. DMT is a
serotonergic agonist that acts mainly on 5-HT2A and 5HT2C receptors [Smith et al., 1998], but in itself it is not
orally active, since it is inactivated by MAO. However, the
inhibition of MAO by b-carbolines allows DMT to be psychoactive when ingested. MAOi also contribute directly to
the neuropharmacological effects of Ayahuasca by increasing extracellular levels of 5-HT.
The effects of Ayahuasca begin  30–40 min after oral
intake, and last up to 4 hours. Autonomic responses include
increases in cardiac and respiratory rates, blood pressure,
temperature, and pupil diameter [Riba et al., 2003]. Ayahuasca users report many psychological effects, which
include changes in self-perception, spatio-temporal scaling
[Shanon 2003], and sensory hallucination. Among all perceptual changes induced by Ayahuasca, the most remarkable one are vivid visual hallucinations called mirações
(seeings) [Riba et al., 2001; Shanon 2002]. Individuals report
a variety of scenarios, as exuberant as a colored dream.
Such seeings appear in different forms and context, ranging
from simple to complex situations, from the vision of an animal to a long conversation with somebody unknown. However, despite their visual nature, Ayahuasca seeings are all
internally generated, without the need of external stimuli
[Shanon 2002]. Although enhanced imagery occupies center
stage in Ayahuasca-based rituals, very little is known about
the neural mechanisms underlying such seeings.
The ability to generate visual mental imagery has long
been a subject of research [Denis 1991; Richardson 1969].
Apart from the debate that this theme has provoked
among psychologists and philosophers [Kosslyn et al.,
2001; Pylyshyn 1981], we will herein consider mental imagery as the action of mentally summoning a visual representation of the world. Previous studies using functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) have investigated the
neural basis of imagery (reviewed in Kosslyn et al., 2001;
Mellet et al., 1998] and demonstrated a substantial overlap
among brain regions involved with imagery and percep-
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Ten frequent Ayahuasca users participated in the study
(mean age: 29 years, from 24 to 48 years, 5 female), after
informed consent was obtained from all subjects in accordance with the guidelines approved (No 14672/2006) by the
Human Research Committee and the Ethics Committee of
the University of Sao Paulo. One subject was excluded
from analyses due to uncorrectable amounts of head movement, leaving 9 participants (5 women) in the ﬁnal dataset.

Ayahuasca Dosage
Each subject drank 120–200 mL of Ayahuasca (2.2 mL/kg
of body weight). The Ayahuasca batch used in the experiment contained 0.8 mg/mL of DMT and 0.21 mg/mL of
harmine. No harmaline was present in the batch, at the
chromatography detection threshold of 0.02 mg/mL. To
quantify these amounts, a 1 mL sample of the Ayahuasca
batch taken by the subjects was homogenized with sodium
acetate buffer solution pH ¼ 9, extracted with 5 mL of
diethyl ether in a shaker (20 min), and centrifuged at 3,000
rpm for 15 min. The organic phase was collected and evaporated under a nitrogen stream. The residue was dissolved in
1 mL of methanol and 1 lL was analyzed by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS). GC/MS analyses were
performed using a Varian CP3800 gas chromatograph
coupled to a Varian Saturn 2000 ion trap mass spectrometer
(Varian Inc.). A capillary column (DB-5MS 30 m  0.25 mm
i.d.  0.25 lm ﬁlm thickness (Agilent) was used. The chromatographic conditions were as follows: injector temperature was 250 C in the splitless mode, oven temperature
program was 80 C for 1 min ramped at 5 C/min to 220 C
and held for 10 min, and then to 300 C for 5 min. Helium at
a ﬂow rate of 0.8 mL/min was used as carrier gas.

MR Image Acquisition
All images were acquired in a 1.5T scanner (Siemens, Magneton Vision). The functional dataset was acquired using
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Figure 1.
Experimental design of one fMRI scanning session. Subjects were submitted to three conditions
(natural image, imagery with closed eyes, and scrambled image) in a block design (21 sec per
condition; 3 conditions per block, 7 blocks per session). Each subject performed two fMRI sessions. In the ﬁrst session, subjects were scanned before Ayahuasca intake. Immediately after the
ﬁrst scan, subjects drank Ayahuasca. The second fMRI session began 40 min after intake.
EPI-BOLD like sequences, and comprises 147 brain volumes
with the following parameters: TR ¼ 3,000 ms; TE ¼ 60 ms;
ﬂip angle ¼ 90 , FOV ¼ 220 mm; matrix ¼ 128  128, slice
thickness ¼ 5 mm, and number of slices ¼ 16. High spatial resolution images were obtained from typical Gradient
Recalled Echo sequences, constituted of 156 sagital slices,
covering both hemispheres, with a 1 mm3 of voxel resolution.

blocks per session). In the ﬁrst condition (natural image),
subjects passively viewed images of people, animals or trees
(one different image per block, no repetition). The second
condition (imagery) consisted of an imagery task, during
which subjects were asked to close their eyes and mentally
generate the same image they had just seen. During the last
condition (scrambled image) subjects passively viewed a
scrambled version of the image previously presented in the
natural image condition. The scrambled image served as
baseline for the analysis. Each scanning session lasted 441
sec (7 blocks  3 conditions  21 sec). The stimulation protocol was designed in PresentationV software (Version 0.60,
Neurobehavioral Systems). Images were projected onto a
translucent screen and reached the eyes of the subjects by
reﬂection on a mirror system adapted to the head coil.

Experimental Design
Each subject performed two fMRI sessions. In the ﬁrst session, subjects were scanned before Ayahuasca intake. Immediately after the ﬁrst scan, subjects drank the tea. Psychiatric
scales were applied at intervals of 0, 40, 80, and 200 min
after Ayahuasca intake. The second fMRI session began
40 min after intake, when subjects were engaged in the
same set of tasks of the ﬁrst session. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the experimental design (one session). In each fMRI
session, subjects were submitted to three conditions in a
block design (21 sec per condition; 3 conditions per block, 7
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Retinotopic Mapping
We used a ﬂickering white and black checkerboard
formed into a ray-shaped conﬁguration subtending 22.5
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Moreover, BOLD signal averages were computed for imagery as well as natural image conditions, both before and
after potion intake. The strategy used is similar to computing EEG evoked potential averages along a series of trials.
To generate BOLD signal time course averages Brain Voyager QX 1.9 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands) was used. In brief, the averaged signal was
computed for the selected ROI based on the average of all
trials of particular conditions of interest (imagery before
and after, natural image before and after), encompassing a
baseline period (scrambles image). These time courses
were then averaged across subjects.

(1/8) of polar angle. The disk segment started at the right
horizontal meridian and slowly rotated anticlockwise for a
full cycle of 360 . Each mapping session consisted of thirteen repetitions of a full rotation, which lasts 67 sec. Retinotopy of polar angle was revealed with cross-correlation
analysis. The BOLD signal was correlated with an ideal
response function that assumes the ﬁrst 1/8 of a stimulation cycle as being the reference section (corrected for a
hemodynamic delay). Areas activated at particular polar
angles were revealed through selecting the lag value that
resulted in the highest cross-correlation value for a particular voxel[Linden et al., 1999]. Lag values were colorcoded and used to compute the cross-correlation maps, to
ﬁnd the retinotopic boundaries of early visual areas V1,
V2, and V3.

Functional Connectivity Analysis
This analysis was used to capture temporal correlations
between areas, as a simpliﬁed snapshot of the dynamical
state of the system. The correlations are represented by a
graph, with nodes corresponding to areas, and links to
functional connections. The time traces fed into the algorithm were, for each area, the fold activation over noise.
Area-to-area
correlations
were
computed
as

1
cij ðsÞ ¼ ðyi ðtÞ  hyi iÞ yj ðt þ sÞ  hyji r1
where
i rj ,
r2n ¼ hyn ðtÞ  hyi ii. The maximum correlation, and the
delayed at which it was met, were computed as
Cij ¼ maxs cij ðsÞ and Tij ¼ arg maxs cij ðsÞ . A link was considered to be present whenever Cij > 0:5. A link was considered to be present if the P-value of the correlation
survived FDR correction at 0.05; with only one exception,
all the links were found to be signiﬁcant. If the delay at
which this threshold was met exceeded 5 TR’s (i.e., 15
sec), then the link was considered to be directed, with the
direction pointing from the ‘‘leader’’ to the ‘‘follower’’; otherwise, the link was considered as undirected, that is, no
temporal precedence relationship could be determined.
The choice of 5 TR’s was based on the auto-correlation of
the activations, which on average drop signiﬁcantly for
this time delay (see Supporting Information for details on
this analysis).

Image Processing
Images were processed in Brain Voyager QX 1.9 (Brain
Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Data analysis
consisted of preprocessing steps, which included, 3D head
motion correction (sinc interpolation), slice scan time correction (sinc interpolation), spatial smoothing (4.0 mm
FWHM, 3D Gaussian ﬁlter), a high pass ﬁltered at 0.01
Hz, and linear trend removal. The contrasts, in each condition, were evaluated using a general linear model (GLM)
taking into account the hemodynamic response function
(modeled by a two-gamma function) and baseline state.
Group differences were analyzed using a ﬁxed effect GLM
with separate subject predictors, and statistical threshold
was set taking into account a correction for multiple comparison based on the false discovery rate (FDR). Within
and between multi-subjects corrections were made by setting q(FDR) <0.05. After transformation into Talairach
space, the group analysis model included three orthogonal
contrasts: mental imagery before intake versus baseline,
mental imagery before intake versus mental imagery after
intake and real imagery before intake versus real imagery
after intake. Clusters of activation were then segregated
into regions of at least 50 mm3.

RESULTS

Image Analyses

Psychological Effects

The anatomical MRI of all subjects were investigated by
an experienced neuroradiologist, and all the reports were
classiﬁed as normal. The analysis of fMRI data was based
on the GLM. The hemodynamic response function was
modeled based on the conventional difference between
two gamma functions. Unless otherwise speciﬁed, the
GLM analysis was based on a ﬁxed effect (FFX) assumption. Statistical maps were corrected for multiple comparison based on the FDR, and a threshold of q(FDR <0.05)
was set for all group-level contrasts. Contrast maps were
overlaid onto a coregistered anatomical image. The individual beta values used in the co-variance analyses were
extracted from all statistically signiﬁcant voxels in the ROI.

r

To estimate the time course of the psychological changes
associated with Ayahuasca intake, we applied two psychiatric scales at intervals of 0, 40, 80, and 200 min after Ayahuasca intake: the brief psychiatric ratings scale (BPRS) to
detect psychotic symptoms [Crippa et al., 2001], and the
Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS), to measure mania
symptoms [Vilela et al., 2005]. Figure 2 shows that all subjects experienced increases in the two psychiatric scales
following Ayahuasca ingestion. The effects were signiﬁcant at 40 and 80 min post-intake (P ¼ 0.036 for BPRS and
P ¼ 0.036 YMRS), Wilcoxon corrected for multiple comparisons of 4 time points), with respect to baseline (T ¼ 0
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30), fusiform gyrus (BA 19 and 37), middle occipital gyrus
(BA 18, 19, 37), parahippocampal gyrus (BA 30), posterior
cingulate gyrus (BA 23, 29, 30, 31), superior temporal
gyrus (BA22 and 42), superior and middle frontal gyrus
(BA 8, 9, 10, 47), and inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47).
To identify which areas were speciﬁcally modulated by
Ayahuasca during the imagery task, and not by a generalized, nonspeciﬁc effect of Ayahuasca across all conditions,
a further contrast was built in which the main effect of the
imagery task (IA > IB) was subtracted from the main
effect of natural image task (natural image after intake
(NIA) > natural image before intake (NIB)). To determine
the extent and borders of the early visual areas (V1, V2,
and V3), a phase-encoded retinotopic mapping was performed in an additional fMRI session [Linden et al., 1999].
As shown in Figure 3, BOLD signal increase was most
prominent in the occipital cortex, extending into inferior

Figure 2.
Individual scores reached on the psychiatric scales BPRS and
YMRS at 0, 40, 80, and 200 min for all subjects. Ayahuasca
intake took place at T ¼ 0 min. The psychological effects with
respect to baseline (T ¼ 0 min) reached signiﬁcance at 40 min
(P ¼ 0.05 for BPRS, P < 0.036 for YMRS, Wilcoxon corrected
for multiple comparisons), immediately before scanning, and
peaked at 80 min (P ¼ 0.036 for BPRS and P ¼ 0.036 for YMRS,
Wilcoxon corrected for multiple comparisons). Line connects
mean values at different time points. Note that the variability is
very low at 0 and 200 min, when most subjects presented identical scores.
min), in agreement with the time course of psychological
[Riba et al., 2003], electroencephalographic changes
induced by Ayahuasca [Riba et al., 2002] and single photon emission computed tomography [Riba et al., 2006].
Importantly, all subjects reported a marked increase in the
ability to perform the imagery task after tea intake, corroborating that imagined scenes become much more vivid
and detailed after Ayahuasca [Shanon 2002].

BOLD Signal Modulation by Ayahuasca
To test for the modulation of brain activity during imagery by Ayahuasca, fMRI data from individual subjects
were analyzed using the following additional contrast: imagery after intake (IA) > imagery before intake (IB). Statistically signiﬁcant areas of increased BOLD signal (q(FDR)
< 0.05) comprised bilateral precuneus (BA7, 18, 19, 31),
cuneus (BA 17, 18, 19, 30), lingual gyrus (BA 17, 18, 19,

r

Figure 3.
Main effect of the imagery task (q(FDR) < 0.05). The contrast
corresponds to (imagery after > imagery before)-(natural image
after > natural image before). Retinotopic mapping appears in
light blue, blue and purple corresponding to areas V1, V2, and
V3, respectively.
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TABLE I. Areas modulated by Ayahuasca during the imagery task
Region

Hem

Middle Occipital Gyrus

Left
Right
Left
Right
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

Fusiform Gyrus
Middle Frontal Gyrus
Superior Frontal Gyrus
Lingual Gyrus
Parahippocampal Gyrus
Cuneus
Precuneus
Middle Temporal Gyrus

18,
19,
19
37
10
10
17,
17,
30
30
17,
17,
7
37

BA

% Change

Cluster Vol.

x

y

z

rx

ry

rz

19
37

1.18%
1.02%
1.52%
0.51%
0.47%
0.47%
1.52%
1.35%
1.37%
1.19%
1.53%
1.21%
1.29%
0.51%

138 mm3
30 mm3
30 mm3
264 mm3
519 mm3
216 mm3
597 mm3
417 mm3
837 mm3
237 mm3
1578 mm3
294 mm3
174 mm3
108 mm3

28
43
22
43
33
27
16
12
14
13
6
13
3
45

88
66
54
56
51
50
57
54
46
41
90
94
67
63

4
5
8
16
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
4
39
4

1
1
1
1
2
3
5
1
3
2
3
2
1
1

1
2
2
2
1
2
15
8
8
5
6
2
2
1

1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
3
6
1
1
1

18, 19
18, 19

18
18

Hem ¼ hemisphere; Cluster volume ¼ volume of the cluster in mm3; % Change ¼ ROI maximum percent BOLD signal change related
to the same contrast used to generate the current table; x, y, and z ¼ coordinates of the center of the cluster; (rx,ry,rz) ¼ respective
standard deviation.
The contrast subtracts the main effect of the imagery task (IA > IB) from the main effect of natural image (NIA > NIB). The Talairach
coordinates correspond to the center of the cluster of activity with its respective standard deviation.

intake. This can be observed by comparing the traces of
the imagery before (blue lines) with imagery after intake
(red lines). It is important to note that the averaged BOLD
signal amplitude on visual areas during the imagery task
before Ayahuasca intake (blue line) is expected to be
smaller than during the scrambled period, when the visual
system is actually being stimulated. After Ayahuasca
intake, however, the averaged signal reaches amplitudes
compatible to the ones obtained during the scrambled conditions. The same pattern of positive modulation was
observed in all ROI, in the occipital (BA17, BA19, and
BA7), temporal (BA30 and BA37) and frontal areas (BA10).
The effect of Ayahuasca in occipital areas was particularly
noteworthy, because the signal amplitude after intake
increased markedly during imagery, but not during natural image (see Fig. 4). Supported by retinotopic mapping
(see Fig. 3), the speciﬁc BA17 location modulated by Ayahuasca corresponds to the cuneus and lingual gyrus,
which are related to the peripheral visual ﬁeld [Yoshor
et al., 2007]. Also worth mentioning is the modulation by
Ayahuasca of the parahipocampal cortex and the retrosplenial cortex (BA30 and BA37) during the imagery task.
These structures are important for the retrieval of episodic
memories [de Araujo et al., 2002], and have recently been
implicated in the processing and representation of contextual associations [Bar 2004]. As shown in Figure 4, in addition to occipital and temporal areas, Ayahuasca also
potentiated parts of the frontopolar cortex (BA10) known
to be involved in imagery [Kosslyn et al., 1999]. Among all
regions modulated by Ayahuasca, BA10 was the only one
that showed a positive BOLD signal during the imagery
task even before Ayahuasca intake (see Fig. 4), and it was
potentiated after tea ingestion during the imagery task
(see Fig. 4).

and mesial temporal lobe, and to portions of the frontal
lobe. Statistically signiﬁcant voxels (q(FDR) < 0.05) were
found bilaterally in the occipital cortex (BA 17, 18, 19),
comprising the three early visual areas with their respective retinotopic representations. Statistically signiﬁcant
modulation was also detected bilaterally in the parahippocampal gyrus (BA 30), middle temporal cortex (BA 37)
and frontal cortex (BA 10; Fig. 3; Table I).

BOLD Signals Averages Before and After
Ayahuasca Intake
To further inspect the modulation elicited by Ayahuasca, we computed the averaged percent BOLD signal
changes for the same ROI that were speciﬁcally modulated
by Ayahuasca during the imagery task (BA 10, 17, 18, 19,
30, and 37). Figure 4 shows the extracted mean values and
standard deviations were based on all trials. These
included a baseline interval (5 sec–scrambled image, presented in Fig. 4 as a shaded gray area) and the whole periods for the following conditions: imagery before (Fig. 4,
blue line), imagery after (Fig. 4, red line), natural image
before (Fig. 4, light gray line), natural image after (Fig. 4,
green line). As can be observed, the averaged BOLD
responses for scrambled image (Fig. 4, shaded gray area)
were similar to the ones from the natural image conditions
(before intake–Fig. 4, light gray line), in all ROI from the
visual cortex (BA 17, 18, and 19). This was expected since
the BOLD signal in visual cortex should not be different in
the scrambled condition when compared to the natural
image condition. The same pattern was preserved when
observing the averaged signals after Ayahuasca intake.
However, the average BOLD response during the imagery
condition shows a remarkable increase after Ayahuasca
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Figure 4.
Average time courses of BOLD responses before and after Aya- during imagery following Ayahuasca intake. Shaded gray area
huasca intake (blue for imagery before intake, red for imagery represents baseline periods (scrambled image condition). Blue
after intake, white for natural image before intake, and green for line–imagery before intake; red line–imagery after intake; light
natural image after intake). Each time point corresponds to an gray line–natural image before intake; green line–natural image
fMRI TR ¼ 3 sec. Note the marked increase in BOLD signal after intake.

of perceptual changes, which included visual and auditory, as measured by the psychiatric scales.

Correlation Between BOLD Amplitude and
Psychiatric Scales
To investigate the relationship between neural and psychological changes, we calculated correlations between
BOLD signal amplitude in different brain areas during
post-intake sessions, and the values reached on the two
psychiatric scales 40 min after intake, that is, immediately
before subjects entered the scanner (see Fig. 5). A signiﬁcant correlation was observed exclusively between BA17
activation and BPRS data (Spearmann’s Rho ¼ 0.78, P ¼
0.037, two-tailed, corrected for multiple comparisons of 7
brain areas; BA7, BA10, BA17, BA18, BA19, BA30, and
BA37). No signiﬁcant correlations were observed between
BPRS individual scores and activation of any other brain
region, nor between YMRS scores and BOLD signal modulation in any brain region. This indicates that BA17 activation levels during post-Ayahuasca imagery are speciﬁcally
correlated with the occurrence of increased manifestation

r

Functional Connectivity
Is the Ayahuasca potentiation of intentional imagery
accompanied by changes in the coordination of frontal,
temporal, and occipital cortical areas? To address this
issue, we implemented a functional connectivity analysis
based on delayed correlations [Cecchi et al., 2007]. The
results are presented in Figure 6. The top row shows the
full connectivity in the four conditions: imagery and natural image, pre/post intake. To understand the changes in
connectivity, we sorted apart the links for areas BA17,
BA10, and BA19, and showed them individually in separate rows. An interesting change observed for imagery is
that BA17 becomes a leader of BA7 and BA37 after intake
(Fig. 6, second row), while maintaining its leadership with
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Figure 5.
Scatter plot and trend lines of the beta values against individual BPRS scores at 40 min, with
respect to baseline (T ¼ 0 min). Statistically signiﬁcance was found only for BA17 (P ¼ 0.037,
corrected for multiple comparisons).
comparison with the scrambled image condition. Perhaps
activity in BA17 and other visual areas reaches a ceiling
when subjects see with open eyes, irrespective of Ayahuasca ingestion. In contrast, the activation levels of BA17
during imagery were very different depending on whether
Ayahuasca had been previously administered or not.
While BA17 activation was very low during pre-Ayahuasca
imagery, post-intake imagery was concomitant with very
high BA17 activity, comparable to BOLD signal amplitude
during natural image condition (see Fig. 4). Our study did
not control for potential effects related to the order of the
sessions with and without Ayahuasca ingestion. Although
this question was not addressed in our study, it seems
very not parsimonious to attribute the remarkable BOLD
signal modulations described here to an order effect.
Importantly, the effects in BA17 were positively and quite
selectively correlated with the individual scores reached on
the BPRS psychiatric scale (Spearman’s Rho ¼ 0.78, P ¼
0.037, two-tailed, corrected for multiple comparisons of 7
brain areas), pointing to a tight relationship between

respect to BA19 and BA30. Overall, the connectivity pattern centered on BA17 for post-intake imagery seems to be
a superposition of connectivity features observed during
pre-intake natural image and imagery. Other effect associated with imagery after Ayahuasca intake is the change
from ‘‘leader’’ to ‘‘follower’’ for BA10 with respect to BA7
and BA30, by their turn ‘‘followers’’ of BA17. Furthermore,
both for natural image and for imagery, BA19 becomes a
‘‘follower’’ area, lagging behind BA10 and BA17 (fourth
row from the top).

DISCUSSION
The effects of Ayahuasca reported here are putatively
mediated by the activation of serotonergic receptors widely
distributed in the brain, including the several cortical areas
modulated during post-Ayahuasca imagery [Petit-Taboue
et al., 1999]. Interestingly, Ayahuasca did not enhance occipital BOLD signal during the natural image condition in
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Figure 6.
BOLD signal correlations between brain areas before and after Ayahuasca intake. The labels correspond to the same Brodmann areas deﬁned in Figure 3. Arrow direction indicates that the
source precedes the target by at least 5 TR’s (15 sec); undirected links indicate that there is no
such temporal delay between the areas. The top row shows the full connectivity for the four
conditions. The second, third, and fourth rows from the top correspond to links involving only
BA17, BA10, and BA19, respectively.

The activity of cortical areas BA30 and BA37, known to
be involved with episodic memory retrieval and the processing of contextual associations, was also potentiated by
Ayahuasca intake during imagery. Within this framework,
Ayahuasca engages cortical regions necessary for the integration of separate visual elements into a whole scene
[Chadwick et al., 2010]. This suggests that the seeings
induced by the tea are associated with an endogenous
engagement of mnemonic circuits, possibly feeding visual
areas with the content of the Ayahuasca seeings.
Activation of BA 10 during mental imagery has already
been reported [Kosslyn 1999], but its exact role in mental
imagery is yet to be characterized. Previous studies have

neural changes in BA17 and psychotic effects caused by
Ayahuasca intake (see Fig. 5).
In addition to BA17, Ayahuasca had a strong effect in
other brain areas related to vision. The nonprimary visual
areas strongly modulated by Ayahuasca (BA7, BA18, and
BA19) are known to be activated during psychopathological hallucinations [Allen et al., 2008] as well as during normal dreaming, within rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep
[Braun et al., 1998; Wehrle et al., 2007]. Although these
areas showed BOLD signal time courses similar to that of
BA17 (see Fig. 4), no statistically signiﬁcant correlation
was found between their signal modulation during imagery and the psychiatric scales used here (see Fig. 5).
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shown that BA10 activity correlates with the amount of
intentional effort involved in self-awareness and the imagination of future events [Goldberg et al., 2006]. Furthermore,
neuroimaging and lesion studies reported that BA10 plays
an important role in prospective memory [Burgess et al.,
2001]. It has been recently proposed that this region is
involved with the temporal direction of an imaginary event
[Addis and Schacter 2008], and there is evidence of its
engagement when internally generated information needs
to be evaluated [Christoff and Gabrieli 2000; Turner et al.,
2008]. At present, it is believed that working memory
depends on the interaction of BA10 and the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC): While the former processes information from internal sources, the latter is concerned with
information generated externally [Vinogradov et al., 2006].
It is noteworthy to mention that although all subjects
studied were experienced Ayahuasca users, their hemodynamic responses have a canonical shape. Such observation
comes from another experiment conducted on the same
subjects when performing a classical verbal ﬂuency task,
before and after Ayahuasca ingestion [Prado et al., 2009].
The results show a consistent and expected response in expressive language centers, such as Broca’s area (BA 44),
with a classical hemodynamic response function.
In this study, subjects were asked to intentionally imagine visual scenes. The broad range of neuroanatomical
sites signiﬁcantly affected by Ayahuasca during intentional
imagery underlies the remarkable psychological changes
produced by the tea. The ﬁndings from the connectivity
analysis indicate that Ayahuasca intake strongly alters
fronto-occipital relationships, producing marked changes
in the temporal ordering of events across several brain
regions. In particular, Ayahuasca intake is accompanied
by an increased capacity of BA17 to lead other cortical
areas during imagery. The functional prevalence and temporal precedence of BA17 during post-Ayahuasca imagery
suggest that the seeings caused by Ayahuasca ingestion,
robust even with the eyes shut, may in fact be initiated in
the primary visual cortex.
Ayahuasca-induced seeings have been traditionally used
within religious contexts to give access to a deeply meaningful internal world. Altogether, our results indicate that
these seeings stem from the activation, during voluntary
imagery, of an extensive network of occipital, temporal,
and frontal cortical areas respectively involved with vision,
memory, and intention. By boosting the intensity of
recalled images to the same level of natural image, Ayahuasca lends a status of reality to inner experiences. It is
therefore understandable why Ayahuasca was culturally
selected over many centuries by rain forest shamans to
facilitate mystical revelations of visual nature.
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a b s t r a c t
Ayahuasca is a psychoactive beverage used for magico-religious purposes in the Amazon. Recently, Brazilian syncretic churches have helped spread the ritual use of ayahuasca abroad. This trend has raised
concerns that regular use of this N,N-dimethyltryptamine-containing tea may lead to the medical and
psychosocial problems typically associated with drugs of abuse. Here we assess potential drug abuserelated problems in regular ayahuasca users. Addiction severity was assessed using the Addiction Severity
Index (ASI), and history of alcohol and illicit drug use was recorded. In Study 1, jungle-based ayahuasca
users (n = 56) were compared vs. rural controls (n = 56). In Study 2, urban-based ayahuasca users (n = 71)
were compared vs. urban controls (n = 59). Follow-up studies were conducted 1 year later. In both studies,
ayahuasca users showed significantly lower scores than controls on the ASI Alcohol Use, and Psychiatric
Status subscales. The jungle-based ayahuasca users showed a significantly higher frequency of previous
illicit drug use but this had ceased at the time of examination, except for cannabis. At follow-up, abstinence
from illicit drug use was maintained in both groups except for cannabis in Study 1. However, differences
on ASI scores were still significant in the jungle-based group but not in the urban group. Despite continuing ayahuasca use, a time-dependent worsening was only observed in one subscale (Family/Social
relationships) in Study 2. Overall, the ritual use of ayahuasca, as assessed with the ASI in currently active
users, does not appear to be associated with the deleterious psychosocial effects typically caused by other
drugs of abuse.
© 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Ayahuasca is a psychoactive plant tea originally used by Amazonian indigenous groups for medicinal and magico-religious
purposes (Schultes and Hofmann, 1979). The tea is typically
obtained from Banisteriopsis caapi and Psychotria viridis (Schultes
and Hofmann, 1979). B. caapi contains beta-carboline alkaloids
with MAOI (monoamine oxidase inhibitor) action; whereas P.
viridis contains the hallucinogen N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT)

q Supplementary data tables are available with the online version of this article.
See Appendix.
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Institut de Recerca, Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, C/ Sant Antoni María Claret,
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E-mail address: jbouso@santpau.cat (J.C. Bouso).
0376-8716/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2010.03.024

(McKenna, 2004). DMT is not active orally because it is enzymatically destroyed, but its combination with the MAOIs from B. caapi
renders it orally active (Riba, 2003; Riba et al., 2003).
In recent years, Brazilian churches, such as the Santo Daime and
the União do Vegetal, which use ayahuasca in their rituals (MacRae,
1998), have expanded to Europe and North America (Tupper, 2008).
This has led to legal processes against several of these churches due
to the controlled substance status of DMT (Bullis, 2008; Tupper,
2008; US Supreme Court, 2006).
However, neurobiological evidence on medical and sociopsychological problems related to addiction raise interesting questions
about the abuse potential of ayahuasca. Drugs of abuse typically
show dopaminergic effects, activating the striatum and the ventraltegmental area, within the so-called “neural reward circuit” (Camí
and Farré, 2003). Drug-induced functional changes at this level are
thought to lead to the adverse consequences caused by these substances (McLellan et al., 2006).
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DMT, on the other hand, interacts with serotonergic neurotransmission, binding to 5-hydroxytryptamine2A receptors (for a review
see Riba, 2003). Though there is evidence that some hallucinogens
may act also on the dopaminergic system (Nichols, 2004; Passie et
al., 2008; Vollenweider et al., 1999), a recent study using the neuroimaging technique SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) did not find any changes in reward-related regions
such as the striatum or the ventral-tegmental area (Riba et al., 2006)
Ethnographic research (Furst, 1972; Labate and Araújo, 2004)
also challenges the classification of ayahuasca as an addictive drug,
i.e., a substance capable of inducing pleasant states followed, after
continued use, by adaptive changes in the central nervous system
leading to tolerance, physical dependence, sensitization, craving
and relapse (Camí and Farré, 2003). Furthermore, the therapeutic use of ayahuasca in indigenous traditional medicine is socially
sanctioned and politically tolerated in Bolivia, Ecuador, and Colombia. And in Peru, it has recently been declared part of the national
cultural heritage (Instituto Nacional de la Cultura, 2008).
Despite the growing use of ayahuasca worldwide, few studies
have been conducted to assess the impact of long-term regular use
of ayahuasca on mental health (Da Silveira et al., 2005; DoeringSilveira et al., 2005; Grob et al., 1996; Halpern et al., 2008). In this
paper we report the results of two studies specifically designed to
assess any adverse medical and psychosocial consequences related
with continued ayahuasca consumption.
2. Methods

impact of drug use in a multi-dimensional fashion. It assesses the participant’s Medical Status, Employment/Support, Drug and Alcohol Use, Legal Status, Family/Social
Relationships, and Psychiatric Status. It provides general information on the participant’s current condition and his/her level of deterioration. The composite measures
range from 0 to 1 (a higher score indicating greater severity) and provide an index
of severity of problems in the last 30 days.
2.2.3. History of alcohol and illicit drug use. We recorded use of alcohol and nine
different psychotropic drug categories in participants’ lifetime and in the last month.
2.3. Statistical analysis
2.3.1. Sociodemographic variables and history of alcohol and illicit drug use. Gender,
race, marital status, religion and frequency of alcohol and illicit drug use were compared between ayahuasca users and controls in each study by means of 2 . Age,
years of education, employment status and income were compared between groups
within each study by means of unpaired Student’s t-test.
2.3.2. ASI variables. Individual and group scores were obtained for the seven ASI
composite subscales. Group differences within each study were analyzed for each
variable using unpaired Student’s t-tests at both baseline and at 1-year follow-up.
To test for significant differences in time-dependent variations in ASI scores, we
performed analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with repeated measures on the different
ASI subscale scores at baseline and at 1 year. Thus, a within-subjects factor was
defined: timepoint (pre vs. post) and two between-subjects factors: study (Study 1
vs. Study 2) and group (ayahuasca users vs. controls). Interactions of interest were
group by timepoint and study by group by timepoint.
Since both studies were longitudinal, there was an experimental mortality
between the first and second assessment. Statistical analyses were performed using
the computerized package SPSS 17.0.

3. Results

2.1. Participants
Participants belonging to several Brazilian ayahuasca churches were enrolled.
Control subjects were recruited to match the age, sex and educational level of
ayahuasca users. Participants were distributed as follows.
2.1.1. Study 1(jungle-based community context). Group 1. Ayahuasca users from a
community within the Amazon rain forest.
This group was recruited from Céu do Mapià, a community of religious ayahuasca
users in the Brazilian State of Amazonas. Céu do Mapià is the headquarters of the
Centro Eclético da Fluente Luz Universal Raimundo Irineu Serra (CEFLURIS), an
important ayahuasca church within the Santo Daime movement, with branches
throughout South-America, the US, Canada, Europe and Japan. The mean frequency
of ritual attendance was about six times per month.
Group 2. Céu do Mapià comparison group.
A sample of non-ayahuasca users was recruited from Boca do Acre, the nearest
town to the Céu do Mapià community. Boca do Acre is a small Amazonian town of
about 7000 inhabitants.
2.1.2. Study 2 (urban context). Group 3. Urban-based ayahuasca users.
This group consisted of members of another ayahuasca religious group called
Barquinha, located in the city of Río Branco. The city of Río Branco, the capital of the
State of Acre, has about 150,000 inhabitants. The frequency with which Barquinha
members attended rituals in our sample was about eight times per month.
Group 4. Urban-based comparison group.
Subjects with no history of ayahuasca use were recruited in the city of Río Branco
as a comparison group.
The main inclusion criterion for participants in the ayahuasca groups was to
have been taking ayahuasca for a minimum of 15 years with a frequency of at least
twice a month.
Both studies were conducted in accordance with the Declarations of Helsinki,
as amended in Edinburgh 2000, and subsequent updates. All subjects signed an
informed consent prior to participation. The study was approved by the human
research committee of UNINORTE University (Rio Branco, Acre State, Brazil).
2.2. Study variables
2.2.1. Sociodemographic variables. Age (years), sex (male/female) and years of education were used to match study and control groups. Additional sociodemographic
indicators such as employment status (according to Hollingshead’s categories), race,
marital status and religion were recorded for comparison purposes.
2.2.2. Addiction Severity Index. The Brazilian Portuguese version of the 5th Edition
of the Addiction Severity Index (ASI) (McLellan et al., 1992) was administered on
two separate occasions with an interval of 8–12 months, according to a longitudinal study approach. The ASI is a semi-structured interview designed to assess the

3.1. Study 1
3.1.1. Demographics. Fifty-six regular ayahuasca users and 56
non-users were assessed at baseline. There were no statistical
differences between groups in sex, age, years of education, or
income (see Table 1). However, a statistical difference was noted
in employment. The comparison group was more qualified according to the Hollingshead categories. Thirty-nine volunteers from the
ayahuasca group and 49 from the comparison group were assessed
at 1-year follow-up. No statistical differences were found in the
above variables. The number of whites was larger in the ayahuascause group whereas the control group was mainly composed of
mestizos. The predominant marital status was “never married”
in the jungle-based community, and “married” in the comparison
group.
3.1.2. ASI scores. At baseline, the ayahuasca group scored significantly lower in the Medical Status, Alcohol Use, and Psychiatric
Status subscales, and significantly higher in the Drug Use subscale
(see Table 2). There were no statistical differences between groups
in the Employment/Support Status or Family/Social Relationships
subscales. Both groups scored 0 for the Legal Status subscale. One
year later the ayahuasca group scored significantly lower than the
comparison group on the Alcohol Use and Psychiatric Status subscales, and significantly higher in the Drug Use subscale.
3.1.3. History of alcohol and illicit drug use. Statistically significant
differences in prior illicit drug were found for several drug categories. Detailed results are available as supplementary online
material.
3.2. Study 2
3.2.1. Demographics. Seventy-one urban ayahuasca users (group 3)
and 59 controls (group 4) were assessed at baseline. At the 1 year
follow-up 39 ayahuasca users and 19 controls were assessed. No
significant differences in demographics were found.

56 (29/27)
36 (13.46)
10.55 (3.45)

56 (100%)
–
–
–
–

Religion
Daime/Barquinha
Catholic
Protestant
Other
None

†††

††

†

–†††
35 (62.5%)
15 (26.78%)
3 (5.36%)
3 (5.36%)

33 (58.93%)††
1 (1.79%)
2 (3.57%)
–
20 (35.71%)

11 (19.64%)†††
45 (80.36)
–
–

4.91 (2.58)**
555.61 (1013.85)

56 (24/32)
33.71 (12.53)
10.96 (4.35)

p < 0.01 in the Student’s t-test.
p < 0.05 in the 2 test (comparison includes multiple categories).
p < 0.01 in the 2 test (comparison includes multiple categories).
p < 0.001 in the 2 test (comparison includes multiple categories).

13 (23.21%)
1 (1.79%)
7 (12.5%)
4 (7.14%)
31 (55.36%)

Marital status
Married
Remarried
Separated
Divorced
Never married

**

40 (71.42%)
15 (26.78%)
1 (1.78%)
–

Race
White
Mestizos
Asian
Black

Additional sociodemographic variables
Employment
6.04 (1.68)
Income
329.46 (414.06)

Matching variables
N (men/women)
Age
Years education

39 (100%)
–
–
–
–

14 (35.90%)
–
7 (17.94%)
4 (10.26%)
14 (35.90%)

30 (76.92%)
9 (23.07%)
–
–

5.79 (1.61)
519.74 (627.52)

39 (19/20)
39.21 (12.90)
11.08 (3.19)

–†††
33 (67.35%)
10 (20.41%)
3 (61.12%)
3 (6.12%)

31 (63.26%)†
1 (2.05%)
5 (10.20%)
–
12 (24.49%)

10 (20.41%)†††
39 (79.59%)
–
–

5.08 (2.70)
642.96 (647.71)

49 (19/30)
34.69 (12.25)
11.51 (4.40)

71 (100%)
–
–
–
–

25 (35.21%)
2 (2.82%)
10 (14.08%)
6 (8.45%)
28 (39.44%)

38 (53.52%)
31 (43.66%)
1 (1.41%)
1 (1.41%)

5.80 (2.63)
738.11 (943.86)

71 (33/38)
37.32 (12.77)
10.27 (3.90)

Study 2
Boca do Acre
Comp. (follow-up)

Rio Branco Aya.
(baseline)

Mapiá Aya.
(follow-up)

Mapiá Aya.
(baseline)

Boca do Acre
Comp. (baseline)

Study 1

–†††
30 (58%)
17 (28.81%)
2 (3.39%)
10 (16.95%)

17 (28.82%)
1 (1.69%)
9 (15.25%)
5 (8.47%)
27 (45.77%)

34 (57.63%)
21 (35.59%)
1 (1.69%)
3 (5.08%)

5.73 (2.61)
1028.93 (1072.83)

59 (31/28)
38.15 (12.22)
11.08 (3.30)

Rio Branco Comp.
(baseline)

39 (100%)
–
–
–
–

23 (58.97%)
1 (2.56%)
4 (10.26%)
–
11 (28.21%)

23 (58.98%)
15 (38.46%)
–
1 (2.56%)

5.82 (2.59)
713.95 (1001.25)

39 (21/18)
38.82 (13.06)
10.87 (4.16)

Rio Branco Aya.
(follow-up)

–†††
12 (63.16%)
7 (36.84%)
–
–

8 (42.1%)
–
5 (26.32%)
1 (5.26%)
5 (26.32%)

11 (57.89%)
6 (31.59%)
1 (5.26%)
1 (5.26%)

5.32 (2.43)
1065.95 (939.92)

19 (7/12)
40.63 (11.63)
12.53 (3.03)

Rio Branco Comp.
(follow-up)

Table 1
Sociodemographic characteristics as means (standard deviation) for age, years of education, employment and income and as frequencies for race, marital status and religion. Asterisks indicate p values for between group (ayahuasca
vs. controls) Student’s t-tests (age, education, employment and income) and 2 tests (gender, race, marital status and religion) at baseline and at follow up for studies 1 and 2. Aya. = ayahuasca-using group; Comp. = comparison
group.
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Table 2
ASI composite means (standard deviation). Asterisks indicate p values for between group (ayahuasca vs. controls) Student’s t-tests at baseline and at follow up for studies 1
and 2. Aya. = ayahuasca-using group; Comp. = comparison group; Fam/Soc = Family/Social relationships; Psych = Psychiatric Status.
ASI subscale

Medical
Employment
Alcohol
Drug
Legal
Fam/Soc
Psych.
*
**
***

Study 1

Study 2

Mapiá Aya.
(baseline)
n = 56

Boca do Acre
Comp. (baseline)
n = 56

Mapiá Aya.
(follow-up)
n = 39

Boca do Acre
Comp. (follow-up)
n = 49

Rio Branco Aya.
(baseline)
n = 71

Rio Branco Comp.
(baseline) n = 59

Rio Branco Aya.
(follow-up)
n = 39

Rio Branco Comp.
(follow-up) n = 19

0.11 (0.19)
0.72 (0.17)
0.003 (0.009)
0.09 (0.03)
0.00 (0.00)
0.07 (0.09)
0.03 (0.07)

0.22 (0.27)*
0.65 (0.21)
0.014 (0.018)***
0.00 (0.00)***
0.00 (0.00)
0.11 (0.18)
0.10 (0.15)**

0.11 (0.22)
0.73 (0.15)
0.0007 (0.001)
0.085 (0.029)
0.00 (0.00)
0.063 (0.101)
0.02 (0.06)

0.17 (0.21)
0.66 (0.23)
0.006 (0.014)**
0.00 (0.00)***
0.002 (0.014)
0.09 (0.14)
0.06 (0.10)*

0.17 (0.26)
0.54 (0.31)
0.001 (0.004)
0.025 (0.012)
0.00 (0.00)
0.05 (0.10)
0.01 (0.06)

0.27 (0.32)
0.40 (0.31)*
0.02 (0.08)*
0.0003 (0.002)***
0.01 (0.06)
0.16 (0.18)***
0.11 (0.15)***

0.07 (0.14)
0.55 (0.28)
0.0004 (0.001)
0.03 (0.02)
0.00 (0.00)
0.10 (0.19)
0.063 (0.12)

0.21 (0.24)*
0.47 (0.28)
0.004 (0.012)
0.00 (0.00)**
0.00 (0.00)
0.08 (0.14)
0.14 (0.19)

p < 0.05.
p < 0.01.
p < 0.001.

3.2.2. ASI scores. At baseline, the ayahuasca group scored significantly lower than controls in Alcohol Use, Family/Social
Relationships, and Psychiatric Status subscales, and significantly
higher in the Employment/Support Status and in the Drug Use subscales (see Table 2). One year later, the ayahuasca group scored
significantly lower in the Medical Status, and higher in the Drug
Use subscale than the comparison group.
3.2.3. History of alcohol and illicit drug use. No statistically significant differences in prior alcohol and illicit drug were found.
Detailed results are available as supplementary materials with the
online version of the article (see Appendix).
3.3. Analysis of time-dependent changes in the two studies
combined
A significant study by group by timepoint was observed for the
Drug Use subscale [F(1,142) = 4.9, p = 0.028]. Scores on this subscale
showed a larger decrease (improvement) in the ayahuasca using
group than in the control group, but only in Study 1. Another significant study by group by timepoint interaction was observed for
the Family/Social Relationships subscale [F(1,142) = 5.4, p = 0.022].
Scores on this subscale showed a larger increase (worsening) in the
ayahuasca using group than in the control group, but only in Study
2. All other interactions for all seven subscales were non-significant.
4. Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first research study in which
the ASI has been used to assess potential addiction-related problems derived from the regular ritual use of a hallucinogen. Results
showed that both ayahuasca-using groups scored significantly
lower than their respective controls on the ASI Alcohol Use and
Psychiatric Status subscales. At the 1 year follow-up these differences were still significant in the jungle-based group but not in
the urban group. Despite maintained ayahuasca use, significant
time-dependent increases (worsenings) were only observed in the
family/social relationships subscale in Study 2. This effect may not
be related with ayahuasca use in itself but rather with the member’s involvement with the church, as the worsening was observed
in the urban but not in the more isolated jungle group. On the
other hand, as shown in the supplementary online material, the
ayahuasca jungle-based group did not report current use of illicit
drugs despite a history of a significantly higher prior use than the
control group.
ASI scores in our samples were in general lower than those
obtained for several groups of Brazilian (Brasiliano and Hochgraf,
2006; Mathias et al., 2009; Pechansky et al., 2003) and interna-

tional drug abusers (Carise, 2005). Although this questionnaire had
not been administered to ayahuasca users before, previous studies have not found neuropsychiatric disorders in long-term users
(Grob et al., 1996). Two other studies carried out in adolescents
also failed to find psychiatric disorders (Da Silveira et al., 2005) and
neuropsychological deficits (Doering-Silveira et al., 2005). A recent
study of a US group of ritual ayahuasca users did not find evidence
of psychopathology when scores where checked against normative
data (Halpern et al., 2008).
The above results are in line with the data obtained in our
present study for the Medical Status and Psychiatric Status subscales. Our results suggest that ayahuasca has a low abuse potential,
as previously concluded by others (Gable, 2007).
In our studies, both ayahuasca groups scored worse than controls in the Drug Use subscale. This is because ayahuasca use was
taken into account when computing the score in the Drug Use subscale. Additionally, the Mapiá group (Study 1) uses Cannabis sativa.
However, if this combined use of ayahuasca and cannabis had been
problematic, scores in the other subscales would have been higher
(McLellan et al., 2006), which was not the case. Also, the detailed
study of prior illicit drug use showed that subjects had ceased
to consume barbiturates, sedatives, cocaine and amphetamines
(see supplementary online material). The fact that neither group
scored in the Legal subscale may also reflect a lack of social problems related to their involvement with an ayahuasca-using church.
These results are analogous to those by Grob et al. (1996) who found
that previously-existing addiction problems had resolved after participants began ritual use of ayahuasca.
In conclusion, the ritual use of ayahuasca, as assessed with the
ASI in currently active users, does not seem to be associated with
the psychosocial problems that other drugs of abuse typically cause.
Future studies should further address whether this is due to the specific pharmacological characteristics of ayahuasca or to the context
in which the drug is taken.
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Abstract
Ayahuasca is a hallucinogenic beverage that is prominent in the ethnomedicine and shamanism of indigenous Amazonian tribes. Its
unique pharmacology depends on the oral activity of the hallucinogen, N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT), which results from inhibition of
monoamine oxidase (MAO) by h-carboline alkaloids. MAO is the enzyme that normally degrades DMT in the liver and gut. Ayahuasca has
long been integrated into mestizo folk medicine in the northwest Amazon. In Brazil, it is used as a sacrament by several syncretic churches.
Some of these organizations have incorporated in the United States. The recreational and religious use of ayahuasca in the United States, as
well as ‘‘ayahuasca tourism’’ in the Amazon, is increasing. The current legal status of ayahuasca or its source plants in the United States is
unclear, although DMT is a Schedule I-controlled substance. One ayahuasca church has received favorable rulings in 2 federal courts in
response to its petition to the Department of Justice for the right to use ayahuasca under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act. A biomedical
study of one of the churches, the Uñiao do Vegetal (UDV), indicated that ayahuasca may have therapeutic applications for the treatment of
alcoholism, substance abuse, and possibly other disorders. Clinical studies conducted in Spain have demonstrated that ayahuasca can be used
safely in normal healthy adults, but have done little to clarify its potential therapeutic uses. Because of ayahuasca’s ill-defined legal status and
variable botanical and chemical composition, clinical investigations in the United States, ideally under an approved Investigational New Drug
(IND) protocol, are complicated by both regulatory and methodological issues. This article provides an overview of ayahuasca and discusses
some of the challenges that must be overcome before it can be clinically investigated in the United States.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ayahuasca; Hoasca; h-carbolines; DMT; Serotonin transporters; IND; Clinical studies; Alcoholism; Substance abuse; Immune modulation
Abbreviations: DMT, N,N-dimethyltryptamine; 5-HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine; IND, Investigational New Drug (application); IRB, International Review Board;
MAO, monoamine oxidase; MAOI, monoamine oxidase inhibitor; THH, tetrahydroharmine; UDV, Uñiao do Vegetal.
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1. Introduction
Of the numerous plant psychotropics utilized by indigenous populations of the Amazon Basin, perhaps none is as
interesting or complex, botanically, chemically, or ethnographically, as the beverage known variously as ayahuasca,
caapi, or yage. The beverage is most widely known as
ayahuasca, a Quechua term meaning ‘‘vine of the souls,’’
which is applied both to the beverage itself and to one of the
source plants used in its preparation, the malpighiaceous
jungle liana, Banisteriopsis caapi (Schultes, 1957). In
Brazil, transliteration of this Quechua word into Portuguese results in the name, hoasca. Hoasca, or ayahuasca,
occupies a central position in mestizo ethnomedicine, and
the chemical nature of its active constituents and the
manner of its use make its study relevant to contemporary issues in neuropharmacology, neurophysiology, and
psychiatry.

2. What is ayahuasca?
In a traditional context, ayahuasca is a beverage prepared
by boiling—or soaking—the bark and stems of B. caapi
together with various admixture plants. The admixture
employed most commonly is the Rubiaceous genus Psychotria, particularly Psychotria viridis. The leaves of P.
viridis contain alkaloids, which are necessary for the
psychoactive effect. Ayahuasca is unique in that its pharmacological activity is dependent on a synergistic interaction between the active alkaloids in the plants. One of the
components, the bark of B. caapi, contains h-carboline
alkaloids, which are potent monoamine oxidase-A (MAOA) inhibitors; the other component, the leaves of P. viridis
or related species, contains the potent short-acting hallucinogenic agent N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT). DMT is not
orally active when ingested by itself, but can be rendered
orally active when ingested in the presence of a peripheral
MAO inhibitor, such as the h-carbolines. This interaction is
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the basis of the psychotropic action of ayahuasca
(McKenna et al., 1984). There are also reports (Schultes,
1972) that other Psychotria species are similarly utilized in
other parts of the Amazon. In the northwest Amazon,
particularly in the Colombian Putumayo and Ecuador, the
leaves of Diplopterys cabrerana, a jungle liana in the same
family as Banisteriopsis, are added to the brew in lieu of
the leaves of Psychotria. The alkaloid present in Diplopterys, however, is identical to that in the Psychotria
admixtures, and pharmacologically, the effect is similar.
In Peru, various admixtures in addition to Psychotria or
Diplopterys are frequently added, depending on the magical, medical, or religious purposes for which the drug is
being consumed. Although a virtual pharmacopoeia of
admixtures are occasionally added, the most commonly
employed admixtures (other than Psychotria, which is a
constant component of the preparation) are various Solanaceous genera, including tobacco (Nicotiana sp.), Brugmansia sp., and Brunfelsia sp. (Schultes, 1972; McKenna
et al., 1995). These Solanaceous genera are known to
contain alkaloids, such as nicotine, scopalamine, and
atropine, which have effects on both central and peripheral
adrenergic and cholinergic neurotransmission.

3. Prehistorical origin of ayahuasca
The origins of the use of ayahuasca in the Amazon Basin
are unknown. It is uncertain where the practice may have
originated, and about all that is certain is that it was already
widespread among numerous indigenous tribes throughout
the Amazon Basin by the time ayahuasca came to the
attention of Western ethnographers in the mid-19th century
(McKenna, 1999). This fact alone argues for its antiquity;
beyond that, little is known. Plutarco Naranjo, the Ecuadorian ethnographer, has summarized what little information is available on the prehistory of ayahuasca (Naranjo,
1979, 1986). There is abundant archeological evidence, in
the form of pottery vessels, anthropomorphic figurines,
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snuffing trays and tubes, etc. that plant hallucinogen use
was well established in the Ecuadorian Amazon by 1500 –
2000 BC (Naranjo, 1979, 1986). Unfortunately, most of the
specific evidence, in the form of vegetable powders, snuff
trays, and pipes, is related to the use of psychoactive plants
other than ayahuasca, such as coca, tobacco, and the
hallucinogenic snuff derived from Anadenanthera species
and known as vilka and various other names. There is
nothing in the form of iconographic materials or preserved
botanical remains that would unequivocally establish the
prehistorical use of ayahuasca. It is probable that these preColombian cultures, sophisticated as they were in the use of
a variety of psychotropic plants, were also familiar with
ayahuasca and its preparation. Recent archaeological evidence has come to light (Heckenberger et al., 2003)
indicating the existence of a complex, technologically
sophisticated riverine/agrarian civilization in the upper
Xingu region of Brazil dating at least to 1200 AD. While
these discoveries do not directly address the question of the
antiquity of knowledge of ayahuasca, they do support the
supposition that a complex civilization capable of impacting
and actively managing its forest environment for agricultural purposes, would also be likely to be similarly knowledgeable regarding the uses of medicinal species occurring
in the ecosystem. The lack of data is frustrating, however,
particularly with respect to a question that has fascinated
ethnopharmacologists since the late 1960s when its importance was first brought to light through the work of Schultes
and his students.
As mentioned above, ayahuasca is unique among plant
hallucinogens in that it is prepared from a combination of 2
plants: the bark or stems of Banisteriopsis species, together
with the leaves of Psychotria species or other DMT-containing admixtures. The beverage depends on this unique
combination for its activity. There seems small likelihood of
‘‘accidentally’’ combining the 2 plants to obtain an active
preparation when neither is particularly active alone, yet we
know that at some point in prehistory, this fortuitous
combination was discovered. At that point, ayahuasca was
‘‘invented.’’ Just how this discovery was made, and who
was responsible, we may never know, though several
charming myths address the topic. Mestizo ayahuasqueros
in Peru will, to this day, say that this knowledge comes
directly from the ‘‘plant teachers’’ (Luna, 1984a, 1984b).
The mestres of the Brazilian syncretic sect, the Uñiao do
Vegetal (UDV), say with equal conviction that the knowledge came from ‘‘the first scientist,’’ King Solomon, who
imparted the technology to the Inca king during a little
publicized visit to the New World in antiquity. In the
absence of data, these explanations are all that we have.
All that we can say with confidence is that the knowledge of
the techniques for preparing ayahuasca, including knowledge of the appropriate admixture plants, had diffused
throughout the Amazon Basin by the time the use of
ayahuasca came to the attention of any modern researcher
(Anonymous, 1855).
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4. Traditional and indigenous use of ayahuasca
The use of ayahuasca under a variety of names is a
widespread practice among various indigenous aboriginal
tribes endemic to the Amazon Basin (Schultes, 1957). Such
practices undoubtedly were well established in pre-Columbian times, and in fact, may have been known to the earliest
human inhabitants of the region. Considerable genetic
intermingling and adoption of local customs followed in
the wake of European contact, and ayahuasca, along with a
virtual pharmacopoeia of other medicinal plants, gradually
became integrated into the ethnomedical traditions of these
mixed populations. Today, the drug forms an important
element of ethnomedicine and shamanism as it is practiced
among indigenous mestizo populations in Peru, Colombia,
and Ecuador. The sociology and ethnography of the contemporary use of ayahuasca in mestizo ethnomedicine has
been extensively described (Dobkin de Rios, 1972, 1973;
Luna, 1984a, 1984b, 1986).

5. Syncretic religious use of ayahuasca
From the perspective of the sociologist or the ethnographer, discussion of the use of ayahuasca or hoasca can
conveniently be divided into a consideration of its use
among indigenous aboriginal and mestizo populations, and
its more recent adoption by contemporary syncretic religious movements, such as the UDV, Barquinia, and Santo
Daime sects in Brazil. It is within the context of acculturated
groups such as these that questions regarding the psychological, medical, and legal aspects of the use of ayahuasca
become most relevant, and also, most accessible to study.
The use of ayahuasca in the context of mestizo folk
medicine closely resembles the shamanic uses of the drug as
practiced among aboriginal peoples. In both instances, the
brew is used for curing, for divination, as a diagnostic tool,
and a magical pipeline to the supernatural realm. This
traditional mode of use contrasts from the contemporary
use of ayahuasca tea within the context of Brazilian syncretic religious movements. (Note: The hoasca religions are
‘‘syncretic’’ in that they represent a fusion of indigenous
religious practices with elements of Christianity.) Within
these groups, the members consume ayahuasca tea at regular
intervals in a ritual manner that more closely resembles the
Christian Eucharist than the traditional aboriginal use. The
individual groups of the UDV, termed nucleos, are similar to
a Christian Hutterite sect, in that each group has a limited
membership, which then splits to form a new group once the
membership expands beyond the set limit. The nucleo
consists of the congregation, a group leader or mestre,
various acolytes undergoing a course of study and training
to become mestres, and a temple. These structures, often
circular in layout and beautifully decorated, are the sites
where the sacrament is prepared and consumed at prescribed
times, usually the first and third Saturday of each month.
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The membership of these newer syncretic groups spans a
broad socioeconomic range and includes many educated,
middle-class, urban professionals (including a number of
physicians and other health professionals). Some older
members have engaged in the practice for 30 or more years
without apparent adverse health effects.
The UDV and the Santo Daime sects are the largest and
most visible of several syncretic religious movements in
Brazil that have incorporated the use of ayahuasca into their
ritual practices. Of the 2 larger sects, it is the UDV that
possesses the strongest organizational structure as well as the
most highly disciplined membership. Of all the ayahuasca
churches in Brazil, the UDV has also been the most pivotal in
convincing the government to remove ayahuasca from its list
of banned drugs. In 1987, the government of Brazil approved
the ritual use of hoasca tea1 in the context of group religious
ceremonies. This ruling has potentially significant implications, not only for Brazil, but for global drug policy, as it
marks the first time in over 1600 years that a government has
granted permission to its nonindigenous citizens to use a
psychedelic substance in the context of religious practices.

6. Chemistry of ayahuasca and its source plants
The chemical constituents of ayahuasca and the source
plants used in its preparation have been well characterized
(Rivier & Lindgren, 1972; McKenna et al., 1984). B. caapi
contains the h-carboline derivatives harmine, tetrahydroharmine (THH), and harmaline as the major alkaloids (Callaway et al., 1996). Trace amounts of other h-carbolines
have also been reported (Rivier & Lindgren, 1972; Hashimoto & Kawanishi, 1975, 1976; McKenna et al., 1984), as
well as the pyrrolidine alkaloids shihunine and dihydroshihunine (Kawanishi et al., 1982) (Fig. 1). The admixture
plant, P. viridis, contains a single major alkaloid, DMT,
while N-methyl tryptamine and methyl-tetrahydro-h-carboline have been reported as trace constituents (Rivier &
Lindgren, 1972; McKenna et al., 1984). The admixture
plant Psychotria carthagenensis has been reported to contain the same alkaloids (Rivier & Lindgren, 1972) but a
subsequent investigation could not confirm the presence of
DMT in the single collection examined (McKenna et al.,
1984). The concentrations of alkaloids reported in B. caapi
range from 0.05% dry weight to 1.95% dry weight; in
Psychotria, the concentration of alkaloids ranged from
0.1% to 0.66% dry weight (Rivier & Lindgren, 1972;
McKenna et al., 1984). Similar ranges and values were
reported by both groups of investigators.
The concentrations of alkaloids in the ayahuasca beverages are, not surprisingly, several times greater than in the
1
In the parlance of the UDV, the tea is sometimes called hoasca, which
is a Portuguese transliteration of ayahuasca. The term as used here applies
specifically to the tea used within the UDV, while ayahuasca is used to
denote non-UDV sources of the brew.

source plants from which they are prepared. Based on a
quantitative analysis of the major alkaloids in several
samples of ayahuasca collected on the upper Rio Purús,
Rivier and Lindgren (1972) calculated that a 200-mL dose
of ayahuasca contained an average of 30 mg of harmine, 10
mg THH, and 25 mg DMT. Callaway et al. (1996) determined the following concentrations of alkaloids in the
hoasca tea utilized in the biomedical study with the UDV
(in mg/mL): DMT, 0.24; THH, 1.07; harmaline, 0.20; and
harmine 1.70. A typical 100-mL dose of hoasca thus
contains (in mg): DMT, 24; THH, 107; harmaline, 20; and
harmine, 170. Interestingly, these concentrations are above
the threshold of activity for intravenous administration of
DMT (Strassman & Qualls, 1994).
McKenna et al. (1984) reported somewhat higher values
for the alkaloid content of several samples of Peruvian
ayahuasca. These investigators calculated that a 100-mL
dose of these preparations contained a total of 728 mg total
alkaloid, of which 467 mg is harmine, 160 mg is THH, 41
mg is harmaline, and 60 mg is DMT. This is well within the
range of activity for DMT administered intramuscularly
(Szara, 1956) or intravenously (Strassman & Qualls, 1994)
and is also well within the range for harmine to act effectively as a monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI). In vitro,
these h-carbolines function as MAOI at f10 nM (e.g.,
harmine’s IC50 for MAOI is f1.25  10 8 M; cf. Buckholtz
& Boggan, 1977; McKenna et al., 1984). In mice, harmaline
administered intraperitoneally (5 mg/kg) causes 100% inhibition by 2 hr postinjection, the activity falling off rapidly
thereafter (Udenfriend et al., 1958). This dose corresponds to
f375 mg in a 75-kg adult, but, based on the measured
concentration of harmine in the liver, it is likely that one-half
this dose or less would also be effective. The reasons for the
discrepancy in alkaloid concentrations between the samples
examined by Rivier and Lindgren (1972) and those examined by McKenna et al. (1984) are readily explained by the
differences in the methods of preparation. The method
employed in preparing ayahuasca in Pucallpa, Peru, where
the samples analyzed by McKenna et al. (1984) were
collected, results in a much more concentrated brew than
the method employed on the upper Rio Purús, the region
which was the source of the samples examined by Rivier and
Lindgren. The concentrations and proportions of alkaloids
can vary considerably in different batches of ayahuasca,
depending on the method of preparation, as well as the
amounts and proportions of the source plants.
h-Carbolines, by themselves, may have some psychoactivity and thus may contribute to the overall psychotropic
activity of the ayahuasca beverage; however, it is probably
inaccurate to characterize the psychotropic properties of hcarbolines as ‘‘hallucinogenic’’ or ‘‘psychedelic’’ (Shulgin
et al., 1997). As MAO inhibitors, h-carbolines can increase
brain levels of serotonin, and the primarily sedative effects
of high doses of h-carbolines are thought to result from their
blockade of serotonin deamination. The primary action of hcarbolines in the ayahuasca beverage is their inhibition of
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Fig. 1. Structures of ayahuasca alkaloids.

peripheral MAO, which protects the DMT in the brew from
peripheral degradation and thus renders it orally active.
There is some evidence, however, that THH, the second
most abundant h-carboline in the beverage, acts as a weak
5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) uptake inhibitor and MAOI.
Thus, THH may prolong the half-life of DMT by blocking
its intraneuronal uptake, and hence, its inactivation by
MAO, localized in mitochondria within the neuron. On
the other hand, THH may block serotonin uptake into the
neuron, resulting in higher levels of 5-HT in the synaptic
cleft; this 5-HT, in turn, may attenuate the subjective effects
of orally ingested DMT by competing with it at postsynaptic
receptor sites (Callaway et al., 1999).

7. Pharmacological actions of
ayahuasca and its active alkaloids
The psychotropic activity of ayahuasca is a function of the
inhibition of peripheral MAO by the h-carboline alkaloids in
the mixture. This action prevents the peripheral oxidative
deamination of the DMT, which is the primary psychotropic
component, rendering it orally active and enabling it to reach
its site of action in the central nervous system in an intact
form (Schultes, 1972; McKenna et al., 1984). DMT alone
is inactive following oral administration at doses up to

1000 mg (Shulgin, 1982; Nichols et al., 1991). DMT is
active by itself following parenteral administration starting at
around 25 mg (Szara, 1956; Strassman & Qualls, 1994).
Because of its oral inactivity, users have employed various
methods of parenteral administration. For example, synthetic
DMT is commonly smoked as the freebase; in this form, the
alkaloid volatilizes readily and produces an immediate,
intense psychedelic episode of short duration (5 –15 min),
usually characterized by multicolored, rapidly moving visual
patterns behind the closed eyelids (Stafford, 1977). The
Yanomamo Indians and other Amazonian tribes prepare a
snuff from the sap of various trees in the genus Virola, which
contain large amounts of DMT and the related compound, 5methoxy-DMT, which is also orally inactive (Schultes &
Hofmann, 1980; McKenna & Towers, 1985). The effects of
the botanical snuffs containing DMT, while not as intense as
smoking DMT freebase, are similarly rapid in onset and of
limited duration. The ayahuasca beverage is unique in that it
is the only traditionally used psychedelic where the enzymeinhibiting principles in one plant (h-carbolines) are used to
facilitate the oral activity of the psychoactive principles in
another plant (DMT). The psychedelic experience that follows ingestion of ayahuasca differs markedly from the
effects of parenterally ingested DMT; the time of onset is
f35 – 40 min after ingestion, and the effects, which are less
intense than parenterally administered synthetic DMT, last
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f4 hr. The subjective effects of ayahuasca include phosphene imagery seen with the eyes closed, dream-like reveries, and a feeling of alertness and stimulation. Peripheral
autonomic changes in blood pressure, heart rate, etc., are also
less pronounced in ayahuasca than parenteral DMT. In some
individuals, transient nausea and episodes of vomiting occur,
while others are rarely affected in this respect. When
ayahuasca is taken in a group setting, vomiting is considered
a normal part of the experience and allowances are made to
accommodate this behavior (Callaway et al., 1999).
The amounts of h-carbolines present in a typical dose of
ayahuasca are well above the threshold for activity as MAOI.
It is likely that the main contribution of the h-carbolines to the
acute effects of ayahuasca results from their facilitation of the
oral activity of DMT, through their action as MAOI at peripheral sites. It is worthy of note that h-carbolines are highly
selective inhibitors of MAO-A, the form of the enzyme for
which serotonin, and presumably other tryptamines including
DMT, are the preferred substrates (Yasuhara et al., 1972;
Yasuhara, 1974). This selectivity of h-carbolines for MAO-A
over MAO-B, combined with their relatively low affinity for
liver MAO, may explain why no reports have appeared of
hypertensive crises or peripheral autonomic stimulation associated with the ingestion of ayahuasca in combination with
foods containing tyramine (Callaway et al., 1999). On the
other hand, Suzuki et al. (1981) have reported that DMT is
primarily oxidized by MAO-B; it is possible, therefore, that
high concentrations of h-carbolines, partially inhibit MAO-B
as well as MAO-A; but the greater affinity of tyramine for
MAO-B enables it to compete for binding to the enzyme and
displace any residual h-carbolines.
DMT and its derivatives and h-carboline derivatives are
widespread in the plant kingdom (Smith, 1977; Allen &

Holmstedt, 1980) and both classes of alkaloids have been
detected as endogenous metabolites in mammals, including
man (Barker et al., 1980; Airaksinen & Kari, 1981; Bloom et
al., 1982). Methyl transferases, which catalyze the synthesis
of DMT, 5-methoxy-DMT, and bufotenine, have been characterized in human lung, brain, blood, cerebrospinal fluid,
liver, and heart, and also in rabbit lung, toad, mouse, steer,
guinea pig, and baboon brains, as well as in other tissues in
these species (McKenna & Towers, 1984). Endogenous psychotogens have been suggested as possible etiological factors
in schizophrenia and other mental disorders, but the evidence
remains equivocal (Fischman, 1983). Although the occurrence, synthesis, and degradative metabolism of DMT in
mammalian systems has been the focus of scientific investigations (Barker et al., 1980, 1981), the candidacy of DMT as
a possible endogenous psychotogen essentially ended when
experiments showed comparable levels in both schizophrenics and normal subjects (Uebelhack et al., 1983). At
present, the possible neuroregulatory functions of this ‘‘psychotomimetic’’ compound are incompletely understood,
but Callaway (1988) has presented an interesting hypothesis regarding the possible role of endogenous DMT and
h-carbolines in regulating sleep cycles and rapid eye movement states.
h-Carbolines are tricyclic indole alkaloids that are closely
related to tryptamines, both biosynthetically and pharmacologically. They are readily synthesized via the condensation
of indoleamines with aldehydes or a-keto acids and their
biosynthesis probably also proceeds via similar reactions
(Callaway et al., 1994; Fig. 2). h-Carbolines have also been
identified in mammalian tissue including human plasma and
platelets and rat whole brain, forebrain, arcuate nucleus, and
adrenal glands (Airaksinen & Kari, 1981). 6-Methoxy-tetra-

Fig. 2. Biosynthesis of DMT and a tetrahydro-h-carboline from tryptophan.
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hydro-h-carboline has been recently identified as a major
constituent of human pineal gland (Langer et al., 1984). This
compound inhibits the high-affinity binding of [3H]-imipramine to 5-HT receptors in human platelets (Langer et al.,
1984), and also significantly inhibits 5-HT binding to 5-HT1
type receptors in rat brain; the compound has a low affinity to
5-HT2 receptors, however (Taylor et al., 1984). 2-Methyltetrahydro-h-carboline and harman have been detected in
human urine following ethanol loading, (Rommelspacher et
al., 1980) and it was once speculated that endogenous hcarbolines and other amine-aldehyde condensation products
might be related to the etiology of alcoholism (Rahwan,
1975). At least one h-carboline has been identified as a byproduct of the oxidative metabolism of DMT in rat brain
homogenates (Barker et al., 1980).
h-Carbolines exert a variety of neurophysiological and
biological effects (McKenna & Towers, 1984). h-Carboline
derivatives are selective, reversible, competitive inhibitors of
MAO-A (Buckholtz & Boggan, 1976, 1977). Other neurophysiological actions of h-carbolines include competitive
inhibition of the uptake of 5-HT, dopamine, epinephrine, and
norepinephrine into synaptosomes (Buckholtz & Boggan,
1976; Pahkla et al., 1997), inhibition of Na+-dependent
membrane ATPases (Canessa et al., 1973), interference with
biosynthesis of biogenic amines (Ho, 1979), and vasopressin-like effects on sodium and water transport in isolated
toad skin (de Sousa & Grosso, 1978). h-Carboline-3-carboxylate and various esterified derivatives have been implicated as possible endogenous ligands at benzodiazepine
receptors (Lippke et al., 1983). h-Carboline ligands of these
receptors can induce epileptiform seizures in rats and in
chickens homozygous for the epileptic gene (Johnson et al.,
1984; Morin, 1984); this proconvulsant action can be
blocked by other receptor ligands, including diazepam and
h-carboline-carboxylate propyl ester (Johnson et al., 1984;
Morin, 1984).
h-Carbolines also exhibit other biological activities in
addition to their effects on neurophysiological systems. For
instance, Hopp et al. (1976) found that harmine exhibited
significant anti-trypanosomal activity against Trypanosoma
lewisii. This finding may explain the use of ayahuasca in
mestizo ethnomedicine as a prophylactic against malaria and
internal parasites (Rodriguez et al., 1982). Certain h-carbolines are known to exert mutagenic or co-mutagenic effects
and the mechanism responsible may be related to their
interactions with nucleic acids (Hayashi et al., 1977; Umezawa et al., 1978). The UV light-activated photocytotoxic and
photogenotoxic activity of some h-carbolines has also been
reported (McKenna & Towers, 1981; Towers & Abramosky,
1983).

8. Recent biomedical investigations of ayahuasca
Although achieving some notoriety in North American
literature through the popular press and the writings of
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Burroughs and Ginsberg (1963), the psychological and
physiological phenomena induced by ayahuasca have received little rigorous study. Various travelers to the Amazon
have reported their own first hand experiences with ayahuasca (Weil, 1980; Davis, 1996), while both formal and
informal ethnographic narratives have excited the public
imagination (Lamb, 1971; Luna & Amaringo, 1991). Interest
in the exotic origins and effects of ayahuasca have attracted a
steady stream of North American tourists, often enticed by
articles and advertisements in popular and New Age magazines (Krajick, 1992; Ott, 1993). Concern over possible
adverse health effects resulting from the use of ayahuasca by
such naive travelers has recently been expressed by a noted
authority on mestizo ayahuasca use (Dobkin de Rios, 1994).
These concerns are in marked contrast to testimonials of
improved psychological and moral functioning by the adherents of the syncretic hoasca churches in Brazil.
The individuals who are attracted to the UDV seem to
belong to a somewhat more educated socioeconomic class
than those who join the Santo Daime (Grob et al., 1996). Of
the f7000 members of the UDV in Brazil, perhaps 5– 10%
are medical professionals, among them physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, chiropractors, and homeopathic physicians. Most of these individuals are fully aware of the
psychologically beneficial aspects of the practice and evince
a great interest in the scientific study of hoasca, including its
botany, chemistry, and pharmacology. The medically educated members can discuss all of these aspects with sophistication equal to that of any US-trained physician or other
medical professional. At the same time, they do have a
genuine spiritual reverence for the hoasca tea and the
experiences it evokes. The UDV places a high value on the
search for scientific truth and sees no conflict between
science and religion; most members of the UDV express a
strong interest in learning as much as possible about how the
tea acts on the body and brain. As a result of this unique
circumstance, the UDV presents an ideal context in which to
conduct a biomedical investigation of the acute and longterm effects of hoasca/ayahuasca.
8.1. The ‘‘Hoasca Project’’
Due to a fortunate combination of circumstances, my
colleagues and I were invited to conduct such a biomedical
investigation of long-term hoasca drinkers by the Medical
Studies section of the UDV (Centro de Estudos Medicos).
This study, which was conducted by an international consortium of scientists from Brazil, the United States, and
Finland, was financed through private donations to various
nonprofit sponsoring groups, notably Botanical Dimensions,
which provided major funding, the Heffter Research Institute, and the Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic
Studies. Botanical Dimensions is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to the study and preservation of ethnomedically
significant plants, and the Multidisciplinary Association for
Psychedelic Studies (http://www.MAPS.org) and the Heffter
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Research Institute (http://www.Heffter.org) are nonprofit
organizations dedicated to the investigation of the medical
and therapeutic uses of psychedelic agents. The field phase
of the study was conducted during the summer of 1993 at
one of the oldest UDV temples, the Nucleo Caupari located
in the Amazonian city of Manaus, Brazil. Subsequent
laboratory investigations took place at the respective academic institutions of some of the principle investigators,
including the Department of Psychiatry, Harbor UCLA
Medical Center, the Department of Neurology, University
of Miami School of Medicine, the Department of Psychiatry,
University of Rio de Janeiro, Department of Internal Medicine, University of Amazonas Medical School, Manaus, and
the Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of
Kuopio, Finland. This study has since become anecdotally
known as ‘‘the Hoasca Project’’ in subsequent presentations
of the results in various public venues.
Because this study was the first of its kind, there was
virtually no preexisting data on the objective measurement
of the physical and psychological effects of ayahuasca in
human subjects. As a result, this study was in some respects
a pilot study; its primary objectives were modest, representing an effort to collect a basic body of data, without
attempting to relate the findings to either possible detrimental effects of ayahuasca, or to possible therapeutic effects.
The study had 4 major objectives:


Assessment of acute psychological and physiological
effects of hoasca in human subjects;
 Assessment of serotonergic functions in long-term users
of hoasca tea;
 Quantitative determination of active constituents of
hoasca teas in plasma;
 Quantitative determination of active constituents of
hoasca teas.
Most of these objectives were achieved, and the results
have been published in various peer-reviewed scientific
journals (Callaway et al., 1994, 1996, Grob et al., 1996;
Callaway et al., 1999). Some key findings are summarized
briefly below.
8.2. Assessment of acute and
long-term psychological effects of hoasca teas
The subjects in all of the studies consisted of a group of
15 healthy, male volunteers, all of whom had belonged to
the UDV for a minimum of 10 years, and who ingested
hoasca once every 2 weeks, on average, in the context of the
UDV ritual. None of the subjects actively used tobacco,
alcohol, or any drugs other than hoasca. For some comparative aspects of the study, a control group of 15 age-matched
males was also used; these individuals were recruited from
among the friends and siblings of the volunteer subjects, and
like them, were local residents of Manaus having similar
diets and socioeconomic status. None of the control subjects

were members of the UDV, and none had ever ingested
hoasca tea.
The psychological assessments, administered to both
groups, consisted of structured psychiatric diagnostic interviews, personality testing, and neuropsychological evaluations. Measures administered to the UDV hoasca drinkers,
but not to the hoasca-naive group, included semistructured
and open-ended life story interviews. A phenomenological
assessment of the altered state elicited by hoasca was
quantified using the Hallucinogen Rating Scale developed
by Dr. Rick Strassman in his work with DMT and psilocybin
in human subjects (Strassman et al., 1994).
The UDV volunteers showed significant differences
from the hoasca-naive subjects in the Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire and the WHO-UCLA Auditory
Verbal Learning Test. The Tridimensional Personality
Questionnaire assesses 3 general areas of behavior, viz.,
novelty-seeking, harm avoidance, and reward dependence.
With respect to novelty-seeking behaviors, UDV members
were found to have greater stoic rigidity versus exploratory
excitability, greater regimentation versus disorderliness, and
a trend toward greater reflection versus impulsivity; but
there was no difference between the groups on the spectrum between reserve and extravagance. On the harm
reduction scale, UDV subjects had significantly greater
confidence versus fear of uncertainty and trends toward
greater gregariousness versus shyness and greater optimism
versus anticipatory worry. No significant differences were
found between the 2 groups in criteria related to reward
dependence.
The 15 UDV volunteers and the control subjects were also
given the WHO-UCLA Auditory Learning Verbal Memory
Test. Experimental subjects performed significantly better
than controls on word recall tests. There was also a trend,
although not statistically significant, for the UDV subjects to
perform better than controls on number of words recalled,
delayed recall, and words recalled after interference.
The Hallucinogen Rating Scale, developed by Strassman
et al. (1994) for the phenomenological assessment of subjects given intravenous doses of DMT, was administered to
the UDV volunteers only (since control subjects did not
receive the drug). All of the clinical clusters on the HRS were
in the mild end of the spectrum compared with intravenous
DMT. The clusters for affect, intensity, cognition, and
volition were comparable to an intravenous DMT dose of
0.1 – 0.2 mg/kg, and the cluster for perception was comparable to 0.1 mg/kg iv DMT; the cluster for somatesthesia was
less than the lowest dose of DMT measured by the scale,
0.05 mg/kg.
The most striking findings of the psychological assessment came from the structured diagnostic interviews and the
semistructured open-ended life story interviews. The Composite International Diagnostic Interview was used for the
structured diagnostic interview. None of the UDV subjects
had a current psychiatric diagnosis, whereas 2 of the control
subjects had an active diagnosis of alcohol misuse and
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hypochondriasis. Only 1 subject among the controls had a
past psychiatric disorder that was no longer present; an
alcohol misuse disorder that had remitted 2 years previously.
However, prior to membership in the UDV, 11 of the UDV
subjects had diagnoses of alcohol misuse disorders, 2 had
past major depressive disorders, 4 had past histories of drug
misuse (cocaine and amphetamines), 11 were addicted to
tobacco, and 3 had past phobic anxiety disorders. Five of the
subjects with a history of alcoholism also had histories of
violent behavior associated with binge drinking. All of these
pathological diagnoses had remitted following entry into the
UDV. All of the UDV subjects interviewed reported the
subjective impression that their use of hoasca tea within the
context of the UDV had led to improved mental and
physical health and significant improvements in interpersonal, work, and family interactions.
8.3. Assessment of the acute
physiological effects of hoasca tea
The major focus of the biochemical and physiological
measurements carried out for the study was on the acute
effects subsequent to consuming hoasca tea. One of the
objectives was simply to measure the effects of hoasca on
standard physiological functions, such as heart rate, blood
pressure, and pupillary diameter, subsequent to ingestion
(Callaway et al., 1999). We found that all of these
responses were well within normal parameters. Hoasca,
not surprisingly, caused an increase in pupillary diameter
from baseline (predose) levels of 3.7 to f4.7 mm at 40
min, which continued to 240 min after ingestion, at which
point measurements were discontinued. Respiration rate
fluctuated throughout the 240 min, from a low of 18.5 at
baseline to a high of 23 at 100 min. Temperature rose from
a baseline low of 37 jC at baseline to a high of 37.3 jC at
240 min (although the ambient temperature also increased
comparably during the course of the experiments, which
were conducted from 10:00 to 16:00 h). Heart rate increased from 71.9 bpm at baseline to a maximum of 79.3
bpm by 20 min, decreased to 64.5 bpm by 120 min, then
gradually returned toward basal levels by 240 min. There
was a concomitant increase in blood pressure; both systolic
and diastolic pressure increased to maxima at 40 min
(137.3 and 92.0 mm Hg, respectively) over baseline values
(126.3 and 82.7 mm Hg, respectively) and returned to basal
values by 180 min. We also measured neuroendocrine
response for plasma prolactin, cortisol, and growth hormone; all showed rapid and dramatic increases over basal
values from 60 (cortisol) to 90 (growth hormone) to 120
min (prolactin) after ingestion. The observed response is
typical of serotonergic agonists, and is comparable to the
values reported by Strassman and Qualls (1994) in response
to injected DMT. In our study, the neuroendocrine response
to oral DMT was delayed by a factor of 4 or 5 compared
with the almost immediate (<15 min) response to injected
DMT.
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8.4. Characterization of the
pharmacokinetics of hoasca alkaloids in human subjects
The fourth objective of the study was to measure
pharmacokinetic parameters of the hoasca alkaloids in
plasma following ingestion of hoasca tea and to correlate
this to the amounts of alkaloids ingested (Callaway et al.,
1996, 1999). The UDV collaborators held a special ‘‘preparo’’ to prepare the sample of hoasca that was used for all
subjects in the study. The mestres confirmed the activity in
the usual manner, via ingestion, and pronounced it active
and suitable for use in the study. Subsequent analysis by
high-performance liquid chromatography found the tea to
contain (in mg/mL): harmine, 1.7; harmaline, 0.2; THH,
1.07; and DMT 0.24. Each subject received an aliquot of tea
equivalent to 2 mL/kg body weight, which was consumed in
a single draught. Based on the average body weight (74.2 F
11.3 kg), the average dose of tea was 148.4 F 22.6 mL,
containing an average of 35.5 mg DMT, 158.8 mg THH,
29.7 mg harmaline, and 252.3 mg harmine. These doses are
above the threshold level of activity for DMT as a psychedelic, and for harmine and THH as MAO inhibitors; harmaline is essentially a trace constituent of hoasca tea (Callaway
et al., 1996, 1997).
Only 12 of the 15 volunteers had sufficient plasma levels
of DMT to permit pharmacokinetic measurements, possibly
due to early emesis during the course of the session. Of
these, the maximum plasma concentration (Cmax; 15.8 ng/
mL) occurred at 107 min after ingestion, while the half-life
(T1/2) was 259 min. THH was measured in 14 of the 15
subjects; the Cmax was 91 ng/mL, which was reached at 174
min. This compound displayed a prolonged half-life of 532
min, in contrast to harmine, which had a half-life of 115.6
min. The Cmax for harmine and harmaline was 114.8 and 6.3
ng/mL, respectively, and time of maximum concentration
(Tmax) was 102 and 145 min, respectively. The T1/2 for
harmaline could not be measured (Callaway et al., 1999).
This study was conceived because of the need to collect
some basic data on the physiological and pharmacokinetic
characteristics of hoasca, since none had existed previously.
The conclusions to be drawn from the results, if any, are
interesting and potentially significant, particularly in that
these findings may offer a physiological rationale for the
marked improvements in psychological health that are
correlated with long-term hoasca use. Not surprisingly, the
highest plasma concentrations of DMT correlated with the
most intense subjective effects; however, the psychological
measurement (Hallucinogen Rating Scale) indicated that
comparable plasma levels of injected DMT in Strassman
and Qualls’ (1994) study resulted in a more intense subjective experience than the effects reported from the hoasca tea.
One possible explanation is that THH, by acting as a 5-HT
reuptake inhibitor, may have resulted in a greater availability of 5-HT at the synapse, and this may have competed with
DMT for occupancy at serotonergic synapses. Alternatively,
the rapid increase in brain levels of DMT following intra-
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venous administration may result in a more intense subjective effect compared with that experienced when DMT is
absorbed more slowly following oral administration.
Another point worthy of remark is that the activity of THH
in hoasca is apparently more a function of its inhibition of 5HT uptake than to its MAOI action. THH is a poor MAOI
compared with harmine (EC50 = 1.4  10 5 M for THH vs.
8  10 8 M for harmine), and while the plasma levels for
harmine are well above the EC50 values, those for THH are
well below the EC50 value for this compound as an MAOI.
8.5. Assessment of serotonergic
functions in long-term users of hoasca
Another objective of the study was to investigate whether
long-term use of hoasca resulted in any identifiable ‘‘biochemical marker’’ that was correlated with hoasca consumption, particularly with respect to serotonergic functions, since
the hoasca alkaloids primarily affect functions mediated by
this neurotransmitter. Ideally, such a study could be carried
out on postmortem brains; since this was not possible, we
settled on looking at serotonin transporter sites in blood
platelets, using [3H]-citalopram to label the transporters in
binding assays (Table 1). The up- or down-regulation of
peripheral platelet recognition sites has been proposed to be
indicative of similar biochemical events occurring in the
brain, although there is some controversy about the correlation between platelet transporter changes and changes in
central nervous system transporters in patients receiving
antidepressant medications (Stahl, 1977; Pletscher &
Laubscher, 1980; Rotman, 1983);. However, platelet-binding assays were deemed suitable for the purposes of our
study, as our objective was not to resolve this controversy but
simply to determine if some kind of long-term biochemical
Table 1
Age and kinetic parameters of platelet 5-HT uptake activity as measured by
[3H]-citalopram for tea drinkers and controls (from Callaway et al., 1994)
Tea drinkers

Controls

Age
(years)

Bmax (fmol/
mg protein)

Kd
(nM)

Age

Bmax (fmol/
mg protein)

Kd
(nM)

28
30
35
36
38
38
39
40
40
40
43
46
48
Mean = 38.5
SEM = 1.6

1179
914
971
1153
831
1470
688
790
847
1096
855
771
1346
993*
69

2.91
3.01
2.97
3.05
2.73
4.88
1.48
2.17
3.11
3.42
1.53
2.70
3.05
2.84
0.25

21
24
24
29
29
36
38
39
43
45

1022
458
593
653
856
888
718
674
766
614

2.29
1.63
2.39
2.15
2.96
2.89
2.46
3.38
2.17
2.37

Unpaired student’s t-test.
*P = 0.006.

32.8
2.8

724*
55

2.47
0.16

marker could be identified. Neither did we postulate any
conclusions about the possible ‘‘adverse’’ or ‘‘beneficial’’
implications of such a marker, if detected. We conducted the
assays on platelets collected from the same group of 15
volunteers after they had abstained from consuming the
tea for a period of 1 week. We also collected platelet
specimens from the age-matched controls who were not
hoasca drinkers. We were surprised to find a significant
up-regulation in the density of the citalopram binding sites in
the hoasca drinkers compared with control subjects. Although the hoasca drinkers had a higher density of transporters (Bmax = 993 fmol/mg protein in hoasca drinkers vs.
724 fmol/mg protein in matched controls; cf. Table 1), there
was no change in their affinity for the labeled citalopram
binding site. The significance of this finding, if any, is
unclear. There is no other pharmacological agent that is
known to cause a similar up-regulation, although chronic
administration of 5-HT uptake inhibitors has been reported to
decrease both Bmax (the density of binding sites) (Hrinda,
1987) and 5-HT transporter mRNA in rat brain (Lesch et al.,
1993). Increases in Bmax for the uptake site in human
platelets have been correlated with old age (Marazziti et
al., 1989) and also to the dark phase of the circadian cycle in
rabbits (Rocca et al., 1989). It has been speculated (Marazziti
et al., 1989) that up-regulation of 5-HT uptake sites in the
aged may be related to the natural course of neuronal decline.
Although our sample size was limited, we found no correlation with age, and the mean age of the sample was 38 years.
Also, none of our subjects showed evidence of any neurological or psychiatric deficit. In fact, in view of their
exceptionally healthy psychological profiles, one of the
investigators speculated that perhaps the serotonergic upregulation is associated, not simply with age, but with
‘‘wisdom’’—a characteristic often found in the aged, and
in many hoasca drinkers.
Another interesting self-experiment related to this finding
was carried out by one of the investigators, Jace Callaway,
following his return to Finland after the field phase of the
study was completed. Dr. Callaway has access to single
photon emission computerized tomography scanning facilities in the Department of Pharmacology at the University of
Kuopio. Suspecting that the causative agent of the unexpected up-regulation might be THH, Dr. Callaway took single
photon emission computerized tomography scans of his own
brain 5-HT uptake transporters prior to beginning a 6-week
course of daily dosing with THH, repeating the scan after the
treatment period. He found that the density of central 5-HT
receptors in the prefrontal cortex had increased; when he
discontinued THH, their density gradually returned to previous levels over the course of several weeks. While this
experiment only had 1 subject, if it is indicative of a general
effect of THH that can be replicated and confirmed, the
implications are potentially significant. A severe deficit of 5HT uptake sites in the frontal cortex has been found to be
correlated with aggressive disorders in violent alcoholics
(Tiihonen et al., 1997; Hallikainen et al., 1999); if THH is
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able specifically to reverse this deficit, it may have applications in the treatment of this syndrome. These findings are
especially interesting when viewed in the context of the
psychological data collected in the hoasca study (Grob et al.,
1996). The majority of the subjects had had a previous
history of alcoholism, and many had displayed violent
behavior in the years prior to joining the UDV; virtually all
attributed their recovery and change in behavior to their use
of hoasca tea in the UDV rituals. While it can be argued that
their reformation was due to the supportive social and
psychological environment found within the UDV, the
finding of this long-term change in precisely the serotonin
system that is deficient in violent alcoholism argues that
biochemical factors may also play a role.

9. Current legal and regulatory status of ayahuasca
In recent decades, ayahuasca has been integrated into the
religious practices of several syncretic religions in Brazil,
where it is consumed as a sacrament in large group rituals,
sometimes involving up to several hundred people. There are
3 primary Brazilian religions that employ ayahuasca as a
sacrament: the UDV, the Santo Daime, and the Barquinia.
The Santo Daime and UDV churches include about 10,000
members each throughout Brazil. The Barquinia is a smaller
group, consisting of only a few hundred members, primarily
in the Rio Branco area of the Amazon. The religious
practices of these groups, and their sacramental use of
ayahuasca, are sanctioned and legally permitted by CONFEN, the Brazilian regulatory agency that fulfills a role
similar to the FDA and DEA in this country.
Ayahuasca and its source plants are not internationally
prohibited under the 1971 Convention on Psychotropic Substances although one of them contains a Schedule I controlled
substance, DMT. The source plant B. caapi contains hcarboline alkaloids, which are not listed as controlled substances either internationally or in the United States, so the
controversy centers around the occurrence of DMT in the
admixture plant, P. viridis, or other DMT-containing admixtures that may occasionally be substituted for P. viridis. Pure
DMT is a Schedule I controlled substance under US law and
is listed as a controlled substance under the International
Convention on Psychotropic Substances. However, neither P.
viridis nor any of the numerous other plant species that are
known to contain DMT (cf. Smith, 1977; Ott, 1993) are
specifically controlled or regulated as controlled substances.
Many of these plants are freely and legally available from
Internet web sites and elsewhere (Halpern & Pope, 2001). A
recent opinion letter was issued by Herbert Schaepe, the
Secretary of the Board for the United Nations International
Narcotics Control Board (INCB) that has been helpful in
clarifying at least the international legal status of plants
containing DMT and other hallucinogens (Schaepe, 2001).
In response to an inquiry by Mr. Lousberg, Chief, Inspectorate for Health Care of the Ministry of Public Health in the
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Netherlands regarding whether plant materials and their
decoctions are covered by the Convention on Psychotropic
Substances. The inquiry was sent by Mr. Lousberg. The
opinion letter (dated 17 January 2001) states:
No plants (natural materials) containing DMT are at present controlled under the 1971 Convention on Psychotropic Substances. Consequently, preparations (e.g.,
decoctions) made of these plants, including ayahuasca,
are not under international control, and, therefore, not
subject to any of the articles of the 1971 convention.
A copy of this letter was submitted in support of a suit
filed by the North American chapter of the UDV seeking a
preliminary injunction against attempts by the Department
of Justice to suppress the group’s religious use of hoasca
(see below).
The UDV and Santo Daime churches that originated in
Brazil now have legally incorporated American chapters that
use ayahuasca in religious ceremonies. In November 2000,
the US chapter of the UDV, based in Santa Fe, petitioned the
Department of Justice in the US District Court for the District
of New Mexico for the return of some 30 gal of its
sacramental hoasca. This material had been seized by the
DEA from the home of the UDV leader in May 1999. The
UDV appealed for a special exemption to allow for the
religious use of ayahuasca under the provisions of the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act (see http://www.nvo.
com/cd/nss-folder/pubfiles/PltnfsComplaint.pdf) (O Centro
Espirita Beneficiente UDV et al., 2000). A favorable ruling
by that court in 2002 allowed for the religious use of hoasca
tea by the UDV Church (US District Court for the District of
New Mexico: No CV 00-1647 JP/LRP (see ‘‘Federal Court
Rules in Favor of Ayahuasca-Using Church,’’ http://
www.cognitiveliberty.org/dll/udv_pj_granted.htm; Center
for Cognitive Liberty and Ethics, 2002a, 2002b). The government filed an emergency stay, and the favorable ruling
was temporarily contravened (see http://www.nvo.com/cd/
nss-folder/pubfiles/emerstay.htm) (Westlaw Citation #
31862699, 2002). In September 2003, a 3-judge review
panel in the 10th US Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver
again returned a ruling in favor of the UDV. The ultimate
resolution of this case remains pending and may eventually
require review by the US Supreme Court. A complete
chronology of this case and links to relevant public documents filed in the process can be found on the web site of
the Center for Cognitive Liberty and Ethics (http://www.
cognitiveliberty.org/dll/udv_index.htm).
Although the ultimate outcome of the UDV’s efforts to
secure legal sanction for their religious use of ayahuasca
may entail years of litigation, it is clear that increasing
numbers of people in the United States are using ayahuasca
on a regular basis in rituals and in religious ceremonies. The
growing use of ayahuasca for religious (and recreational)
purposes in the United State has public health implications.
Additionally, the growth of ‘‘ayahuasca tourism’’ in the
Amazon is attracting increasing numbers of American and
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foreign travelers (Dobkin de Rios, 1994). The uncertain
legal and regulatory status under US law of ayahuasca, or
more specifically, its DMT-containing component, P. viridis,
also may pose challenges for the eventual pursuit of clinical
investigations of ayahuasca under an Investigational New
Drug (IND) application.

10. The rationale for clinical studies of ayahuasca
There are currently 2 primary rationales supporting the
need for controlled clinical investigations of ayahuasca:
1. Ayahuasca is becoming increasingly popular in this
country for both religious and recreational purposes.
The currently pending legal challenges to the religious
use of ayahuasca, described above, have so far resulted in
rulings favorable to the UDV, the religious organization
that has petitioned the government for the legal right to
employ ayahuasca as a sacrament under the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act. This raises the possibility that
religious use of ayahuasca may eventually become legally
sanctioned in the United States. Yet, increasing use of
ayahuasca, whether ritually or recreationally, has public
health implications. Despite a long history and tradition of
indigenous use that indicates that the preparation can be
used safely, very little actual clinical data have been
accumulated, which provides a scientific basis for the
notion that ayahuasca is safe for human use. Such studies
are needed to inform the currently pending legal
challenges to its use for religious purposes. In addition,
such studies would provide health professionals with a
body of information as to its safety, possible side effects,
potential drug interactions, potential for adverse reactions, and possible toxicity. Such data may be essential for
health providers in the event they are required to treat
individuals who have ingested ayahuasca.
2. A second rationale is that ayahuasca may have
therapeutic applications, and these require investigation
within the context of well-designed clinical studies.
Ideally, such studies should be conducted under an FDAapproved IND protocol, together with whatever regulatory permissions are required from the DEA and an
institutional IRB affiliated with the institution where the
study is to be conducted.

11. Ayahuasca clinical research to date
11.1. Key findings from the ‘‘Hoasca Project’’
Grob et al. (1996) studied the short- and long-term
toxicity profile of hoasca use in the Brazilian UDV. They
reported that there was no evidence of acute toxicity during
the sessions or of long-term toxicity or other adverse health
effects. Hoasca, in the context of the UDV, is consumed

regularly by men and women ranging in ages from 13 to 90
and appears to be safe. Many of the older members of the
UDV, who are now well into their 80s, have used hoasca
regularly since their teenage years and are remarkable for
their mental acuity, lack of serious disease history, and
physical vigor (Callaway et al., 1999). Psychological
screening tests and evaluations have found no evidence of
long-term mental or cognitive impairment in long-term
hoasca drinkers (UDV members). In fact, most members
performed slightly better than control subjects on measures
of cognitive function, verbal facility and recall, mathematical ability, motivation, and emotional well-being and personality adjustment (Grob et al., 1996). The study protocol
included the psychological assessment of 15 long-term
UDV members utilizing hoasca as a legal, psychoactive
sacrament, as well as 15 matched controls with no prior
history of hoasca ingestion. Measures administered to both
groups included structured psychiatric diagnostic interviews, personality testing, and neuropsychological evaluation. Overall assessment revealed high functional status.
Implications of these findings and the need for further
investigation are discussed (Grob et al., 1996). In addition
to psychological parameters, the study included pharmacokinetic measurements of the major active alkaloids (Callaway et al., 1999). Three key findings have emerged from
the study, which has come to be known as the ‘‘Hoasca
Project.’’ These have been described in detail in the previous sections.

12. Potential therapeutic applications of ayahuasca
Two kinds of evidence argue that ayahuasca may have
therapeutic applications. A considerable body of anecdotal
evidence, coupled with a long history of ethnomedical use,
indicates that ayahuasca may be useful for the treatment of
abuse disorders, such as alcoholism and substance abuse, as
well as for physical maladies such as cancer. In addition, the
results of a 1993 biomedical study of long-term members of
the UDV in Brazil have provided data that may indicate
directions for the future direction of clinical studies of
ayahuasca.
12.1. Treatment of alcoholism and substance abuse
In the right circumstances, meaning within appropriate
supportive settings and social milieus such as the Brazilian
UDV, regular and long-term hoasca use may result in
profound, lasting, and positive behavioral and lifestyle
changes. The most dramatic example is the finding that,
prior to their joining the UDV church, most members that
were interviewed had histories of alcoholism, substance
abuse, domestic violence, and other maladaptive behaviors
and lifestyles. These dysfunctional behaviors resolved themselves on subsequent induction into the UDV and regular
use of the hoasca sacrament (Grob et al., 1996).
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Dr. Micheal Winkelman coined the term psychointegrator plants for describing the psychological benefits of
ayahuasca administration (Winkelman, 1995). There is
increasing interest in shamanistic forms of healing and
ayahuasca’s reputed psychological, medical, and spiritual
benefits have stirred interest among North American scientists, physicians, and the intellectual lay public. Many North
Americans and Europeans travel to the Amazon to participate in ayahuasca ceremonies led by traditional shamans
(also called ayahuasqueros) (Dobkin de Rios, 1994). A
recent report on BBC radio (http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/crossing_continents/3243277.stm) discusses the
successful use of ayahuasca to treat cocaine addition at a
Peruvian clinic. The results of the Hoasca study, described
above, also argue that ayahuasca treatment, within an
appropriate psychotherapeutic context, may also be applicable to the treatment of alcoholism.
12.2. Treatment of serotonergic deficits
Coupled with these positive psychological and behavioral
changes, was an unexpected finding. Apparently, regular
ayahuasca use results in a long-term modulation of serotonin
systems in the brain; specifically, that populations of serotonin transporters exhibit an elevated density in platelets
and in the brain, an effect that may be due to one of the
h-carbolines in the ayahuasca mixture (see Table 1). The
parameter measured in the hoasca study was an elevation in
the density of 5-HT transporters in platelets, and did not
directly measure brain levels. However, psychopharmacologists have long-used platelets as a peripheral marker of
similar biochemical events occurring within the brain (Stahl,
1977; Pletscher & Laubscher, 1980). The serotonin transporter is the membrane bound protein in serotonin containing
neurons that manages the reuptake of this neurotransmitter
from the synapse, and is the site of action of Prozac and other
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors. Hence, the 5-HT
transporter is intimately involved with syndromes such as
depression and other mood disorders, suicidal behavior, etc.
(Coccaro et al., 1989; Roy et al., 1991; Tiihonen et al., 1997).
Callaway et al. (1994) have hypothesized that the elevation
of 5-HT transporters seen with long-term ayahuasca use and
the positive behavioral changes are linked. Work by other
investigators have found severe deficits in the density of
these transporters in people with behavioral disorders, especially patients with a history of alcoholism linked with
violence, and in those prone to suicidal behavior (Tiihonen
et al., 1997; Hallikainen et al., 1999). Based on our finding
that 5-HT transporters are significantly elevated in long-term
users of ayahuasca, we speculate that ayahuasca may be able
to reverse these deficits over time (Callaway et al., 1994).
Serotonergic deficits have been linked to a variety of
functional, behavioral, and neurodegenerative disorders,
ranging from alcoholism to depression, autism, schizophrenia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and senile
dementias. Recent advances in the cloning of neurotransmit-
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ter transporter genes and the development of transporterdeficient knockout mice have given neurobiologists powerful new tools for investigating the role of monoamine transporters in the regulation of neurotransmitter functions and
their potential links to neurobiological and behavioral disorders (Blakely & Bauman, 2000). Genetic polymorphisms
in transporter genes and their expression have been linked to
anxiety states (Lesch et al., 1996), autism (Cook et al., 1997),
affective disorders (Sher et al., 2000), and alcohol and
cocaine abuse (Little et al., 1998). The results from the
UDV study indicate that one or more constituents in ayahuasca may be able to modulate gene expression for the
serotonin transporters and that the long-term changes observed are correlated with positive behavioral changes. If
these preliminary findings are borne out by more rigorous
clinical studies neurobiologists may have a new compound
that may be applied to the study of serotonin transporter
expression and regulation. Eventually, compounds developed form this work may yield new treatments for substance
abuse and psychiatric disorders.
12.3. Immune modulation
The third piece of evidence that has emerged is more
anecdotal than scientific, but is nonetheless intriguing. This
is that ayahuasca may have significant immunomodulatory
effects. A number of users of ayahuasca in North America
have reported that they have experienced remissions of
cancers and other serious illnesses in conjunction with
regular use of the tea (Topping, 1998). Additionally, the
longevity, physical vigor, and mental acuity evidenced by
many ayahuasqueros in Peru has long been noted as remarkable. Many of these shamans living in developing
nations are well into their 70s, 80s, and 90s and yet appear
to live out their years in a state of physical and mental health
that would be the envy of many in the so-called developed
countries. Certainly, some of this is due to dietary factors and
a physically vigorous and demanding lifestyle; but some of it
may be the result of exceptional immune functions due to
their years of working with ayahuasca. Many of these
practitioners are accustomed to consuming it several times
a week in the performance of their healing practices and have
done so most of their adult lives (Luna, 1984a, 1984b, 1986).
In the context of mestizo folk medicine and indigenous
shamanic practice, ayahuasca has long enjoyed a reputation
as a healing medicine, with properties that transcend its
acute, psychological effects. These properties may be attributable to its immune potentiating effects, if they are found to
exist. Although the evidence at this point is anecdotal and
speculative, this hypothesis can be easily resolved empirically. Many plants are known to possess immune-potentiating properties and both in vivo and in vitro methodologies
have been developed to measure the immune-modulating
properties of plant extracts (Wilasrusmee et al., 2002a,
2002b; Klein et al., 2000). A recent study characterized the
immunopotentiating and antitumor properties of another
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well-known indigenous hallucinogen, the peyote cactus
(Franco-Molina et al., 2003).
12.4. Clinical studies by Spanish investigators
Subsequent to the completion of the ‘‘Hoasca Project’’
and the publication of its results, a group of investigators at
the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona in Spain have
conducted clinical investigations examining various aspects
of the pharmacology of ayahuasca in healthy volunteers.
Using a freeze-dried, preparation of Brazilian ayahuasca
standardized to contain known quantities of DMT and hcarboline alkaloids, these investigators initially conducted
safety assessments and dose-response studies in a small
sample of healthy volunteers (Riba et al., 2001a, 2001b).
After documenting physiological and subjective changes
induced by the lyophilized ayahuasca preparation, the
investigators concluded that it was well tolerated and
presented an acceptable side-effect profile. Subsequent
investigations focused on characterization of the pharmacokinetic profiles and effects on cardiovascular parameters
(Yritia et al., 2002; Riba et al., 2003). Electrophysiological
and psychological effects were investigated using topographic pharmaco-EEG mapping, (Riba et al., 2002a), while
effects on the startle reflex and sensory and sensorimotor
gating were assessed using suppression of the P50 auditory
evoked potential and prepulse inhibition of the startle reflex
(Riba et al., 2002b). In contrast to studies with other
psychedelic agents, such as psilocybin, these investigators
found a decremental effect on sensory gating as measured
by the auditory evoked potential and a lack of effect on
sensorimotor gating measured by prepulse inhibition. More
relevant, perhaps, to the immediate concerns regarding the
safety of using ayahuasca in humans are that no serious
adverse reactions, evidence of toxicity, or lack of tolerability was experienced by the subjects over the series of
studies.

13. The pathway to clinical studies
There exists both a need and an opportunity to investigate these questions in a more rigorous scientific framework
that conforms to currently accepted medical paradigms for
conducting clinical research. The evidence from the Brazilian UDV study is intriguing, but not compelling; the sample
of subjects studied was small, and given the exigencies of
conducting this kind of research in a foreign country and a
nonclinical venue, inevitably many factors could not be
controlled. Additionally, the question of immune potentiation has yet to be investigated in any manner beyond
anecdotal reports and casual observations. The safety and
efficacy of ayahuasca has not been definitively verified, and
safety concerns in the United States grow as use of ayahuasca as a spiritual sacrament grows. The American medical
community will insist, rightly so, on more rigorous inves-

tigations in the form of controlled clinical trials before any
possible therapeutic investigations can proceed.
A number of hurdles must be overcome before ayahuasca
can be studied in a clinical context in the United States. First
of all, a clarification of its legal status is needed to determine
what kinds of permissions, if any, are needed from the DEA
and other relevant law-enforcement agencies to pursue
clinical studies. Although the opinion issued by the Secretary for the UN Narcotics Control Board (Schaepe, 2001)
indicates that neither the preparation nor the source plants
are internationally regulated, the status of ayahuasca under
US law remains in limbo. The UDV’s case for an exemption
for the sacramental use of hoasca under the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act has received favorable rulings in
2 Federal courts and appeal to the Supreme Court is likely. It
is to be hoped that a favorable resolution in this case will
simplify the regulatory challenges to biomedical studies of
ayahuasca.
13.1. Step I: preclinical
study—phytochemistry and pharmacology
Assuming the regulatory dilemmas are eventually resolved, it remains unlikely that the FDA will approve an
initial IND application for a clinical study without an
extensive body of data derived from preclinical investigations. Although the clinical studies by Riba et al. (2001a,
2001b, 2002a, 2002b, 2003) and Yritia et al. (2002) have
produced evidence that ayahuasca can be used safely in a
clinical setting, FDA regulators may insist on generating
preclinical data within the United States.
Ayahuasca has been poorly studied in animal models,
and such a requirement on the part of the FDA could
contribute to better quality research in subsequent clinical
phases. Many of the questions relating to the understanding
of ayahuasca’s pharmacology can and should be addressed
first in appropriate in vitro and animal models. The results
of those preclinical studies will then be useful in terms of
framing and focusing subsequent clinical studies.
Ayahuasca, like all botanical medicines, is a complex
combination of hundreds, or perhaps even thousands, of
biologically active compounds. Although there have been
extensive phytochemical investigations of ayahuasca over
the years, almost all of them have focused exclusively on the
alkaloids, since they are the psychoactive constituents. Not
even all of the alkaloids have been investigated thoroughly;
for example, the pharmacology of the pyrrolidine alkaloids
shihunine and dihydroshihunine in B. caapi remains a black
box although the compounds were isolated over 30 years ago.
Ayahuasca and its source plants are likely to contain flavonoids, tannins, lignans, saponins, volatile oils, and many of
the other classes of secondary metabolites that are widespread
in plants. All of these have enormous molecular diversity and
all have been shown to posses an equally wide spectrum of
pharmacological activities. None of those in ayahuasca,
however, have been investigated from this perspective. Ad-
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ditionally, much of the early phytochemical work and preclinical pharmacology on Banisteriopsis extracts was conducted over 30 years ago (Deuloufeu, 1967; O’Connell,
1969; Stull et al., 1971; Ferguson, 1972). There have been
important advances in both phytochemical analysis methods
and preclinical pharmacology since this work was carried out,
and there is a need to revisit these questions using more
current methodologies. A thorough phytochemical characterization of ayahuasca and its source plants then becomes the
first order of business for any preclinical studies. Extracts of
each plant should be made and fractionated using standard
phytochemical procedures. The biological activities of the
fractions can be further characterized using appropriate in
vitro assays. These investigations will provide guidance for
further studies in animal models and eventually in clinical
trials; it may also detect activities, even toxicity, that is
currently unsuspected or uncharacterized. It is important that
these investigations be conducted using source plants of
known provenance, documented by herbarium voucher collections, so that the data will be applicable to the development
of a standardized preparation for eventual use in INDauthorized clinical studies.
Preclinical studies will also enable investigators to examine aspects of ayahuasca’s pharmacology that may be relevant
to its suspected therapeutic activity. For example, a recent in
vitro investigation reported activities in Banisteriopsis
extracts potentially relevant to the treatment of Parkinson’s
disease (Schwarz et al., 2003) in which the h-carboline
components alone did not sufficiently account for all of the
observed activity. Techniques, such as in vitro receptor
binding and autoradiography, can be applied to characterize
the effects of ayahuasca alkaloids and extracts on modulation
of the serotonin transporter and other neurobiological functions. Similarly, questions about the possible immune-potentiating effects of ayahuasca can be initially addressed in
animal or in vitro test systems. Relatively standard in vitro
and in vivo techniques for measuring immune response have
been applied to a variety of medicinal plants (cf. Klein et al.,
2000; Wilasrusmee et al., 2002a, 2002b).
13.2. Step II: investigational new drug application
The phytochemical profiling and preclinical pharmacological and toxicological data generated in the preclinical
phase will lay the foundation for the IND application.
The FDA has issued a draft of guidelines, still under
review, for the development of botanical drugs (FDA/CDER,
2002). The current draft can be viewed at http://www.fda.
gov/cder/guidance/1221dft.htm. The study medication to be
developed must conform to these guidelines, in whatever
form may be current at the time the application is submitted.
Ayahuasca as prepared and traditionally consumed in the
Amazon is a decoction prepared from fresh plant materials
that is consumed orally as a beverage. The suggested
preparation under the IND protocol differs from the traditional preparation in that it will be a freeze-dried, aqueous
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extract made from fresh plant materials and administered in
capsules. Although not ‘‘traditional,’’ this preparation can be
more easily standardized and is likely to have longer term
stability than an aqueous decoction. Moreover, use of a
freeze-dried, encapsulated, standardized preparation will
make the clinical and preclinical results more readily comparable with the work of Riba et al. (2001a, 2001b). These
investigators have set a standard of sorts since they are the
only investigators so far to conduct clinical studies with
ayahuasca. This extract can be standardized to contain a
quantified amount of 3 of the known active alkaloids, viz.,
DMT, harmine, and THH. The methods will follow those
described by Riba et al. (2001b) in the preparation of a
freeze-dried extract for clinical study. These investigators
reported that 611 g of a freeze-dried, yellowish powder was
obtained from a 9.6-L batch of Brazilian ayahuasca, which
was used in that study. This represents a solid matter content
of 63.6 g/L of soluble solutes from the decoction process. In
the present study, we suggest a slightly different methodology be adopted from that followed by Riba et al., in that
freeze-dried decoctions of each plant should be prepared
separately and quantitatively analyzed. The separate extracts
can then be combined in appropriate proportions based on
the analytical data, such that the final extract will contain
known concentrations of the key alkaloids, harmine, THH,
and DMT. This method should minimize the inherent
variability created by generating different batches of ayahuasca and then lyophilizing the whole extract. Final
volumes and alkaloid concentrations of the combined
extracts can be adjusted, if necessary, using inert excipient
materials such as lactose.
Advances in phytopharmaceutical technology over the
past decade make the preparation of a standardized version
of ayahuasca, in which the levels of active constituents are
well-characterized, a relatively straightforward proposition.
The challenge is to use methods that are similar to traditional indigenous methods of preparation, but carried out
under a consistent and replicable protocol. To develop a
replicable extraction and standardization procedure, some
range-finding work will be needed using small batches of
test material to determine the appropriate extraction parameters prior to scaling up to produce the test batch to be used
in the study. Specifically, parameters such as the initial and
final volumes of solvent (water) to be used, and the effect of
boiling time, on the amount of soluble extractives and the
alkaloid levels of the final, freeze-dried extract of each plant
will need to be determined. Analytical methods, primarily
thin-layer chromatography, and high-performance liquid
chromatography can be used for the qualitative and quantitative characterization of each freeze-dried extract
(McKenna et al., 1984; Callaway et al., 1996).
13.3. Step III: initial clinical studies—safety assessment
Once IND and IRB approvals have been obtained, the
initial clinical study should focus on assessing safety in
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normal, healthy volunteers. Specific therapeutic outcomes
must be deferred to a subsequent, Phase II study in an
appropriate patient population. The therapeutic applications
to be addressed will in part be determined by the data
generated in the animal models and in the initial clinical
study in healthy volunteers. In many respects, the objective
of this initial study will be to replicate the results of the
study of Riba et al. (2001a, 2001b) to establish the safety
and tolerability of the standardized ayahuasca preparation.
An open-label (i.e., nonplacebo) dose escalation study
design will be employed in a minimum of 12 subjects over
a 12-week period, for a total of 6 doses per subject at 2week intervals. In this respect, the proposed dosing protocol
differs from that employed by Riba et al. (2001a, 2001b). In
that study, subjects received a total of 4 doses of standardized extract ranging from 0 (placebo) to 1.0 mg/kg DMT/kg.
Administration was single-blind, in that the doses were
known to the investigators for safety reasons, but subjects
were told they would receive 1 of 4 doses at random.
In the IND study, we are proposing to administer a total
of 6 doses at 2-week intervals over the 12-week course of
the study. As with Riba et al.’s study, randomized low,
medium, and high doses will be used in a single-blind
design. This time course and dosing regimen will be used
because it corresponds more closely to the anticipated
therapeutic dosing regimen in a subsequent efficacy trial.
Table 2 summarizes the proposed clinical guidelines and
parameters to be assessed in this initial Phase I safety study.
13.4. Step IV: subsequent clinical
studies—efficacy of ayahuasca therapy for alcoholism
If the safety and tolerability of ayahuasca is confirmed in
the initial study as we anticipate it will be, then the efficacy
trial should focus on a clear therapeutic objective. Based on
the data generated by the Hoasca study, the treatment of
alcohol dependence would appear to be the most logical
target. In the UDV subjects in that study (Grob et al., 1996),
cessation of alcohol use was linked to ingestion of hoasca
tea in a supportive social context and to long-term elevations in the density of platelet 5-HT transporters. Ideally, a
clinical efficacy study would seek to replicate these conditions to the extent possible. Candidates with a history of
alcohol dependence should be selected for the study. In
addition, neuroimaging technologies could be applied to
prescreen the subjects for the existence of central serotonin
transporter deficits. Subjects found to display the deficits,
along with a behavioral history of alcohol dependence,
could then be selected for inclusion in the study. The
subject’s response over the course of the treatment could
be assessed by monitoring several parameters, including (1)
rates of relapse with respect to drinking; (2) changes in
personality, attitudes, and behavior as assessed in psychiatric interviews and by the application of assessment instruments such as the Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire,
and (3) long-term modulation (presumably, elevation) of

Table 2
Proposed clinical guidelines and assessment parameters for a Phase I safety
study of ayahuasca
Number of
subjects
Subject
characteristics
Preparation
Inclusion
criteria

Exclusion
criteria

Compliance
monitoring
Dosing
regimen
Controls
Measured
parameters

Psychological
evaluations

12 – 15 evaluable subjects (15 – 25 subjects initially
screened)
Normal, healthy volunteers, male and female, ages
20 – 50
Subject education, informed consent
Naı̈ve to effects of ayahuasca but prior experience
with hallucinogens. No exposure to hallucinogens
within previous 6 months; abstinence from alcohol,
cannabis, or other illegal drugs for minimum 2 weeks
prior to initiation of the study
Evidence of psychological or neurological
abnormalities; evidence of abnormal liver, GI, or
renal functions or disease; evidence of hypertension
or abnormal CV function; evidence of HIV or other
infections; pregnancy; evidence of concomitant use
of prescription medications
Periodic random urinalysis applied at intervals
throughout the study
Six total doses administered at 2-week intervals;
randomized low, medium, and high doses will be
administered in a single-blind model
Control values will be baseline values for measured
parameters, prior to initiation of the study
Adverse events; CBC; chemistry panel (SMAC-24);
EKG; blood pressure; heart rate; temperature; EEG
spectral analysis; SF-36 Medical Outcomes Survey;
psychological evaluations (see below); platelet 5-HT
transporter radioligand binding profiles; plasma
levels of DMT, THH, harmine, and harmaline;
T/B/NK cell panel; NK cell activity
Hallucinogen rating scale scored at 8 hr postsession;
structured psychiatric evaluations

serotonin transporter densities measured with single photon
emission computerized tomography or similar appropriate
neuroimaging methodology. If supported by the preclinical
and initial clinical data, secondary outcome measures might
also include the assessment of immune response.

14. Conclusion
The reputation of ayahuasca as a jungle medicine and
shamanic psychedelic plant concoction is nearly legendary,
but scientific investigations by a variety of investigators
over several decades have succeeded in elucidating much of
the botany, chemistry, pharmacology, and ethnography that
underlies the legend. Clinical investigations of its possible
applications in psychiatric practices or in other healing
modalities have been few, and formidable legal and technical challenges must be faced and overcome before further
studies of its potential as a medicine can be investigated in
appropriate clinical settings. It is to be hoped that the
completion of recent, albeit preliminary, clinical studies in
Brazil and Spain, and the possible approval of its use in a
religious context, will open the door to further rigorous
scientific investigations of ayahuasca’s potential to heal.
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ABSTRACT
Aim To extend previous reviews by assessing the acute systemic toxicity and psychological hazards of a dimethyltryptamine and b-carboline brew (ayahuasca/hoasca) used in religious ceremonies. Method A systematic literature
search, supplemented by interviews with ceremony participants. Results No laboratory animal models were located
that tested the acute toxicity or the abuse potential of ayahuasca. Separate animal studies of the median lethal dose of
dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and of several harmala alkaloids indicated that a lethal dose of these substances in humans
is probably greater than 20 times the typical ceremonial dose. Adverse health effects may occur from casual use of
ayahuasca, particularly when serotonergic substances are used in conjunction. DMT is capable of inducing aversive
psychological reactions or transient psychotic episodes that resolve spontaneously in a few hours. There was no
evidence that ayahuasca has substantial or persistent abuse potential. Long-term psychological benefits have been
documented when ayahuasca is used in a well-established social context. Conclusion A decoction of DMT and
harmala alkaloids used in religious ceremonies has a safety margin comparable to codeine, mescaline or methadone.
The dependence potential of oral DMT and the risk of sustained psychological disturbance are minimal.
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INTRODUCTION
Among substances suspected of having abuse potential,
N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) has received relatively
little attention. However, in 2006, a case was decided by
the US Supreme Court that involved the question as to
whether a DMT and b-carboline plant decoction
(ayahuasca/hoasca) is safe for ceremonial use by
members of a small spiritualist Christian church [1]. The
church prevailed in a unanimous decision in part
because the government, which opposed the use of DMT,
could not meet its burden of showing that hoasca posed a
serious health risk to church members. This paper is a
review of the known acute systemic risks of oral DMT
and concomitantly ingested harmala alkaloids.
Risk refers to the quantified probability of a future
harm. The concept of risk requires a causal relationship
between a hazard (such as a drug overdose) and a known
unfavorable outcome (such as illness or death). In order
to establish this causal relationship, a stimulus must

produce an effect more often than would normally occur
in the absence of that stimulus. Thus, the probabilistic
estimate of risk is often an intrinsic aspect of the research
process by which a causal relation is demonstrated. In the
case of oral DMT, probabilistic estimates can be made for
very few of the drug’s effects at the present time. Some
effects, both favorable and unfavorable, that have been
attributed to DMT may amount to little more than plausible associations. Given the limited amount of published
scientific data regarding oral DMT, this paper takes a
broad view of potential hazards with the expectation that
future research will better establish the risks that might
actually exist.
Ayahuasca (EYE-ah-WAS-ka) or hoasca (WAS-ka) is a
mixture consisting essentially of two compounds. One is
an amine—the simplest and most common being the
tryptamine DMT. The second compound is a monoamine
oxidase inhibitor (MAOI) in the form of a b-carboline
such as harmine, harmaline or tetrahydroharmine. DMT
alone has predicable and significant psychological
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activity when smoked, injected or insufflated; but when
used orally it only becomes, or remains, psychoactive in
combination with an MAOI [2–4].
Ayahuasca/hoasca is prepared customarily by combining the leaves from the Psychotria viridis bush along
with bark scraped from the stem of the Banisteriopsis caapi
vine [4,5]. The ingredients are boiled for several hours
and then decanted. The resulting thick, brown, oily liquid
(referred to colloquially in some locales as ‘vine of the
souls’ or ‘vine of the dead’) has been used throughout the
Amazon Basin as a medicinal and ceremonial beverage
since antiquity [6].
Various sacramental brews containing DMT and
b-carbolines, used primarily in Amazonia, are generally
known as ayahuasca. The term ‘hoasca’, a Portuguese
transliteration of ayahuasca, is limited historically and
properly to a subclass of ayahuasca beverages associated
with a specific sacramental use ([5], chapter 16, ‘Hoasca
versus Ayahuasca’). The most commonly recognized sacramental use of ayahuasca occurs among members of
two churches in Brazil: the O Centro Espirita Beneficiente
Uniao Do Vegetal (UDV), founded in 1961 with approximately 8000 current members, and the Santo Daime,
founded around 1940 with approximately 2500 current
members. Hoasca preparation occurs as part of a religious ritual known as preparo in the UDV. The Santo
Daime church also uses a decoction of P. viridis and B.
cappi called santo daime or simply daime, and its preparation ritual is known as feitio [7]. In the present paper,
‘hoasca’ will refer exclusively to UDV’s sacramental
decoction of plant DMT and harmala alkaloids.
The UDV cultivates the plants that are used in their
hoasca ‘tea’ on land that the church owns and maintains
for that purpose. The preparo ceremony can involve up to
200 people working together at a UDV temple over a
period of several days. Photographs of the process appear
in Metzner ([8], pp. 20, 21, 205). In 1992, the Brazilian
Federal Narcotics Council granted legal status for the use
of hoasca in religious contexts.

25

‘overdose’, ‘lethal dose’, ‘lethality’, ‘toxicity’, ‘death’,
‘therapeutic index’, ‘abuse potential’ and ‘dependency’.
The most relevant books, reference works and special
journal issues (e.g. [5,8,11–12]) were also consulted,
thus expanding the information sources beyond those
located only by the search descriptors. In 2003, this
author met with 16 people 2 hours before and periodically for 12 hours after an ayahuasca ceremony led by a
Peruvian shaman. In 2005, the author had access to a
detailed legal document [13] consisting of more than
1000 pages that served as the evidentiary basis for health
information about hoasca for use in the US Supreme
Court case mentioned previously [1].
An item retrieved during the literature search was
considered potentially relevant if it met at least two of
four criteria: (1) DMT or one of the monoamine oxidase
inhibitors was quantified with respect to an effective or a
toxic dose; (2) the health status of the individual was
indicated; (3) the possible use of concomitant substances
was mentioned; and (4) the data source appeared to be
technical or scholarly in nature.

RESULTS
Fewer than 100 scholarly articles that focused specifically
on ayahuasca/hoasca were located in English-language
serial publications. The majority of these articles involved
inapplicable topics such as neurological experiments, ethnographic descriptions or potential medical uses. The
descriptors ‘dimethyltryptamine’, ‘harmine’, ‘harmaline’
and ‘tetrahydroharmine’ resulted in approximately 200
citations retrieved from the databases, excluding Google
and the Science Citation Index. However, after crossindexing the keyword ‘toxicity’ with these four descriptors, the number of non-redundant citations that met the
screening criteria was fewer than 25. When all relevant
citations from serial publications were supplemented
with excerpts from scholarly books, monographs and
published reports, the total number of documents printed
and filed was approximately 140.

METHOD
The present paper extends previous reviews [9,10] that
compared the acute lethal toxicity and the abuse potential of various psychoactive substances. A simple inductive and iterative procedure was used to locate Englishlanguage serial publications, from 1969 to 2005,
accessible through six databases: Biosis Previews, Digital
Dissertations, Google, PsychAbstracts, Pubmed and
Toxline. The Science Citation Index was occasionally used
to follow-up unusually salient reports. Six primary search
terms—‘ayahuasca’, ‘hoasca’, ‘dimethyltryptamine’,
‘harmine’, ‘harmaline’ and ‘tetrahydroharmine’—were
keyed into the search engines and scanned for the topics

Description of ayahuasca/hoasca brew
The DMT alkaloid has been reported as ranging from
0.1% to 0.66% dry weight in P. viridis leaves [14]. Surprisingly, the DMT in leaf samples from a single P. viridis
plant has been shown to vary from approximately 3 mg/g
to 9.5 mg/g dry weight in the course of one day. The
concentrations of the b-carboline alkaloids in B. caapi
have been reported as ranging from 0.05% to 1.95% dry
weight [15,16].
Substantial variation in concentrations and proportions of the constituents of ayahuasca brews can be
expected as a consequence of the varying chemical
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Table 1 Quantity (in milligrams) of alkaloids in ayahuasca/hoasca brews.1
Dose size 2

DMT

Harmine

Harmaline

THH

Reference

140 ml
237 ml
60 ml
Gelatin capsule
100 ml
100 ml3
Gelatin capsule
200 ml

35.6
33
36
30
9.1
8.8
42
25

238
17
280
120
47.5
9.2
71
30

28
26
25
None
Trace
Not stated
4.8
trace

150
Not stated
96
None
4.2
26.5
57
10

[2,14,18]
[75]
[15]
[4]
[17]
[17]
[30]
[16]

1
Adapted, in part, from Riba [76]. 2Estimated average given to a 70 kg adult in the study referenced. 3Two samples of ayahuasca reported in the same
study.

composition of the source plants as well as different
methods of preparation. Average DMT doses in assayed
ayahuasca brews have ranged from 8.8 mg [17] to 42 mg
[18]. The content of other alkaloids also varied widely
(see Table 1). This fivefold variance of DMT quantities in
ayahuasca brews might be compared to the common
fivefold variance in caffeinated beverages which range
typically from 0.2 mg/ml of caffeine in green tea to
1.0 mg/ml of caffeine in filtered coffee [19].
The ritual structure in which hoasca is ingested
provides some control of dosage and subsequent psychological effects. Because the natural sources used in preparation of the tea does not allow UDV members to
standardize their hoasca brew with respect to DMT or
b-carbolines, the person conducting the ceremony drinks
the brew before administering it to UDV members as a
means of testing for potency. Different amounts of the
brew are initially offered to individual participants and,
depending upon reactions, a participant may be offered a
second cup at his or her request.
A clear distinction must be made between preparations consisting exclusively of DMT that are injected,
smoked or insufflated versus DMT preparations that are
oral mixtures of DMT and MAOI. Injected, smoked or
insufflated DMT is noted for its very rapid activity. Peak
cognitive effects last only 3–10 minutes, and normal consciousness returns within 30 minutes. In contrast, initial
somatic effects (e.g. nausea, tingling, increased body temperature) after ingesting oral DMT appear in approximately 20 minutes, followed by the onset of cognitive
effects that peak between 60 and 120 minutes [20]. The
cognitive effects diminish gradually to a normal state in
approximately 4 hours. At normally used doses, the psychological effects of oral DMT are less intense than those
of injected, smoked or insufflated DMT.

Acute lethality
A traditional and standard criterion for assessing the
relative toxicity of various substances has been the lethal

dose of a substance. The median lethal dose (LD50) is the
statistically derived quantity of a substance given in a
single dose that causes death in 50% of the experimental
animals. One early study by Trevan [21] used more than
900 mice to assess the toxicity of cocaine and of insulin.
More humane standards, such as the minimal lethal dose
or the maximal non-lethal dose, are being gradually
implemented by toxicologists, although many regulatory
agencies still rely on the traditional LD50. Some test procedures have been advocated that can reduce the number
of killed animals to as few as six [22].
The criterion of single-dose acute lethality is an
extremely limited estimate of human toxicity because it
does not take into account variables such as interspecies
differences, repeated dosing, environmental conditions,
prior health status and psychological factors. None the
less, the influence that such variables might have on
an established dose–response relationship should not
obscure the fact that the LD50 is a clearly defined, replicable and important benchmark of toxicity.
The LD50 of DMT in mice is reported as 47 mg/kg
intraperitoneally and 32 mg/kg intravenously [23]. No
other LD50 data on DMT are believed to be available in
the English language at this time. Five compounds
with structural resemblance to DMT—serotonin,
psilocin, psilocybin, bufotenin and 5-methoxy-N,Ndimethyltryptamine (5-MeO-DMT)—all have an intravenous LD50 among rodents that are similar to, or
substantially less toxic than, DMT. In two rare studies
reporting oral lethal doses of these related compounds,
the LD50 of serotonin in mice was 60 mg/kg [23]; the
LD50 of 5-MeO-DMT in mice was 278 mg/kg [24].
The principal b-carboline alkaloids added to DMT in
ayahuasca mixtures are harmine, harmaline and tetrahydroharmine. In addition to the B. caapi vine, these
alkaloids can be found in the Peganum harmala (Syrian
rue) shrub, a desert plant native to Central Asia. An
aqueous extract of P. harmala seeds administered orally to
rats resulted in a LD50 of 2 g/kg [25]. Because the
b-carboline admixtures in ayahuasca appear to be less
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Table 2 Heart rate and blood pressure increases after administration of DMT or other psychoactive substances.

Substance

Dose
(mg/kg)1

Peak
interval

Heart rate
(bpm)

Systolic
(mmHg)

Diastolic
(mmHg)

DMT
Intravenous
Oral
Oral
Oral
Oral
Alcohol oral
Caffeine oral3
Cocaine insufflated4
Marijuana smoked
MDMA oral

0.4
0.48
0.5
0.75
1.0
1157
3.3
1.37
(98.6 ng/ml)5
1.5

2 minutes
20 minutes
45 minutes
45 minutes
45 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
55 minutes
15 minutes
60 min

26
7.4
6.4
8.0
9.2
9
4.0
17
11.6
28

35
9.0
8.8
13.4
13.8
-2
5.0
14
(See footnote 6)
25

30
9.3
10.4
9.8
8.6
1
5.0
14
7

Reference2

[27]2
[3]
[20]
[20]
[20]
[77]
[29]
[78]
[79]
[80]

1
Assumes an individual who has not developed tolerance to the indicated substance. 2The reference listed is the primary, but not the exclusive, source for
the data summarized in the table. Some original data were averaged. 3Caffeine powder mixed with grapefruit juice; caffeine dose was equivalent to two
or three cups of instant coffee. 4Administered as 120 mg of white powder (cocaine and lactose) in four ‘lines’, snorted two lines per nostril. 5Plasma THC
from 10 puffs, at 1-minute intervals, from a marijuana cigarette containing 1.75% THC. 6Typically, a slight increase in blood pressure when in a supine
position, a decrease when in an upright position.

toxic than DMT, our attention should focus on the DMT
component.
A simple extrapolation of DMT lethality data from
mice to humans is obviously untenable. We are therefore
forced to make some intrepid, but not original, assumptions. One traditional rule for scaling unknown differences between humans and non-human animal species is
simply to assume that humans are 10 times more sensitive, based on body weight, than rodents [26]. To be even
more cautious in light of the absence of LD50 data regarding oral DMT, let us assume that humans are 20 times
more sensitive than rodents. This would result in a
human LD50 of 1.6 mg/kg for DMT administered intravenously, or a total intravenous dose of 112 mg for a typical
70 kg person. Because we are interested in the potential
toxicity of oral DMT in ayahuasca, it is necessary to
convert our estimated intravenous LD50 dose of
1.6 mg/kg DMT to an oral equivalent. Usually, an intravenously administered dose of a substance is assumed to
have bioavailability of 100%. The bioavailability of an
oral dose is significantly less. An oral DMT dose of
1.0 mg/kg has been reported to increase blood pressure
and heart rate comparable to a 0.1–0.2 mg/kg intravenous dose [20]. With respect to psychological reactions,
an intravenous DMT bolus of 0.4 mg/kg has been documented carefully as ‘highly psychedelic’ ([12], p. 138),
while an oral dose of DMT ‘in excess of 2.0 mg/kg’ in
ayahuasca is known to produce maximal effects ([4],
p. 175). Let us assume an intravenous-to-oral conversion
factor of 1 : 5, based on the assumption that 0.4 mg
intravenously is equivalent to approximately 2.0 mg of
oral DMT. If 1.6 mg/kg is a median lethal dose of
intravenous DMT, then a median lethal dose of oral
DMT would be 8 mg/kg, or a total dose of 560 mg for a

70 kg individual. Note, however, that 560 mg is the estimated median dose, and therefore one-half of potential
DMT fatalities would occur at an oral dose less than
560 mg.
A safety ratio or safety margin for ayahuasca can be
estimated by comparing the calculated LD50 to the customary effective dose. The average ceremonial dose of
DMT, as listed in Table 1, is about 27 mg; therefore, the
safety margin for ayahuasca is approximately 20 (560/
27 = 20.7).

Cardiac stress
Intravenous DMT is known to increase heart rate
rapidly, as well as systolic and diastolic blood pressure.
Strassman & Qualls [27] reported that a 0.4 mg/kg dose
of DMT at the postinjection interval of 2 minutes raised
the heart rate approximately 26 beats per minute (bpm),
and raised systolic pressure by 35 mmHg and diastolic
pressure by 30 mmHg. DMT plus b-carbolines in
ayahuasca ingested in doses ranging from 0.48 mg/kg
to 1.0 mg/kg were shown to induce peak increases in
heart rate and blood pressure at about one-third that of
intravenous DMT after 90 and 120 minutes [3,20].
Table 2 summarizes these data along with comparisons
of some commonly used psychoactive substances. The
reference cited for each of the substances in Table 2 is
the primary, but not exclusive, source of the information
presented.
On the basis of acute heart rate and blood pressure
data, the hemodynamic effects of a typical dose of
ayahuasca appear to be less potentially hazardous than
many commonly used psychoactive substances. This tentative conclusion assumes that any substance listed in
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Table 2 is administered once by the route and in the
quantity indicated without any concomitant pharmacologically active substances. Occasional stroke, myocardial
infarction and other adverse cardiovascular events can be
expected to be associated with, even if not directly caused
by, the use of ayahuasca or other drugs or foods that
induce acute hemodynamic changes. Individual differences in metabolism and health status often result in a
wide range of reactions to psychoactive substances. For
example, the heart rate of some of the participants in the
Strassman & Qualls intravenous DMT study [27] peaked
at 150 bpm, while the heart rate of other participants
was raised no higher than 95 bpm. Furthermore, the
hemodynamic reaction to ayahuasca may depend on the
relative concentrations of DMT to the b-carbolines. In
decoctions tested by Pomilio, Vitale & Ciprian-Ollivier
[17], an exceptionally low concentration of DMT compared to b-carbolines significantly decreased heart rate.
An experiment with dogs found that harmala alkaloids
decreased heart rate but were inconsistent in their effect
on blood pressure [28].
Because heart rate increases with ayahuasca are so
minimal, the differences may be the result of unrelated
physical activity of the participants. Such changes might
be put into perspective by a study conducted by Hartley,
Lovallo & Whitselt [29]. A beverage containing a 230 mg
dose of caffeine (equivalent to two or three 150 ml cups of
instant coffee) resulted in only negligible increases in
heart rate (4 bpm) and blood pressure (5 mmHg). Later in
the same study, the researchers asked the 77 study participants to deliver a 3-minute speech ‘to a video camera
in front of 2 experimenters wearing white coats’ ([29],
p. 1023). Under this anxiety-producing condition, the
average increase in heart rate was 30 bpm; the systolic
pressure increased an average of 28 mmHg and the diastolic pressure increased an average of 21 mmHg. These
increases are more than twice those occurring with oral
DMT.
It is generally held that the b-carbolines in ayahuasca
are reversible and highly selective inhibitors of MAO [30].
The ayahuasca-induced blockade of MAO presumably
allows a larger quantity of serotonin to accumulate in
nerve terminals. Excessive accumulation can produce a
range of adverse physiological symptoms, a ‘serotonin
syndrome’, that includes tremor, diarrhea, autonomic
instability, hyperthermia, sweating, muscle spasms and
possible death [31].
A few irreversible or non-selective MAO inhibitors
(e.g. phenelzine, tranylcypromine) are associated
strongly with instances of severe serotonin syndrome,
but a large number of opiates, analgesics, tricyclic antidepressants, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRIs) and anti-migraine agents have also been
implicated [31]. Individuals who have recently used

ginseng, St John’s wort, dextromethorphan or 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA: ecstasy)
should be cautious about using ayahuasca. Physical discomfort or chronic pain (e.g. backache) may be exacerbated by ayahuasca, so potential users should be warned
of this side effect.
Table 3 lists six reported instances in which there
were severe toxic reactions to a psychoactive tryptamine
and/or a b-carboline. The death of a 25-year-old male
caused by amine intoxication [32] involved 5-MeO-DMT
in addition to DMT and b-carboline. No laboratory
animal studies were located during the present review
that compared the toxicity of orally active 5-MeO-DMT
with orally active DMT. However, 5-MeO-DMT is
reported to be more potent than DMT when smoked [5]
or taken orally with harmaline [4]. Experienced
researchers have cautioned that these substances should
not be casually interchanged in ayahuasca-like preparations. The male decedent ingested an unknown quantity
of ‘herbal tonics’ that presumably contained MAOIs in
addition to the DMT and 5MeO-DMT because he was
found to have a blood concentration of tetrahydroharmine three times higher than that found among 14
volunteers in a UDV hoasca study [2]. The autopsy was
performed the day after the body was discovered, so
post-mortem drug redistribution makes it difficult to
determine what the peak cardiac or peripheral blood
concentration of tetrahydroharmine or 5-MeO-DMT
might have actually been.
The briefly described fatality of a 71-year-old diabetic
female, listed in Table 3, reported that only tobacco leaves
and B. caapi were the constituents of the so-called
‘ayahuasca’ brew [33]. The abstract did not document
the concentration of any b-carbolines, but did report
measurements (at unstated time intervals) of
1900 ng/ml and 710 ng/ml of blood nicotine. These concentrations exceed by at least 20 times the average postmortem nicotine concentration (34 ng/ml) reported by
Ekwald & Clemedson [34]. ‘The cause of death [of the
71-year-old] was attributed to acute nicotine intoxication’ ([33], p. 287). Administration of the unorthodox
nicotine/b-carboline brew by enema to this older person,
who was a non-smoker, precludes the relevance of this
case to typical ayahuasca/hoasca use.
The quantity of P. harma seeds consumed as a single
intoxicant by the two individuals cited in Table 3 [36,37]
should be distinguished from the lower quantity of B.
caapi or P. harmala that is used customarily in an ayahuasca brew. These individuals ingested 15–50 times more
b-carboline alkaloids than the 3 g needed to maintain the
oral activity of DMT in an ayahuasca preparation [5].
Herraiz [38] has noted that coffee may act as a MAOI, and
the caffeine used by one of the decedents probably intensified the effect of the harmala seeds.
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Table 3 Acute toxic reactions to ayahuasca-related compounds.
Age/sex

Primary

Estimated

Effects

Toxicological

Factors

Reference

25 m

5-MeO-DMT

Unknown quantity
of ‘herbal tonics’

Death caused by
‘amine
intoxication’

Camping in park,
autopsy
examination
unremarkable

[32]

71 F

Ayahuasca
brew

Not reported

Death caused by
‘nicotine
intoxication’

5-Meo-DMT 1.88
mg/l, THH
0.38 mg/l,
harmine
0.17 mg/l
Nicotine 1900 mg/l
and 710 mg/l

[33]

36 m

Ayahuasca
brew

100 ml of brew

35 m

Peganum
harmala

150 g of P. harmala
seeds

b-carbolines not
reported

Gastric ulcer, mild
anemia but other
parameters
normal

[36]

27 F

P. harmala

50 g of P. harmala
seeds

b-carbolines, caffeine
level not reported

Seeds ingested with
coffee1

[37]

20–502

Harmine,
atropine
scopolamine

A brew of harmine
27 mg, atropine
atropine 4 mg,
scopolamine
78 mg

Gross motor tremors,
confusion,
symptoms
resolved without
treatment after 4
hours
Heart rate 100 bpm,
bp 80/40 mmHg,
convulsion, stable
in few hours after
infusion
NaCl/glucose
solution
Hallucinations, GI
disturbance,
bradycardia,
resolved in a few
hours
Tachycardia, coma,
amnesia,
hallucination,
all patients
recovered
with supportive
treatment

Non-smoker, no
emesis, brew
administered by
enema
Daily use of 20 mg
of oral fluoxetine

Harmine 179 mg/l,
atropine 27 mg/l
scopolamine
515 mg/l

Ingested alkaloids
had ‘synergistic
actions’

[39]

No blood chemistry
reported

[35]

1
Coffee brews contain b-carboline alkaloids. 2‘More than 30 people aged 20–50 years’. No information provided regarding sex or health status of
patients.

The last item listed in Table 3 involved more than 30
individuals between the ages of 20 and 50 years who
‘were participating in a meditation session named
“releasing autohypnosis of forest medicine men”’ ([39],
p. 50). The published report does not detail the number of
participants who were hospitalized, their gender or their
health status following the ingestion of 100–200 ml of
herbal tea, although all the patients recovered satisfactorily. Fatalities from atropine or scopolamine are rare, and
from harmine are extremely rare. The reported dose of
atropine (4 mg) and of scopolamine (78 mg) received by
the meditation session participants is eight to 13 times
less than the estimated minimal lethal dose of these substances [40,41]. The severe reactions of at least a few of
the individuals who required mechanical ventilation
was attributed by the report authors to the combined

synergistic actions of harmine, atropine and scopolamine. This incident provides additional evidence of the
potential danger of combining pharmacologically active
substances in non-traditional ways.
To this author’s knowledge, there have been no deaths
caused by hoasca or any other traditional DMT/bcarboline ayahuasca brews. The probability of a toxic
overdose of ayahuasca is seemingly minimized by serotonin’s stimulation of the vagus nerve which, in turn,
induces emesis near the level of an effective ayahuasca
dose. The risk of overdose appears to be related primarily
to the concurrent or prior use of an additional serotonergic substance. People who have an abnormal metabolism
or a compromised health status are obviously at a greater
risk than the normal population, and might prudently
avoid the use of ayahuasca preparations.
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Psychological dysfunction
The general sequence of psychological and cognitive
responses to ayahuasca is dose-dependent and predictable; however, the reactions of any particular individual
at any one session are not. With a medium dose of DMT,
objects in the environment appear to vibrate and increase
in brightness. Rapidly moving patterns and scenes
emerge that are visible with eyes either open or closed.
This experience is referred to as being a ‘visionary state’
([42], p. 109). It should be noted that these altered perceptions and cognitions do not usually cause users to
become unaware of their surroundings or lose the ability
to speak coherently. Many users walk to the restroom as a
result of diarrhea.
Riba and colleagues [20] described the reactions of six
volunteers after they each received doses of 0.05, 0.75
and 01.0 mg/kg of ayahuasca. Results obtained on
Addiction Research Center Inventory (ARCI) scales
showed that as the doses increased, emotions of happiness, sadness, awe and amazement also increased. At
medium and high doses, the volunteers agreed that the
experience seemed similar to a dream and that the sense
of self and the passing of time were deeply affected. For
example, the awareness between individuals can become
so interlinked that typical self-centered judgements about
the contents of another person’s statement are simply
absent. With respect to time perception, some people
report that during an ayahuasca session they are swept
into a conscious state where the usual orderly progression of time becomes obviously non-existent, and
they experience ‘eternity’ ([43], p. 45). This sensation/
perception was often associated with the emotion of wellbeing, but it can also be accompanied by feelings of terror.
Virtually all data sources indicate that the DMT or
ayahuasca experience has a substantial degree of unpredictability with respect to both aversive and positive
aspects, depending on variables such as dosage, participant’s intention and setting. Reactions during ayahuasca
ceremonies have ranged from profound calmness [44] to
anguished cries for forgiveness [45].
In interviews with 150 informants, Shannon [46]
reported that, even among individuals without academic
education or philosophical training, the ayahuasca experience prompted users to reflect seriously on the phenomena of life, nature and human consciousness. A pilot
study by Grob and colleagues [47] comparing 15
members of the UDV with a control group of 15 nonmembers revealed that the UDV members showed more
rigidity, regimentation, reflection and word-recall on
various tests than non-members. According to Grob
([47], p. 90), ‘all of the 15 UDV subjects claimed that
their experience with ritual use of hoasca as a psychoactive ritual sacrament had had a profound [positive]

impact on the course of their lives’. Most of the UDV
members had a history of moderate to severe alcohol use
prior to joining the UDV. This variable was not reported
for the control group, so the generalization of this study’s
result to the general population is uncertain.
Certain perceptual characteristics of the ayahuasca
experience overlap those of schizophrenia, and a few
researchers have reported that urinary or blood levels of
DMT are above normal in schizophrenic individuals
[48,49]. This has led to the hypothesis that the nondestruction of dimethylated indolealkyalamines such as
DMT could play a role in progressive deterioration of cognitive processes [50]. Other studies have produced conflicting results and alternative conclusions [51,52]. Jacob
& Presti ([53], p. 935) proposed that increased DMT,
acting at the G-protein-coupled trace amine receptor,
might actually serve in schizophrenics as ‘a homeostatic
response to calm or suppress psychotic activity, rather
than exacerbate it’. At present, the proposition that
endogenous DMT in schizophrenia is related biochemically to ayahuasca-induced states of consciousness
remains a speculative hypothesis.
The hallucinogenic effect of ayahuasca and other
tryptamine derivatives can precipitate severe adverse psychological reactions, and this is especially true when
administered outside established ceremonial practices
[54]. For example, two cases of unsupervised use of
5-methoxy-N,N-diisopropyltryptamine
(5-MeO-DIPT,
‘foxy’) have been reported in which an unknown amount
of 5-MeO-DIPT caused sensory hallucinations requiring
several hours of hospitalization [55,56]. Transient psychotic episodes are also known to occur with high doses
of psilocybin [57] and LSD [58]. LSD, psilocybin and
5-MeO-DIPT are, however, orally active and more potent
than DMT; thus the comparability of these three substances with DMT is somewhat problematic.
Over a period of 5 years, the medical studies section of
the UDV documented between 13 and 24 cases in which
ayahuasca might have been a contributing factor in a
psychotic incident ([13], p. 701). The incidents documented by the UDV occurred from an estimated total of
25 000 servings of the hoasca tea. Although the prevalence rate of psychosis or schizophrenia among adults in
the United States varies according to the way in which
diagnostic criteria are applied, the generally accepted
estimate is approximately 1.3% [59]. A reported UDV rate
of psychotic episodes under 1% suggests that the use of
hoasca is not a triggering event for sustained psychosis.
Many or most of the UDV psychotic episodes were transient in nature and resolved spontaneously ([13], p. 623).
Dependence and abuse potential
The extent to which ayahuasca might lead to physiological dependence or compulsive drug-seeking is an
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important public health concern. The physiological
dependence potential of DMT and ayahuasca remains to
be documented convincingly. Hallucinogenic substances
structurally similar to DMT are rarely used in a compulsive manner that would meet the dependence criteria of
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual version IV (DSM-IV)
[60]. No studies were located during the present review
that reported that the termination of DMT resulted in an
abstinence syndrome.
With respect to drug tolerance, however, a few nonhuman animal studies have been conducted that show
varying degrees of tolerance to behavioral and physiological responses over a period of 3 or 4 weeks [61–63].
Little or no tolerance to emotional or autonomic effects
was reported in one study, where human volunteers were
administered DMT four times at 30-minute intervals
[64], and in another study where DMT was administered
twice daily for 5 days [52].
Despite the presumed absence of physiological dependency and tolerance, ayahuasca might, nonetheless,
function as a positive reinforcer leading to significant
abuse potential. We would want to know, for example,
what proportion of individuals who try DMT or ayahuasca once or twice fall into a pattern of chronic use that
they then find difficult to quit. The UDV has reported that
15–20% of first-time participants in hoasca ceremonies
become UDV members ([13], p. 700). This subsequent
participation in the UDV church is within the reported
range of first-time visitors who become members of
Christian churches in the United States [65].
Future consumption patterns of ayahuasca are difficult of determine because, in part, the frequency of
present use in the general population is so low, but its
general psychopharmacological profile suggests that it
lacks the abuse potential of amphetamines, cocaine,
opiates or other widely abused substances. Indeed,
accounts of any strong and sustained reinforcing effects
of tryptamine compounds are rare in experimental literature. More typically, non-human animal studies conclude
that administration of tryptamine derivatives such as
mescaline, psilocybin or DMT result in erratic patterns of
self-administration indicating that ‘these compounds
have weak reinforcing effects, or alternatively, mixed reinforcing and aversive effects’ ([66], p. 156).

DISCUSSION
Any attempt to characterize the possible acute adverse
health effects of ayahuasca is hampered by the very
limited number of relevant scientific studies of DMT and
b-carboline decoctions. This situation invites an easy
commingling of facts, speculations, inferences, biases,
conjectures and hidden agendas. Arguments made in the
course of litigation are especially prone to linguistic
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obfuscation of empirical weaknesses. None the less, legal
and policy decisions must be made in the light of what
almost always seems to be insufficient evidence. Data
available at this time indicate that the acute systemic toxicity of ayahuasca is, by comparison, substantially less
than alcohol. The average acute lethal dose of ethyl
alcohol is well-documented at approximately 330 g [67],
10 times the normal recreational dose. The acute lethal
dose of ayahuasca was calculated in this review as 20
times the effective dose. This safety margin is similar to
codeine, mescaline and methadone [9]. Previous estimates of the LD50 of DMT have been as high as 40 or 50
times the customary dose [9,68]; the difference is primarily a result of varying the safety factors that are used to
extrapolate data from non-human laboratory animal
studies to humans.
No acute health hazards, excluding potential serotonergic reactions, have been documented as a routine,
serious threat from ayahuasca when ingested within the
range of customary dosages. Possible chronic health
effects of ayahuasca were not considered in the present
paper.
Most public attention is focused on hazards that we
want to avoid, such as accidents, heart attacks or bankruptcy. However, there are hazards that people accept,
perhaps grudgingly, because they perceive a potential
benefit—for instance, crossing a street against the traffic
light, speeding to a hospital with a sick child, agreeing to
an adjustable mortgage. Andritzky [69] has described the
traditional use of ayahuasca in Amazonia during healing
rituals. A more contemporary North American illustration was provided by a university administrator who
reported that he previously considered Schedule I drugs
to be a taboo option until he was diagnosed with metastatic liver cancer [70]. When potential benefits are considered, the option with the least risk is not necessarily
the best choice.
Indeed, some risks are not merely accepted, but
actively sought. Examples include hang-gliding, road
racing and alcohol drinking contests. Recently, the internet has become a favored source of information for
individuals seeking drug-related experiences. Boyer,
Shannon & Hibberd [71] have profiled 12 adolescents in a
drug treatment program who reported being influenced
detrimentally by drug information, including a description of Syrian rue, that they found on the internet.
However, the internet also contains descriptions of
intoxicated misadventures that might serve as a cautionary tale (e.g. a self-reported ayahuasca overdose caused
by the user’s self-described ‘swaggering arrogance’ ([72],
p. 1). Virtually all poisoning reports with tryptamine/
MAOI mixtures involve individuals who prepared their
own brew and/or who ingested an additional psychoactive substance [35,39,72,73].
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The relative lack of abuse potential of ayahuasca in
social settings seems very plausible. The unpredictable
occurrence of frightening images and thoughts, plus predictable nausea and diarrhea, makes it a very unlikely
candidate for a ‘club drug’.
Finally, it might be noted that the discipline of toxicology has its own queasiness—especially about spiritual
concepts such as ‘transcendence’, ‘ineffability’ and
‘grace’ that often appear in descriptions of ayahuasca
sessions by physically and psychologically healthy individuals [74]. Many reported experiences are similar to
descriptions of samadhi in advaitan Hinduism, satori in
Zen Buddhism or beatific vision in Christianity. Such
alleged beneficial experiences lie outside the pathologyoriented realm of toxicology, but not necessarily or completely beyond the scientific requirement of falsifiability.
Variations in consciousness are, at least in theory, worthy
of serious scientific study because of their central place in
human endeavors.
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Abstract. The last two decades have seen a steady increase in the
number of publications devoted to ayahuasca. This fascinating
psychotropic plant tea has attracted the attention of biomedical and
psychological scientists. Researchers have gathered data on the
physiological impact of ayahuasca administration to humans and
have assessed the consequences of long term regular use. Acute
administration studies have provided information on the fate of the
alkaloids in the organism, the modification of vital signs,
neuroendocrine
and
immunological
parameters
and
neurophysiological variables. For the first time, neuroimaging
techniques have shown us which brain areas “light up” during the
most intense phases of the ayahuasca experience. Also, the
popularization of ayahuasca has raised concerns that its regular
use may cause neuropsychiatric and addiction-related problems for
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users. An increasing number of studies have tried to address these concerns. In the
present chapter we aim to give an overview of the available literature on the human
pharmacology of acute ayahuasca intake and on the neuropsychiatric and psychosocial
consequences of its long-term use.

1. The human pharmacology of ayahuasca
By temporarily modifying serotonergic neurotransmission, ayahuasca
exerts a powerful action on the central nervous system. These neurochemical
modifications constitute the basis of the unique experience reported by users.
Scientific inquiry into the workings of ayahuasca, and all psychoactive drugs
in general, is greatly advanced by the study of these substances in the only
species that can accurately report on the diverse facets of the psychedelicinduced experience, i.e., human beings. By administering these compounds in
known dosages to carefully selected individuals valuable information has
been obtained on their impact on the human body and psyche.
The clinical investigation of ayahuasca was initiated by a field study
conducted in the early 1990s by Callaway, Grob, McKenna and colleagues,
and aimed to assess the subjective and physiological impact of acute
ayahuasca administration in regular users. In the study a 2 ml/kg dose of
ayahuasca was given to a group of 15 long-term members of a Brazilian
ayahuasca church known as União do Vegetal. Subjective effects were
measured with the Hallucinogen Rating Scale (HRS; an instrument originally
developed by Strassman and colleagues[1] to assess the effects of intravenous
dimethyltryptamine [DMT])[2]. The authors also assessed various
physiological parameters and the pharmacokinetic profile of ayahuasca
alkaloids[3]. The HRS measurements provided information on six different
spheres of the psychedelic-induced experience: Somaesthesia, reflecting
somatic effects; Affect, sensitive to emotional and affective responses;
Volition, indicating the volunteer’s degree of incapacitation; Cognition,
describing modifications in thought processes or content; Perception,
measuring visual, auditory, gustatory, and olfactory experiences; and, finally,
Intensity, which reflects the strength of the overall experience. Scores on the
six subscales showed that at the administered dose ayahuasca was able to
induce distinct psychedelic effects, with the intensity of the experience falling
on “the mild end of the spectrum when contrasted to the highly potent, shortacting intravenous DMT”[2].
This pioneering study found measurable plasma levels of the four main
alkaloids (DMT, harmine, harmaline and tetrahydroharmine [THH]),
described their pattern of variation with time and how this related with timedependent modifications which for the most part reached a maximum
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between one and two hours and had disappeared at 24 hours after ayahuasca
ingestion[3].
More recently, research has been conducted by Riba and coworkers at the
Hospital de Sant Pau in Barcelona. Since 1999 this team has performed a
series of studies which have tried to better characterize the
neuropharmacological profile of ayahuasca. The group started by analyzing
the psychometric characteristics of the HRS and obtaining subjective ratings
of ayahuasca[4]. A pilot study was then undertaken to assess the tolerability
of ayahuasca within a range of dosages, from which safe and
pharmacologically effective doses were selected for subsequent studies
involving a larger number of volunteers[5]. A method to determine ayahuasca
alkaloids in plasma was perfected to now include several metabolites which
had not been measured previously in humans[6]. These initial efforts were
followed by a series of clinical trials which have provided information on the
pharmacokinetics, the subjective and cardiovascular effects of different doses
of ayahuasca[7], and various psychophysiological measures[8-11]. For the
first time in the centuries-long history of ayahuasca use, the neuroimaging
study conducted by this team[12] identified the brain areas specifically
involved in the genesis of ayahuasca effects. A review of their studies and
findings between 1999 and 2004 can be found in Riba and Barbanoj
(2005)[13]. In the last five years the same group has conducted additional
studies on the sleep, neuroendocrine and immunological effects of ayahuasca,
as well as on the pharmacology of repeated ayahuasca intake. Several of
these studies are still pending publication[14].
As would be expected from conventional drugs and somewhat in contrast
to popular belief, when administered in a clinical setting and carefully
controlling for expectancy (blind designs) ayahuasca was found to act in a
dose-dependent manner. This was the case for physiological (cardiovascular),
pharmacokinetic and psychological variables (assessed with the HRS; with the
ARCI – Addiction Research Centre Inventory, another rating scale to assess
subjective effects of drugs; and with VAS – Visual Analogue Scales, a simple
method to assess subjective effects of drugs consisting of 100-mm horizontal
lines with different labels as “any effect”, “good effects”, “liking”, “visions”,
etc., that subjects must mark depending on the intensity of a given effect as
experienced while under the effects of the drug). In these studies, DMT plasma
concentrations reached their peak coinciding with the maximum intensity of the
subjective effects. An unexpected result was the very low levels of harmine
found in plasma for the majority of participants. This is suggestive of intense
metabolism and also indicative that, at least in some people, the contribution of
harmine to the overall central effects of ayahuasca would be small[7].
Ayahuasca induced cardiovascular effects, basically consisting of elevations of
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diastolic blood pressure. While these increases were moderate, caution should
be exerted by people who have elevated blood pressure or other cardiovascular
problems. This is even more relevant considering recent reports in the media
concerning the unexplained deaths of people participating in ayahuasca
rituals[15-17]. It should be noted that the clinical data which has been
published to date is from young healthy volunteers. Safety results might be
different in older people or individuals with pre-existing conditions.
At the psychophysiological level ayahuasca induces significant effects,
shifting the energy distribution in the electroencephalogram (EEG), i.e., the
spontaneous electrical activity of the brain, towards the higher end of the
power spectrum. This shift towards the so-called faster frequencies of the
EEG can be measured as an increase in the relative power of the EEG beta
band[10]. While this effect can be interpreted as reflecting enhanced Central
Nervous System (CNS) activity, this activation is unique to psychedelics and
different from that induced by traditional psychostimulants. Unpublished data
from a study comparing ayahuasca with d-amphetamine (d-AMPH), a
classical psychostimulant enhancing dopaminergic and noradrenergic
neurotransmission, show that d-AMPH has no effect whatsoever on relative
beta power[14]. Whereas both drugs share some sympathomimetic effects,
such as increasing pupillary diameter and elevating blood pressure, the
distinct effects of ayahuasca on the EEG would relate to its specific
serotonergic mechanism. Differences in neurochemical mechanism are also
evidenced by ayahuasca, but not d-AMPH, significantly increasing prolactin
levels (a hormone whose release is enhanced by serotonergic drugs and
inhibited by dopaminergic drugs). Despite these differences, both ayahuasca
and d-AMPH induce a stress-like reaction increasing cortisol levels, the
increment induced by ayahuasca being higher. Another interesting finding is
that ayahuasca is able to modulate the cell immune system. This effect
appears to be non-specific as both ayahuasca and amphetamine induce
similar time-dependent modifications on lymphocyte subpopulations: the
percentages of CD4 and CD3 cells decrease, while the percentage of NK cells
increase. These changes reach a maximum at around 2 hours postadministration and return to baseline levels at 24 hours[14]. No studies have
yet assessed the possible impact of these acute physiological modifications
on the health of long term ayahuasca users.
Perhaps the most interesting finding from the mentioned clinical trials is
the identification of the brain areas where ayahuasca acts. Using the
neuroimaging technique SPECT (single photon emission tomography)
researchers found that ayahuasca acts almost exclusively on the cerebral
cortex without acting on subcortical areas. Ayahuasca increases the activity
of the anterior insula bilaterally, with greater intensity in the right
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hemisphere. It also hyperactivates the anterior cingulate/frontomedial cortex
of the right hemisphere, areas previously known to be implicated in somatic
awareness, subjective feeling states, the processing of emotional information
and emotional arousal. Additional increases were observed in the left
amygdala/parahippocampal gyrus, structures also involved in emotional
arousal and the processing of memories[12].

2. Neuropsychiatric long term effects of ayahuasca
Since personality and neuropsychological function are to a great extent
regulated by the prefrontal cortex, the study of personality,
psychopathological status and neuropsychological functions in long term
ayahuasca users is essential to ascertain whether regular ayahuasca use has
some impact on mental health.
A few studies have been conducted assessing the consequences of regular
ayahuasca use in the long term. The data available is limited and would need
replication in larger samples. One preliminary study led by Charles Grob
assessed personality and neuropsychological function using the TPQ
(Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire) and the WHO-UCLA Auditory
Verbal Learning Test. The questionnaires were administered to a sample of
15 regular users with more than 10 years of experience with ayahuasca and to
a comparison group of 15 non-users. No personality alterations or
neuropsychological deficits were found in the ayahuasca-using subjects,
though there were personality differences between groups, which the authors
did not interpret as pathological. No information was given as to whether the
scores fell within the normal range according to normative data[2]. A typical
problem with this kind of studies lies in the interpretation of results. It is
difficult to establish whether the scores obtained with the TPQ reflect the
impact of ayahuasca use or rather pre-use personality. In the study by Grob
and coworkers the authors also used the structured psychiatric interview
known as CIDI (Composite International Diagnostic Interview) and found
that 11 out of the 15 participants had a history of moderate to severe past
alcohol use. Five of them reported episodes of associated violent behavior
and a diagnosis of alcohol abuse disorder prior to their involvement with an
ayahuasca church. Four subjects also reported previous use of other drugs of
abuse, including cocaine and amphetamines, and 8 of the 11 subjects who
had a history of alcohol and other drug use and misuse were addicted to
nicotine at the time of their first ayahuasca session. According to the authors,
all these addiction problems resolved after they began their regular use of
ayahuasca. Ayahuasca participants did not meet diagnostic criteria either for
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addiction or for any other psychiatric disorder at the moment of the
assessment.
A recent study on 32 regular ayahuasca users belonging to the Igreja do
Santo Daime in Oregon, USA, did not find psychiatric alterations as
measured by a series of rating scales and compared to normative US data. As
occurred in the study by Grob and colleagues[2], most of the ayahuasca users
had shown some psychiatric disorder or some drug or alcohol abuse disorder
in the past, which at the time of the assessment was not present. This was
interpreted again as a direct benefit of participating in the Santo Daime
ceremonies[18]. Since the subjects in this study were not compared with
matched non-users, the findings should be interpreted with caution.
Finally, two papers have been published regarding the long term
psychopathological and neuropsychological effects of regular ayahuasca in
adolescents. Each study involved 40 adolescents with a two-year history of
ayahuasca use, and a comparison group of 40 matched non-users. No
statistical differences were found in psychopathology scores[19] or in
measures of neuropsychological function[20]. In sum, while no deletereous
effects have been demonstrated, due to the small number of studies
conducted on regular ayahuasca users the potential impact of sustained
ayahuasca use on mental health remains an open question.

3. Additional studies
Several studies have assessed the impact of acute ayahuasca on
psychological traits and measures, psychopathology, personality and
spirituality, all in a naturalistic context.
In one study of first-time users of ayahuasca in the ritual context of the
Brazilian churches of the Santo Daime (19 subjects) and the União do
Vegetal (nine subjects), significant reductions of minor psychiatric symptoms
and positive changes in behavior were found in the four days following
ayahuasca use[21]. Another study found reductions in the scores of panic and
hopelessness one hour after ayahuasca ingestion, as compared to
baseline[22]. Still in another study, 49 participants without previous
experience with ayahuasca attended different ayahuasca ceremonies after
which quantitative and qualitative assessments of spiritual experiences were
conducted. The rating scales measuring changes in spirituality were not
significantly modified after the sessions, though many subjects experienced
spiritual themes according to the qualitative data obtained[23]. One study did
a six-month follow-up of participants who had consumed ayahuasca for the
first time in the context of a Brazilian ayahuasca church (Santo Daime and
União do Vegetal). The study found a general improvement in several
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psychological measures at the end of the study. Most of the subjects
continued to consume ayahuasca after the six-month study period.
Additionally, the authors found positive correlations between ayahuasca use
and positive psychological attitudes. Ayahuasca use did not appear to cause
any adverse effects[24]. Finally, a naturalistic study found that ayahuasca
alters binocular rivalry, a perceptual measure of cognitive processing[25].
One recently published study used the Addiction Severity Index (ASI) as
a measurement instrument. The ASI is a semi-structured interview designed
to assess the impact of drug use in a multi-dimensional fashion. It assesses
the participant’s Medical Status, Employment/Support, Drug and Alcohol
Use, Legal Status, Family/Social Relationships, and Psychiatric Status, and
provides general information on the participant’s current condition and
his/her level of deterioration. The ASI was administered to two different
samples of regular ayahuasca users. This study assessed the largest sample
studied to date, i.e., a total of 112 regular ayahuasca users. These users
belonged to two different ayahuasca churches – the Santo Daime and the
Barquinha – and they were assessed in two different settings – jungle and
urban-based, respectively. They had a 15-year history of use and they were
compared with 115 matched controls. Assessments were repeated one year
later as a follow-up. The study concluded that “the ritual use of ayahuasca, as
assessed with the ASI in currently active users, does not seem to be
associated with the psychosocial problems that other drugs of abuse typically
cause”[26]. This research group recently presented a conference paper[27]
reporting that they did not find evidence of neuropsychological deficits or
personality and psychiatric disorders in their sample.

4. Final remarks
Though no serious adverse events were attributed either to acute or
chronic ayahuasca use in the published studies reviewed, a note of caution
should be made regarding ayahuasca safety. The clinical trials cited in this
chapter were performed in healthy young volunteers who had extensive
experience in psychedelic drug use and did not present any sequelae derived
from this use. The conclusions cannot be extrapolated to the general
population, and especially not to ayahuasca-naive individuals. Ayahuasca has
shown to moderately increase several cardiovascular parameters and such
increases could have deletereous effects on people with cardiovascular
conditions. Furthermore, although only one subject in the clinical trials
suffered an episode of disorientation, a case report describes a patient who
presented a psychotic breakdown after acute ayahuasca intake. Antipsychotic
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medication was needed until its remission, and the same individual suffered a
second psychotic crisis after subsequent ayahuasca use[28]. Other cases of
psychiatric adverse psychiatric reactions, including psychotic disorders, have
been reported following acute ayahuasca ingestion[29]. It is necessary to take
into account the anecdotal evidence available on its potential dangers in order
to get a complete picture of the possible negative psychiatric consequences.
Regarding the studies of long term effects, it should be noted that the
participant samples studied in the reviewed papers may have suffered from a
self-selection bias. This would mean that the assessed individuals may have
been those who did not experience any negative neuropsychiatric
consequences derived from their maintained ayahuasca use. Subject
experiencing adverse consequences might have given up ayahuasca use
altogether and would consequently not be accessible to researchers.
To conclude, the scientific investigation of ayahuasca has only found a
moderate risk associated to acute ayahuasca administration and has even
reported psychological improvements after long-term use. Future
investigation into the neuropsychiatric safety of regular ayahuasca use should
ideally also include people who used ayahuasca regularly in the past but
decided to discontinue its use.
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Health status of ayahuasca users
Paulo Cesar Ribeiro Barbosa,a,b* Suely Mizumoto,c Michael P. Bogenschutzc
and Rick J. Strassmanb
Ayahuasca is a psychedelic brew originally used for magico-religious purposes by Amerindian populations of the western
Amazon Basin. Throughout the last four decades, the use of ayahuasca spread towards major cities in all regions of Brazil
and abroad. This trend has raised concerns that regular use of this N,N-dimethyltryptamine- and harmala-alkaloid-containing
tea may lead to mental and physical health problems associated typically with drug abuse. To further elucidate the mental and
physical health of ayahuasca users, we conducted a literature search in the international medical PubMed database. Inclusion
criteria were evaluation of any related effect of ayahuasca use that occurred after the resolution of acute effects of the brew.
Fifteen publications were related to emotional, cognitive, and physical health of ayahuasca users. The accumulated data
suggest that ayahuasca use is safe and may even be, under certain conditions, beneﬁcial. However, methodological bias of
the reviewed studies might have contributed to the preponderance of beneﬁcial effects and to the few adverse effects
reported. The data up to now do not appear to allow for deﬁnitive conclusions to be drawn on the effects of ayahuasca use
on mental and physical health, but some studies point in the direction of beneﬁcial effects. Additional studies are suggested
to provide further clariﬁcation. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction
Ayahuasca is the name given to a decoction of various plant
extracts containing N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and b-carboline
alkaloids such as harmine, harmaline, and tetrahydroharmine.[1]
DMT is a classical tryptamine psychedelic which is thought to act
primarily at 5HT2A, 5HT2C, and 5HT1A receptors. DMT is psychoactive
when injected or smoked, but when taken orally, it is metabolized
rapidly by monoamine oxidase activity, (MAO-A) in the gastrointestinal tract. The b-carboline alkaloids harmine, tetrahydroharmine (THH) and harmaline present in the ayahuasca brew have
monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI) activity which renders DMT
psychoactive via the oral route. In a typical ayahuasca brew, leaves
of the shrub Psychotria viridis (containing DMT) and the vine
Banisteriopsis caapi (containing b-carbolines) are boiled for several
hours in order to extract the psychoactive constituents and to
produce a viscous brew.
Acute subjective effects of ayahuasca include stimulation as
well as perceptual, cognitive, affective and kinesthetic alterations[2] which follow a classic dose–response pattern.[3,4] Numinousness, personal and religious insights, and peaceful states
are also described as prominent effects of ayahuasca. Unpleasant
reactions such as acute anxiety may occur.[5,6] The onset of
effects begins 30 to 60 min after ingestion, reaching maximum
intensity between 60 and 120 min, with a return to baseline by
4 to 6 h.[2–4] Regarding pharmacokinetics, b-carboline alkaloids’
plasma concentrations peak later than DMT, with THH showing
a markedly longer course than the other ayahuasca alkaloids.[2,7–10] Cardiovascular responses (i.e. beats per minute and
systolic/diastolic blood pressure) elicited during the acute
effects of ayahuasca are moderate, relatively safe, and milder
than those reported for more prototypical sympathomimetic
drugs such as amphetamine, and most psychological and
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physiological parameters return to baseline within 6 h following
ayahuasca intake.[3,8,10]
Archeological data suggest its use in Amazonian pre-Columbian
cultures may date to 2000 BC.[11] Contemporary culturally sanctioned ritual use of the brew for magic-religious purposes
throughout the western Amazon Basin by Amerindian and mestizo
populations (i.e. mixed indigenous and non-indigenous) has been
described.[12–14] Ethnological studies suggest that the rituals use
of ayahuasca in these societies can minimize social and psychological problems associated with the abuse of psychoactive
substances observed in western societies.[15]
Throughout the last 35 years, the use of ayahuasca has spread
from the Amazon rainforest into urban settings in all regions of
Brazil and parts of Europe, Japan, Canada, and the USA. This phenomenon is the consequence of the expansion of formal ayahuasca religions, such as União do Vegetal (UDV) and Santo Daime
(especially the Santo Daime Branch called Centro Fluente Luz
Universal Raimundo Irineu Serra – CEFLURIS), and the popularization of ayahuasca use within a more independent context.[16,17]
This expanded use of ayahuasca brought various religious
ayahuasca groups under scrutiny by government ofﬁcials around
the world, in part because DMT is classiﬁed as a controlled
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substance.[18] In Brazil, a federal interdisciplinary regulatory commission upheld a favourable decision for the religious use of
ayahuasca[19,20] A similar ofﬁcial initiative allowed for the Santo
Daime activities in Canada.[17] In Holland, Santo Daime was
legally allowed to conduct its ayahuasca ceremonies after winning a lawsuit in 2001.[21] In 2006, the US Supreme Court afﬁrmed
the right of the UDV to possess and use ayahuasca in their
religious ceremonies.[22,23] In 2009, the District Court of Oregon
similarly ruled in favour of the local Santo Daime community.[24]
It is noteworthy, however, that these judicial decisions were
based on a minimum of scientiﬁc evidence concerning the
effects of ayahuasca, since so few rigorous studies of long-term
safety and/or persisting effects exist.[23] While there is value in
studying the phenomenology and mechanisms of acute effects,
those seen days to years after ayahuasca intake are more relevant
to regarding functional signiﬁcance, both positive and negative.
This paper addresses these concerns by means of a systematic
review of the scientiﬁc literature regarding longer-term effects
of ayahuasca. We will highlight current ﬁndings and suggest
directions for new future research.

Method
Using the keyword ‘ayahuasca’, we conducted a survey of the
literature displayed in the PubMed database. Screening criteria
for studies investigating physical and mental health in humans
were: (1) reporting original data; (2) evaluation of individuals
who used ayahuasca at least once in their lifetime; (3) evaluation
of the dependent variables: functional health status, including
emotional, cognitive, behavioural, social, and physical aspects;
(4) evaluation of these dimensions no sooner than the resolution
of the acute psychological ayahuasca effects (i.e. ≥ 6 h after dosing;[10] and (5) evaluation of ≥ 5 subjects.

Results
The literature search yielded 105 references published from 1953
to 2010 that were screened according to the criteria listed. Most
studies were excluded because they fell outside the pre-deﬁned
inclusion criteria. These included reviews without original data,
pharmacognosy and analytical studies, animal models, ethnographic and sociological research, and those which described
only acute physiological and psychological effects in humans.
Thus, 15 separate publications describing 10 different studies met
our inclusion criteria. Table 1 shows the methods used to evaluate
the persistent effects of ayahuasca. We divided our analyses of
the ﬁndings into two major categories: The quantitative data
section which displays data gathered through standardized
instruments and qualitative data which display data gathered
through non-standardized procedures, such as open-ended
interviews.

Quantitative data

compared to one subject with a current diagnosis of alcohol
use disorder in non-ayahuasca-using controls. Interestingly, the
authors found ﬁve subjects in the ayahuasca group formerly
met criteria for alcohol use disorders but no longer met criteria
after having become members of the UDV; this compared to only
one such individual in the control group.
Doering-Silveira et al.[25] found that adolescents who consumed ayahuasca in the UDV appeared to use less alcohol and
amphetamine during a 30-day period before assessment compared to control subjects with no history of ayahuasca use.
Halpern et al.[26] administered the Structured Clinical Interview
for DSM-IV psychiatric disorders and detected an individual with
marijuana dependence in partial remission and another one with
ongoing marijuana abuse in an ayahuasca-using sample of
32 individuals. However, 22 subjects had a history of drug/
alcohol-related problems in full remission. Eight had met the
criteria for alcohol abuse, ﬁve for alcohol dependence, four for
marijuana abuse, three for marijuana dependence, three for
hallucinogen abuse, and one each for hypnotic-sedative dependence, cocaine abuse, and stimulant abuse. All ﬁve subjects with
history of alcohol dependence attributed their remission to the
ayahuasca church process.
Fabregas et al.[27] were going beyond the cross-sectional study
design and administered the Addiction Severity Index 5th Edition
(ASI) to evaluate alcohol and drug use in a community of longterm ayahuasca users within the Amazon jungle (CEFLURIS
branch of Santo Daime) and among long-term urban ayahuasca
users in Barquinha and other Santo Daime branches. Jungle
and urban groups were evaluated twice, i.e. at baseline and at
one year follow-up, and compared them with non-ayahuasca
users. The authors reported lower alcohol use among the ayahuasca group in the Amazon jungle community at baseline and at
one year follow-up, and in urban ayahuasca groups at baseline
only, when compared to controls. However, ayahuasca groups
reported greater use of psychoactive drugs than the controls at
baseline and 1 year follow-up. The latter ﬁnding was interpreted
as reﬂecting ayahuasca use being included in the drug scores in
addition to the fact that cannabis sativa use is culturally, and
religiously, sanctioned in the CEFLURIS jungle community. The
authors also found a history of a signiﬁcantly greater prior use
of other drugs of abuse by members of the ayahuasca community than in the control group.
Cakic et al.[28] surveyed 121 DMT users in Australia, out of
which 37 had used DMT in ayahuasca brews and 119 had smoked
DMT. They reported that 23% of the 37 subjects used ayahuasca
along with other substances (including cannabis and psilocybin)
and 68.1%, of 119 smoked DMT with other drugs use among
users of smoked DMT (including cannabis, LSD, alcohol, psilocybin, and MDMA). It was also reported that ayahuasca users had
smoked DMT on more occasions than ayahuasca-naïve DMT
users. The authors speculated that this ﬁnding may have
reﬂected a progression of a subset of DMT users towards
ayahuasca which would be associated with subsequently less
use of other drugs.

Alcohol/psychoactive drug-related problems

Psychiatric morbidity

Five case–control and cross-sectional studies focused on the
relationships between ayahuasca use and drug/alcohol in
ayahuasca users. Grob et al.[2] administered the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) and reported no current
drug/alcohol-related problems among adult ayahuasca users

Case–control and cross-sectional studies suggest that those who
use ayahuasca in a religious setting demonstrate less psychiatric
morbidity than non-ayahuasca using controls as well as the
normative population data. Grob et al.[2] reported that administration of CIDI identiﬁed no-one with current psychiatric
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diagnoses in the UDV group compared to one with hypochondriasis in the control group. The CIDI also revealed two ayahuasca
subjects with past histories of major depressive disorder and
three with past phobic anxiety disorders. Fabregas et al.[27] found
signiﬁcantly better scores on the psychiatric status subscale of
the ASI among a jungle ayahuasca-using community at baseline
and one year follow-up, and in urban ayahuasca groups at
baseline only relative to their comparison groups. Da Silveira
et al.[29] reported that ayahuasca-using adolescents in the UDV
demonstrated better scores than non-ayahuasca using control
subjects in measures of anxiety using the Beck Anxiety Inventory
and STAI (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory), for body dysmorphism
symptoms as assessed by Body Shape Questionnaire, and for
Attention Deﬁcit Disorder using Conner’s Adolescent Self-Rating
scale. All measures were comparable with the general population
except for the high rate of depression in both the ayahuasca
group (12/40) and comparison group (11/40), assessed through
Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale [CES-D].
Halpern et al.[26] reported lower scores in Daime church members for symptoms of somatization, anxiety, depression, hostility,
phobia, paranoid ideation, and psychoticism using the Symptom
Check List Revised 90 (SCLR90) than a normative sample. These
authors used no control group. Halpern et al. also reported similar
scores in both for obsessive-compulsive and interpersonal
sensitivity measures. Ayahuasca users scored better than
normative data for the three SCLR90 measures that indicate
overall symptomatology across the nine symptoms dimensions:
Positive Symptom Total (i.e. Santo Daime subjects had fewer
overall complaints), Positive Symptom Distress Index (i.e. less
intensity of complaints), and Global Severity Index (i.e. lower
levels of overall severity). Moreover, ayahuasca users were free
of clinically signiﬁcant anxiety (0/32) as measured by the
Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale, as well as demonstrating a low
rate of depression (1/32) as measured by Hamilton Depression
Rating Scale. Ayahuasca users showed no evidence of presumptive childhood ADHD (evaluated through the Wender Utah
Rating Scale [WURS]) nor conduct disorder, and revealed welladjusted lives as measured by the Uplifts, Hassles, Stresses, and
Cognitive Failures questionnaire (UHSCF). Administration of the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Disorder (SCID) revealed
that ﬁve subjects had a single major depressive disorder before
joining Santo Daime. SCID also revealed the presence of one
individual with a current bipolar I disorder, one with a current
panic disorder, six with recurrent major depressive disorder with
four in remission and two in partial remission, and two with
simple phobia disorder in partial remission, four with simple
phobia (two in remission and two in partial remission), three with
bulimia nervosa in remission, six with post-traumatic stress disorder or panic disorder in remission. Eight subjects reported remission occurring after their involvement in ayahuasca religious use.
Barbosa et al.[5,30] conducted a prospective study which evaluated psychiatric morbidity in new ayahuasca users. They administered the Clinical Interview Schedule – revised edition (CIS-R) to
evaluate the intensity of minor psychiatric symptoms (e.g.
anxiety, depression, depressive ideas, irritation) shortly before
and one week after the ﬁrst religious ayahuasca experience in
Santo Daime (n = 19) or UDV (n = 9).[5] This team re-administered
the CIS-R in six-month later when 5 subjects (one from UDV and
four from Santo Daime) were lost to follow-up.[30] The Santo
Daime sub-sample nearly met criteria for the CIS-R deﬁned
psychiatric disorder (12 or greater) before drinking ayahuasca
and scores signiﬁcantly improved at one week and six-month
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follow-up (11.6 before ayahuasca, 5.1 a week later and six-months
later). The UDV sub-sample scored below the cut off value for
CIS-R deﬁned psychiatric disorder before beginning participation
and showed no signiﬁcant changes at either one-week or sixmonth follow-up. Signiﬁcant improvement in the mental health
dimension of the Short Form-36 Health Survey Questionnaire
(SF-36) was also demonstrated between baseline and six-month
follow up in the Santo Daime group.
The authors also analyzed the differences between regular
ayahuasca users, i.e. subjects who underwent more than nine
ayahuasca experiences, and a washout period of four weeks or
less before the last evaluation, and irregular ayahuasca users,
i.e. subjects who underwent nine or less ayahuasca experiences
and a washout period of more than four weeks before the last
evaluation. At one-week follow-up regular ayahuasca users’
CIS-R scores improved signiﬁcantly and were signiﬁcantly better
than those of irregular ayahuasca users.
Personality
Personality variables related to the use of ayahuasca were investigated in one case–control study and in one prospective study.
Grob et al.[2] administered Cloninger’s Tridimensional Personality
Questionnaire (TPQ) to long-term ayahuasca users and nonayahuasca using controls. The TPQ measures three dimensions
of personality: Novelty Seeking, Reward Dependence and Harm
Avoidance. The authors found lower scores for Novelty Seeking
and Harm Avoidance in the ayahuasca group. The combination
of lower Novelty Seeking and Harm Avoidance suggested that
ayahuasca users were more reﬂective, rigid, slow-tempered,
frugal, conﬁdent, relaxed, optimistic, and energetic than the
controls.
Barbosa et al.[30] used Cloninger’s Temperament and Character
Inventory – 125 items (TCI-125) which measures the same
temperament dimensions as the TPQ plus additional
domains of some speciﬁc character traits (Self-Directedness,
Self-Transcendence and Cooperativeness) to evaluate effects on
these traits in new ayahuasca users. The TCI was administered
shortly before and six months after the ﬁrst ayahuasca experience to new members of the Santo Daime (n = 15) or UDV
(n = 8). There was no change in the Novelty Seeking domain
between baseline and six months. Harm Avoidance scores
dropped in the Santo Daime sub-sample which, in TCI model,
means lowered anxiety-related behavioural traits In addition, Reward Dependence decreased in the UDV sub-sample. According
to this model, the lowering of reward dependence scores suggests a decrease in such behaviour: for example, from sentimentality, eagerness to please others, and sensitivity to signs of social
of approval towards detachment, coolness, emotional independence, and less sensitivity to signals of social approval. Change
in Reward Dependence was positively correlated with the
frequency of ayahuasca use, and negatively correlated with the
length of time elapsing between the last ayahuasca session and
re-testing. A positive correlation between the decrease in scores
for Reward Dependence and intensity of ayahuasca use was also
found in the total sample (n = 23). Regular ayahuasca users (i.e.
those who attended more than nine ayahuasca sessions during
the evaluation period) also showed a decrease in Reward Dependence. Regular users scored signiﬁcantly higher than irregular
users (i.e. those who attended nine or fewer ayahuasca sessions
during the evaluation period) on Reward Dependence at baseline
and higher on Self-Directedness at the six-month evaluation.
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23 (8,15)

[30]

49 (23,26)

28 (12,16)

[5]

[6]

127 (62,65)

Idem
41 (N.I)

[29]
[25]

[27]

40 (22,18)

[31]

29 (N.I.)

15(15,0)

[2]

[36]

13 (13,0)

10.4 years (mean)
formal education

N.I.

Idem
Idem

1st year high
school to 1st
year college

N.I.

N.I.

Education

33 (N.I.)

N.I.

Complete high
school
to complete college
degree
37 (18-57)
Idem

35,7 (18-56)

37,1 (N.I.)

(15-19)

Idem
Idem

Adolescents
16,5 (15-19)

38,5 (28-48)

38.5 (28-48)

N
Age
(male,female) (mean-range)

[33]

Reference

Setting/Country/
State and city of
ayahuasca intake

Dependent
quantitative
variables

Dependent
qualitative
variables

USA/ Canada

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil
Brazil

Brazil

No

No
No

Attitudes and
psychosocial
status
No

Psychiatric morbidity
Drug use

Psychiatric morbidity,
Quality of life
and personality
Independent ritual in Spiritual wellbeing
USA and Canada / San
and mystical
Francisco/ British
experience
Columbia

Idem

CEFLURIS, Alto Santo
and Barquinha
Barquinha/ AM e AC/
Céu do Mapiá e Rio
Branco

Control

New ayahuasca
users: 1- 10
rituals

New ayahuasca
users:1 ritual

2 (1-4 days before
and 1-2 weeks
after the 1st ritual)

2, one yr apart

1

1
1

1

1

1

Evaluation time
points (quantity,
when)

3 (1-4 days before,
1 week and 6
months after 1st
ritual)
Before-after and 5 5 (72 hrs before and
controls with no
6-12 hrs, 1 week
history of
and 3 months
ayahuasca use
after 1st ritual)

Before-after

Before-after

Church members 10 matched subjects
≥ 10 years (use ≥ with no history of
twice a month)
ayahuasca use
Idem
15 matched subjects
with no history of
ayahuasca use
≥24 ayahuasca
40 matched subjects
ritual attendance
with no history of
throughout the
ayahuasca use
previous 2 yrs
Idem
Idem
Idem
43 machted subjects
with no history of
ayahuasca use
Idem
25 machted subjects
with no history of
ayahuasca use
Church members 115 controls non
ayahuasca users
≥ 15 years with
a ritual
attendance ≥
twice a month

Intensity of use

Perceived effects New ayahuasca
on spirituality
users: 1 ritual

No

Medical Status,
Employment/
Support, Drug and
Alcohol Use,
Legal Status,
Family/Social
Relationships, and
Psychiatric Status
Prospective studies with new ayahuasca users
UDV and CEFLURIS/
Psychiatric morbidity Attitudes and
Brazil/ SP/ São Paulo e
perceived
Campinas
effects

Idem

Idem
Idem

Case-control studies with experienced ayahuasca users
UDV/ Brazil/ AM/
Density of platelet
No
Manaus
serotonin uptake
sites
Brazil
UDV/ Brazil/ AM/
Psychiatric Dx Drug
Perceived
Manaus
Use Personality
effects
Memory
Brazil
UDV/ Brazil/ SP e DF/ Memory and attention
No
São Paulo e Brasília
processes

Nationality/
residence
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19 (11, 5)

25 (11.14)

[34]

[35]

Education

43.6 (22-63)

45.1 (26-71)

27.1 (20-38)

NI

N.I.

N.I.

N.I.

NI

49.6 (32-67) 16.4 years (mean)
formal education

Age
(meanrange)

9 North-Americans
and Canadians, 5
Europeans, 1
Venezuelan and 1
Japanese
Northern Europeans

Spain

Australia

USA

Nationality/
residence

Dependent
quantitative
variables

Some European and No
South American
countries (N.I. speciﬁc
settings)

Qualitative phenomenological studies
Independent ritual
No
in an Amazonian
retreat
Motivations to
try ayahuasca
and perceived
effects

No

Perceived
effects

Perceived
effects

Dependent
qualitative
variables

1 to “several”
doses

1 standardized
ayahuasca dose

Church members:
269314.7
rituals (mean)
20-1300 (range)
4 (mean)
1-180 (range)

Intensity of use

Motivations to try 17 rituals (mean)
ayahuasca and 1-70 (range)
perceived effects

“Recreational use”
Drug use ***
and “ayahuasca
ceremonies” **
Clinical Double blind crossover study
Laboratory /
Subjective and objective
Spain Barcelona
(EEG, EOG and EMG)
sleep quality

Cross-sectional studies
CEFLURIS/ USA/
Psychiatric morbidity
Oregon/ Ashland
and drug use

Setting/Country/
State and city of
ayahuasca intake

No

No

Placebo e damphetamine

No

No

Control

1

During the days of
the retreat

2 (before and
between 11 and
19 hrs after
dosing)

1

1

Evaluation time
points (quantity,
when)

* The total sample of this study was 121 subjects who had used DMT; 37 had used it in ayahuasca preparations.
** The authors state that the expression ‘recreational use’ means drug intake outside recognized religious institution such as Santo Daime and they recognize that this term may be a misnomer. According
to them, 5% of the 121 subjects took DMT in ayahuasca ceremonies, which suggest that their 37 ayahuasca subjects took the brew in independent rituals or in amateur ways.
*** The authors also evaluated the demographic characteristics of DMT users, as well as the ways of obtaining, reasons for trying, location of usage and route of using this drug. However the lack of
speciﬁc analysis for ayahuasca (i.e. they treated ayahuasca as a form of DMT use and so the ayahuasca data are blurred into the larger DMT data) prevented these methods and data from being
reviewed in the current paper.

22 (22,0)

37 *

[28]

[32]

32 (15,17)

N
(male,
female)

[26]

Reference
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Psychosocial status and well-being
Psychosocial status and wellbeing have been evaluated in one
case–control study with experienced ayahuasca users and two
prospective studies with new ayahuasca users. Fabregas
et al.[27] found signiﬁcantly better scores on ASI-assessed Medical
Status in a jungle ayahuasca community at baseline and urban
ayahuasca groups at one year follow-up than comparison groups.
At baseline, urban ayahuasca users scored better on a Family/
Social Relationships subscale and worse on an Employment/
Support subscale. The prospective study of Barbosa et al.[30]
reported improvement in the Bodily Pain subscale of SF-36 in
the UDV group at six-month follow-up. Before the ﬁrst ayahuasca
experience, UDV group scores were better than those of the
Santo Daime group for the Social Functioning and emotional role
dimensions. At six-month follow-up, regular users (i.e. those who
attended more than 9 ayahuasca sessions during the follow-up
period) scored better than irregular users (i.e. those who
attended nine or fewer ayahuasca sessions during the evaluation
period) in the dimensions of Emotional Role and Social Functioning.
Trichter et al.[6] compared spiritual well-being using the Spiritual
Well-Being (SWB) Scale in new ayahuasca users in the San Francisco
Bay area (n = 14) and in British Columbia, Canada (n = 33) with
control with no history of ayahuasca use (n = 5). Subjects were
assessed 72 h before and 6–12 h, 1 week, and 3 months after their
ﬁrst ayahuasca ritual. Authors reported positive changes in the
Canadian group only (at 6 h evaluation). The authors also reported
a correlation between Spiritual Well-Being changes and intensity of
peak ayahuasca effects.

induce deterioration of sleep quality, but like d-amphetamine, it
increased stage 2, decreased REM stage duration, and showed a
trend to increased REM latency.

Platelet serotonin uptake sites
Callaway et al.[33] reported an increased number of [3 H]citalopram
binding sites in the platelets of long-term ayahuasca drinkers compared to non-ayahuasca controls. They suggest that this difference
may reﬂect differences in neuronal 5-HT uptake, and that it might
be reﬂected in decreased 5-HT in the synaptic cleft in the absence
of compensatory mechanisms.

Qualitative data
Motivations to use ayahuasca
Motivations to use ayahuasca were elicited in open interviews
administered in one prospective study and in two qualitative
and phenomenological studies.[5,34,35] Most South American,
North American, and European subjects were motivated by a
desire for gaining personal and spiritual knowledge and development, including self-awareness, purpose and direction in life,
examining inner and outer realities, equilibrium and spiritual
relationships. In addition, they report a desire for healing; e.g.,
improvement of psychosocial and emotional problems, and
abuse of drug/alcohol. Recreational use and curiosity were less
often cited.[5,35]

Cognition
Cognitive processes related to ayahuasca use were investigated
by two case–control studies with experienced ayahuasca users.
Grob et al.[2] evaluated memory functions of long-term adult
ayahuasca users in the UDV compared to matched controls, using
the WHO-UCLA Auditory Verbal Learning Test (WHO UCLA-AVLT).
This test is designed to assess mild degrees of cognitive dysfunction and consists of several trials of recalling words read from
lists of common items such as household objects. The authors
detected better performance in ayahuasca users in the recall of
words for the ﬁfth learning trial.
Doering-Silveira et al.[31] administered a comprehensive battery of neuropsychological tests to assess attention, psychomotor
speed, verbal and visual abilities, memory, and mental ﬂexibility
in long term ayahuasca-using adolescents in UDV and compared
their scores with those of non-ayahuasca using adolescents.
Ayahuasca-using subjects performed worse than the controls in
the second and fourth learning trials and demonstrated lower
total scores for trials I-V of the WHO UCLA-AVLT. The authors
point out that the raw scores of both groups in this speciﬁc test
were within the average range of normative data of similar aged
adolescents on a similar memory task.

Perceived positive effects
Perceived positive effects of ayahuasca use within a formal religions setting have been reported by European, South and North
American, and Australian subjects.[2,5,26] Data have also been
reported for independent ayahuasca rituals and retreats[6,34]
and in non-religious settings.[28] These beneﬁts include a wide array of existential, religious, cognitive and emotional, attitudinal,
and moral changes, as well as physical health. Interestingly, subjects also reported less impulsivity and aggressiveness and
greater empathy, compassion and respect for others. Regarding
the latter aspect, Grob et al.’s subjects[2] emphasized similar
changes from previous violence and alcohol and drug use towards more pro-social attitudes and behaviour. Dobkin de Rios’
study[36] reported that UDV adolescents also seemed to have better family and social relationships than matched controls. An increased interest in a number of other spirituality topics, such as
yoga and meditation were also reported by North-American
and European subjects.[6,35] However, longitudinal assessment indicated that these interests faded over time.[6]

Sleep

Perceived negative or side effects

Sleep was evaluated through a double blind crossover study
conducted by Barbanoj et al.[32] The authors compared the
effects of a standardized dose of ayahuasca to inactive placebo
and d-amphetamine in subjective and objective (EEG) sleep
measures. The treatments were administered at noon and sleep
measures were conducted from 11:00 pm until 7:00 am of the next
day. Compared to d-amphetamine treatment, ayahuasca did not

Halpern et al.[26] reported that subjects described poor sleep the
night after an ayahuasca ritual, decreased memory for up to 1 day
afterwards, and exhaustion that lasted up to 2 days post
ingestion. Concerns about the legality of using ayahuasca in the
USA and politics of Santo Daime group were disliked.[26] A subject
from Barbosa et al.’s study[5] reported feeling worry during the
week following her ﬁrst and distressing ayahuasca experience.
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Subjects’ interpretation and evaluation of processes of change
Subjects’ interpretations of the positive effects of ayahuasca
included integration of personal insights experienced during
acute effects and mystical experiences. They use such notions
as ayahuasca being a ‘friend’ with whom one could work,[34] or
being a ‘guide’ or a ‘teacher’.[26] Psychological and physical
catharsis as well as novel subjective experiences of physical processes have also been reported.[6,28,35] UDV subjects from Grob
et al.’s study[2] emphasized the importance of the ritual context
and social support network provided by the church.

Discussion
This review summarizes case–control, longitudinal, crosssectional, double-blind clinical laboratory, and qualitativephenomenological studies conducted with ayahuasca in human
subjects. Samples came from South and North America, Western
Europe, Australia, and Japan where subjects took ayahuasca in
formal religions, independent rituals, and clinical research settings. A diverse array of data collection procedures involving
quantitative and qualitative tools have been used to assess the
health of ayahuasca users. In general, the few studies reviewed
here failed to demonstrate deleterious effects of ayahuasca use
on their subjects’ selected psychological and physical parameters. Interestingly, ayahuasca subjects had similar or better
scores than controls and/or the general population on measures
of psychiatric morbidity, and psychosocial status, and well-being.
Studies consistently showed fewer problems of ayahuasca users
with alcohol-related problems. Qualitative studies reported
respondents describing a wide array of subjective existential,
religious, cognitive, emotional, attitudinal, moral and physical
beneﬁts. Some of the results of the studies suggest that
ayahuasca may be beneﬁcial to certain people, but missed methodology which allows for evaluation of causal relationships.
Pharmacologically, Callaway’s report of increased platelet 5-HT
transport[33] may suggest similar changes occurring in the brain
of ayahuasca users. Such changes might result in long-term
modulation of the aminergic systems involved in mood regulation, impulsivity, and alcohol abuse.[2,37] More recently, human
and animal studies suggested that DMT and harmine exert
speciﬁc effects on 5-HT and noradrenergic [(NA)] systems involving depression, hopelessness, and anxiety during the acute
effects of ayahuasca.[38–41] Future studies should assess the
temporal and dosing parameters in ayahuasca vs. other psychotherapeutic medications’ effects on selected disorders and the
use of appropriate animal models in more clearly determining
ayahuasca’s potential anti-depressant or anxiolytic effects.
The panoply of reports of increased self-awareness, purpose in
life, introspection, spirituality, and healthier worldview suggest
that ayahuasca elicits a complex series of psychological and
social processes that can be considered independently of its
pharmacology. Such data underline the importance of ‘set and
setting’ in any psychedelic drug experience.[42,43] Those with
positive expectations and thorough preparation, support and
follow-up may optimize effects of the drug on associative memory, mood, and other functions to effect potential emotional,
personal, religious and moral beneﬁts. The results of psychiatric
studies with these in more easily controlled environments
support this suggestion.[44–46] Most of the reviewed studies
involved subjects who took ayahuasca within structured formal
religions or independent ceremonies. In addition, they also were
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motivated by an interest in personal development and healing
rather than recreation or curiosity. Thus, set and setting appear
critical in our interpretation of our review of the ‘ﬁeld’ literature
in much the same manner as that established by experimental
and psychotherapeutic studies of psychedelics.
Similarly, the anthropological literature[47,48] posits ayahuasca
religions’ beliefs and practices direct the experience typically
induced by ayahuasca towards positive social and individual
outcomes by means of the collective ceremonial performance
and guidance from religious leaders. The religious model used
in many ayahuasca rituals suggests that cross-cultural sensitivity
is necessary in studying its use, similar to that involved with
research into peyote’s comparable role in the Native American
Church.
Two studies[2,30] evaluating personality dimensions suggest
that religious use of ayahuasca may result in changes in personality. Grob et al.’s[2] ﬁnding of lower scores of Harm Avoidance
among UDV members compared to control group and Barbosa
et al.[30] Ethnographic studies has described UDV as highly centralized and hierarchical, and requires following the most strict
moral guidelines.[49] These factors may have determined Grob
et al.’s[2] ﬁndings of lower novelty seeking scores in UDV subjects
than the controls. It is uncertain which factors mediated Barbosa
et al.’s[30] ﬁnding of lowering of TCI-measured Reward Dependence on new ayahuasca users at six-month follow-up. The
recent laboratory ﬁndings of psychedelic-induced personality
changes suggest that ayahuasca itself may have contributed to
these ﬁndings.[50] While these results must require replication,
they are of great interest given the high stability of personality
traits under most circumstances.
More research is needed to determine whether ayahuasca use
has signiﬁcant effects on cognition. The superior performance of
adult ayahuasca group compared to controls in Grob et al.’s study
suggests that the regular religious use of the brew is without
adverse effects in adults, but the data in adolescence is less
benign.[31]
There are few reports of adverse effects of ayahuasca in the
literature. The exception is Halpern et al.’s study[26] but this must
be interpreted in light of Santo Daime rituals themselves. Participants are usually required to dance and sing for 8–12 h overnight
and this may contribute as much to the impaired memory,
exhaustion, and poor sleep the following days as the ayahuasca
itself. In support of this interpretation are Barbanoj et al.’s[32] data
demonstrating minimal effects of ayahuasca on sleep. It seems
possible that this is a residual outcome of the over stimulation
experience of dancing and listening to the hymns under the
psychedelic effects. Of the reviewed papers, only Barbosa
et al.[5] found an emotional discomfort that outlasted a distressing ritual ayahuasca experience in one participant. Persisting
psychological adverse reactions due to psychedelic use are more
likely to happen when these substances are taken in unsupervised and unstructured settings.
The rarity of the persisting psychological reactions in the
reviewed data might be explained by the fact that most of the
studies focused on the use of ayahuasca within structured
settings, where screening, preparation, supervision, and followup are provided, thus minimizing adverse effects.[51,52]
In addition, selection-bias may play a role in the relative
paucity of reports of adverse effects in the reviewed literature.
Most subjects were experienced ayahuasca users who were evaluated in case–control and cross-sectional studies. It is expected
from prior evidence that adverse reactions occur in the earlier
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phases of ayahuasca exposition and people who undergo these
kind of reaction tend to discontinue the use. Evidence of this
selection bias was provided in the ﬁnding that new ayahuasca users
who had better emotional outcomes during the week after their
ﬁrst ayahuasca attended more ayahuasca ceremonies throughout
the following six months than those who had less beneﬁcial
emotional outcomes.[30] Moreover, well-motivated subjects eager
to prove that their psychoactive sacrament is beneﬁcial may have
contributed to the positive instrument scores and reports on
ayahuasca effects. Finally, it has been hypothesized that the taste
for an exotic experience and the desire to escape from the boredom of daily life might have contributed to wishful and superﬁcial
positive qualitative reports from new ayahuasca users that may not
reﬂect consistent and persisting behavioural change.[5]
Future studies should assess reasons for dropping out
ayahuasca religions. Additional prospective evaluations of new
ayahuasca users are necessary, as are retrospective assessments
of patients in psychiatric facilities to determine the role of
ayahuasca in their psychiatric complaints. Special attention
should be given to psychotic reactions that outlast the acute
ayahuasca effects, which has been reported in case studies and
anecdotal reports.[53,54] De Rios and Rumrril’s ethnography on
ayahuasca use by western subjects in the Amazon suggest that
persisting psychological disturbances related to administration
of ayahuasca by independent healers[55] are far more frequent
than in more structured formal ayahuasca religions. The growing
use of ayahuasca within formal ayahuasca religions and in more
independent contexts such as autonomous healers and recreational use provides an interesting opportunity investigate the
role of different settings on frequency of both positive and negative persisting outcomes. Also, some remarkable differences
between formal ayahuasca religions, such as the incorporation
of cannabis in the rituals of CEFLURIS and the UDV rigorous
proscription against marijuana, should be operationalized as
independent variables in comparative evaluation of their members’ psychological and well-being statuses. Finally, ayahuasca
use is spreading to societies in which the prescription of selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) medications is growing. The
interaction of the MAOIs activity of ayahuasca with SSRIs can result
in severe serotonergic syndrome characterized by nausea, confusion, tremors, vomiting, convulsions, loss of consciousness and is potentially fatal.[56] Further studies should address the consequences
and sequelae of interaction between SSRIs and ayahuasca.
Another signiﬁcant gap in the reviewed studies is the lack of
knowledge regarding the dose of DMT and beta-carbolines used
by subjects. Fourteen of the 15 reviewed papers provided no
data in this regard. Future studies should address this crucial
variable. Analyses of various ayahuasca brews has demonstrated
a rather spread of alkaloid concentrations.[57]
In addition, nearly every study suffers from small sample sizes
and most of lack a prospective design (i.e. evaluation of subjects
before their exposure to ayahuasca), making difﬁcult demonstration of causality between ayahuasca use and changes in dependent
variables. Therefore, the beneﬁts observed in the studies should be
viewed with extreme caution, for case–control and cross-sectional
designs suffer from an important methodological weakness to
establish which factors mediated the observed results. In the few
prospective studies with new ayahuasca users, the absence or small
size of control groups[5,6,30] make it difﬁcult to determine the inﬂuence of unknown factors intervening between evaluations.
At a technical level, many of the neuropsychological and
psychological instruments used in Brazil[2,30,31] were adapted to
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Brazilian Portuguese, but were not validated and have not been
normalized in that country.
Nevertheless, observational studies have the advantage of
evaluating ayahuasca use as it occurs in the real world and thus
are crucial to public health issues regarding ayahuasca. The diversity of settings in which ayahuasca is being used present a
unique opportunity for studying the effects of set and setting
on the outcomes of the ayahuasca experience. International
and cross-cultural studies will shed light on the complex interplay
of these various factors.

Conclusion
We reviewed 15 reports on the effects of ayahuasca on healthrelated effects of ayahuasca on humans. Ayahuasca subjects
scored similarly or better than the control groups or normative
data on most measures of substance use, psychiatric morbidity,
personality, wellbeing and cognitive functions when compared
to control groups or population norms. The few signiﬁcant exceptions were the worse scores drug-abuse related problems among
Santo Daime and Barquinha subjects in Fabregas study and the
worse scores the scores on memory subtasks of UDV adolescents
than their controls. The former is explained by the option of the
research team to take into account ayahuasca in the ASI score.
As for the UDV adolescents, their raw scores in those subtests
were within the norm range of a similar test. Moreover, predominant positive outcomes were elicited by qualitative interviews
and questionnaires. Rare adverse effects were reported. These
predominantly favourable results seem to be explained by the
protective factors of the setting in which the most subjects drank
the brew. Also, selection-bias, well-motivated subjects, and wishful
thinking also may have biased the overall results towards positive
outcomes. Finally, the causality of these results and ayahuasca
intake is still an open question, for most studies lack retrospective
data, and the few prospective studies that were conducted with
new ayahuasca users suffers from small sample, which difﬁcult
generalization. More prospective studies are needed. Transcultural
studies addressing the use of ayahuasca in different settings and
addressing its adverse effects are needed to better understand
the impact of the brew on human health.
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